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Foreword
Once again we are fortunate to have eight interesting papers recounting various events and milestones in the history of electronic communication. Perhaps
the most recognized milestones noted at one place or another in this issue are
the discovery of radio in the 1890s, the adoption of the RCA compatible color
television system standard by the FCC in 1953, and the introduction of radio in
space on the Sputnik satellite launched in October of 1957. In addition, there are
historical accounts of the Radio College of Canada (RCC), F. B. Chambers & Co.
of Philadelphia, the Heath Company of Heathkit fame, and contributions to early
radio technology by individuals affiliated with Harvard’s Cruft Laboratory. Below
is a brief summary of each of the eight articles in the order that they appear.
■■ David Wunsch writes a tribute to Harvard’s radio past to honor major figures
who were affiliated with Harvard’s Cruft Laboratory in the early days of
wireless telegraphy and radio. This paper highlights five individuals—three
professors, one student and a research fellow—who were central to that era,
and who were all affiliated with Cruft Laboratory: Emory Leon Chaffee,
George Washington Pierce, Arthur Kennelly, Glenn Browning, and Frederick
Drake. Their contributions encompassed work on spark transmitters, early
radio tubes, crystal controlled oscillators, wave propagation, mathematics
of radio frequency circuits, and radio receivers for the growing broadcast
consumer market.
■■ Mike Molnar recounts the life of Jack Poppele, a notable but relatively unknown
radio engineer with a career that began in 1922 and spanned over three
decades to the time when color television standards were set in the 1950s. His
life and career have come to light as the result of a donation by his family of
artifacts, including documentation in the form of over 20 large scrapbooks
that chronicle the life and times of this remarkable radio engineer. This window to the past shows that Jack Poppele was “the right man at the right time
and in the right place.”
■■ Mike Molnar contributes a second article describing the more than 20 scrapbooks referenced in the previous article recounting the life of Jack Poppele.
These scrapbooks, donated to the AWA by the Poppele family, now reside in the
AWA Museum in Bloomfield, NY. The author has selected some of the more
interesting documents Jack Poppele pasted into his scrapbooks, which document his many activities and contributions to the field of radio and television.
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■■ William Goodwin explores the history of F. B. Chambers & Co. of Philadelphia, and along the way describes some of the interesting radio products
manufactured by the company. F. B. Chambers & Co. is believed to be the
first radio manufacturing company to operate in greater Philadelphia. The
company was formed circa 1904 in the home of Frank and Hester Chambers,
who both participated in the operation of the company. The author says the
devoted couple’s story is integral to their business development and is worthy
of being chronicled and documented.
■■ John Gilbert recounts the history of the Radio College of Canada (RCC)
beginning from the time it was established in Toronto in 1928. RCC was one
of several schools that trained Canadian radio operators in radio technology,
Morse code, and the duties of radio operators onboard ships. The author
obtained his Second-Class Certificate of Communications from RCC in 1959,
and recalls the Radio Operator (RO) program—the primary subject of this
article. The RO program of RCC was offered from around 1932 to 1964, when
the Department of Transport, then the largest employer of graduates of the RCC
RO courses, established its own radio operator training school near Ottawa.
■■ Erich Brueschke and Michael Mack recount the history of the Heath Companies
and describe a few of the very successful Heathkits that the Heath Company
sold—beginning in 1947 with the O-1 Oscilloscope, the first Heathkit sold.
The genesis of the company is traced back to the E. B. Heath Aerial Vehicle
Company that was founded by Edward Bayard Heath in 1909. The name of
the company and its ownership changed several times before becoming Heath
Company shortly before 1947. Heath Company, built on the tenets of “handson learning,” a “build-it-yourself” approach, “cost savings,” and “customer
service,” became the largest manufacturer of electronic kits in the world.
■■ David and Julia Bart provide an interesting and comprehensive review of
milestones in U.S. and Soviet space programs in which radio systems were
first introduced in space in the 1950s on Soviet and U.S. satellites. The authors
describe both the technical issues involved in putting radios in space as well
as the political ramifications of satellite launches that touched off the space
race. The focus is on Sputnik and Telstar, but the history of other early space
programs and satellites are included in this fascinating article.
■■ Eric Wenaas investigates the claims made by many historians and Teslaphiles
(overly enthusiastic Tesla admirers) in support of the proposition that Tesla
has priority in the discovery of radio. After researching the original published
documents and comparing them with claims made by Teslaphiles, he exposes
vi
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the canards (false accounts) and red herrings (accounts intended to mislead)
that have been used to support claims of priority on behalf of Tesla.
We thank all of our authors for sharing their work with us. I personally thank
each one of them for the cordial interactions we have had while preparing the
manuscripts. I also want to thank our three associate editors, Joe Knight, Bill
Burns, and Tim Martin, and our anonymous peer reviewers who have worked
so hard and given so much time to review and edit these papers. Please note that
Tim Martin, WB2VVQ, joined the AWA Review staff as an associate editor this
year. Finally, I would like to thank Fiona Raven for the wonderful article layouts
that we have come to expect each year—and especially for the original layouts on
the covers of the AWA Review this year. Fiona’s professional and creative work
never ceases to amaze me.
As you may know, several years ago the AWA created the Robert P. Murray
Award for the best paper in the AWA Review each year. The first award for the
best paper was presented at the AWA Conference in Rochester last year for an
article in the 2017 issue. We wish to memorialize this award that went to Bart Lee,
K6VK, for his outstanding paper entitled “The Wireless News.” Congratulations
to Bart Lee for a job well done.
Once again I have enjoyed serving as the editor of the AWA Review, as I have
for the past three years. I believe it is now time for me to retire so that I can
pursue my passion for research and authoring another book. I am pleased to
announce that after the 2019 Review is published, Timothy Martin, WB2VVQ, of
Lee, Massachusetts, will become the editor for the AWA Review. Tim has been a
member of AWA for over 40 years and has an impressive technical background.
He attended the State University of New York (SUNY) at Stony Brook where
he received his BE degree. While working at General Electric, he received his
ME degree from Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute. During his 42 years with GE
and General Dynamics, Tim worked mostly on inertial guidance of Navy Fleet
Ballistic Missiles as a systems engineer. He is a professional engineer and is a
member of IEEE and ARRL.
Tim has worked closely with me on the preparation of the 2019 issue, and I can
assure you he is a very capable, conscientious, and knowledgeable editor. I will
assist Tim with the preparation of the 2020 issue to assure a smooth transition,
but he will be the man in charge. Prospective authors should submit all material
to Tim Martin at wb2vvq@yahoo.com.
Eric Wenaas, Ph.D.
Editor, AWA Review
San Diego, CA
Volume 32, 2019
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Tips for Authors
The AWA Review invites previously unpublished papers on electronic communication history and associated artifacts with a focus on antique wireless.
Papers will be peer reviewed to verify factual content by peer reviewers whose
identity will remain anonymous. This process gives the AWA Review credibility
as a source of correct historical information. The papers will be edited to provide
uniformity in style and layout among the articles. In general, shorter articles of
six to eight pages (3,000 to 4,000 words) or less should be directed toward the
AWA Journal, which is published quarterly. The AWA Review is intended for longer articles on the order of 6,000–9,000 words. Longer articles may be accepted
with pre-approval by the editor.
The AWA Review will also publish Letters to the Editor as deemed appropriate. Letters should comment on articles published in the previous issue of the
AWA Review or make brief comments on wireless history as it relates to one of
the articles. Letters will not be peer reviewed, but they may be edited. Text is
limited to 400 words and no more than 10 references. The editor reserves the
right to publish responses to letters.
It is strongly recommended that authors planning to prepare an article for the
AWA Review send an abstract of approximately 200 words to the editor describing
the subject and scope of the paper before writing the article, including an estimate
of the number of words. It is never too early to submit an abstract. Space in the
AWA Review is not unlimited, so it is important for both editors and authors
alike to have an estimate of the expected number of articles and number of pages
for each article as soon as possible. The deadline for submissions of manuscripts
in the next issue is January 1, 2020. Papers will be accepted after January 1, but
papers submitted and accepted for publication before January 1 will have priority
in the event that there is not space for all papers submitted.
Authors with an interesting story to tell should not be discouraged by a lack
of writing experience or lack of knowledge about writing styles. The AWA Review
will accept manuscripts in any clearly prepared writing style. Editors will help
inexperienced authors with paper organization, writing style, reference citations,
and improvements in image quality. Edited manuscripts will be returned to the
author along with comments from the editor and anonymous reviewers for the
author’s review and comment. The manuscript will then be set in its final form
and sent back for one final review by the author. Normally, only one review of
the layout will be accommodated.
To summarize, please submit completed manuscripts by January 1, 2020 (or
earlier if possible) in three separate files:
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1) A manuscript file without embedded figures or figure captions using Microsoft
Word or other software that is compatible with Word. The manuscript should
have a 200-word abstract, a main body with endnote citations and endnotes,
acknowledgements, and several paragraphs summarizing the author’s background. The author should also enclose a recent photograph focusing on the
head and shoulders.
2) A figure file with numbered figures that match the figure callouts, which must
appear in at least one sentence of the manuscript text. Each figure file name
should have a word or two descriptor related to the image in addition to the
figure number.
3) A figure caption file with a short description of each figure and an attribution
identifying its source. You may use the articles in this issue as a template for
the style and format of your paper. For more information, consult the AWA
website at http://www.antiquewireless.org/awa-review-submissions.html.
Please feel free to contact me as editor for the 2020 issue of the AWA Review
for any questions.
Timothy Martin, BE, ME, PE
AWA Review Editor for 2020
wb2vvq@yahoo.com

x
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Harvard’s Radio Past: A Sort of Memoir
© 2019 A. David Wunsch
The first third of the 20th century was a period in which Harvard University made a significant contribution to progress in wireless telegraphy and radio. This paper highlights
five individuals—three professors, one student and a research fellow—who were central
to that era, and who were all affiliated with Cruft Laboratory: Emory Leon Chaffee,
George Washington Pierce, Arthur Kennelly, Glenn Browning, and Frederick Drake.
Their contributions encompassed work on spark transmitters, early radio tubes, crystal
controlled oscillators, wave propagation, mathematics of radio frequency circuits, and
radio receivers for the growing broadcast consumer market. The paper concludes with
some conjecture as to what made Harvard so effective during that era.

I was inspired to write this paper by the
fond memories of the years I spent as a
Ph.D. student in the Division of Engineering and Applied Physics at Harvard
University, which I first attended in the
fall of 1961. I decided to write this tribute
to Harvard’s radio past to honor five
major figures who were affiliated with
Harvard’s Cruft Laboratory in the early
days (see Fig. 1).1 All contributed to making a name for Harvard in the field of
radio engineering: Emory Leon Chaffee,
George Washington Pierce, Arthur Kennelly, Glenn Browning, and Frederick
Drake. I never met any of these individuals, but I was there when Emory
Leon Chaffee was still on the campus
as a professor emeritus.
Cruft Laboratory plays a role in the
work of everyone described in this paper.
In the years 1911–12 a philanthropist,
Harriet Otis Cruft, in memory of her
two brothers, who were Harvard alumni,
provided funds for a building to be
devoted to “research in high frequencies

Fig. 1. Harvard Cruft Laboratory, with its two
radio towers, as it appeared in 1919. (https:
//ethw.org/File:Cruft_postcard.jpg).
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and high voltages.” The former was to
dominate. Writing in 1929, the dean of
engineering at Harvard stated that the
facility was placed under the directorship of Pierce, and later Leon Chaffee,
both professors of physics. He remarked
that the building was used equally by
both the physics and the engineering
schools.2
Emory Leon Chaffee
“Youth is wasted on the young.”
(old aphorism)
In the fall of 1961, when I was a first year
Ph.D. student, I would see an ancient
looking professor emeritus searching for
his key as he sought to open his door on
the Cruft Bridge—an enclosed walkway with small offices for emeriti and
junior faculty. The bridge connected
Pierce Hall with Cruft Laboratory. I
saw by the label on his door that this
was Professor Chaffee. I recognized his
name—he was the author of an important book on vacuum tubes, published
in the 1930s and then still in use. But
even in 1961, I knew that this was old
technology, destined to fade away. There
seemed to be no point in engaging him
in conversation. Harvard’s heavy hitters
on the electronics faculty at that time
were working with lasers and masers.
One Nicolaas Bloembergen received the
Nobel Prize in 1981 for developing key
principles behind nonlinear optics for
laser spectroscopy.
Some 35 years later, I was a middleaged professor teaching a course on
the history of radio at a public university in Lowell, Massachusetts. Within
my course library was a lively, though
2
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sometimes unreliable textbook: Radio’s
100 Men of Science by Orrin E. Dunlap.3
It contained a two-page entry with the
subheading “Solved Electronic Problems,” which was about Emory Leon
Chaffee, who was born 1885 in Somerville, Massachusetts. Chaffee was important in the history of radio! And, damn
it, I had blown numerous chances to
speak with him—a major figure in the
very subject I was teaching; he had died
in 1975. As I write this, I realize that I
am a year older than that ancient man
I saw in 1961.
The last time I taught the radio
course was in 2010. And had I spoken
to Chaffee, I could have said to that final
class, “When I was your age I talked
with a man who, 99 years ago [!] made
an important contribution to the very
subject we are now studying—and he
made that discovery while a graduate
student.” And then I might tell them why
he was important, using the information
that follows.
Chaffee was born into an affluent
family in the working-class town of
Somerville, Massachusetts, located a
few miles from Harvard.4 He took his
bachelor’s degree in electrical engineering
at MIT in 1907 and went on to Harvard,
where he received his M.A. degree in
1908 and his Ph.D. in Physics in 1911.
Chaffee is shown in Fig. 2 as a Harvard
professor.5
Chaffee’s contribution to the history
of wireless is significant, in part because
of what he accomplished while a Harvard
doctoral student in physics. His nominal doctoral thesis adviser was Professor
Harry Moss, a chemist in the physics

Wunsch

period from about 1900 to 1920 might
loosely be described as the era of “pursuing the continuous wave,” and Chaffee’s
work took place right in the middle of
that period.8 A few words about this
epoch are in order as a prelude to describing Chaffee’s work.
Pursuing the Continuous Wave

Fig. 2. Emory Leon Chaffee as a professor at
Harvard. (Acc. 90-105-Science Service, Records,
1920s–1970s, Smithsonian Institution Archives)

department. An interview conducted
by Professor F. V. Hunt with Chaffee in
1964 revealed that George Washington
Pierce, a prominent physics professor,
worked more closely with Chaffee than
did Moss.6 Chaffee’s doctoral research
and a related paper, “A New Method of
Impact Excitation of Undamped Electric
Oscillations and their Analysis by Means
of Braun Tube Oscillographs,” was the
reason he was awarded Harvard’s prestigious Bowdoin Prize in his last year as a
student. The prize was $200, which was
a year of private college tuition. Earlier
winners of the prize were such luminaries as Henry Adams and Ralph Waldo
Emerson.
Chaffee’s prize paper was later published by the American Academy of Arts
and Sciences.7 Why was it important?
Note the date of publication: 1911. The

Heinrich Hertz’s seminal work of 1886–
1889 set the paradigm for the earliest
hardware used in wireless telegraphy.
Hertz produced sparks that appeared
within a gap between two spheres connected to wires with capacitive plates
forming the two halves of a dipole
antenna, a configuration characterized
later as a “single-circuit” or “open” radiator. The range of Hertz’s electromagnetic
waves was also very limited. It was determined very early in the evolution of spark
telegraphy that an increased range was
critical for widespread adoption of the
fledgling technology, and that the ideal
carrier waveform was a quasi-continuous
or continuous wave with a very narrow
bandwidth. To that end, various techniques were developed to increase the
range of spark communication systems
and to modify the radiated waveforms
from a wideband frequency spectrum
characteristic of a spark discharge to a
narrowband spectrum that was a closer
approximation to a continuous waveform.
Marconi improved the range of his
system in 1895–6 by attaching one side
of his spark gap to ground and the other
side to a vertical antenna with a capacitive plate, a configuration later known
as a monopole radiator (see Fig. 3a). To
achieve a more desirable waveform, it
Volume 32, 2019
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Fig. 3. Marconi single-circuit antenna (a) and Marconi-Braun two-circuit antenna (b) using an
induction coil as a spark source. (Ashley and Hayword, Wireless Telegraphy and Wireless Telephony)

was necessary to introduce more complex
antenna circuits and spark gap configurations. Ferdinand Braun was the first
to improve the radiated waveforms for
wireless telegraphy in 1898 by inserting
an “oscillation transformer” between the
source and antenna, thereby forming a
closed circuit consisting of the source
and the primary side of the transformer
and an open circuit consisting of the
secondary of the transformer and the
radiating antenna (see Fig. 3b). Both of
these circuits were tuned to the same
frequency, and the transformer was
designed to loosely couple the two circuits together. After Marconi adopted
this configuration, it became known as
4
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the Marconi-Braun antenna.9 Braun’s
contribution to this antenna circuit
design was so important to spark telegraphy that Braun shared the Nobel Prize
with Marconi in 1909 in recognition of
their joint contributions to the development of wireless telegraphy.
The nominal waveforms produced
by the two types of circuits are shown in
Fig. 4. The waveform at the top of this
figure is representative of one that was
produced by the early Marconi antenna
excited by a Ruhmkorff spark coil, which
was capable of producing hundreds of
discharges per second. The spark repetition period for, say 250 sparks per
second, would be 4 milliseconds. The

Wunsch

Fig. 4. Waveforms representative of those produced by a single-circuit and two-circuit antenna.
(Zenneck, Wireless Telegraphy, p. 94)

period of the radio frequency signal
radiated by the antenna depended on
the resonant frequency of the monopole
antenna, which was resonant at a wavelength of approximately four times the
monopole antenna height. For an early
Marconi antenna with a height of 50
meters, the resonant wavelength l was
approximately 200 meters, which corresponded to a period of λ/c or 0.67 µs.
The monopole radiator is very efficient,
and the “effective” number of cycles
radiated is small—approximately 5 to
6 cycles—so for this example, the total

effective pulse width per pulse would
be about 4 µs.
While many historians represented
the radiated waveform as a damped sine
wave with a single frequency, the actual
radiated signal had many different frequencies because of the broad frequency
spectrum of the spark source. This broad
spectrum was radiated preferentially
around the resonant frequency of the
antenna, supplemented by radiation
peaks centered around higher harmonics of the antenna’s resonant response.
There were also harmonics associated
Volume 32, 2019
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with the pulse repetition frequency and
signal modulation. Thus, this waveform
was considered to be very “dirty.”
The two waveforms at the bottom of
Fig. 4 are representative of those found
in the primary and secondary circuits
of the two-circuit spark transmitter of
Fig. 3b, which was developed by Braun
and used by Marconi circa 1899.10 The
primary circuit with the spark source was
not connected directly to the antenna
and could not radiate. When the oscillation transformer was loosely coupled
to the antenna circuit, the capacitor in
the closed circuit, which had a capacity
greater than that of the antenna circuit,
discharged more slowly, thereby producing a discharge of greater length in the
antenna circuit. With each cycle, the
energy was transferred back and forth
between the two circuits. When the circuits were not tuned to exactly the same
frequency, which was often the case, a
beat frequency is produced in both circuits as shown in Fig. 4.
When the two circuit were tuned to
the exactly the same frequency, which
was the ideal case, the beat frequency disappears. In either case, the decrement of
the transmitted waveform decreased, the
number of oscillation increased, and the
resulting narrower frequency spectrum
produced less interference. The disadvantages of the oscillation transformer were
that the current circulating through the
primary circuit, which contains the spark
gap, dissipated energy without producing any radiation, and the circuit also
created an unwanted second frequency.
These disadvantages were eliminated
by the quenched-spark system, which
6
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eliminated the currents in the primary
circuit after the first few cycles.
The Quenched Spark Gap

The next step in the evolution of the
spark waveform towards a pure sine wave
was the quenched spark gap, which was
developed by German physicist Max
Wien circa 1906, a technology that was
subsequently employed by a number of
wireless companies, including the Telefunken and Marconi companies.11 The
basic approach was to replace the spark
gap shown in Fig. 3b with an assembly
containing a series of small spark gaps
consisting of disks that were spaced by
mica spacers to produce gaps of a few
tenths of a millimeter, such that the
voltage across each disk was relatively
small, say 500 to 700 volts per disk
(see Fig. 5). As a result, the current in
the primary circuit decayed after a few
cycles (see primary circuit waveform in
Fig. 6) by transferring its energy to the
secondary antenna circuit, and the spark
extinguished. The sparks in the primary

Fig. 5. A quenched spark gap, invented in 1906
by German physicist Max Wien, which consists
of a number of metal disks (nine in this model)
separated by thin mica ring spacers that form a
number of small spark gaps in series. (Zenneck,
Wireless Telegraphy, p. 232)

Wunsch

Fig. 6. Typical waveforms in the primary and secondary circuits of a quenched spark gap.
(Zenneck, Wireless Telegraphy, p. 94)

were unable to restrike because the voltage appearing across the primary of the
oscillation transformer, when spread over
a number of disks was below the breakdown threshold voltage of each individual disk. The energy in the secondary
circuit, which could not be transferred
back through an open primary circuit,
would then continue to oscillate for a
longer time at the resonant frequency of
the antenna circuit until all the energy
was radiated (see secondary circuit waveform in Fig. 6).

aluminum cathode and an anode of some
other metal such as copper or silver, and
the electrodes were cooled by water or
air and surrounded by an atmosphere of
moist hydrogen (see Fig. 7).12 The active
surfaces of the terminals were parallel

The Chaffee Quenched Spark Gap

Chaffee, like many other workers, sought
to eliminate the decrement altogether.
Chaffee’s quenched spark gap differed
from the Wien type of quenched gap
by employing only a single small gap in
lieu of a number of small gaps placed
in series. The single gap consisted of an

Fig. 7. Line drawing of a Chaffee quenched
spark gap, drawn to half scale, using copper
and aluminum material for the gap. (Chaffee,
Arts and Sciences, pp. 270–72)
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plates with an adjustable spacing and an
area of one or two square centimeters.
The best results were obtained with a
gap spacing of approximately 0.07 mm.
A photograph of the Chaffee quenched
spark gap is reproduced in Fig. 8.13
Surprisingly, the spark discharge
extinguished itself and was then reestablished at definite intervals later.
The process repeated itself indefinitely
at regular intervals. It was essential that
the secondary current go through an
integer number of complete cycles to
rejuvenate the sine wave before the spark
reoccurred. Chaffee reported testing his
gap with 3, 4 and 6 cycles. Of course,
the smaller this number, the less damping occurred between the first maximum of the secondary current and the
final one. To ensure this proper timing,
Chaffee adjusted the supply current and
the capacitor in the primary circuit.
Line drawings of the currents showing the relationship between the primary and secondary circuits are shown
in Fig. 9.14 Note that the current in the

Fig. 8. Chaffee quenched spark gap. (Collection
of Historical Instruments, Harvard University)

8
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primary appears to be a rectified half
sine wave—but only approximately. This
waveform in the primary circuit produced a slightly damped sine wave in the
secondary. After six cycles, the primary
impulse then reoccurred at just the right
time to create a fresh train of sine waves.
The process continued indefinitely. The
sine wave current in the secondary exhibited only slight damping and is very
near to being the coveted “continuous
wave”—the undamped sine.
In his Academy paper Chaffee
attempted to explained this novel periodic behavior and admitted that “Very
little can at present be given concerning
the exact nature of the [periodic] conduction which takes place in the gap
under discussion…” 15 He conjectured
that the aluminum conductor contained
a layer of oxidation due to the presence
of moisture. Chaffee applied for a patent
in the fall of 1911, which was granted in
1916 as U.S. 1,189,781. What is remarkable, as we learn from his Academy paper,

Fig. 9. Example of a current waveform in the
primary and secondary circuits of a Chaffee
quenched spark gap. (Goldsmith, Radio Telephony, p. 45)

Wunsch

is that he could produce frequencies as
great as 15 MHz—high for 1911. He contrasted his result with that of the popular
Poulsen arc—Chaffee’s frequency, unlike
Poulsen’s, was nearly independent of the
supply current and the arc length in the
gap. The resulting current on the antenna
was nearly a perfect time-varying sinusoid that was practically free of other
frequencies from the circuit that created
it.” 16 The author commended his own
work as having a “simplicity” lacking
in competing systems, and indeed it was
perhaps simpler than the competition.
However, the Chaffee gap, as it became
known, generated considerable heat.
Cutting & Washington Company
Licenses Chaffee’s Invention

Two men, Fulton Cutting and Bowden
Washington, formed the Cutting &
Washington Company in 1915, located
in Cambridge, Massachusetts, which was
licensed to make and sell a transmitter
based on the Chaffee invention.17 Here
again is a Harvard connection: Cutting
received his Bachelor of Arts from Harvard in 1910 and finished his Doctor
of Science in 1915 with a dissertation
on radio telegraphic transformers. His
thesis adviser was George Washington
Pierce. Washington, who had studied
electrical engineering at Columbia, had
worked in Harvard’s Cruft Laboratory
as an engineer and had helped to set up
Cruft in 1915. He met Cutting while
working at Cruft. Together they worked
on improving the Chaffee quenched
gap, and together they brought a radio
transmitter to the market place circa
1917. Their design incorporated metal

fins instead of water-cooling, and they
replaced the hydrogen used to fill the
gap with something much more convenient—an alcohol vapor emanating from
a wick in the bottom of the chamber. In
some cases, they stacked gaps in series to
increase the radiated power (see Fig. 10).18
Cutting & Washington sold aircraft
transmitters containing the Chaffee gap
to the government for several years following WWI. Goldsmith described these
as radiating 150 watts, and said they were
used in airplane sets for radiotelegraphy.
As the transmitters created a near perfect
sine wave, the reception of Morse code
must have required the use of a beat frequency oscillator in the receiver if the
code was to be heard. In his Academy

Fig. 10. Quenched gap spark transmitter
designed by Chaffee and manufactured by
Cutting & Washington Radio Corporation circa
1915–1916. (Collection of Historical Instruments,
Harvard University)
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paper, Chaffee also proposed the use of
a “chopper” (e.g., the tikker that Valdemar Poulsen developed in 1908), which
would break the transmitted signal into
short bursts whose period lies in the
audible spectrum for radiotelegraphy. He
described his telephony experiments that
he conducted with his mentor Pierce,
noting “conversations…between two
distant stations…for several hours with
perfect articulation.” 19 In the Hunt interview, Chaffee described communicating
with Pierce by means of radiotelephony.
Pierce was in his home in Gloucester,
Massachusetts, while Chaffee was back
at Cruft Laboratory using one of the
towers on the roof for his transmitter.
It is doubtful if any of the Cutting
& Washington transmitters were sold
much after WWI. The firm went into
receivership in 1924, and they also closed
the radio station they had been operating
in Minneapolis.20
Chaffee’s Competition

Chaffee was aware of his competition,
and in his 1911 paper he compared his
design to that of his competitors. Chaffee
criticized the Poulsen arc, a direct-current carbon arc that was immersed in a
hydrogen vapor. This design was based
on a previous invention of Duddell.21
Chaffee claimed that Poulsen could
obtain frequencies higher than 1 MHz
only with low power, while he could
operated his device at frequencies up
to 15 MHz.
Chaffee also believed his design
was superior to Wien’s quenched spark
because it generated an unbroken signal and had but one period, which was
10
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very nearly the free period of the secondary circuit consisting of the transformer winding and the antenna. He
also asserted that he could not get the
Wien nor the Poulsen devices to operate at above 10 MHz, while his own
went up to 15 MHz. Chaffee did not
mention other important competitors
that produced continuous waves, such
as the Alexanderson and Goldschmidt
alternators that produced high frequencies, although they rarely operated much
above 100 kHz, and they were expensive
and too heavy for use on ships.
Chaffee also never mentioned Marconi, who in 1907 put into service at
Clifden, Ireland, his rotary spark gap
or “disc discharger,” which was also
a quenched spark device. The spark
appeared between the edges of two rapidly rotating discs whose axes were parallel but displaced from one another. A
third rotating disc was located between
the two primary discs whose axis was
perpendicular to the other two. The spark
was formed and broken so rapidly that
a nearly continuous wave resulted. To
make the signal audible, Marconi put
studs on the central rotating disc, which
created a wave train with a musical note
that could be heard by the Morse code
operator.22
By 1919 all these technologies were
obsolete. The impetus for change was E.
Howard Armstrong’s discovery of feedback or “regeneration” in 1912 using the
triode vacuum tube to produce a rather
pure sine wave current. In 1919 Rupert
Stanley wrote, “During the last four years
the apparatus and practice of radio-signaling has been revolutionized by the
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rapid evolution of the hard-vacuum valve
and of valve circuits. It may be said that
this new era commenced with the results
obtained by Dr. Irving Langmuir [who
pioneered the high-vacuum tube] and
Armstrong.” 23
Chaffee and the Oscilloscope

Chaffee’s thesis and prize-winning paper
also described how he used the “Braun
type oscillograph” to obtain his results.
In 1911 the cathode ray oscillograph,
which we now call the oscilloscope, was
a comparatively recent device, which was
invented by Karl Braun in 1897. By 1911
the oscilloscope was familiar to experimenters from their work or hobby, but
they still could not buy the instrument.
Chaffee imported Braun tubes for his
oscillograph from the inventor’s home
country. It wasn’t until 1921 that you
could buy a readymade oscilloscope in
the United States—the Western Electric
Model 224A.24 Chaffee modified the
hardware inside his tube and coated the
screen with powdered willemite—a zinc
mineral that glows when hit by an electron beam. His cathode was not heated;
a 20,000-volt battery connected to the
anode was used to pull electrons out of
the cathode to form a beam that struck
the front screen of the tube. Chaffee
credited Professor John Trowbridge of
the Harvard Physics Department with
making the battery. The beam was
deflected up and down in Chaffee’s
instrument by means of a magnetic coil
having up to 16 turns of wire. The coil
was placed in series with the secondary
of the Chaffee transformer.
Chaffee evacuated the tube with a

mercury pump and stated that he was
careful to have the magnetic field, created by the deflecting coil, parallel to the
earth’s field so that the latter would not
interfere with his experiment. He used
parallel metal plates in the tube, which
provided an electric field that deflected
the beam in the horizontal direction.
His paper contained photographs of
screens showing the current in the secondary circuit of the transformer with
a nice sine wave. An oscillograph of the
current shown Fig. 11 has a wavelength
of 100 meters and exhibits rather slight
damping.25 This image represents just
one cycle; the next cycle begins at the
end of each previous cycle such that an
almost undamped sine wave results.
Chaffee and the Vacuum Tube

Chaffee also studied vacuum tubes for
decades. Just two years after receiving
his Ph.D., he became known for his

Fig. 11. Braun type oscillograph of the waveform
in a Chaffee quenched spark gap showing the
sine wave current in the secondary circuit of the
transformer. (Chaffee, Arts and Sciences, Plate 6)
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“equivalent plate circuit theorem” used
to create an equivalent circuit for the
triode tube.26 In 1922 he published his
paper, “Oscillographic Study of Electron
Tubes Characteristics,” in which he plotted on paper the plate and grid currents
of gas filled detector tubes by means of a
mechanical oscillograph.27 His publications on tubes were used by professionals for decades. In the Hunt interview,
Chaffee states that he taught the first
university level course on vacuum tubes
in 1920.
In 1933, Chaffee published his book,
Theory of Vacuum Tubes (McGraw-Hill),
which became one of the few standard
textbooks in the field and remained in
print for many years. By the time Radio’s
100 Men of Science was published in 1944,
it must have been apparent to Dunlap
that Chaffee’s quenched gap device was
obsolete; his later work on tubes may
been responsible for a citation in Dunlap’s book.
Robert Merriam of the New England
Museum of Wireless and Steam asserted
that Chaffee developed the highest
power triode of his era—50 watts—an
example of which Chaffee gave to the
museum.28 Chaffee also worked with
the inventor John Hayes Hammond at
his laboratory in Gloucester. Pierce had
originally collaborated with Hammond
but there was a falling out over a patent
dispute, which Chaffee described in the
Hunt interview. During the years of
WWI, Chaffee and Hammond worked
on the problem of improving radiocontrolled torpedoes. They employed
a gas filled mercury vapor triode as a
detector tube.
12
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Chaffee Joins the Harvard Staff

After receiving his Ph.D., Chaffee was
named an instructor in electrical engineering at Harvard. He moved up the
academic ranks in the physics department and was named Professor of Physics in 1926. He also held such titles as
Rumford Professor of Physics and Gordon McKay Professor of Applied Physics. He was named Director of Cruft
Laboratory in 1940, succeeding his old
mentor, George Pierce, who had retired
from Harvard that year.
Chaffee advised 29 Ph.D. students
during his long career. Among them
was Howard Aiken, who joined the
faculty in 1939. As a Harvard instructor, he designed the Harvard Mark I
computer—an electromechanical device
(without vacuum tubes) that could perform long sequences of calculations automatically. It read its instructions from a
punched paper tape and is sometimes
regarded as the first programmable electrical computer because it separated data
from instructions.29
Another of Chaffee’s Ph.D. students
was An Wang. He received his doctorate
in 1948 with a dissertation on nonlinear
vacuum tube oscillators. He subsequently
invented magnetic core memories for
computers and founded his own computer company, Wang Laboratories—a
major player in the computer industry
from 1976 to 1996.
Although Chaffee had a reputation
as a significant mentor for his Ph.D.
students, his reputation as a classroom
lecturer was less than stellar. In a recent
conversation with me in September of
2017, Professor Gerald Holton of the
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Harvard Physics Department recalled
auditing an electronics course taught
by Chaffee in the mid 1940s—he said
he found it uninspiring. Thomas Kuhn,
the great philosopher/historian of science
and Harvard alumnus made a similar
remark about Chaffee’s teaching.30
George Washington Pierce
Chaffee’s principal mentor throughout
his student days at Harvard was George
Washington Pierce. Mine was my thesis
adviser, Ronold W. P. King, who was
hired by the university in 1938 as the
replacement for the retiring Pierce, who
didn’t leave until 1940. By then Pierce
was a wealthy man with no need of his
faculty salary. As described in King’s
self-published memoir,31 Chaffee visited
King at Lafayette College, where he was
teaching in 1936, to offer him an assistant professorship of Physics and Communication Engineering at Harvard.
King informed me that he was told at
the outset by Pierce that he would not be
allowed to visit his Harvard laboratory
because of his concern that this new professor might obtain some secrets. King’s
memoir quotes Pierce, “Young man, if I
were to explain the problem on which I am
working and showed you my apparatus,
how do I know that you won’t steal the
idea…?” This little vignette is a window
into Pierce’s professional life both at Harvard and as an inventor. Another interesting aspect of the memoir is that Chaffee
advised King not to devote too much
time to his teaching at Harvard, since
the University rewarded professors not
for their teaching but their research. I am
happy to say that King excelled at both.

Pierce the Person

Pierce’s life story was told in a biographical memoir written by Harvard Professors Frederick Saunders and Frederick
Hunt for the National Academy of Sciences. This was published some three
years after Pierce’s death in 1956, and
I have drawn heavily from it.32 Pierce
was born in rural Webberville, Texas,
on January 11, 1872. He grew up on
a farm, where he performed the customary hard chores, and first attended
a one-room schoolhouse. A keen student with a great deal of initiative, he
entered the University of Texas in 1890
with advanced standing in mathematics, English, chemistry, and physics.
He finished in three years. In his senior
year he began his first publication—a
joint paper with his physics professor—
which appeared in the first volume of
the Physical Review in 1893, when Pierce
was a master’s degree student. After a
series of odd jobs, he entered Harvard
in 1898 as a Ph.D. student. He liked to
tell the story that he made his way to the
school on a cattle train. Pierce picked up
another master’s degree at Harvard in
1899, and he received his Ph.D. in 1900
with the topic “The Application of the
Radio Micrometer to the Measurement
of Short Electric Waves.” His adviser was
John Trowbridge of the physics department, who was mentioned previously in
regard to Chaffee’s high-voltage battery.
Pierce received a fellowship to study
under Ludwig Boltzmann for a year in
Leipzig, Germany. He then returned
to Harvard in 1903 and was appointed
an Instructor in Physics (1903–1907),
then Assistant Professor (1907–1917),
Volume 32, 2019
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and Professor of Physics in 1917–1921).33
Pierce was the first director of Harvard’s
Cruft Laboratory when it was opened
in 1914 and remained its director until
1940. In addition, in 1935 he was named
Gordon McKay Professor of Communication Engineering (1935–1940). He also
had the title of Chairman of the Division
of Physical Sciences at Harvard from
1927 until he retired in 1940, at which
time he became Emeritus Professor of
Physics (1940–1956). His portrait as it
appears in the 1926 Harvard yearbook
when he was a professor is reproduced
in Fig. 12.
Pierce the Author

Pierce authored two classic textbooks:
Principles of Wireless Telegraphy, which
was published while he was Assistant
Professor of Physics in 1910, and Electric
Oscillations and Electric Waves, which
appeared in 1920 when he was Rumford
Professor of Physics; both books were
published by McGraw-Hill. Principles
was a competent recital of the principles of wireless telegraphy by Hertzian
radiation, but without supporting mathematics or even many basic equations.34
Electric Oscillations was a tour-de-force of
the mathematics required to characterize
the basic principles, but without providing practical examples.35
Principles was used at the U.S. Naval
Radio School at Harvard during WWI.
It received good reviews at the time of
its publication in 1910, such as this one
from a contemporary reviewer: “While
not aiming to be a complete treatise on
the subject, this volume is perhaps the most
satisfactory work upon this subject for the
14
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Fig. 12. George Washington Pierce from the
1926 Harvard yearbook.

general reader which has yet appeared.”
Another reviewer characterized the book
as “A textbook on wireless telegraphy suitable for college students and specialists.”
Indeed, it was stated in the preface: “This
volume comprises the non-mathematical
portions of a course of lectures…which for
several years have been given by the author
to classes at Harvard University.”
From a modern perspective, the four
chapters on wireless detectors are the
most important. Pierce gives a firsthand
account of the discovery of rectification
as the principle by which crystalline
materials detect radio waves. His role
in that discovery derives from a series of
experiments he performed on crystalline
detectors between 1907 and 1909 at the
Jefferson Physical Laboratory, Harvard
University.
Pierce introduced the term “crystal
rectifier” when he published his paper
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in 1907 with that term appearing in the
title.36 Pierce writes in his book: “The
action of these [crystalline] detectors was
at first attributed by Mr. [Greenleaf] Pickard to thermoelectric effects, but after I
published the opinion that the action was
not thermoelectric, Mr. Pickard amended
many of his patents to comply with this later
view.”37 Indeed, the language in Pickard’s
silicon detector patent U.S. 836,531, filed
on August 30, 1906, describes detection
by “the generation of electrical energy by
the heat energy at the thermo junction,”
but Picard’s detector patent U.S. 888,191,
filed on November 9, 1907—four
months after the publication of Pierce’s
1907 paper—describes crystal detectors
quite differently—“a solid possessing the
property of rectifying electrical oscillations.”
While Pierce coined the term “crystal rectifier” in early 1907, he was not
the first to discover the principle of rectification for crystalline detectors. Hermann Brandes, a student of Ferdinand
Braun, had published the seminal paper
on rectification by crystalline detectors
in November of 1906, shortly before
Pierce published his experiments. Since
Pierce referenced the Brandes article in
his own paper published in 1907, it was
not clear whether Pierce independently
discovered rectification from his experiments on carborundum, or whether he
first learned of it by reading Brandes’s
paper. There is nothing in Pierce’s book
that clarifies this point, but he did credit
Brandes for the discussion in his book
on detection by rectification: “In this we
are following very closely the arguments
laid down by H. Brandes, Electrotechnische Zeitschrift, Vol. 27, pp. 1015–1017,

1906, and Science Abstracts, No. 2078,
Vol. 9, 1906.” 38
In 1909 Pierce published a paper
describing his experiments that definitively proved that the thermoelectric
theory of detection by crystal detectors
was untenable. These experiments are
recorded in Chapter 18 of this book,
where he illustrates the clever apparatus
he used to demonstrate that the current produced by rectification was much
larger than the current produced by the
thermoelectric effect (see Fig. 13).39
Pierce the Inventor

Pierce is primarily known as an inventor,
and he made his fortune from inventing while teaching at Harvard. Google
Patents reveals that during his lifetime
he was granted 34 patents, the first one
filed in March 1906 and the last one in

Fig. 13. Test configuration used by G. Pierce
to definitively prove that the thermoelectric
theory of detection by crystal detectors was
untenable (G. Pierce, Principles of Wireless Telegraphy, p. 196)
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September 1938. The last patent describes
a device for supporting piezoelectric
crystals employed in radio frequency
oscillators, while the first patent, dating
from early days in wireless telegraphy,
describes a pair of inductively coupled
tuned circuits for a receiver, whereby
sharpness of tuning is easily adjusted by
the Morse operator. Pierce’s most important patents lie in the disciplines of radio
and wireless telegraphy.
The last patent is one of about six
assigned to Pierce that exploits a property
of certain crystals called piezoelectricity. The phenomenon was discovered in
France in 1880 by two brothers, Pierre
and Jacques Curie. They realized when
some crystals are compressed in a specific direction that positive and negative
charges appeared on the surfaces under
stress. They also found that the amount
of charge depended on the pressure, and
that the charge disappeared when pressure is removed. Using tin foil electrodes
and an attached electrometer, they found
the phenomenon to be present in such
materials as sodium chlorate, quartz, and
Rochelle salt (potassium sodium tartrate).
Within two years, the brothers had verified what was once called the converse
piezoelectric effect: if you apply an electric
field to a crystal to polarize it, the crystal
will exhibit a strain that alters its dimensions as if it were under compression.40
Interest in piezoelectricity flagged
until the outbreak of WWI. The use
of submarines by the Germans sparked
interest in detecting them by techniques
employing underwater acoustics. The
French physicist Paul Langevin devised
a method (U.S. patent 2,248,870) of
16
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sending and receiving ultrasonic waves
based on the piezoelectricity of quartz.
Carbon microphones plus quartz were
used for detecting the echo. By using
ultrasonic, rather than audible frequencies, waves of relatively short length were
generated, and these could be readily
focused. Thus, a form of radar based
on sound waves was devised. Langevin
and his Russian coworker Constantin
Chilowsky are generally credited with
founding the field of ultrasonics.41
From its earliest days, the practices
of wireless telegraphy, wireless telephony,
and radio broadcasting were all forced to
face the problem of how to promote accuracy and consistency in the frequency
chosen for transmission of information.
The problem became especially acute
starting in 1922, when sustained radio
broadcasting became established in the
United States. And it is here that piezoelectricity came into its own by becoming
an important commercial enterprise.
Walter Cady Develops the First Quartz
Crystal Oscillator

Although Pierce was said to be the major
player in this field, another man, Walter Guyton Cady (1874–1974), who is
pictured in Fig. 14,42 was very nearly
as important and was the author of the
major text cited previously. Cady was
born in Providence, Rhode Island, and
studied physics at nearby Brown University, where he received bachelor’s and
master’s degrees in 1895 and 1896 respectively. Like many young men who were
serious about physics, he went abroad to
study, receiving his Ph.D. at the University of Berlin in 1900. In 1902 he joined
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Fig. 14. Walter Guyton Cady. (Smithsonian Institution Archives, SIA-SIA2008-0253)

the physics department at Wesleyan University, where he remained for his entire
career.
In 1917, the National Research
Council of the United States convened
a conference in Washington, D.C., to
deal with the problem of German submarines and their detection. Cady was
invited because of his prior interest in
submarine detection.43 There he learned
of Paul Langevin’s work on generating
ultrasonic waves for submarine detection,
and it was there that Cady’s research
interests turned decisively to piezoelectricity. Rather than using quartz, Cady
employed Rochelle salt crystals. He later
collaborated with researchers at Columbia University and General Electric, and
he demonstrated his work for underwater
use to the U.S. Navy in 1918–1919. It was
during this period that he discovered that
when a quartz crystal was placed into an
electrical circuit whose natural frequency
was near the resonance of the crystal, the

crystal could force the resonant frequency of the circuit to be the resonant
frequency of the crystal itself rather than
being determined by the inductance and
capacitance of the circuit. In February of
1921, he presented his work at a meeting
of the American Physical Society where a
member of the audience, Harold Arnold,
Director of Research at Western Electric
(an arm of AT&T), suggested to him
that he might use the properties of his
vibrating crystals to construct a device
that would control frequency.44
Cady succeeded in this, and his work
was described in U.S. patent 1,472,583,
filed May 28, 1921. He presented several
vacuum tube oscillator circuits in which
the feedback loop from anode to grid
has a piezoelectric substance maintained
between plates in addition to a capacitor
and an inductor. His patent suggested
the use of quartz, and he explicitly mentioned the use of the invention for radio
transmitters. He asserted that the piezoelectric material displayed a highly nonlinear behavior at the resonant frequency
of the crystal, which was the frequency at
which the crystal naturally vibrates when
exposed to an impulse of energy. The
“Q” of the piezoelectric circuit (defined
as the center frequency divided by the
bandwidth at half maximum), is many
orders of magnitude higher than that of
a simple LC circuit whose parameters are
insensitive to frequency.45 A standard
textbook on quartz crystal oscillators
states that their Q can approach one million as compared to perhaps 100 for an
ordinary LC circuit.46
Cady was not pleased when AT&T
challenged the priority of his patent in
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May of 1923. The company asserted
that their employee, Alexander McLean
Nicolson, had anticipated Cady’s
work with a patent filed in 1918 (U.S.
1,495,429), which showed how a crystal
could be used to affect frequency. Cady
later stated in a text book he wrote that
it was his work on resonance that anticipated Nicolson’s. Nicolson was known
for using Rochelle salt, while Cady preferred the more reliable quartz. Details
of this controversy are beyond the scope
of this paper.
It was apparent by 1923 that the use
of crystals for controlling oscillators was
potentially a lucrative business due to
the growth of radio broadcasting. The
broadcast era began with one station in
November 1920, and 600 additional stations were on the air by the end of 1922.
The bandwidth requirements became
more stringent, which required the frequency of each station to stay within
an increasingly narrower bandwidth.47
Stations were assigned channels that were
just 10 kHz apart.48 It was recommended
at the conference that a station should
broadcast within 2 kHz of its assigned
frequency, although this was not a binding requirement. The magazine Popular
Radio announced that station KDKA
was equipping its broadcasting stations
(KDKA, KYW, WBZ, and KFKX)
with the new crystal control.49 In 1924
the U.S. Naval Research Laboratory
began applying crystal control to their
transmitters.50
Given these developments, a huge
increase in patent filings for crystal-controlled oscillators occurred in the 1920s.
Cady lacked the will and resources to
18
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fight AT&T in its claims against him, so
he sold his patent to RCA for a lump sum
of $50,000, and RCA defended patent
interference claims by AT&T. RCA and
AT&T fought over the patents for years,
until Cady’s patent was finally granted
priority by the courts in 1953.51
Pierce Develops Crystal Controlled
Oscillators

Pierce made different choices than Cady,
and Pierce became a millionaire. At
the time Pierce began his research on
quartz crystal oscillators at Harvard, he
was already a seasoned and prosperous
inventor. By 1914 he had built what was a
grand house (for a professor) at 7 Berkeley Place in Cambridge. It still stands
today (see Fig. 15), and its value is about
four million dollars. While historians
view Cady primarily as a professor who
came up with an important invention,
they view Pierce as an inventor and engineer with a reputation more like Edison
and Bell. In the period 1913–14, Pierce
experimented with mercury-vapor filled
triode tubes and developed a device like
the thyratron—a tube that can be used as
a high-power control switch or a rectifier
(see Fig. 16).52 Pierce held five patents
on these devices, some of which were
applicable to devices used in the motion
picture industry.53 Pierce held thirteen
patents before his oscillator was patented.
The patents on these mercury vapor tubes
helped finance the construction of his
home in Cambridge. He sold the patents
to Peter Cooper Hewitt, the inventor of
the mercury arc lamp.
Cady knew Pierce as early as 1917
through their activities in the Institute of
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Fig. 15. The home of G. Pierce as it still stands today at 7 Berkeley Place, Cambridge, MA, a home
he built in 1914 while he was a professor. (Author’s collection)

Radio Engineers (IRE). In the summer of
1918, they worked together at the Naval
Experimental Station in New London,
Connecticut, on anti-submarine warfare.
The two men remained friends during
their professional lives, and Pierce even
offered to pay Cady’s legal expenses in
patent disputes.54 It is not surprising that
Pierce sought to improve upon Cady’s
work.

Fig. 16. (Left) An experimental vacuum discharge tube, a predecessor of the thyratron,
was designed by G. Pierce circa 1921 utilizing
a mercury pool that could be used as a highpower control switch or a rectifier. (Collection
of Historical Instruments, Harvard University)
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Cady’s circuits had apparently been
difficult to use. Pierce published a paper
in 1923 that described his own improvements to Cady’s work.55 Pierce used fewer
passive components, and only two electrodes (instead of four) were required to
connect the circuit to the crystal. Furthermore, Pierce’s circuit provided a “fail
safe” feature so that if the crystal failed
or was not inserted, Pierce’s circuit would
not oscillate (unlike Cady’s). Also Pierce’s
oscillator, unlike Cady’s, would operate
in the shortwave bands—for example, at
6 MHz. Pierce used only one tube where
typically Cady required several. Pierce’s
configuration is shown in Fig. 17. An
example of a Pierce piezoelectric oscillator from the period 1924–5 is shown
in Fig. 18.56
Pierce proudly noted:
“The quartz oscillator was found
not to change its frequency by as
much as three one-hundredths of one
per cent, for a change of temperature
from 8 °C to 24 °C. Also, a weight
of 2 kg applied as a pressure to one

Fig. 17. Schematic diagram of an improved
piezoelectric oscillator. (G. W. Pierce, Proceedings of American Academy of Arts and Sciences,
Vol. 59, p. 82)
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of the electrodes did not change the
frequency perceptibly. Variation of filament current, plate voltage, resistance,
inductance, capacity, or any kind of
electrical tuning of the piezoelectric
oscillator had no effect as great as three
one-hundredths of one per cent on the
frequency of the oscillation.”

Pierce’s paper emphasized the application of his device to check and verify
the accuracy of commercially available
“wavemeters,” which was the name given
to radio frequency measuring devices
used in that era. The paper did not mention an application to radio transmitters.
This was in marked contrast to Pierce’s
patent 2,133,642, filed February 25,
1924, which includes a typical schematic
diagram with an antenna and telegraph
key (see Fig. 19). The crystal is between
the grid and plate. The patent claimed to
radiate as much as 50 watts. There were
so many counter claims of interference

Fig. 18. An example of a piezoelectric oscillator
with an amplifier designed by G. Pierce and
manufactured by General Radio circa 1924–26.
(Collection of Historical Instruments, Harvard
University)
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Fig. 19. Transmitter circuit diagram from G. Pierce’s 1924 patent for crystal-controlled circuits,
which included a telegraph key for transmitting a “very nearly constant frequency.” (U.S. patent No. 2,133,642)

made against this patent that it was not
granted until 1938. In 1924 the U.S.
Patent Office received ten quartz crystalrelated patents, and in 1927 there were
53.57 The attorney for the 1924 Pierce
patent filing was David Rines, who
remained Pierce’s counsel throughout
the remainder of his life.
By 1927, nine stations in the Chicago
area were using crystal control in the AM
broadcast band, and by 1932 the Federal
Radio Commission’s requirements for
accuracy of transmitter adhering to its
assigned frequency were so stringent that
the use of the Pierce oscillator became
virtually mandatory. A station on the
AM broadcast band was required to have
a carrier frequency within 50 Hz of its
assigned value.58 The market for quartz
crystal control was so strong that AT&T

filed 31 quartz crystal patents between
1924 and 1928. Amateurs were also quick
to use quartz. The February 1927 issue
of QST magazine carried an advertisement for crystals (see Fig. 20),59 and this
issue also had plans for building crystalcontrolled transmitters for hams. The
1929 Radio Amateur’s Handbook devoted
seven pages to the use of crystal control
of transmitters, remarking that until
recently this approach was “beyond the
means of most beginners.” By 1930, the
term “Pierce oscillator” was commonly
used among engineers.60
In the 1920s, following Pierce’s work,
stations broadcasting on short waves were
encouraged to try crystal control. Pierce
retained ownership of his patent, but he
licensed the shortwave relay stations used
by the Radio Group (RCA, GE, and
Volume 32, 2019
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Fig. 20. A February 1927 QST magazine advertisement for oscillating crystals that were ground
to the specific assigned frequency required by each amateur. (QST, Feb. 1927, p. 64)

Westinghouse) to use Pierce oscillators.61
In addition, he licensed the U.S. Navy,
and according to Frederick Hunt, once
Pierce’s rights had been established, often
through lengthy litigation, he granted
licenses liberally. Unfortunately, this
strategy brought decades of litigation
to protect the rights of his licensees. It is
remarkable how long the litigation over a
patent filed in 1924 lasted. In this case,
Pierce had to sue the American Communications Company for infringement. In
1953 Pierce, received an adverse decision
in this case by an appellate court and
he had to appeal the decisions to the
U.S. Supreme Court.62 After all that,
the U.S. Supreme Court chose not to
add it to its docket. Pierce claimed that
22
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he was defending “the principal of the
thing.” Perhaps it is understandable that
he would not show my thesis adviser his
laboratory.
By 1958 Pierce had died, but this
didn’t stop his widow—his second
wife—from suing the Mackay Radio
and Telegraph Co. for infringing her husband’s crystal oscillator patents involving
crystal holders. David Rines, the attorney
used by Pierce in the suit against the
American Communications Company,
was still the attorney. Mrs. Pierce lost.63
Magnetostriction

Pierce’s work went far beyond piezoelectric oscillators. In fact, he was awarded
nearly as many patents on the subject of
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magnetostriction. This is a phenomenon
whereby a solid magnetic object can be
made to either expand or contract when
exposed to an external magnetic field.
The effect is especially pronounced in
cobalt, nickel, and their alloys, and it was
used in sending sound waves through
an incompressible medium like water.
An oscillator based on magnetostriction
generates low frequencies more conveniently than one based on piezoelectricity.64 Pierce filed his first patent in this
subject in 1928, and his work accounted
for much of the important research on
the subject between the two world wars.
When the United States entered WWII,
most of its submarines were fitted with
echo ranging equipment using magnetostriction oscillators to emit sound waves.
Magnetostriction oscillators were
useful in the design of mechanical and
electrical frequency standards ranging

in frequency from a few hertz to a few
hundred kilohertz. According to Pierce,
“The method involves the interaction of
the mechanical vibrations of a magnetostrictive rod and the electric oscillations
of an electric circuit in such a way that
the electric currents in the circuit stimulate the rod to longitudinal vibration by
magnetostriction and the vibrations of
the rod react by magnetostriction on
the electric circuit to maintain constancy of frequency.” 65 The General
Radio Company of Cambridge made
several commercial versions of Pierce’s
magnetostriction frequency standard,
several of which appeared in Pierce’s IRE
article (see Fig. 21).66 The set appearing in the center of this figure is a twin
Magnetostriction Oscillator, Model 489,
now held in the Collection of Historical
Instruments, Harvard University (see
Fig. 22); it is missing the rods on the top

Fig. 21. Magnetostriction oscillators designed by G. Pierce and manufactured by General Radio
for commercial use as a frequency standard. (Proc. IRE, Vol. 17, p. 80)
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Fig. 22. Twin Magnetostriction Oscillator, Model 489, designed by G. Pierce and manufactured
by General Radio Corporation circa 1926. It is missing the two magnetostriction rods that were
mounted on the top cabinet, which are shown in the center of Fig. 21. (Collection of Historical
Instruments, Harvard University)

that appeared in the IRE article. Some
of the commercial equipment designed
by Pierce and sold by General Radio are
described in General Radio’s Electrical
Experimenter.67
Propagation of Radio Waves

In 1912, Lee de Forest wrote to George
Pierce to obtain more information about
radio propagation that appeared in Chapter 15 of his 1910 book, Principles of Wireless Telegraphy. In this chapter entitled
“Propagation Over the “Earth,” Pierce
attempted to explain propagation phenomena involved with daytime versus
nighttime signal fading. It was among
the more up-to-date publications on this
subject in its time. There is a fascinating account of their correspondence in a
memoir placed among Pierce’s papers at
Harvard by another Pierce (no relation)
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Mr. John Alvin Pierce (1907–1996). John
Alvin was an engineer/physicist who participated in radio research at Harvard
beginning in 1934, with time out spent
at the MIT Radiation Laboratory during
WWII, where he did pioneering work in
LORAN. He co-taught (with Prof. Harry
Mimno) a course at Harvard, “Radio
Waves in the Ionosphere,” which I took
in the spring of 1962.
On May 24, 1912, de Forest, who
was employed by the Federal Telegraph
Company, described a puzzling phenomenon. (A copy of the letter is in the
Harvard Archives.) Beginning in 1910,
de Forest had been operating an arc
transmitter located in Los Angeles and
receiving the signal in San Francisco.
As is customary with arcs (which are
not easily and rapidly extinguished and
restarted), de Forest employed frequency
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shift keying: when the telegrapher’s key
was depressed a radio frequency signal
of a specific frequency f1 was sent, and
when the key was up another frequency
f2 was transmitted. By listening with a
circuit tuned to f1, the operator on the
receiving end would not hear anything
when the key was not depressed. But
sometimes it was observed that reception
on f1 disappeared while reception on
the f2 was still possible if the operator
listened for that frequency. So the role of
the two frequencies in use was reversed.
De Forest also wrote a letter to the English magazine Electrician describing the
same phenomenon.
Pierce wrote back to de Forest on
September 7, 1912, and agreed with de
Forest’s conjecture that when a signal
faded it was because of reception and
interference from two different paths—
one along the surface of the earth and
one due to a reflection from the sky. The
subject had been explained on page 139
of Pierce’s book.
Pierce’s idea was merely a conjecture,
since the presence of what we call the
ionosphere was not verified until the following decade. Indeed, the conjecture
originated from a Harvard colleague
of Pierce. Pierce suggested to de Forest that for the waves taking these two
paths, the path difference involved was
exactly half a wavelength, and knowing
the separation of the transmitter and
receiver, Pierce proceeded to calculate
the height of the reflecting layer.68 He
came up with 196 miles.
There Pierce’s computation rested
until a date reported by John Alvin Pierce
(JAP) in a memo written in 1976 and

placed in the Harvard archives collection
on George Washington Pierce (GWP).
JAP describes a day in May 1946 when
he was visited by a physics instructor at
Harvard, I. Bernard Cohen, who had
already embarked on his future career
as a major historian of science. Cohen
questioned JAP about a correspondence
he had seen between de Forest and GWP
about radio fading. By 1946 the latter
had retired, but maintained homes in
Cambridge, Florida, and New Hampshire. As it happened, Cohen’s visit
coincided with one of GWP’s visits to
Cambridge, where they found him in
his Harvard office. JAP conjectures that
both de Forest and Pierce hadn’t been
pleased with the estimate of 196 miles.
In 1912 it was doubted that there was
enough atmosphere at such a height to
reflect a radio wave.
GWP reread a copy of his letter to
de Forest in the presence of Cohen and
JAP, who reported that George’s face
turned sour. George took out a slide rule
and recalculated the height, coming up
with 62 miles, a number that would have
seemed plausible to de Forest in 1912.
This value is fairly close to the accepted
height of the E layer of the ionosphere
as derived in 1924 by the future Nobel
Laureate, Edward Appleton. Appleton’s experimental method, like GWP’s
theory, (with de Forest’s help) involved
destructive interference between a sky
signal and an earthbound one. GWP
confessed to his visitors that he’d made
a slide rule error—too bad, as he might
have laid claim to having discovered the
ionosphere by establishing its height.
GWP wrote a correct calculation on
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the copy of the de Forest letter and gave
instructions to JAP that he could publicize the matter of the error and its correction “sometime after de Forest and I
are both dead.” The Harvard archives
has the corrected document.
Zoology and Animal Physiology

G. W. Pierce was more than an electrical engineer with a physics department appointment. His interests and
accomplishments extended to zoology
and animal physiology. While experimenting with a quartz oscillator, he suspected that his circuit was sometimes
putting out sound waves at a frequency
beyond the reach of human hearing.
By employing the Doppler effect, he
could lower the circuit’s signal to an
audible range by bouncing the signal
off a moving reflector.69 He later built a
“frequency translating” receiver, which
shifted high frequency audio sounds
into the audible part of the spectrum.
In 1937, at the behest of D. R. Griffin,
who was to become a Professor of Zoology at Harvard, Pierce built a device
that showed that bats emitted ultrasonic
sounds at frequencies as high as 40 to 50
kHz. Griffin showed in one of Pierce’s
labs that bats used their echoes from
objects to avoid colliding with them.
Pierce himself listened to the sounds
of crickets and other insects with his
devices, and he described this work in
another book, The Sounds of Insects (Harvard, 1948).
Pierce wrote poetry for more than 50
years of his life. This may not have been
his métier, but some of it resides in the
Harvard archives. One poem, directed
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to a Harvard colleague, is appropriate
here: “To Prof. Kennelly: / Born on the
shore of India’s sea, / In sun-scathed Malta
clicked the key, / Clicked out the message
loud and clear, / That Charles W. Eliot
brought him here.” The first section in
Part II to be published next year will
begin with Professor Arthur Kennelly.
To be continued….
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Jack R. Poppele, Radio Engineer
© 2019 Mike Molnar
A radio engineer’s career spanning from the early age of wireless to the age of television
may certainly be considered to be “at the right time.” For a radio engineer, the New York
metropolitan area, with the nation’s largest demand for radio and television, is “the right
place to be.” One man in this place and time was radio engineer Jacob “Jack” R. Poppele.
From a ship’s radio operator in WWI to his many firsts and successes as chief engineer
of radio station WOR from 1922 to 1952, he was at the forefront in his field. During this
time, Poppele managed a growing engineering team as his staff expanded over the
years from a staff of one, when he was first hired as the only engineer and broadcaster,
to a staff of 400 when he left WOR. He later demonstrated his management skills by
successfully directing the Voice of America and starting new companies. Thanks to the
donation of his papers and scrapbooks to the AWA Museum, we now have another view
of his time in radio history. This view of the past shows that Jack Poppele was “the right
man at the right time and in the right place.”

Early Days
Jacob Robert Poppele, shown in Fig.
1, was born in 1894 in Newark, NJ.
Like many a youngster growing up at
this time, Jack was attracted to “wireless” communication. At the age of 12,
he pursued this interest and began to
build his own amateur “wireless set.”
He was soon able to harness this magic
force speeding dots and dashes through
the ether. Jack was hooked. He decided
to make a career in wireless and soon
set off from home to start his formal
education at the Marconi Wireless
School, which may have looked much
like the classroom in the Marconi Wireless School in New York City in 1912
shown in Fig. 2.1 Upon completion of
the course Jack was hired on as a ship’s
radio operator.2

Fig. 1. Portrait of Jack Poppele c. 1947. (Proc. IRE,
Vol. 35, 1947, p. 859)
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Fig. 2. Marconi Wireless School classroom in New York City, 1912. (Library of Congress)

As the United States became involved
in WWI, Jack put his skills to work as a
radio operator with the Army Transport
Corps, the organization responsible for
moving troops and materials required
for the war effort. As the war came to
an end, Poppele decided it was time to
put his feet back on solid ground, and
so he returned to Newark.3
Station WOR
Establishing WOR
In the late 19th and early 20th centuries,
Newark was one of the leading cities in
the country. Transportation by railroads
and the Morris Canal enabled manufacturing to thrive. The city was known for
leather production and breweries, but as
many other businesses brought money
into Newark, people wanted elegant
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places where they could spend their
money. An early innovator in retailing
was Louis Bamberger, who built a major
department store in Newark. Desiring
to provide the latest products, Bamberger ran classes in wireless telegraphy
and telephony as early as 1915 to teach
young people the new technology. An
example of such a Bamberger class is
shown in Fig. 3. Naturally, Bamberger’s
store also had a radio department to
sell receivers, transmitters, and associated parts to these enthusiasts. When
Jack Poppele was seeking employment
in the radio field, he found a position
in Bamberger’s radio department as a
sales person (see Fig. 4). Jack Poppele
is on the phone behind the counter in
this photograph, a close-up of which
appears in Fig. 5.
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Fig. 3. Classroom in the Bamberger School of Wireless, 1915. (The
Sunday Call, Newark, NJ, July 18, 1915)

Fig. 4. Radio department Bamberger’s department store in Newark, 1922. (WOR Radio 1922–1982)
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Fig. 5. Jack Poppele on the telephone in the
radio department at WOR, 1922. (WOR Radio
1922–1982)

In the early days before the broadcast era, customers in radio departments
were generally ham radio operators.
They would purchase components and
assemblies to build their own sets. As
radio broadcasting became popular,
Bamberger’s department store began to
sell complete sets to a public that was
eager to “listen in.” Jack Poppele and
others advised Mr. Bamberger that he
would sell more broadcast receivers if
he provided a working example in the
store for potential customers to “listen
in.” Indeed, Bamberger listened, and
Jack Poppele suddenly had a new assignment—he was asked to build a radio
station, which Jack did. This station was
assigned the call letters WOR, and while
it was not the first broadcasting station, it
was only the thirteenth station to receive
a license. The station went on the air on
February 22, 1922, with a power limitation of 250 watts.4 When the station
was “on air,” Jack Poppele was both the
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engineer and announcer, and when it
was not on air, Jack was in the radio
department selling receivers, parts, and
other associated wireless equipment. The
transmitter antenna atop the Bamberger
building is shown in Fig. 6, and the first
WOR studio is shown in Fig. 7.
After some time had passed, Mr.
Bamberger concluded that he had spent
enough money running the radio station
and planned to shut it down. Poppele was
convinced that the full potential of radio
advertising had yet to be realized, so he
convinced Bamberger to try an experiment. Jack Poppele met with the woman
in charge of the Housewares Department
at Bamberger’s and found they were having difficulty selling certain dishes for

Fig. 6. Postcard depicting Bamberger’s Department Store in Newark, NJ, in the early 1920s
with a rooftop antenna. (Author’s collection)
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Fig. 7. First studio for WOR radio in the Bamberger’s department store, 1922. (WOR Radio 1922–1982)

75 cents. He went on the air to praise
the dishes at twice that price and they
soon sold out. Mr. Bamberger and the
housewares manager were sold on radio.
Not only did Jack sell the manager of the
Housewares Department on radio advertising, but he also sold her on himself. Jack
married the manager, Pauline Bacmeister,
on October 30, 1925.5 Mr. Bamberger
soon moved on to a bigger transmitter.
WOR’s second transmitter was located in
Kearney, NJ, with an increase in power to
5 kW.6 This strong signal and the station’s
new location between New York City
and Newark greatly expanded the range
of WOR after it went on the air in 1928.
The second WOR studio is shown in Fig.
8, and the second transmitting antenna
is shown in Fig. 9.

Directional Antenna for WOR

The number of radio listeners in the later
1920s and into the 1930s continued to
grow, and with that, so did the demand
for better programming and better quality sound. The stations that could supply both would have their voice heard
above the growing numbers of broadcasters. Jack Poppele and WOR decided to
become leaders in this improved broadcasting. The station had started at 250
watts on the rooftop of the Bamberger’s
store, then upgraded to a 5 kW station
with a large antenna system located
between Newark and New York City,
and by the early 1930s, plans were being
made to increase the transmitter power
to 50 kW.
Poppele had an idea to take this
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Fig. 8. The second transmitter of station WOR in 1922. (WOR Radio 1922–1982)

Fig. 9. The second antenna system for WOR in Kearny, NJ, circa late 1920s. (WOR Radio 1922–1982)
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upgrade another step forward by designing a new antenna. He took his idea for
an improved antenna system to the
scientists and engineers at Bell Laboratories,7 and the result was a new directional broadcast antenna consisting of
two towers, with the phase adjusted such
that the main lobes were perpendicular to the plane containing the antenna
(see Fig. 10). Despite the fact that there
were only two towers, the antenna design
was actually a phased array consisting of
three monopole antennas:
“The one [antenna design] chosen, after
considerations of flexibility, control of
high angle radiation, and economy of
structure, consisted of three quarterwave antennas approximately onequarter of a wavelength apart, driven
in phase with substantially equal currents. These antennas are located on a
line at right angles to the major or axis
of the pattern…. The center antenna of
the array is a copper cable suspended
vertically from a steel messenger cable
supported by the towers.” 8

Fig. 10. Proposed directional antenna design
for WOR. (Proc. IRE, Vol. 24, Aug. 1936, p. 1066)

Jack’s supervisor saw this untried
antenna design as too risky, and he
declined to request the funding. However, he told Jack that if he presented
the plan to the board of directors and
won their approval, he could get his
antenna. In this way, his supervisor
protected himself; if the antenna design
failed, it would be Jack’s job that was
on the line.9 The board approved the
plan, and land was purchased to place
the antenna in Carteret, NJ, a location
in a direct line between New York City
and Philadelphia, PA—two of the largest media markets in the country at that
time. Soon, the better part of 50 kW was
beamed from these two antennas to large
audiences in the New York and Philadelphia areas (see Fig. 11). The measured
radiation pattern shown in Fig. 12 was
just as predicted, and Poppele’s job was
secure. By 1940, WOR’s revenue from
advertisers had increased from $385,000
to $1.8 million.10

Fig. 11. Measured transmission pattern of the
WOR directional antenna array in Carteret, NJ.
(Proc. IRE, Vol. 24, Aug. 1936, p. 1081)
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Fig. 12 . Directional antennas for WOR in Carteret, NJ. (Proc. IRE, Vol. 24, Aug.
1936, p. 1081)

Facsimile Broadcasting

While many broadcast stations were
experimenting with various mechanical
television schemes in the late 1920s and
early 1930s, WOR was not one of them.
It can be assumed that the management
of WOR did not see any hope that these
early television broadcasts could produce
any revenue from advertising. However,
Jack Poppele did see business opportunities for facsimile broadcasting. This
radio service would broadcast pictures,
information, and even a small newspaper
to subscribers with a home receiver. In
1928, the first test at WOR was conducted by sending radio pictures using
the Cooley system. This test has been
recognized as the first time a commercial radio station broadcast a picture.11
A receiver was set up as a demonstration
in the Bamberger’s store. Although other
stations began to transmit images with
the Cooley system on a regular basis,
WOR chose not to continue, and soon
the Cooley system faded away.
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In the 1930s, Crosley Corporation
began to transmit pictures and news
items to owners of its Reado printer.
WOR affiliated with Crosley, and was
one of the stations regularly sending facsimile images after 2 a.m. Poppele made
performance tests and forwarded results
such as those shown in Fig. 13 to Crosley. Although the Poppele scrapbooks
show many samples of Reado images,
both good and bad, not enough people
wanted to wake up to a pile of facsimile
images each morning. After disappointing sales and advertising revenues, the
Reado product was discontinued.
Not discouraged by the failure of
the Reado, Jack Poppele’s interest in facsimile continued. An improved facsimile
system, shown in Fig. 14, was introduced
by Finch Telecommunications Inc.,
and the WOR broadcast samples in
the scrapbooks show a much-improved
image (see Fig. 15). The business model
was still to provide a subscription service
to home receivers. Again transmissions
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were made on WOR after 2 a.m., and
also on shortwave bands, where there
were no time restrictions. Soon facsimile
experiments began on FM (frequency
modulation). After many tests, the prospects for a profitable subscription service

faded. There was even less hope for a
subscription service when commercial
television broadcasting was introduced.
Facsimile transmissions of commercial
news photos and documents continued,
but without WOR.

Fig. 13. Reado Company facsimiles transmitted by WOR with printing errors. (Jack Poppele
Scrapbooks, AWA Museum)
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Fig. 14. Jack Poppele checking images from a Finch system facsimile (WOR Radio 1922–1982)
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Fig. 15. Sample of a Finch system facsimile. (Poppele Scrapbooks, AWA Museum)
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WOR and the Mutual Broadcasting
System

As radio programming and technology
advanced, stations often banded together
to form networks to share programming,
production costs, and advertising revenue. RCA and their National Broadcasting Corporation (NBC) had two
powerful networks, the red and blue
networks. Then, as legend has it, a special man came along—a man powerful
enough to challenge these two networks.
That man was none other than the “Lone
Ranger.” Started at station WXYZ in
Detroit, the program had strong appeal
to listeners. Wanting to expand their
coverage, other stations were contracted
to broadcast the program. Soon WXYZ
joined WOR, WGN, and WLW to form
the Mutual Broadcasting System.12
The strong, clear channel, signal
of WOR made it the flagship station
of the new network, and Jack Poppele
served on Mutual’s board of directors. As
more programming was added, including the comedy “Lum and Abner” and
the popular crime drama “The Shadow,”
Mutual grew to have the most stations,
and they served their member stations
for many years. Although Mutual had
more stations than NBC, the NBC networks were more powerful, since most
members were larger stations in bigger
markets.
Jack Poppele and FM broadcasting
Poppele, as all radio engineers of the
time, was well aware of the inventions
of Major Edwin Howard Armstrong,
and along with his colleagues, Poppele
followed the progress of Armstrong’s
40
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long battles against radio static. When
Armstrong was ready to introduce his
system of wideband FM to provide radio
listeners with high fidelity and static free
programs, Poppele and WOR were ready
to take part. Poppele was a founder of
the FM Broadcasters Association and
often gave interviews and speeches on
the upcoming introduction of FM. He
also wrote an article entitled “Primer for
FMers” outlining “the necessary steps
that should be taken by newspapers and
individuals planning to enter FM broadcasting” (see Fig. 16).13
In late 1939, Western Electric began
the installation of a 1 kW FM transmitter
for WOR in Carteret, NJ. This experimental FM station, W2XWI, went on
the air on October 15, 1939, on the old
FM band on 43.3 MHz. By March
1940, the station was relocated to the
WOR studio location at 444 Madison
Ave., New York, NY, where it received
a new experimental license as W2XOR
on 43.4 MHz. In August 1940, this station became the first full time New York
FM station on the air from 9 a.m. to
midnight, and its name appeared on the
R.E.L. (Radio Engineering Laboratories of New York) list of the earliest FM
broadcasters (see Fig. 17). Note that Armstrong’s station in Alpine, New Jersey
was still in operation. Moving quickly,
WOR began contracting with advertisers in December 1940 and placed a
new 10 kW transmitter at the site. This
new station, with call letters W71NY,
began broadcasting on April 1, 1941, on
47.1 MHz. This station is recognized as
the first commercial FM station to go
on the air.14 Sometime later, the FCC
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changed their method of FM call letters
allocation, removing numbers from FM

station call signs, and W71NY became
WOR-FM (see Fig. 18).

Fig. 16. Poppele instructional article on FM radio. (Poppele Scrapbooks, AWA Museum)
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Fig. 17. List of experimental FM broadcasters. (Poppele Scrapbooks, AWA Museum)

Fig. 18. Howard Armstrong at the controls of the first commercial FM broadcast on station W71NY;
Jack Poppele is on the left and WOR’s president, A. J. McKosker, is on the right. (FM Magazine,
Vol. 1, Nov. 1940, p. 7)
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Jack Poppele and Television
Early Television
Newspaper clippings from the scrapbooks
reveal that Poppele kept a close eye on the
development of electronic television, and
it can be seen that WOR was preparing
to add television to their broadcasting
services. Correspondence from RCA and
the National Broadcasting Company
(NBC) kept him advised of technical
developments, as well as schedules for test
broadcasts sent from the transmitters on
the Empire State Building (see Fig. 19).
Poppele was also monitoring the work
of Allen B. DuMont, which included
viewing test broadcasts and reviewing
production of home television receivers. Encouraged by these developments,
Poppele became a founding member and
director of the Television Broadcasters
Association.

The 1939 World’s Fair announcement by RCA’s David Sarnoff marked
the official start of commercial television broadcasting. The scrapbooks contain clippings of the early TV broadcast
schedules, and it can be seen there was
little to offer. The ownership of WOR,
L. Bamberger Broadcasting Service, was
not a large research or manufacturing
corporation. Poppele and the ownership
took a wait-and-see attitude toward television. By 1941 more receivers were being
sold to the public, and owners began to
complain about the lack of programming. The DuMont television station
W2XWV (an experimental designation),
which would later become WABD (the
initials of Allen B. DuMont), broadcast only once a week for a few hours.
DuMont had to have staff from the factory in New Jersey travel to New York to

Fig. 19. Published weekly schedule of NBC television broadcasts. (Poppele Scrapbooks, AWA
Museum)
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run each broadcast. Limited advertising
revenue at the time kept DuMont from
doing more, and Poppele saw this as an
opportunity for WOR. He proposed a
plan to DuMont that WOR would send
their staff to the DuMont station and run
broadcasts on some of the days DuMont
could not staff it. This not only satisfied a
need for DuMont but also gave Poppele
an opportunity to give his staff valuable

television experience before the time was
right for WOR to begin15 its own television broadcasting service. A picture in
the Poppele scrapbooks commemorates
the first broadcast by the WOR staff
using the W2XWV facility on July 13,
1943 (see Fig. 20).
Soon after World War II, manufacturers and broadcasters turned their
attention from the war effort to television.

Fig. 20. Crew of WOR’s first TV broadcast using DuMont’s WABD
station. (Poppele Scrapbooks, AWA Museum)
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The scrapbooks show many examples of
Poppele monitoring the progress of television around the country so that WOR
could choose the best time to join in. TV
sales and broadcasting soon boomed, and
that meant the time was right for WOR
to make the move to television. Plans
were announced and FCC construction
permits were obtained for two stations,
one for WOR in New York and the other
for WOIC in Washington, D.C. Interestingly, the scrapbooks show that one
transmitter was ordered from RCA and
the other from GE. This may have been
done to expedite construction, since the
manufacturers were struggling to keep
up with orders, and lead times were
long. WOIC-TV began broadcasting

in January 1949, while WOR-TV started
later on October 11, 1949, with a crude
set up and a few problems, including a
lack of audio for part of the program
(see Fig. 21).
Early Color TV

There was a battle raging in the television business in the late 1940s and early
1950s. Two sides, the Radio Corporation
of America (RCA) and the Columbia
Broadcasting System (CBS), fought
for the same prize—setting the FCC
standards for color television. CBS was
promoting its Field-Sequential Color
System, invented by Dr. Peter Goldmark,
which used a color filter wheel rotated in
front of a monochrome picture tube. This

Fig. 21. First broadcast of WOR-TV 9 from New York.
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tube produced a monochrome display of
the red content of an image when the red
filter passed in front of the tube, followed
by the blue image with the blue filter,
and then the green image with green filter. The viewer’s eye blended these rapid
sequential images into a quality color
picture (see Fig. 22). The negative attributes of this system included a smaller
screen, lower brightness—and worst of
all, it was incompatible with all black
and white televisions in use.
RCA was promoting a system using
the tri-color picture tube that would be
compatible with black and white TVs (see
Fig. 23). The RCA system still needed

more development before it would be
ready for introduction, while the CBS
system was ready to go and CBS was
seeking approval. At the same time,
Allen DuMont and his company were
promoting a waiting period before FCC
approval until the technology was more
fully developed.
Although WOR and Jack Poppele
were not part of the battle, Poppele was
courted by both sides of the fight. His
endorsement, as head of the Television
Broadcasters Association and as chief
engineer of a radio station that was preparing to add television service, would
be very valuable. The Poppele scrapbooks

Fig. 22. CBS proposed its Field-Sequential Color System consisting of a colored disk spinning
in front of the cathode ray tube that used the eye’s persistence of vision to blend the images
into full-color pictures; this system was not compatible with exiting black and white televisions.
(Poppele Scrapbooks, AWA Museum)
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Fig. 23. RCA’s Tri-Color System, which used a tri-color picture tube, was compatible with reception on existing black and white televisions. (Poppele Scrapbooks, AWA Museum)

show many items related to this topic,
including correspondence and invitations to demonstrations from both sides.
He also received correspondence from
DuMont and others promoting a delay
in FCC approval.
Jack Poppele in Later Years
In the span of 40 years, from building his
own transmitter through his long career
at WOR, Jack Poppele played a major role
in the field of electronic communications.
It would be a great experience for anyone to be present for the birth, growth,
and beginnings of maturity of his chosen
field. Jack Poppele was not only present
but he was also a leader in his field, his
early work having included introducing
and improving AM broadcasting. Soon

after that, he was a pioneer in the introduction of commercial FM broadcasting
in New York as well as facsimile broadcasting and television broadcasting.
To be successful in his career, Poppele
had to develop more skills than engineering. He had to provide leadership for
teams of engineers, manage personnel
and departmental budgets, represent his
company in professional organizations,
and create press releases characterizing
developments at WOR. These skills
and many more were required during
his years at WOR. Jack could not have
predicted this future when he first came
to sell radios in Bamberger’s department
store after World War I.
Jack Poppele did not leave WOR for
what would have been a well-deserved
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retirement. In 1953, President Eisenhower, then waging the cold war against
the Soviet Union, called on Jack Poppele
to be director of the Voice of America
(VOA) broadcasting stations. He served
two terms at this important post, leading
83 stations broadcasting in 43 languages
in a war against jamming and propaganda by the Soviet Union. In many
countries, the VOA was the only window
into the rest of the world. The console
from the VOA station in Delano, CA, is
now on display at the AWA museum in
Bloomfield, NY (see Fig. 24). Included in
this display is part of the special 250 kW
Collins transmitter from VOA in Delano. There is a plaque on the console
dedicating this station to Jack Poppele

and attesting to the fact that he was the
director of VOA between 1953 and 1956
(see Fig. 25).
But Jack was still not ready for retirement. He then founded a company,
Tele-Measurements Corp., providing
equipment for broadcasters. During this
time he also served as director or board
member of a number of professional
organizations and charities (see Table 1).
Jack Poppele passed away on October 7, 1986. He was memorialized by
many of his peers and by many organizations. The memorial published by
the Radio Club of America tells the
many highlights of his personal life and
career.16 From a ship’s radio operator in
WWI to his many firsts and successes

Fig. 24. Voice of America station console on display at the AWA Museum in Bloomfield, NY.
(Author’s collection)
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Fig. 25. Dedication Plaque at VOA display AWA Museum Bloomfield, NY. (Author’s collection)

Table 1. Organizations to which Jack Poppele belonged and his position and awards.

as chief engineer of WOR from 1922 to
1952, he was at the forefront in his field.
During this time, Poppele managed a
growing engineering team as his staff
expanded over the years from a staff of
one when he was first hired (Poppele as
the only engineer and broadcaster) to

a staff of 400 when he left WOR (see
Fig. 26). He later demonstrated his management skills by successfully directing
the Voice of America and starting new
companies. All of this makes it clear that
Jack R. Poppele was truly “the right man,
in the right place, at the right time.”
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Fig. 26. Scrapbook article honoring Jack Poppele’s accomplishments. (Poppele Scrapbooks,
AWA Museum)

Postscript
Looking through the scrapbooks, the
viewer begins to understand what was
happening during the time when Jack
Poppele was active, and also what he saw
as important to him, which is evidenced
by what he saved. One item Poppele
saved was a simple postcard addressed
to the Chief Engineer of WOR. The message on this postcard (see Fig. 27) makes
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the reader wonder what Jack Poppele was
thinking when he decided to save it in his
scrapbook. After a remarkable career and
many accolades, was the post card just
a little something that helped keep him
grounded in reality? Perhaps it made him
remember that no matter how hard you
work, you can’t please everyone. I guess
we will never know.
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Fig. 27. Postcard from a disgruntled viewer of WOR-TV. (Poppele Scrapbooks, AWA Museum)
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it still keeps him very busy. His veterinary nuclear imaging systems are treating horses, cats, and dogs around the
world. Two years ago, Mike was inspired
to write these articles after he had his
first look at the Poppele collection at the
AWA museum and decided this should
be shared with the AWA Review readers.
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Also this year, the Red Mill Museum in
Clinton, NJ, is continuing the display of
over 50 radio items from Mike’s collection, and now he will be adding several

pre-war televisions to the display. Mike’s
wife Pam can’t understand why, after
sending all of these “electronic fossils”
to the museum, the house is still full.

Author Mike Molnar (right) and assistant Lila. Inspired by the Poppele collection, Mike and Lila
started their own scrapbook.
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Highlights of the Jack Poppele Collection
Recently Donated to the AWA Museum
© 2019 Mike Molnar
The history of the 20th century includes many landmarks in electronic communications.
The time to hear this history directly from the people who lived it has passed. When the
rare chance is presented to gain new insights on this history, it is necessary to seize the
opportunity. Jacob “Jack” R. Poppele is one of those people who contributed greatly to
the history of radio and television but can no longer tell us his story directly. Jack’s career
in radio began as a shipboard wireless operator through World War I. After the war, he
was the chief engineer founding WOR radio in 1922. He remained chief engineer until
1952 leading an engineering staff of 400. Then he was appointed chief engineer of the
Voice of America and later remained in electronics for the rest of his life. It is our good
fortune that Jack documented much of the story of his career and the developments of
electronic communication in his papers and scrapbooks. This history is now archived
for all to see at the AWA Museum. This paper provides reproductions of selected papers
from his scrapbooks and a few photographs of other memorabilia from his collection.

A number of AWA Museum directors
recently become members of the Radio
Club of America (RCA). At the RCA
meetings they became acquainted with
June and Ginny (Virginia) Poppele,
two daughters of Jack Poppele. They
informed the AWA directors that they
were in possession of a large collection
of papers and artifacts their father had
accumulated and saved after his long
career in radio and television. When
the Poppele sisters decided the time
had come to donate the collection to an
institution to preserve the legacy of Jack
Poppele, they made arrangements with
the directors of the AWA Museum to
transfer the Poppele Collection of memorabilia that documents Jack Poppele’s

contributions to the development of
radio and television.
When AWA members travelled to
New Jersey to pick up the collection,
they found a treasure trove of books,
papers, diaries, radios, televisions, and
other artifacts. Two items immediately
stood out from the others. The first was a
collection of approximately twenty large
scrapbooks maintained by Jack Poppele
covering his activities and contributions
in radio and television beginning in the
1930s. Labels on the scrapbooks such as
“television 1937” and “FM” just hint at
the contents. Unfortunately, time has
taken a toll on these scrapbooks. Glues
have dried and acids in paper have discolored newspaper clippings, brochures
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and the like. So, care must to be taken
when turning each page. This article
focuses on selected highlights from these
scrapbooks.
The second item is a Jenkins Model
201 mechanical television, which was
one of Jack’s prized possessions. The
Poppele family’s generosity ensures that
this rare item will be shared with future
generations. This particular TV set was
featured in a TV guide article in 1971.
A plaque on the front of the television
states that it is the first television receiver,
it dates from 1926, and was presented
to Jack Poppele by Allen B. DuMont,
the famous television pioneer. In 1928
DuMont was chief engineer for De Forest Radio Company. At that time they
owned the Jenkins Company. Although
the historical accuracy of the information
on the plaque can be questioned, the
“Televisor” is a significant artifact from
the early days of television.
As a mechanical television, before the
TV picture tube, it used a neon lamp to
convert the picture signal into flickering
light. That light is then scanned through
a spiral of 48 holes in a perforated drum.
As the drum rotates, the light passing
through the holes is magnified for the

Fig. 1. This Jenkins Model 201 “Televisor” television receiver, which appeared in a TV Guide
article in 1971, was owned by Jack Poppele and
is now on display in the AWA Museum.

Fig. 2. The plaque on the Jenkins Model 201 television receiver indicated that Allen DuMont
gave Poppele the set in September of 1926. Although the date and claim of being the first television are historically inaccurate, the televisor and plaque were in Jack’s collection as far back
as anyone in the family could recall.
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viewer, who will see a flickering orange
picture of 48 lines and 15 images per
second. Jenkins produced a few similar models, but the technology was not
ready to replace radio. The company soon
went bankrupt and surviving sets are
extremely rare.
The following images are a small

sample of the historical treasures left to
us by Jack Poppele and his family. The
order of presentation is the mechanical
television given Poppele by DuMont,
followed by samples of the newspaper clippings and other artifacts that
Jack Poppele selected to include in his
scrapbooks.

Fig. 3. The interior of the Jenkins Model 201 differs from the other mechanical televisions of
its day. The use of a perforated drum to scan the neon tube removed keystone distortion and
permitted a narrower cabinet.
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Fig. 4. The TV Guide article of July 3, 1971, contains a picture of the very first Jenkins 201 television
set that was owned by Jack Poppele and recently donated to the AWA Museum by his family.
Jack is pictured later in the article.
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Fig. 5. Jack Poppele assembled approximately 20 scrapbooks over his lifetime that memorialized his contribution to the history of radio and television. His family recently donated these
scrapbooks to the AWA Museum library located in Bloomfield, NY.
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Fig. 6. Many ads for WOR appear in the scrapbooks. When WOR received the contract to broadcast
the World Series, the station placed newspaper ads to promote the broadcast.

Fig. 7. As a method of testing their broadcast range, WOR offered to send these QSL card from
1937 to all the listeners around the country that sent in a reception report.
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Fig. 8. Poppele was listed as a speaker at the Television Institute. Jack’s perspectives on broadcasting, as an executive in management and engineering, were highly regarded.
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Fig. 9a. Allen DuMont made the statement on the opposite page that recommending delaying
the decision on setting the standards for color television.
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Fig. 9b. As RCA and CBS battled over their competing color television systems, DuMont reminded
the industry that much work was still needed to standardize and perfect black & white television.
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Fig. 10. Philco Corporation, an early TV manufacturer, also proposed that the FCC delay a decision
on color TV. Philco published this statement on color TV that was distributed in the industry.
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Fig. 11. As president of the Television Broadcasters Association, Poppele presents a scroll to Lee
De Forest on the 40 th anniversary of the patent on the Audion tube.
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Fig. 12. This is the last page of a letter from Major Armstrong to Poppele and other industry
leaders. Armstrong wanted licensees to advise the listening public that the only full quality FM
equipment is that equipment licensed by Armstrong.
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Fig. 13. Before WOR would invest in a television station, they would need to know that the
technology was ready. This letter to Poppele from RCA informs him that NBC in New York was
resuming test TV broadcasts.
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Fig. 14. Poppele was often interviewed regarding radio and television. In this interview he
tells of new developments in electronics,
including home facsimile. He also describes
eating a hot dog cooked by an electric stove
started by a radio signal.
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Fig. 15. Jack Poppele’s card shown here entitled
him to attend the Radio Engineering Show and
the IRE National Convention held in 1949. The
Radio Engineering Show of the IRE was similar
to the Consumer Electronics Show of today.
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Fig. 16. David Sarnoff distributed this letter to industry leaders. Sarnoff’s letter predicted a strong
future for all types of electronics manufacturing.
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Fig. 17. Poppele was invited to several demonstrations of the two proposed color TV systems. He
saved a copy of this TELE-TECH publication dated March 1947 reporting on the FCC-sponsored
color TV demonstrations. The FCC concluded that further development work was needed before
setting color television standards.
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Fig. 18. This FCC press release from the WOR news teletype states that commercial TV was not
ready for the public. The FCC believes that standards must be set to protect the consumer from
products that may quickly become obsolete.

Fig. 19. After some time passed, WOR received another FCC press release stating commercial
TV is now ready for the public.
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F. B. Chambers & Co., Evolution of
Philadelphia’s First Radio Manufacturer
© 2019 William V. Goodwin, III
Frank B. and Hester Chambers began operating their radio equipment manufacturing
company in Philadelphia circa 1904. Radio history publications have covered some of
this company’s story, and this paper provides additional insights into the company’s
evolution, its locations in the city, and Hester’s contributions to the company’s development and success. Contemporary newspaper accounts reveal details of the couple’s
courtship and early lives, and genealogical research further illustrates aspects of their
families’ histories. Frank & Hester developed their wireless business in their first home—an
apartment—and went on to open a multi-room factory adjacent to their next home.
Although Frank Chambers was most often cited as the driving force of the company,
Hester was deeply involved in manufacturing, testing, and demonstrating or operating
company products, which included components, receivers, and transmitters. A family
tragedy marked their lives and may have influenced their frequent work with young
wireless amateurs. They continued their radio manufacturing business until the government implemented restrictions in response to WWI. They operated a radio store from the
1920s until Frank’s death in 1947. The devoted couple’s story is integral to their business
development and is worthy of being chronicled and documented.

Introduction
My interest in the F. B. Chambers &
Co. story began with the purchase of
a loose coupler at a field auction in the
1990s. This coupler was placed on a display shelf, where it sat for a period of
more than 20 years, constantly reminding me to conduct occasional searches
for the real story of F. B. Chambers &
Co. Discovering several intriguing publications only encouraged more research.
Rexford Matlack published an article
in the AWA Review in 1987 identifying
early Philadelphia radio manufacturers.1 He provided information on F. B.

Chambers & Co. with some excellent
photographs—in particular, two F. B.
Chambers sets in the AWA museum
collection. In 1997, Ludwell Sibley published an article in Radio Age in which
he suggested that F. B. Chambers might
have been the first radio manufacturer
in Philadelphia, and provided a list of
much of the equipment the company
manufactured.2 His suggestion that F.
B. Chambers was the first radio company in Philadelphia raised questions
about when and how the company
started, as well as about the interplay
of the people and events that shaped
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the company and its equipment. It will
become apparent that both Frank and
Hester Chambers were principals in the
company, and so background information on them is a good place to start
the story.
Principals and Relevant Family
Background
Frank B. Chambers
Frank B. (Brosius) Chambers was born
May 3, 1879, in West Chester, Pennsylvania, to Barkley P. Chambers and Lydia
J. “Jennie” Brosius; he was the eldest of
six children. Barkley’s father, born in
1817, was an active Quaker and farmed
for a living. According to the U.S. Census for 1880, Barkley was a laborer while
Jennie kept house. The family lived in
Norristown, Pennsylvania, at the time
of that census. By 1896 Barkley worked
as a carpenter—a trade he followed for
the rest of his working life—and eventually owned his own shop.3 Much of
the F. B. Chambers’ wireless equipment
used wood, which suggests that Frank
had picked up his father’s woodworking skills.
Hester R. Errickson

Hester R. (Rulon) Errickson was born on
June 1, 1869, in Chesterfield, New Jersey.
Her parents were John M. Errickson and
Margaretta L. Appleby. Hester was the
second of six children and the second
daughter. Her closest male ancestors were
laborers, and the female ancestors were
traditional homemakers. However, the
Philadelphia Evening Ledger records that
Hester came from “the famous old family which invented the first battleship,
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the renowned ‘Monitor’ of Civil War
fame.” 4 I was unable to document the
connection, but the family lore may have
fueled Hester’s enthusiastic involvement
in the company business. The same article added, “Although Mrs. Chambers is
with men most of the time and is doing
a man’s work, she is not masculine in
the least, she’s tall and willowy, and has
a fine head of hair, fine keen eyes, and
a personality which wins respect for her
among men and women alike.”
Meeting, Marriage, and Early Years

Frank Chambers said he worked in the
“telegraph business in Trenton, New
Jersey, around 1902 and was attending
a ball” when he was smitten at the first
sight of Hester.5 She worked as a dressmaker during that period. They married
in a Methodist ceremony on February
21, 1905, in Camden, New Jersey.6 They
settled in an apartment at 217 North
9 th Street in Philadelphia very early in
1905.7 An “F. B. Chambers” advertised
a small office room as a sublet in 1909.8
They remained at #217 through 1914,
but in 1915 they briefly resided at 229½
North 9th Street. A later city directory
shows Hester offering a furnished room
for rent.9
The significance of the room rental
may be involved with their son, Raymond. The child was four years old in
1910,10 but he does not appear in the 1920
Census, and the Philadelphia Evening
Ledger reported in 1916 that they had
no children.11 One can only speculate
that little Raymond died between 1910
and 1914, thereby freeing up the room
for rent.
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The couple, and the manufacturing business, moved to 2046 Arch
Street sometime in late 1914, which was
announced in the “Removal Notice” ad
in Fig. 1.12 Significantly, the ad mentions
that the move involved “larger and more
commodious quarters.” Additionally,
they placed a 1914 room renting ad reading, “ARCH, 2046 (Radio Apts.)—New
elegantly furnished, gas, running water,
summer rates, single or double, $2 up:
‘phone service.” 13 Lastly, a roomer resided
with them along with Frank’s brother,
Herbert.14 Thereafter, the couple developed their business within or adjacent
to their residence for all or almost all
of their lives.

Company Formation
Education & Early Company Years
Frank said he trained at the Drexel Institute.15 Its full name was the Drexel Institute of Art, Science and Industry, and it
operated from 1885 to 1936. However,
Drexel University literature says that
the school started in 1891, not 1885 as
Frank stated.16 The assumption is that
Frank attended his courses at Drexel
after marrying and moving to Philadelphia (Drexel’s location) in 1905. One
wonders what Frank’s position in the
“telegraph business” was in Trenton, and
whether he continued in the telegraphy
business in Philadelphia as he started
his manufacturing company. Ludwell

Fig. 1. “Removal Notice” ad publicizing the relocation of F. B. Chambers & Co. from North 9 th
Street to 2046 Arch Street. (Modern Electrics, Jan. 1914, p. 94)
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Sibley references a 1913 company catalog
that said Frank started making radio
equipment by 1905.17 That would make
sense, given that he was married and
then moved to Philadelphia. Clinton
B. DeSoto reported, “F. B. Chambers’
manufacturing centered on meeting
needs of radio amateurs.” 18
Wireless Activities Influenced Frank
Chambers

Morse code and telegraphy had been
established in the mid-1800s. Marconi’s
work was widely accepted by 1900 when
Frank was only 21, and he was deeply
interested in telegraphy before that, and
perhaps was even working in the field
at that time. The period between 1900
and 1910 was an extremely active wireless period. By 1901, Philadelphia had
become a hub of wireless activity, a fact
that was reflected by extensive newspaper
coverage.19
What were some of the wireless and
scientific achievements he would have
witnessed or become familiar with that
took place in Philadelphia during those
early years? A number of wireless companies offered stock through large ads,
one of which was the American Wireless Telephone and Telegraph Company.
News of the formation of this company
appeared in Electrical Engineering and
Telephone Magazine in 1899.20 Noted
Navy historian Captain Linwood
Howeth characterized its organizers as
a small “clique of promoters” headed by
Dr. G. P. Gehring, “a broker of questionable real estate and gold mines.” 21
The firm actively advertised its stock in
various periodicals and newspapers. Its
74
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branch office in Philadelphia was located
at 1345 Arch Street, only seven blocks
from where F. B. Chambers & Co. eventually located.22 The Federal Wireless
Telephone and Telegraph Company also
advertised its stock offerings in Philadelphia in 1901.23 Not to be outdone, the
Marconi Wireless Telegraph Company
of America touted itself as “The Greatest Investment in the World” in a stock
offering in a Philadelphia newspaper.24
The Philadelphia Times also reported
local wireless experiments by Nathan
Stubblefield in 1902.25
Technical Strides & Government
Inaction

Many published reports documented
the strides in detector development in
1903.26 Fleming applied for a patent for
his oscillation valve in 1904 and received
his patent the next year.27 It is amazing
to see how many newspaper articles were
devoted to wireless during that time.
The Philadelphia Inquirer alone carried
over 700 wireless references from 1906
through 1908.
In 1910, Popular Electricity wrote,
“One of these days legislation is going
to be passed by Congress regulating the
operating of wireless telegraph instruments; either this, or the whole matter
will be turned over to a bureau of one
of the government departments with the
power of control. The matter has been
brewing for some time as all of the readers of this department know.” 28 Howeth
further commented on the 1910 regulatory situation, saying, “The commercial
and amateur interests…continued their
opposition to any legislation which would
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affect their interests, and they were abetted by a sympathetic Congress, dedicated
and controlled by ‘big business.’” 29 In
July 1910 Wanamaker Department Store
in Philadelphia installed a Marconi wireless system, and a large ad announced
it would provide commercial wireless
messaging.30
Company Founding & Evolution
The swirling news coverage of wireless
and the lack of effective oversight by the
government must have deeply influenced
Frank Chambers and his business development. His professional career developed at the local, state, and national
levels. He was vice president of Philadelphia [Local] 21 of the International
Brotherhood of Electrical Workers.31 He
was also a principal in the formation of
the Wireless Association of Pennsylvania
in 1910. The association was established
to oppose a Senate bill aimed at restricting “students and experimenters in the
art of wireless communications.” 32 Frank
Chambers was so active with this group
that the meetings sometimes convened in
his home.33 In 1912 he became a director of the Pennsylvania Wireless Association.34 Frank testified as “an expert
in wireless” in congressional hearings
in opposition to proposed restrictions
on amateur wireless operation.35 One
reporter characterized Frank’s testimony
as “illuminating various points discussed
by amusing and graphic word pictures.”36
Newspaper articles in 1910 were
effusive about wireless and the Chambers couple. One article documented a
“wireless party” at the Chambers household,37 while another whimsically noted

the various household objects that could
serve as receiving antennae for wireless
work. Hester said she used her wireless
to stay in contact with her husband as
he traveled for business. Frank carried a
receiver in his suitcase and often visited
other operators who reportedly teased
him over his wife’s messages. Interestingly, Fig. 2 depicts a cartoon from a
January 1910 article showing the use of
a bed as an antenna.38

Fig. 2. Cartoon picturing how a metal bed
frame could be used as a radio antenna with
a crystal detector and battery, but without a
tuner. The patient laments, “Gee I wish I had
a tuner.” (Modern Electrics, Jan. 1910, p. 473)

Hester’s Role

The Philadelphia Evening Ledger provides
insight into both the company operations and the teamwork that Frank and
Hester enjoyed in the business and their
marriage. Hester credits her husband’s
“utter devotion” to her that drew her first
into wireless and then into the manufacturing business. “‘You see,’ she said,
with one of her comfortable motherly
smiles, ‘he would not enjoy [wireless]
unless I did it too. So, we took it up
together.’” 39 The inference is that they
started at approximately the same time
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in the wireless field. Hester first obtained
a commercial operator’s license in 1913,
although documents state that she was a
wireless operator as early as 1910.40
A complete F. B. Chambers wireless
outfit in their home with Hester at the
controls is shown in Fig. 3.41 These words
accompany the figure: “His [Frank’s]
wife is almost as great an enthusiast
as he is and when he leaves home on a
rainy day or evening she frequently talks
to him with her key in Morse while he
listens through his umbrella, which is
connected to a small portable receiving
instrument. To reply, he has to hunt up
a wireless station, but there are so many
wireless amateurs in Philadelphia and
so well known to them is Frank Chambers that he seldom has to search long
to attain his purpose. Mrs. Chambers,

however, says she has the most fun when
she is doing all the talking and he cannot
answer back.” Frank chose the handle,
“N. R.,” to reflect his hometown of Norristown and wireless operators referred
to them as Mr. or Mrs. N. R.42
Frank detailed Hester’s role in the
company by saying, “‘Why, she is the
whole thing here. I’m sure we never could
make the successful instruments we do
make without her. I won’t let anyone else
do certain things here, and I wouldn’t
even trust myself. And then, too, whenever we get anything new, Mrs. N. R.
uses it first. We got a new drill press the
other day. She had to bore the first hole.
I won’t let anyone touch it until she does.
Then we put in a new telephone system
to get in communication with the 20
rooms in the house and factory (emphasis

Fig. 3. Hester Chambers at her home operating a wireless station. (New-York Daily Tribune, Apr.
24, 1910, p. 3)
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added). No one was allowed to use that
phone until Mrs. N. R. had talked over
it first. And I always have her get the first
spark on every transformer, every time.
And she brings us luck, too.’” 43
Hester is shown out of doors in Fig. 4
with a receiver on a chair in a photo from
a New York Tribune article.44 It appears
to be one of the F. B. Chambers & Co.
loose couplers, possibly the Model 744 or
748—both are listed by Ludwell Sibley
as being for 150 kHz and up.45

Fig. 4. Hester Chambers demonstrating wireless on a rooftop—likely using an F. B. Chambers 744 or 748 loose coupler. (Philadelphia
Evening Ledger, Nov. 14, 1916, p. 9)

Timeline for F. B. Chambers & Co.
Addresses

The F. B. Chambers Company was
founded in Philadelphia and remained
there for its entire existence. There were
three known addresses for the company,
all within 5 to 10 miles of each other.
The timelines for the company addresses
are useful for dating the company’s catalogs, which are generally undated. These
addresses and their respective timelines
are shown in Table 1.
The address at 217 North 9th Street
served as both the first location of the
company and the home of the Chambers family between 1905 and 1913. The
company moved to 2046 Arch Street in
January 1914 and remained there until
1924. Frank Chambers moved home and
business to Market Street in 1924—first
to 6046 Market and then to 6100 Market by 1928.
Their property at 6100 Market Street
was the business address, which occupied
a corner building with show windows
(see Fig. 5). The 6102 Market Street
address was an adjacent doorway at the
right of Fig. 5, which appears to lead
to second-floor living units. There are
some minor discrepancies in dates and
addresses between and among the city
directors and other documents, which
are not particularly relevant.

Table 1. Timelines for F. B. Chambers & Co. addresses
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Fig. 5. The F. B. Chambers company and home addresses at 6100 and 6102 Market Street, as they
appear today. (Google Earth; numbers added for clarity)

Publicity & Equipment Development

Frank Chambers marketed their company in a variety of ways. Newspaper
articles detailed some aspects of the business and also focused on the couple. The
company frequently advertised in wireless publications, and Frank also participated in professional organizations, as
previously mentioned. His congressional
testimony documents his representing
five organizations at the hearing, and
further attests to his national standing.46
He was active in The Radio League of
America and participated in a national
78
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radio relay as a monitor using his experimental wireless station.47
Frank Chambers’ story entitled “Odd
Aids of ‘Wireless’ Amateurs” appeared
under a variety of titles in newspapers
and magazines in various parts of the
country.48 This was a story about how
everyday items could be used for radio
parts—for example, a wire support for a
mattress could be used as an antenna. A
1910 version of the article entitled “Wireless in Every Home” appeared in Popular
Electricity.49 The article provides additional
details about the business and the couple:

Goodwin

“That wireless telegraphy, as applied
to the home, is not the complicated,
expensive science that it generally is
believed to be, is proven by Frank
Chambers, of Philadelphia, who,
though an amateur in the business,
is known among his friends as ‘The
Wizard of North Ninth Street.’ 50 On
the roof of his two-story home he has
shown to friends and experts alike
that it is possible to receive messages
through as simple aerials as three
strands of wire clothesline, a wire
cot stood on end, an umbrella and
even a dishpan. He has not, however,
succeeded in sending any messages
through the last three.
“The ‘wizard’ takes great pleasure
in aiding and instructing the boys of
his acquaintance in the mysterious
science and spends many a pleasant
evening in talking with them over
the housetops. Several of his students
intend to camp out in the suburbs
of Philadelphia this summer to try
especially to add to the list of Frank
Chambers’ makeshift aerials to see
from what long distances they can
pick up messages with their crude
instruments. The best that Chambers
has done so far with his umbrella and
dishpan is to get messages from the
League Island Navy Yard, about three
miles from his home.” 51

Hester said she would call Frank at an
agreed upon time when he was away and
then added, “The appliance that makes it
possible for him to receive wireless messages, but not to send, can be carried in
the suitcase.” 52

F. B. Chambers & Co. Products
F. B. Chambers & Co. offered a variety of products that both it and other
companies manufactured. The company
used several logos or plates to identify
its products. One such logo shown in
Fig. 6 is an arched form they stamped on
the ends or bases of coils. Another logo
appearing in Fig. 7 shows the two plate
variations installed on spark keys and
coils.53 Finally, Fig. 8 pictures a fanciful
logo that appeared on their catalog.54

Fig. 6. Rendering of an F. B. Chambers & Co.
company logo stamped on coils. (Ludwell Sibley, “Radio Age, Aug. 1997, p. 7)

Fig. 7. Logo plates observed on F. B. Chambers
& Co. spark coil and key. (Radiomuseum and
Spark Key Project)

Fig. 8. Logo appearing on a F. B. Chambers &
Co. catalog. (AntiqueRadios.com)
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Advertising

The AWA Museum has a number of F.
B. Chambers devices, and Zianet.com
has photos of a brass spark key with a
leaf spring mounted on a marble base.
Two other Internet sites featuring F. B.
Chambers equipment are telegraphkeys.com and stonevintageradio.com.
Company ads ran in many publications,
ranging from newspapers to popular electricity and wireless magazines. Another
advertising technique was to offer a loose
coupler as a contest prize.55 Representative publications in which the company
advertised are listed below in chronological order. The ads appeared simultaneously in multiple publications and often
ran for multiple years in each. The years

in which these ads are clustered suggests
that the strongest years for manufacturing and sales of wireless equipment were
between 1913 and 1916.
■■ Popular Electricity Magazine (1913).56
■■ Modern Electrics (1914).57
■■ Popular Electricity and the World’s
Advance (1914)58
■■ The Electrical Experimenter (1915).59
■■ Modern Mechanics & Popular Electricity (1915).60
■■ QST (1916).61
■■ The Electrical Experimenter (1917).62
■■ The Wireless Age (1920).63
Hardware

An F. B. Chambers ad published in
1913,64 reproduced in Fig. 9, indicates

Fig. 9. F. B. Chambers ad from 1913 showing that the company sold parts, kits, and complete
sets. (Modern Electrics, Feb. 1913, p. 1187)
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that the company offered many products
that were available as individual components, sets in kit form, and finished articles. For example, the F. B. Chambers ad
shown in Fig. 10 for an inductive tuner
was advertised in the April 1913 issue of
Modern Electrics for $7.00 assembled and
$5.50 unassembled. This ad also stated
“Dealer Wanted,” so it is evident that F.
B. Chambers also used other dealers to
sell their products. Clearly, this ad documents an F. B. Chambers product being
sold by another company. This point is
driven home by another ad by MerkerFlocker Electric Company of Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania. This ad appeared the previous month for the loose coupler shown

Fig. 10. F. B. Chambers ad for an Inductive Tuner
with the statement, “Dealers Wanted.” (Modern
Electrics, April 1913, p. 69)

in Fig. 11, which was identical in every
respect to the one in Fig. 10. Similarities
in the loose coupler photographs include:
photo angle, slider mounts, and location
plus the characteristic rounded cutout
at the right end of the mount. Another
Merker-Flocker ad,65 not shown here,
also features a spark coil and an antenna
switch matching the F. B. Chambers
devices pictured at radiomuseum.org.66
Rexford Matlack wrote that F. B. Chambers also manufactured for the Radio
Apparatus Co. of Philadelphia.67
Ads for F. B. Chambers loose couplers using various descriptive names
were published over the years: “Wireless
Coils,” an “Inductive Tuner,” a “Standard
Loose Coupler,” and an “Undamped
Wave Coupler.” 68 An early ad for “Wireless Coils” also listed other products:
tuning coils, loose couplers, oscillation
transformers, telegraph keys, and rotary
gaps. One ad described the rotary spark
gap as having a “flute” tone.69 The company also carried headsets, detectors,
receivers and variable capacitors.70 The

Fig. 11. Merker-Flocker ad for a Loose Coupling
Coil that appears to be identical to the Inductive Tuner in the previous figure manufactured
by F. B. Chambers & Co.
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premier receiver was the Model .084
Wireless Standard Time Set shown
in Fig. 12.71 Often called “jeweler’s
sets,” watchmakers and jewelers used
the received time signals to accurately
adjust timepieces for their customers.
F. B. Chambers offered five of its own
receivers, including a portable receiver.
It also offered transmitting equipment

such as telegraph keys and spark coils,
two examples of which are shown in
Figs. 13 and 14.
According to an undated F. B.
Chambers catalog, the company’s customers were very satisfied with its equipment.72 This catalog printed five letters
that were represented to be from satisfied
customers. One of the letters was dated

Fig. 12. F. B. Chambers Model .084 Wireless Standard Time Set with an open drawer containing
an F. B. Chambers catalog. (Courtesy of Howard Stone)
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Fig. 13. Telegraph Key manufactured by F. B. Chambers. (Douglas Palmer, Zianet.com)

Fig. 14. Spark Coil manufactured by F. B. Chambers. (Courtesy Radiomuseum)
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“Sept. 12th, 1914,” so the catalog must
have been prepared later than that date.
The five letters appearing in the catalog
were followed by this statement: “We
have many more letters like these from
customers who have individual stations
from ¼ to 1 K.W. in power, who are just
as well satisfied with their instruments,
but owing to the lack of space we are
unable to print more than the few shown
here.” One such example letter is reproduced above. These letters are supported
by independent statements such as the
following one that appeared in a of bio
of Paul A. Keller in an Old Old [sic]
Timers Club publication: “Used an F. B.
Chambers ½ KW open core transformer
with rotary gap up until the end of spark
days.” 73

also offered an unboxed ‘portable receiving set’ mounted on a mahogany base
(4-½" × 12") for $5.” This set does not
appear in any known F. B. Chambers
ad, nor does it match the description of
any receiver in Ludwell Sibley’s list of
known prewar F. B. Chambers receivers. The only known unboxed F. B.
Chambers portable set with a base of
(4-½" × 12") for $5 is shown in Fig.
16.75 This ad describes it as follows:
“The Tuning Coil has 8½" winding
space, is 2½" diam. and has genuine
mahogany ends. The whole mounted
on a mahogany base 4½" × 12",…. On
an averaged sized Aerial will respond to

A Portable Radio Mystery

An image of a very interesting portable
radio appears on page 40 of Michael
Schiffer’s book, The Portable Radio in
American Life (see Fig. 15), with the following caption: “F. B. Chambers & Co.,
1913.” 74 The text describes this radio as
follows: “The F. B. Chambers Company
84
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Fig. 15. An unidentified portable receiver attributed to F. B. Chambers & Co. by author Michael
B. Schiffer. (The Portable Radio in American Life,
1991, p. 40)
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Fig. 16. The only known unboxed portable
made by the F. B. Chambers Company shown
here does not match the description of the
set described by Schiffer. (Modern Electrics,
July 1913, p. 39).

2,000 meter wavelength. Price, $5.00.”
Clearly this is not the same set that
appears in Schiffer’s book.
While there is no F. B. Chambers set
that matches Schiffer’s description, the
Colby’s Telegraph School of Auburn,
New York, offered a set in 1916 for $5.50
that matches this figure (see Fig. 17).76
The two appear to be the same radio,
and the angle of the photograph and
dial setting for the two sets also appear
to be identical. Did Chambers or Colby
make this unit? Was one a distributor of
the other, or did they both use the same
design, or is there some other explanation
for the similarity?

Author’s Equipment
Model 746 Loose Coupler
My quest to document the F. B. Chambers & Co. began with the F. B. Chambers Model 746 loose coupler shown in
Fig. 18. Ludwell Sibley says the model
746 was 23 inches long.77 However, the
author’s set measures 21 inches. F. B.
Chambers didn’t list any other loose coupler with a similar length, so perhaps the
bases were made with slightly different
lengths. The Model 746 was designed for
operation at 15 kHz and up and sold for
$20. This example is well made and in
very good condition. The secondary coil
was apparently nested within the primary
coil for most of its life as indicated by
the bright color of the enameled wire in
contrast to the dull primary coil wire.
The secondary coil slides easily on its rails
and the switch works smoothly.

Fig. 18. Model 746 Loose Coupler. (Author’s
photograph)

Fig. 17. Ad for Colby portable receiver that appears to be identical to the image of the unidentified
set described by Schiffer. (Electrical Experimenter, Aug. 1916, p. 279)
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Model 705 Tuning Coil

The author acquired a second example
of an F. B. Chambers set in the fall of
2018—the Model 705 tuning coil shown
in Fig. 19. The company stamp appears
on the outside faces of both mounting
blocks. This coil appears in an F. B.
Chambers & Co. catalog published circa
1914 (see Fig. 20). Unlike the catalog’s
claims that, “the cylinders are positively
unshrinkable,” the coil form had shrunk

over the years, understandable for a coil
form more than a hundred years old. It
is apparent from Fig. 21 that the slider
rails are set and screwed vertically into
cutouts in the wooden frame. It is likely
that the differences in two of the binding
post mountings are a result of alterations
made long ago, after the coil’s purchase.
F. B. Chambers produced a variant
of this tuning coil as shown in Fig. 22,
which appeared in an F. B. Chambers

Fig. 19. F. B. Chambers Model 705 Tuning Coil. (Author’s photograph)

Fig. 20. F. B. Chambers Model 705 Tuning coil catalog entry. (F. B.
Chambers & Co. catalog circa 1914)
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& Co. catalog when the company
was on Arch Street between 1914 and
1923.78 The binding post mountings
on the Model 709 tuning coil match
those on the Model 746 loose coupler.
Note that the price of the later Model
709 was $2.25, reduced by $0.75 from
the earlier Model 705 priced at $3. This

change in the rail and binding post
mountings between these two models
and the reduction in price attest to Frank
Chambers’s business acumen—namely
that he changed his construction techniques and lowered the price to keep his
product line commercially viable over a
span of several years.

Fig. 21. F. B. Chambers Model 705 Tuning coil connectors illustrating construction methods.
(Author’s photograph)

Fig. 22. F. B. Chambers Model 709 tuning coil from a catalog published between 1914 and 1920
when the company was on Arch Street. (Antique Radio Forum)
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Company Evolution
Was Frank Chambers an Engineer or
Businessman?
Ludwell Sibley suggests that Frank
Chambers may have primarily been a
businessman rather than an engineer.79 A
review of the Frank Chambers’ business
titles and descriptions as they appear in
various documents at various times is
not conclusive:
■■ “General electrician”: (1910 U.S.
Census).80
■■ “Electrical engineers”: (1913 Boyd’s
Philadelphia City Directory for Frank
and Hester).81
■■ “Wireless Engineer”: (1916 The Electrical Experimenter).82
■■ “Involved a ‘wireless apparatus’
business”: (1919 Boyd’s Philadelphia
City Directory).83
■■ “Ma nufacturer”: (1920 U.S.
Census).84
■■ “Operated the Chambers Institute for Wireless Telegraphy”:
(1922 & 1923 Philadelphia Business
Directories).85
■■ “Radio storeowner from at least
1926.” (Music Trade Review).86
■■ “Radio Store”: (1930 U.S. Census).87
■■ Frank: “Radio repair in radio shop;”
Hester: “saleswoman” for radio retail
supplies at 6102 Market Street: (1940
U.S. Census)88
The multiple entries in the 1917 City
Directory, which are shown in Fig. 23,
are both interesting and puzzling.89 The
first entry is “Chambers & Co, the principal,” which is followed by: “Harriet R.
Chambers (The Paragon).” Was Harriet
actually Hester, and what is the meaning
of “The Paragon”? There are no other
88
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references to a person by this name in
her family. It may have been another
business, or perhaps a tribute to Hester?
While none of the above entries
indicated that Frank was an engineer,
one indication that he may have been
an engineer was a circuit named after
him, which was known as the “Chambers Circuit.” In 1918, Louis Hazeltine
reported that both the “Chambers Circuit” and his own, a similar but better
version, came out at the same time in
1915. The Chambers circuit as rendered
by Hazeltine is shown in Fig. 24.90 Frank

Fig. 23. Intriguing Chambers address listings
in 1917 featuring the mysterious Harriet R.,
described as “The Paragon.” (Boyd’s Business
Directory of Philadelphia, 1917, p. 295)

Fig. 24. Louis Hazeltine’s rendering of the
Chambers Circuit. (Hazeltine, Proc. IRE, Vol. 6,
1918, p. 73)
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Fig. 25. F. B. Chambers Undamped Wave Coupler add highlighting a new circuit, popularly
known as the Chambers Circuit. (Electrical Experimenter, Sept., 1916, p. 369)

Chambers also mentioned his circuit in
his 1916 ad shown in Fig. 25.91
This is the only known example of a
circuit design credited to Frank Chambers. However, assuming Frank had electrical engineering skills, it is likely he
would have used them to design various
coils manufactured by the company. One
wonders who had the engineering skills
to design the company’s other products
such as telegraph keys and rotary spark
gaps. Significant electrical and mechanical design abilities were required, in addition to the skilled machinists needed to
fashion the products. Therefore, Frank’s
engineering skills figured in his wireless
product development, but his business
skills were needed throughout his entire
career.
Wireless Station Operations

The earliest known mention of Frank
Chambers operating a radio station was
in 1910.92 In December 1912 the U.S.
government required all radio stations to
be licensed. Frank Chambers received the
call sign 3XC as one of the first stations

assigned call signs in 1913 as a result of
the Radio Act of 1912. The station was
one of only 22 “special land stations”
in the United States and operated as an
experimental station at a wavelength of
480 meters (which is 625 kHz).93 Hester operated the station while Frank
showed a reporter the effectiveness of
various receiving antennae. Station 3XC
continued operating into 1917 and was
part of a nationwide relay to demonstrate
that amateur wireless operators could be
depended upon to handle vital national
messages to mayors across the country.94
However, operations were curtailed
when President Wilson ordered radio
stations shut down on April 6, 1917.95
Rexford Matlack said the station call
sign was changed to W3XC after WWI
and continued as an experimental station when the company moved to 6100
Market Street.96 The radio station was
also licensed to operate on 300 and 400
meters in 1928,97 and it was located at
6046 Market Street—a half block away
from the 6102 Market address reported
later in 1930 and 1940.98
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Great War Activities

A widely syndicated article published
on July 12, 1916, quoted Frank about
the readiness of an “army” of wireless
operators: “Virtually every amateur wireless operator in the United States stands
ready at a moment’s notice to enter the
army’s radio service in Mexico.” Later
in the same article, he commented on
the recent poor performance of radio
communications in Mexico: “Either
the ground is sandy or the field radio
machines are inadequate.” 99
Frank started the Chambers Institute
of Wireless Telegraphy in 1916, offering night classes at a business school.100
Its ad for the 1917–18 season also said,
“practical work and theory taught.” 101
“Several classes in wireless were held at
the Chambers Institute, and some of the
members took a course organized by the
Navy League. Positions were found in
most cases for those receiving certificates,
but as there seemed to be no demand for
women operators, energies were devoted
to more important work at hand.”102 One
newspaper stated that the Chambers’
telegraphy school was “one of the first
such schools in the Nation.”103 Frank
advertised the telegraphy school in the
local newspaper as well as in wireless
publications.104 After the United States
entered WWI in 1917, there was a downturn in wireless business as a result of
radio restrictions in the United States.105
F. B. Chambers & Co. began to look for
new business opportunities by placing
ads such as the one shown in Fig. 26 for
machining parts to order.
Hester continued her professional
development despite the male dominance
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Fig. 26. F. B. Chambers ad soliciting outside
machine work to broaden the business base during WWI. (Philadelphia Inquirer, May 4, 1917, p. 21)

of the wireless field. Her success seems
an outgrowth of her individual drive
and ability within a loving and egalitarian marriage. Hester became the first
woman to be licensed as a commercial
wireless operator.106 Another article
said she taught wireless “work to men
qualifying for aviation service with the
government and for men and women
who are preparing themselves to fill any
gap that may confront the government
in this branch of the service.” She said
her “wrist gave way” [carpal tunnel syndrome?] from sending so many messages
during her daily eleven-hour teaching
schedule. Frank then produced a special
“diamond-pointed instrument,” which
made operations much easier for her.107
Post War Activities

Both the telegraphy school and wireless
sales continued after the war. The 1923
city directory ad shown in Fig. 27 makes
this clear.108 Magazine ads, which ran in
many issues of Wireless Age in 1921 and
1922, were effusive about the instruction
and services offered to students.109 All
the ads placed in the Wireless Age during this period were identical to the one
appearing in Fig. 28.
Chambers Institute ads disappeared
after 1922, and ads from other telegraphy schools also disappeared during this
period as well. These were replaced by a
multitude of vacuum tube-based articles
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Fig. 27. Wireless telegraphy ad for the Chambers Institute radio school. (Philadelphia City Directory, 1922, p. 1616)

Fig. 28. Expansive Chambers Institute ad that offered “special attention to backward students.”
(The Wireless Age, March 1921, p. 50)

and equipment ads, which dominated
wireless and radio magazines. Frank converted his business to a radio sales and
service business that continued until his
death. A hint of the post-war evolution
of the business came from a 1926 meeting called by the Atwater Kent Manufacturing Company to form a business
association in Philadelphia.
Musical instrument jobbers were the
primary businesses attending. Music

industry leaders, among the assembled
225 attendees, urged radio dealers to
organize. The original intent of the meeting was to award contest prizes for best
window dressings, and F. B. Chambers
& Co. placed fourth.110 No records of a
radio business association forming after
this meeting were discovered, but the
award implies F. B. Chambers attractively displayed consumer goods, namely
radios.
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Demise of F. B. Chambers & Co.

The couple continued in the radio business until the end of Frank’s life in 1947.
Frank Chambers died on January 3,
1947, at their home from “coronary
occlusion” complicated by “arteriosclerosis.”111 Frank was 68. A death notice
appeared in the paper but no obituary
has been found.
Hester apparently closed the business after Frank’s death, as inferred from
her obituary. Hester also suffered from
arteriosclerosis, and she died at age 79
on February 12, 1949, at the Masonic
Homes Hospital. She had been living for
two years at the adjacent Masonic Home
in Lancaster, Pennsylvania.112 Interestingly, Hester’s obituary appeared on the
same page as the obituary for Atwater
Kent. Hester’s obituary reads:
“Chambers, Hester R., radio pioneer
at the Masonic Home, Elizabethtown,
Pa., February 14 [sic]. She was the first
woman in the United States to receive
a commercial wireless operator’s license
and was the first woman licensed to
conduct radio classes and perform
radio experimental duties. With her
late husband, Frank, she conducted
the Chambers School of Telegraphy
in Philadelphia during the first World
War, and operated a radio store in Philadelphia. A brother survives. Burial
in Fernwood Cemetery, Philadelphia
February 16.” 113

Summary
There are photographs from multiple
publications that portray and identify
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Hester Chambers, but only one has
been found that that specifically identifies Frank Chambers (see Fig. 29).114
Compare the man in this photograph
with the man in a photograph appearing
in Fig. 30, which appeared at the top
of page 381 in the 1910 article by Burrows.115 The man in this photograph is
clearly the same as the man pictured in
the two articles that appeared in Popular Electricity and Popular Mechanics in
1910,116 although he was not specifically
identified in those photographs. It should
be noted that Frank Chambers is operating a wireless set in all of the photographs from these three sources. So, there
exist several photographs of Frank B.
Chambers and Hester R. Chambers at
the beginning of their rise to national
prominence in 1910 as well as a photograph of Frank Chambers from 1922.
No other Philadelphia radio manufacturer was discovered, either in articles
or ads, before those mentioning F. B.
Chambers. It appears that Frank Brosius
and Hester Rulon Chambers were the
first Philadelphia radio manufacturers.
Frank began his career in telegraphy;
whether this was wired or wireless is
unclear, but wired seems much more
likely given the state of the technology
in 1900 when he was 21. The business
began around 1904–5 and evolved from
hardware development, manufacturing
and distribution to a telegraphy school,
and then transitioned to radio sales and
service. The government demanded the
dismantling or sealing of radio stations
during the Great War and the action
collapsed the wireless business, thus triggering the company’s evolution.117 The
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Fig. 29. This is the only known photograph of Frank Chambers in which he is specifically
identified by name, either in the text or caption. (Wireless Age, Jan. 1922, Vol. 9, p. 17)
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Fig. 30. Frank & Hester Chambers as they appeared in 1910. (Popular Mechanics, Sept. 1910, p. 381)

Chambers couple suffered the loss of a
young son, yet they remained devoted
to one another throughout their long
marriage. Hester was notable in her
own right for her firsts: Wireless manufacturer, licensed commercial wireless
operator, and licensed wireless instructor.
Frank used his engineering skills in wireless product development, manufacturing and transmitter experimentation and
he was primarily a businessman.
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Radio Operator Training at the Radio
College of Canada: 1928−1964
© 2019 John Gilbert

“In this sign you will Conquer”
It has been estimated that some 40,000 people graduated from Radio College of Canada
(RCC) since it was established in Toronto in 1928.1 RCC was one of several schools that
trained radio operators in radio technology, Morse code, and the duties of radio operators on board ships. RCC published RCC Service Manuals, long an essential source of
information for radio servicemen and now a collector’s item. Thousands of people in the
Canadian radio industry learned their skills from the technician and technologist courses
at the college. There is no single source of the history of the RCC, perhaps because of the
wide range of courses and publications it offered over the years. The author obtained
his Second-Class Certificate of Communications from RCC in 1959, but only recalls the
Radio Operator (RO) program—the primary subject of this article. The RO program of
RCC was offered from around 1932 to 1964, when the Department of Transport, then the
largest employer of graduates of the RCC RO courses, established its own radio operator
training school near Ottawa. In its early years, starting in 1928, the two major activities
of RCC were the publication of service manuals and technical and technologist courses.
These two activities are briefly mentioned as they established the credibility of Jas C.
Wilson, founder of RCC, to launch the RO program.

Background
A few highlights of the history of radio
and marine communications in the first
decades of the 1900s are needed to place
RCC in its proper historical context.2 A
comprehensive coverage of the early days
of radio in Canada can be gleaned from
the many excellent histories still in print.
From the viewpoint of the knowledge

requirements and training of radio operators, the advent of high-power vacuum
tubes and the gradual demise of spark
in the early 1920s were perhaps the most
significant technological developments.
These events led to changes in the qualifications of radio operators, and therefore
directly affected the curriculum of RCC
radio operator courses.
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In 1901 the Marconi Wireless Telegraph Company of London opened the
first wireless school in Frinton-on-Sea,
Essex, England, naming it the Marconi
School of Wireless Telegraphy.3 In 1902
the Marconi Company of London established the Marconi Wireless Telegraph
Company of Canada, and the Department of Marine and Fisheries commissioned the newly formed company to
build six stations along the St. Lawrence
River and the Gulf of St. Lawrence. Wireless became recognized as an essential
element in the shipping world in 1909 following the collision of the British White
Star liner Republic with the Italian liner
Florida, in which radio operator Jack
Binns was acclaimed a hero.
Training in these early days in
Canada was provided by the Canadian
Marconi Company, which brought their
instructors from England. Just prior
to the start of WWI, Antonin Blouin
opened his school to teach Morse code
and meteorology on William Street in
Montreal. In 1915 a school of instruction
for operators was established in Montreal
under the direct control of the Canadian
Marconi Company.
The importance of wireless communications was dramatically heightened
on April 15, 1912, with the sinking of
the Titanic. The efforts of radio operators Jack Phillips and Harold Bride were
widely reported. Phillips was rescued but
died shortly after, while Harold Bride,
the junior operator, survived.
The sinking of the Titanic was
perhaps the single important event
highlighting the need for training and
certifying of radio operators. Harold
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Bride’s personal experience as junior
operator on the Titanic as she was sinking was reported in the New York Times.
One of the ships that came to the rescue of the Titanic was the Chester, and
Bride described the radiomen on board
the Chester as “wretched operators. They
knew American Morse but not Continental Morse sufficiently to be worthwhile…. The Chester’s man thought he
knew it, but he was as slow as Christmas coming…. If the Chester had had
a decent operator I could have worked
with him longer….” 4
In Canada, the life of radio operators
at sea and on shore stations was popularized in the works of the author Thomas
Raddell. Despite the low pay and often
horrific working conditions, Raddell
captured the appeal of adventure and
travel opportunities for radio operators
on board ship. Like most operators, he
had to be satisfied with a second officer
position, since only someone with a FirstClass Certificate could be the senior, or
sometimes sole, operator on a ship.
Certification of Radio Operators
There were several radiotelegraph conferences held in the early decades of the
1900s. These international conferences
established the regulations governing
various aspects of the use of radio or
wireless. In Canada the results of these
conferences were codified in domestic
legislation known first as “The Wireless Telegraphy Act (1905)” and later as
“The Radio Act,” the term that will be
used here.
A number of international conferences, starting with the International
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Radio Telegraph Convention of Berlin of
1906, set out the requirements for radio
operators and the regulations for the use
of radio on board ships. The regulation
mandating the certification of radio
operators is contained in the Service
Regulations affixed to the Berlin Convention in Part VI, and reads: “3. The
service of the station on shipboard shall
be carried on by a radio operator holding
a certificate issued by the government to
which the vessel is subject.”
The Berlin conference established
regulations increasing operators’ watchkeeping hours at sea and requiring larger
vessels to maintain a continuous watch.
Further, the 1906 conference established
the use of 500 kHz for maritime land
stations and 1.0 MHz for shipboard stations. While the use of two frequencies
was beneficial from a traffic standpoint,
the downside was that ships listening
on 500 kHz would not hear other ships
transmitting on 1.0 MHz, so they would
not necessarily be aware of other ships in
distress nearby. The 1912 London Conference established 500 kHz as the international maritime calling and distress
frequency for both land and ship stations.
Contacts were to be initiated on 500
kHz but moved to adjacent frequencies
if more than a few seconds long, unless
they were emergency calls. The format for
signalling an emergency—twelve, four
second dashes—was standardized in the
1927 Safety of Life at Sea (SOLAS) regulations. These were annexed to the 1927
International Radio Telegraphic Convention Recommendations, which also
made the installation of radio equipment
obligatory on certain categories of ship.

The Telecommunication Conference
(Madrid, 1932), Para 21, Article 22 of
the General Radio Regulations, specified
the technical requirements for the AutoAlarm. The Operating Instructions for
the Model AR-8600 Auto-Alarm, issued
by the Radio Division of the Department
of Transport in April 1937, state: “The
international auto-alarm signal consists of a series of dashes four seconds
in length, separated by spaces having
a duration of one second. Twelve such
dashes and spaces can be transmitted
in one minute. Auto alarms designed
to meet the requirements of the Federal Communications Commission are
arranged to actuate warning bells when
three correct dashes and spaces have been
received.”
The requirements and regulations
mentioned above were codified in the
Handbook for Wireless Telegraph Operators issued by the Postmaster General of
Great Britain. Known as the “PMG,”
it became the basis for radio operator
training and examination in Canada
into the 1960s.
Larry Reid, in his Story of the West
Coast Radio Service, 5 notes that the
Canadian government was slow in
administering the radio operator certification provisions of the Radio Act of
1913. He writes: “The U.S. had created
their Department of Communication
(predecessor to the FCC) in 1912 and
by 1913 had Radio Inspectors located
in most major cities who were conducting radio operator examinations
and issuing certificates.” 6 At that time
there were no nationality restrictions
for U.S. operator certification, so many
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Canadians went south and wrote the
U.S. exams.” Many operators were exBritish Post Office telegraphers who had
immigrated to British Columbia. There
were often family connections. Alfred
“Chil” Flick, (1915−1983), who recruited
the author as a radio operator in 1955,
came from such a family. His father,
Henry Flick (1891−1947), had been a
Marconi operator at sea as a young man
and had personally trained some 2,000
operators for sea service. During WWI
Henry Flick had trained 200 men of the
Royal Flying Corps on aircraft wireless
equipment (see Fig. 1). In the post-war
period he ran the Provincial Wireless
Colleges, Limited, before immigrating

to Canada with his family in 1926. His
two sons, Chil and Joffrey, followed his
career path, both becoming operators
with the Department of Transport. Chil
later became Superintendent of Radio
Operations in the Ontario Region, and
Joffrey (1917−1953) served with distinction in WWII, but sadly died tragically
at sea postwar.7
There were several international radio
or radiotelegraph conferences in the first
three decades of the 1900s that set the
parameters for radio operator duties.
The 1927 International Radiotelegraph
Conference (Washington) was important
because it dealt with the demise of spark
and other substantive radio matters. The

Fig. 1. Henry Flick with his Royal Flying Corps class in WWI, 1915. (Ryan Flick family)
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acts of the conference were signed on
from 600 to 1600 metres. Show in
November 25, 1927, and the provisions of
dotted lines, on the diagram prothe conference became effective on Januvided, the changes that would have
ary 1, 1929—just when Jas C. Wilson
to be made in the connections. (Paper
was setting up RCC in Toronto. Prior
8, #7);
■■ How would you calibrate with a
to the 1927 conference, the examination for radio operators was established
wavemeter
◆◆ (a) the primary of a two-circuit
around a set of examination questions
known as “Technical Papers,” which had
receiver
◆◆ (b) the secondary of a two-circuit
evolved from a 1916 set of papers. There
receiver? (Paper 13, #5);
were at least 18 of these papers, each
■
■
containing seven questions. The aim of
(a) Why are high resistance telethe certification of radio operators was
phones not wound with resistance
to equip them with the knowledge to
wire and
■■ (b) how would you test your telequickly resolve a problem, particularly
during an emergency, when the operator
phones if you suspected that they
was most likely alone. The following are
were injured? (Paper 17, #5).8
examples of the questions for the Coast
By 1923 there were at least five direcStation part of the exam:
tion finding (D/F) stations in Canada,
■■ If your aerial is too long to receive known as Radio Compass Stations in
short wavelengths, how would you the United States (see Fig. 2 for a typical
proceed to adapt it to short wave- D/F unit).9 The Canadian stations made
length without shortening
the aerial? (Paper 2, #7);
■■ Assuming the set running
normally, you found that
there was no spark on
pressing the transmitting
key. In what order would
you go over the circuits,
describing the remedy for
each possible fault you
mention? (Paper 3, #4);
■■ Why are guard lamps or
carbon resistance rods
used across machines?
(Paper 7, #6);
■■ Describe fully the procedure followed on your
station in changing the Fig. 2. The Lodestone III Direction Finding (D/F) Set, Type
transmitting wavelength 758E. (Marconi Marine UK)
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their initial contact with a ship desiring
a bearing to be taken from the ship’s
transmission on 600 meters (500 kHz).
They then shifted and took the bearings
on 800 meters (375 kHz).10 After hearing evidence from the radio operator of
S.S. Cairnmona, a 1924 report on the
investigation of the stranding of this
ship recommended that “…knowledge
of these instruments….be included in
future examinations.” And so a requirement to know D/F was then added to the
R.O. knowledge base. The early “spark”
certificates lasted until 1928, but in the
following year, anyone who had obtained
his certificate in 1928 or before had to be
examined again for the new continuous
wave (CW) certificates.
Ed Davey, writing of his experiences
with the radio branch beginning in 1924,
mentions the expeditions in the Hudson Strait of 1927−28. Shortwave CW
stations were set up in the strait, and
communications were established with
station VAA, which operated a 4 kW
station in space leased from a wholesale
grocery firm on Wellington Street in
Ottawa. Library and Archives Canada,
a federal institution tasked with acquiring, preserving, and making Canada’s
documentary heritage accessible, now
occupies the space.11 This organization
is the source for much of this article.
The actual examination of radio
operator candidates was carried out by
Radio Inspectors of the Department of
Marine and Fisheries. The implications
of the 1927 Conference were expected to
affect the work of the inspectors, and in
October 1928 they held their first conference in Ottawa to discuss, among other
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things, the examination requirements.
One of the motivations for holding this
conference was likely the 50 percent failure rate for operators taking the D/F
examination in 1926.12
Radio communications literature
into the early 1930s reveals a strong
faith in the potential of the new wireless technologies. Writing in 1930, A.
N. Fraser, Chief Engineer of the Radio
Branch, Department of Marine, notes
that the government had embarked on
a program to replace all sparks sets in
its stations. As a result, all except one
or two isolated posts were operating on
continuous wave by 1930. Fraser pointed
out that their first station on Belle Island
had cost $5,000 and had a range of about
50 miles. The new CW station at Vancouver would cost $100,000 and could
take care of traffic from ships as soon
as they had left Sydney, Australia, or
Singapore. His closing remarks capture
the spirit of the time: “…radio…intelligently employed,…may become one
of the most potent factors in bringing
about mutual understanding among all
peoples, and the promotion of an irresistible sentiment in favour of universal
peace.” 13 It was an inspiring forecast for
Jas C. Wilson as he began to establish
the Radio College of Canada.
Predecessors of RCC
Thomas Raddell, mentioned earlier, was
a Marconi operator. The Marconi Wireless Telegraph Co. of Canada Limited
had schools at Toronto and Montreal
(11 St. Sacrement Street—the company’s
Head Office). The history of the Canadian Marconi Company and its contracts
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with the government of Canada is well
documented and beyond the scope of
this article. As mentioned already, the
company had established a school of
instruction for their operators in Montreal in 1915 under the direct control of
the company. Even though the company
ran its own schools, their operators still
had to be examined and certified by government inspectors. Thus, we find correspondence from the Canadian Marconi
Company’s Great Lakes Division office
at 1 Adelaide Street, Toronto, requesting forty copies of forms to be filled in
for permission to attend examinations
held by the government for radio station
licences. Their letterhead includes the
statement “Operating Canadian Shore
Stations from Port Arthur to the Atlantic: For Reaching Ships at Sea.” 14
When RCC was established in 1928,
it incorporated as a company operating
in the Province of Ontario. There were
already several radio schools giving training in preparation for the Second-Class
Certificate of Proficiency in Radio. The
following are examples:
■■ Sprott Shaw schools in Vancouver
and Victoria (giving courses leading
to operator certification since around
1915);
■■ Dominion Telegraph and Wireless
Institute, Vancouver, 1916;
■■ Superior Schools, Victoria, 1917;
■■ Dominion School of Telegraphy and
Railroading, President J. E. Cassan,
Toronto (located at Yonge and Grenville streets), 1918.
Correspondence between the Department of Marine and radio schools reveals
difficulties facing both the schools and

their students in the early days. These
and other problems provided an opportunity for entrepreneur Jas C. Wilson
to create a reliable educational program
for radiomen. The Dominion Telegraph
and Wireless Institute, commenting on
recent changes to the Canadian Radio
Act, pointed out that several of their students were below the new age 18 requirement. One student, who had just turned
17 years of age, had been an evening
class student for some nine months. The
institute asked that exceptions be granted
to these students.
Superior Schools wrote concerning
the calculation of charges, as they had
been given inconsistent rulings from
different officials. They also noted that
their instruction included the Postmaster
General’s Handbook, and they wondered
if candidates would now be required to
study the Radio Telegraph Act. Further,
they complained that the examinations
were not clear on the differences between
the American and domestic word counts.
Dominion School of Telegraphy and
Railroading sought clarification on the
speed requirements for the examination
in Proficiency in Radiotelegraphy.
Finally, J. M. Colton, a radio in
spector with the Marine and Fisheries
Department in Montreal, wrote to the
director of the Radiotelegraph Service
asking for a synopsis of the marks obtained by a Mr. John Brady on part
of the examination for Proficiency on
Radiotelegraphy. Mr. Brady had never
attended a Canadian school and had
acquired his knowledge of landline procedure from the 1921 Canadian National
Tariff Book, a document described as
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“vague and contradictory.” The letter
stated that there was no radio school
operating in Montreal, which perhaps
might have been better worded as “other
than the Marconi School.”
With a few exceptions, the major
impetus to retrain radio operators was
the demise of spark wireless telegraphy.
The demise of spark telegraphy was
agreed to by signatories to the International Radiotelegraph Convention held
in Washington in 1927. The convention
document stated: “The use of spark (Type
B waves) of a frequency below 375 kc/s
is forbidden as from 1st January 1930
except as regards existing land stations.
No new installations of the emission
of Type B wave shall be fitted in ships
or in aircraft as from 1st January 1930.
With some exceptions the use of Type
B waves of all frequencies shall be forbidden as from the 1st January 1940.”
Vacuum tubes became the chosen technology, with one notable exception—the
quenched spark gap, which in one form
or another served special emergencies at
sea into the 1940s. A technical description of the quenched gap appears in
the Admiralty Handbook of Wireless
Telegraphy (1938)—the bible of radio
operating knowledge. In fact, Volume 2
of the 1938 handbook contains an extensive chapter, “The Spark Transmitter,”
which is the first item in the book, along
with a set of examination questions and
instructions for tuning emergency spark
attachments.
The Early Years of RCC 1928−38
Jas C. Wilson, founder and first president
of RCC, had come to Canada from the
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United States in April 1914 at age 22.15
He was a U.S. citizen, born in Michigan. As an adding machine inspector
in possession of $70 worth of effects, he
was said to be “assured work” on arrival
in Canada. By 1927 he was a salesman
for Stewart Warner Speedometer Corp.
in Toronto.16 Coming from the radio
receiver industry, it seems unlikely that
the training of radio operators was a
factor in his initial decision to establish
RCC in Toronto in 1928.
With the burgeoning market for
radio receivers at the time, Wilson would
have been aware of the need for radio servicemen and the documentation of radio
sets. In 1928 he began the Individual
Circuit Service in the form of data sheets,
which later became the RCC Service
Manuals. Data sheet 1 contained a few
circuits for Silver Marshall, Temple and
others, but by Data Sheet 3, the number
of radio circuits had increased dramatically. Among them were seven circuits for
Stewart Warner models from 1925−28.17
These early data sheets seem to have been
willingly provided by the manufacturers
because these pages are marked “Courtesy Stewart Warner Speedometer Corp,”
and similar credits are shown well into
the 1930s.
From the beginning, Wilson seems
to have gone out of his way to cooperate with the radio industry. In August
1930 RCC was earmarked to examine and grade radio servicemen under
a Rogers-Majestic plan for registering
radio servicemen throughout Canada.
By December 1930 RCC had allied with
Rogers-Majestic to form the Radio Servicemen’s Association of Canada (RSA).
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Radio servicemen who had passed a
practical examination would join the
association and were permitted to wear
an RSA badge.18
The publication of the data sheets
seems to have been the reason for establishing RCC, which was located in a
small building at 310½ Yonge Street in
1928. This building was also occupied by
the Albion Social Club and the Durham
H. Bertram Dancing School, which gave
the impression that RCC occupied not
much more than an office. The Toronto
City Directory for 1930 shows the management of RCC as Jas C. Wilson, President; Ralph S. Mills, Vice President; and
Marjory Evan as Secretary−Treasurer.
By 1931 Wilson was listed as President
and Manager, and around 1933, perhaps
recognizing the demand for radio operators and technicians, Wilson moved the
RCC to its long-time quarters at 863 Bay
Street, Toronto.
On March 22, 1930, shortly after
Wilson had established RCC, the Radio
Training Association of America, Limited, of Chicago (RTA), through their
Toronto solicitor, Abraham Singer,
made application for incorporation to
the government of Canada. Singer had
researched company names and found
a listing dated December 19, 1929, for
Radio College of Canada, an Ontario
company. In the presentation of his
case, Singer stated that the objects of
RCC were very much the same as the
Radio Training Association of America
(Canada) Limited which, he says, were:
■■ To teach and instruct persons in the
theory and practice of radio engineering, broadcasting and receiving, and

in similar subjects connected with the
radio industry;
■■ To manufacture, assemble, repair,
adjust, buy, sell, exchange or otherwise deal with radio sets, materials,
fixtures and parts, and generally to
carry on the business of radio instructors, manufacturers and repairers;
and
■■ To apply for, purchase, acquire and
hold or otherwise secure patents
and or licenses of any kind, and to
use, exercise, develop or otherwise
deal with the rights and property so
acquired.
Singer went on to say that RTA, like
RCC, intended to teach and instruct
persons in the theory and practice of
radio. His argument was accepted by the
authorities, and Letters of Patent incorporating the company were recorded on
May 30, 1930.19 While no description
of the objects of the original RCC has
been found, Singer’s set of objects is close
enough for the purposes of this article.
By publishing the service manuals,
Wilson clearly had established a good
relationship with the industry, and
was no doubt party to a decision of the
Canadian Radio Manufacturers Association to set up a service committee
“to deal with the examining and rating of service men employed by dealers
throughout Canada.” On January 25,
1932, R. A. Hackbusch, chairman of
the committee, wrote to the Director of
Radio, Commander C. P. Edwards,20
proposing that the Radio Branch take
over the handling of examinations of
service men “in a manner similar to that
now in use throughout the Dominion
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for examining [radio] operators.” Commander Edwards, then the most senior
radio official in the country, clearly liked
the idea, but he sought legal advice to
determine whether his department was
authorized to “compel all radio service
men to submit to an examination as to
their qualifications, and to authorize
the issue of certificates of proficiency.”
Sadly, the Deputy Minister of Justice
bluntly rejected the idea, saying that he
did “not observe any provision of the statute which….could be safely relied upon
to justify such a project, either upon a
compulsory or voluntary basis.” 21
One wonders if the rejection of the
proposal to certify serviceman led Wilson
to become aware of the need to retrain
existing Canadian radio operators and to
train a new generation of operators for the
vacuum tube era. Perhaps Commander
Edwards wanted to avoid the problems
outlined earlier and encouraged Jas C.
Wilson to set up a new radio operator
program. In any event, the strong collaboration between RCC and the licensing
authority began at this time and lasted
for decades. Evidence of this growing
interest in radio communications began
around 1933 with the arrival of Frank B.
Hobbs as manager or superintendent.
Hobbs, a “radio engineer,” had arrived in
Canada from Auckland, New Zealand,
via the United States on May 5, 1930,
at age 27, and had become a salesman
for Majestic Radio in Toronto. He was
to be the major force for the RCC radio
operator program well into the 1960s.
Starting around 1934, Radio College was granted a federal technical or
training school station radio licence with
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the call sign VE6AF. There were strict
limitations under this category of licence.
The licensed apparatus was to be used
“solely for the purpose of instruction in
radio and for no other purpose whatsoever.” The Radio Act specifically stated
that “Except in special circumstances
and unless otherwise authorized in the
licence, the use of an artificial or dummy
antenna system only is permitted.” Similar licences had been granted to the Marconi Schools and other radio educational
entities, and were no doubt intended to
allow radio operator trainees first-hand
experience listening to the radio chatter
from radio-equipped ships around the
world. As a condition of licence at least
one of the school’s instructors had to hold
a Canadian First-Class Radiotelegraph
Operator’s Certificate of Proficiency in
Radio. Mr. Hobbs no doubt acted in
this capacity. Hobbs had been an amateur radio enthusiast in New Zealand
with the call sign ZL1AR and now, in
the 1930s, he had registered an amateur
station VE3AAX at the college and also
held two Canadian licences of his own
(VE3XH and VE3WR).
In the list of the three objectives
of Radio College above (drawn from
those of the Radio Training Association of America), the third objective does
not cover teaching or instruction but
rather patents and or licenses, which is
beyond the scope of this article. However, two brief examples show that this
was a continuing concern of the owners
and managers of the college. In 1935,
RCC advertised in the Radio Amateur
Call Book Magazine as being representatives for Canada for the Instructograph
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Company of Chicago, which manufactured an “Automatic Code Teacher.”
An applicant for enrollment with RCC
in 1940 could rent one of these automatic code teachers for $10.00. Another
example from 1959 shows R. Christopher
Dobson, then president of RCC, registering shares of Teleflex Limited, a company
primarily engaged in the design, manufacture, and sale of remote controls.22 No
doubt these initiatives contributed to the
overall financial stability of the College.

Advertising
The most visible historical record of RCC
is through their thousands of advertisements in radio publications and national
and local newspapers. Two examples of
advertisements that RCC placed in newspapers, the technical press, and amateur radio publications are reproduced
in Figs. 3 and 4, one in English and
one in French. The college sometimes
shared a booth with other parties at exhibitions such as the Canadian National

Fig. 3. Advertisement for RCC. (Tom Brent, SPARC Museum, Coquitlam, B.C.)

Fig. 4. RCC advertisement, Montreal. (Les Chutes, Oct. 20, 1954)
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Exhibition of 1935 where they are shown
as “British American Extension College,
Incorporating Radio College of Canada—Educational Courses.” 23 RCC also
advertised itself as an authorized agent
for the Sprott-Shaw School in Vancouver.
RCC in WWII
By 1938 RCC had become well established, with successful technical and
radio operator courses and a publishing
arm issuing the well respected RCC Service Manuals. The radio operator course,
if attended full time, could be completed
in eight months. However, as students
had to pay their own tuition fees, and the
living cost for out of town students was
expensive, two alternative options were
offered: evening classes and correspondence courses. Evening classes, which
could take up to two years to complete,
were an attractive option for local students, as they could continue to earn a
living wage while studying. Correspondence courses, which allowed students to
study at their own pace, were attractive
to out-of-town students, as they would
not then have to face the high costs of
living in Toronto. These arrangements
worked well in the last years of the 1930s,
but the onset of war in 1939 created new
challenges for the college. The demand
for radio operators, crucial to the war
effort, increased dramatically, and staff
members left to join the armed forces.
The pressure on Radio College to
quickly produce qualified operators for
the war effort was complicated by many
factors. One example, which might have
reduced the number of incoming students, was an amendment to the RCC
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application form stating the student
“Must be a British subject and…not
eligible to take commercial operating
examinations if he or his parents have
at any time been enemy subjects.” In the
1940s, the British Merchant Navy dominated the North Atlantic trade routes,
and Dutch and Norwegian ships, unable
to return to their home ports, joined that
mix, with all their officers being fluent
in English. They needed a second radio
operator on board to sail in convoys, and
as their radio operators adhered to the
PMG guide for operating procedures,
RCC was a good source of operators for
these ships.24
The demand for operators was so
high that a former RCC instructor, with
the tacit approval of RCC, set up the
Canadian Electronics Institute (CEI) in
Toronto to train a backlog of operators.
The well-known electronics educator,
the late Ernie Brown, graduated from
CEI, and as a radio operator in the merchant marine, he sailed in the Atlantic
convoys. These were highly risky ventures—Brown was torpedoed twice in
the early stages of the war. The Canadian
Electronics Institute was short-lived, as
its chief instructor was soon called for
military training.
RCC began training women operators around 1942; the first graduating
class is shown in Fig. 5.25 Even with the
number of women operators graduating,
war conditions had created a demand
for radio operators which could not be
filled by graduates from radio training
schools in Canada. By 1943 some 770
radio operators were employed in the
Department of Transport at marine
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Fig. 5. First women’s RCC Radio Operator class, 1942. (YLRADIO website)

stations, airports, and monitoring stations in Canada and Newfoundland.
Canadian Radio operators provided
services essential to the war effort of
Naval Service Intelligence, the Royal
Air Force Ferry Command, the United
States Ferry Command, the Combined
Training Organization, the Royal Canadian Air Force, and Trans-Canada Air
Lines. Further, the merchant navy with
its radio operators was regarded as “practically an arm of the fighting services.”
The Department of National War Services had recognized these radio services
as being essential to the prosecution of
the war, and as of March 1943 they
were short 275 operators.26 Finally, in
a country at war, the duties of operators
at marine, air and monitoring stations
required a higher level of secrecy. In the
case of the monitoring stations the need
to intercept enemy transmission required
a knowledge of “foreign” Morse code.
The demand for operators was mainly
by the Radio Division of the Department
of Transport (DOT) and the Merchant
Navy for “foreign-going” merchant ships.
As a result, DOT sent a letter to thirteen

radio training schools announcing a program of financial assistance for students
who agreed to accept employment with
either of these two entities. The letter was
co-signed by the controller of radio for
DOT and by the director of merchant
seamen.
Applicants for the DOT program
had to attend regular daytime classes but
would only be refunded one-half of their
tuition fees after completing six months
of satisfactory service with the department. Male operators were required to
take duty at any departmental station
in the Dominion of Canada. Female
operators were to be employed at departmental monitoring stations as much as
possible. As will be seen below, separate
policies for male and female operators
soon broke down as the demands for
operators increased.
Applicants intending to serve on
foreign-going merchant ships would be
paid $60.00 per month during a basic
training period of eight months, and
would be refunded the full tuition fees
in two parts. One-half of the fees would
be refunded when the student entered the
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merchant seaman’s manning pool, and
the other half after one year’s satisfactory
service. The program was only open to
male students, who were then obliged to
serve for two years on any foreign-going
ship to which they were assigned.27
The restrictive opportunities for
women operators are related in Olive
Carroll’s book “Deep Sea Sparks.” She
writes “Canadian restrictions forbade
women to serve aboard our country’s
ships but Norway had no such reservations.” Several women sailed as “sparks”
in the merchant marine. Following the
lead of the first, Fern Blodgett, eight
sailed in wartime, and others, including
Olive Carroll, in the years that followed.
During the war years many women RCC
graduates went to work in the intercept
or monitoring service and later at the
radio range stations.
The Curriculum
Two basic documents, both British in
origin, set the stage for radio operator
training in Canada. While there were
many publications and reprints of the
two documents, those issued in 1938
provide the best point in the timeline
to describe the radio operator curriculum. The Handbook for Wireless Operators Working Installations Licensed by His
Majesty’s Postmaster-General is “a manual
for the guidance of wireless operators
on board ship and at coast stations with
regard to the acceptance and treatment
of radio-telegrams, the transmission and
receipt of signals, and other details of
actual working.” 28 This document does
not deal with the scientific principles
of radiotelegraphy or the details of
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apparatus; these matters were covered
in the Admiralty Handbook of Wireless
Telegraphy.
The Admiralty Handbook of Wireless
Telegraphy was issued “for the information and guidance of Officers and Men of
H. M. Fleet” and was prepared at H. M.
Signal School. It was a basic text book
for Canadian radio operators who, when
the handbook was issued in 1924, were
still regulated by the Canadian Navy
(Department of Marine and Fisheries).
The 1931 version of the handbook ran
to 1032 pages. From 1924 to 1938 the
handbooks were revised and updated
several times to reflect changes in technology and operating practice.
While RCC undoubtedly used the
handbook as a primary reference, they
had produced their own course material
from the beginning. The May 1934 issue
of Radio Craft contains an advertisement
for RCC, then at 863 Bay Street, saying
“The Engineering Course is written by
Mr. Florian J. Fox, B.Sc. (Yale) Chief
Technical Adviser to the RCC. Mr. Fox
is well known throughout America.…
at present he is Engineer in charge of
design for the Rogers-Majestic Corp,
Toronto…” 29 It seems likely that Fox’s
course material was intended for the education of radio technicians, but much of
the theory part of the course would have
been equally applicable for the new radio
operator program that year. The RCC
material would have been tailored to
specific course requirements (e.g., radio
operator, technologist/technician), with
each student being given a binder containing the information needed to pass
their examinations. The binder cover
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used for RCC materials for decades is
shown in Fig. 6.
In 1942, J. E. Kitchin, a well-known
radio inspector with the Radio Division of the Department of Transport in
Ottawa, published the Traffic Handbook
for Radio Operators. Produced for students preparing for the Canadian examinations for Certificates of Proficiency
in Radio, it was approved by the Radio
Division for use in radio schools and colleges. It was based on the International
Telegraph Regulations and Radiocommunication Regulations, Cairo, 1938.
The aim of the radio operator
courses was to prepare students to meet
the requirements for the Second-Class
Certificate of Proficiency. The course
followed the syllabus of the Postmaster
General’s Handbook (PMG). When the
author officially received his “ticket” on

August, 5, 1959, the cover letter itemized the syllabus along with the marks
obtained in the various subjects. This,
then, was the end goal of the curriculum:
Section (1) – Sending
(a) Plain language
(b) Code groups
Section (2) – Receiving
(a) Plain language
(b) Code groups
Section (3) – Practical
(a) Main and Emergency Transmitters
(b) Main Receiver
(c) Emergency Receiver
(d) Direction Finder
(e) Auto-Alarm
(f) Automatic Sender Unit
(g) Lifeboat Equipment
Section (4) – Traffic
Operating Procedure
Computation of Tolls
Section (5) – Technical Theory
Section (6) – Diagrams

Fig. 6. Cover page of the lessons binder.
(Author’s collection)

While there was some latitude in the
curriculum, including re-examination
in the case of failure in one part of the
exams, there was little flexibility in the
RCC course in 1959 where the autoalarm, a ship’s last resort in case of trouble, was concerned. As mentioned earlier,
the auto-alarm (see Fig. 7) responded to
three 4-second dashes on 500 kHz by
ringing bells on the bridge and at the
radio operator’s bunk. Graduates had to
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Fig. 7. Auto-Alarm AR-8600, Radiomarine Corp of America. (Laval Desbiens collection)

know all the relay sequences and be able
to effect repairs. The Automatic Sender
Unit was, I believe, known as the autocall, and was a battery-operated device
activated when thrown into the sea.
Training on the auto-alarm was given
a high priority. Alice Carroll tells of her
experience with the auto-alarm, which
was “temperamental and [acted] up.” 30
Days were spent on the RO course in
message handling, the counting of words,
and tariff calculations. In addition to
the Second-Class Certificate, graduates
received a diploma from the college such
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as the one shown in Fig. 8, which is the
one this author received on July 24, 1959.
As an interesting comment on the
long delay in introducing new technologies, ex-radio operator Silas Tucker
recalls servicing the auto-alarm equipment while at the radio school in 1952,
where he learned how to clean and adjust
a quenched spark gap transmitter and
practice sending the twelve 4-second
dashes.31 The author had worked for
two years as a “Radio Operator Learner”
prior to attending RCC in 1958.32 Ted
Stroud, the Morse code instructor, gave
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Fig. 8. Radio College of Canada Diploma. (Author’s collection)

the author a choice: Take the Morse
classes starting at the beginning, or be
the instructor. The instructor role was
chosen, and Ted got some time to catch
up on his paper work. The author is
shown sending Morse code to the RCC
class in Fig. 9.
Most of the candidates studying to
be radio operators at RCC would have
aimed at the Second-Class Certificate of
Proficiency.33 Kitchin summarized the
requirements as follows:
■■ Code Tests: International Morse code
in plain language at 20 words per
minute and code groups at 16 words
per minute;
■■ Practical: Oral questions on the
adjustment, operation and maintenance of equipment;

■■ Traffic: One paper on the handling of
radio messages and one on counting
and charging for radiotelegrams and
counting landline telegrams;
■■ Technical: One paper on elementary
electricity and magnetism, the principles of radio, and the maintenance
of CW, ICW and radiotelephone
transmitters, emergency equipment,
direction finds, auto alarms, frequency meters, etc;
■■ Diagrams: Diagram of a circuit in
each of the transmitter, vacuum
tube receiver, emergency transmitter, direction finder, and auto alarm.
“The internal wiring of parts must be
shown and the various parts must be
named.”
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Fig. 9. John Gilbert sending code to the class, 1958. (Author’s collection)

Practical work on real equipment was
performed at the college’s radio lab on
King Street in the 1950s. The Marconi
transmitter, Reliance, was chosen for
classroom instruction because it was
typical of marine installations at the
time (see Fig. 10).34 The equipment in
the lab was fitted to mirror an actual
shipboard installation. Fault-finding was
a critical part of the instruction, and
in the final examination, students were
required to repair a piece of equipment.
See for example the woman pictured
with the Lodestone D/F unit shown in
Fig. 11. Students were also expected to
be able to draw the complete schematic
of the transmitter and to understand the
purpose of each component.
Radio College was not the only training school for operators. Others such as
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the Manitoba Technical Institute (MTI)
in Winnipeg and the Vocational Training Center in St. John’s, NL, graduated
many radio operators in the 1950s to
meet the growing need for operators in
the Arctic. Operators were in demand
to work on the Distant Early Warning
(DEW) line, and DOT was severely
short of operators as a result.
Radio operators who accepted
employment with the government of
Canada also received training in weather
observing. This prepared them for service
at isolated stations and many airports,
where the radio operators observed and
recorded the weather data. The operator would send the weather reports by
CW or radioteletype to a control station, and from there they were sent to
the Canadian Aviation Forecast Office
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Fig. 11. Ursula Kyaw fixing the Lodestone D/F
Unit, c. 1958. (Author’s collection)

Fig. 10. The Marconi transmitter installed on
the on the Reliance was used for classroom
instruction. (Jerry Proc collection)

in Montreal. On radio range stations,
the operator would also broadcast the
weather report for use by aircraft pilots.
Most radio operators, whether at sea or
on shore, were engaged in shift work,
but there were also several reasons for
additional duty. In smaller stations, the
radio operator would be the only person
who remained in touch with the “outside world” via the radio station, and
would be the person on the station who
provided “home base” around the clock.
In addition to radio communications
and weather observations, operators were
required to perform an assorted list of

“other related duties.” One example of
these on the most isolated stations was
“fire watch,” which required the operator
to walk around the station looking for
evidence of fire on days when the wind
exceeded a certain speed.35
By 1961 the Department of Transport
had begun training its own radio operators at the Air Services Training School
in Ottawa, teaching marine and aviation
communications procedures and basic
meteorology associated with aviation
and weather.
People, Places and the Legal Basis
As mentioned earlier, Jas C. Wilson was
the founder and first president of RCC in
1928. His vice president was Ralph Shaw
Mills (1903−2002), who had recently
graduated from law school in 1928. No
doubt Mills assisted Wilson with the legal
aspects of the college, and he went on to
follow a career with a prestigious law
firm in Toronto. When R. Christopher
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Dobson became president of the college
around 1936, Frank Hobbs became vice
president. These two were the principals
of the college until the post-war years,
when R. C. Poulter became president.
The college had quickly outgrown its first
home on Yonge Street and was located
for many years at 863 Bay Street before
moving to 54 Bloor Street and then to
86 Bathurst Street in the late 1940s. As
far as the radio operator courses were
concerned, their last move was to 461
King Street (see Fig. 12). The Montreal
branch of the college was established at
2037 rue Aylmer in the 1940s and later
moved to 3454 rue St. Denis.
From the mid-1930s, Frank Hobbs
taught the radio operator course with several assistants as the demand for operators

Fig. 12. The Radio School located at 461 King
Street, c. 1965. (Yorkville University Collection)
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in the war years accelerated. Some of the
instructors did not stay long, as they
were called to serve in Canada’s armed
forces. Andrew Kufluk (1920−66), for
example, was an instructor of electronics
at RCC 1938−39 and then served with
the Royal Canadian Air Force. He later
joined Ryerson Polytechnical Institute,
where he was instructor in radio television arts.36 By 1942 C. P. Edwards, then
the deputy minister and senior official
with the Department of Transport, noted
that three RCC instructors had also been
called for military training. Others were
to follow, creating a serious problem for
the college, which was committed to
graduating large numbers of operators.37
The teaching staff was well qualified,
and some, such as H. F. Shoemaker in
the 1950s, wrote technical articles and
became members of professional bodies
such as the IEEE.38 Ted Stroud, who gave
instruction in Morse code, was rumored
never to have made a mistake sending or
receiving the code (see Fig. 13).
Once RCC started giving courses,
they would have been legally required
to be licensed as an educational institution by the Province of Ontario, in
addition to being licensed to use radio
by the Dominion government under the
Radio Act. It is unclear if RCC itself was
licensed as an educational institute or
whether it carried out its business as part
of a parent company. In 1935 the company appeared in the Official Souvenir
Catalogue and Program of the Canadian
National Exhibition in Toronto as offering educational courses with the listing
“British American Extension College /
Incorporating Radio College of Canada /
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Fig. 13. “Ted” Stroud, the Morse code instructor who never made a mistake. (Author’s collection)

863 Bay St., Toronto.” 39 Jas C. Wilson is
shown in the city directory as “President
of British American Institute Ltd. and
Radio College of Canada.” The following
year Radio College of Canada is listed
at 863 Bay Street, Toronto, with Jas C.
Wilson as President and F. B. Hobbs
as Superintendent. In 1937 the college
was acquired by R. Christopher Dobson,
who remained its president well into the
1960s, when he became Chairman of
the Board. In 1938, RCC fell under the
Ontario Trade Schools Regulation Act,
but as part of the Northern Institute of
Technology Limited, and this remained
in force until at least until 1959, as shown
in this manner on the RCC Diploma
granted to the author.

Adapting to Changing Times and
Technologies: 1947−62
After the hectic war years, including a
period where rehabilitation training was
a priority, the college settled into a pattern lasting into the 1960s. The establishment of RCC Publications, a Division
of Northern Institute of Technology,
Ltd., under H. F. Shoemaker, in the early
1950s, put the RCC Service manuals on
a firm footing and allowed for efficient
printing of course materials for the technician, technologist, and radio operator
programs. The reputation of the college
had been built in part on the service
manuals, which became increasingly
sophisticated over the years. The manuals
covered radios from 29 manufacturers in
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the early 1930s, and the products of other
manufacturers were added annually, with
companies such as De Forest and Crosley represented by some thirty models.
By the 1960s, the TV service manuals
contained circuit diagrams, alignment
instructions, waveform patterns and
analyses, lists of test equipment, and test
equipment connections. The cover of the
RCC Master Index listing all these sets
is shown in Fig. 14.

Postscript
The RCC brochures of the 1960s
reveal a decreasing radio operator
program, coinciding with the declining job opportunities for radio operators worldwide. An RCC brochure
in 1964 lists the RO course, but by
1968 it was no longer offered. Many
ex-radio operators looked forward to
their retirement as an opportunity to
go back to sea and “see the world.” They

Fig. 14. Cover page of the RCC Master Index, 1974. (Jerry Proc collection)
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renewed their certificate of proficiency at
each World Radio Conference in accordance with the Radio Act. However, with
the widespread adoption of containerization in the early 1960s, the leisurely
days of visiting exotic ports while the
ship was in harbour were no more. The
Safety of Life at Sea (SOLAS) Convention was revised in 1988, and the Global
Maritime Distress and Safety System
(GMDSS) came into force in February
1992. The basis of this revised convention
was “characterized by the fact that distress and safety communications which
had so far been performed by people are
automated or semiautomated by means
of satellite communications and digital
technologies.” The adventurous days of
the ship’s radio operator were at an end.40
By 1969, RCC offered only electronic
technology courses. A student had a
choice of two paths: Senior Engineering Technician and Engineering Technologist. The technician courses spanned
twelve full calendar months and covered
electrical and electronics basics under the
following subjects: theory, mathematics,
and laboratory, followed by advanced
instruction under the same subject
headings. Anyone wishing to become a
technologist would have to attend for an
additional six months of theory. Transistors and vacuum tubes were still being
taught in 1969, but that would soon
change as solid-state technology started
to make large inroads into commercial
electronics.
The college adapted to the times
with a new curriculum to service digital and microprocessor-based occupations in data communications, mobile

communications, and computer technology. During the 1980s and 1990s,
the RCC offered courses focused on the
fundamentals of leading-edge technology
in electronic engineering, and moved to
its present facility, a campus on Steeles
Avenue West in Vaugn, Ontario. In 2004
RCC Institute of Technology became the
first Ontario private college to offer bachelor’s degrees. In 2008 RCC acquired
the International Academy of Design
and Technology, a private college, and
the expanded RCC offerings included
a Bachelor of Interior Design and the
Toronto Film School programs. In 2017
RCC amalgamated with its parent company, Yorkville University, thus creating
Yorkville University/Ontario.
Lea Barker, in his foreword to
Stephan Dubreuil’s Come Quick, Danger,
remarks that the last Morse code message
from the Canadian Coast Guard Radio
station at Ketch Harbour, Nova Scotia,
was sent on November 19, 1996—the
end of an era in which RCC played an
important role. The RCC crest or badge
is shown in Fig. 15.

Fig. 15. Radio College of Canada patch.
(Author’s collection)
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The History of the Heath Companies
and Heathkits: 1909 to 2019
© 2019 Erich E. Brueschke, KC9ACE and Michael Mack
The genesis of the Heath companies can be traced to ideas preceding the founding of the
E. B. Heath Aerial Vehicle Company in 1909 by Edward Bayard Heath. Although Edward
Heath was primarily a figure in the very early days of aviation, he recognized that meeting
people’s needs and giving them a sense of participation greatly enhanced outcomes. He
was widely known as a pilot, instructor, barnstormer, and manufacturer in his day, and as
the progenitor of the kit concept for airplanes, his influence on the later Heath Company
that sold Heathkits extended well beyond his death in 1931. This paper covers the history
of the Heath companies from inception in 1909 to the present day. Built on the tenets of
“hands-on learning,” a “build-it-yourself” approach, “cost savings,” and “customer service,” Heath Company became the largest manufacturer of electronic kits in the world.
Photographs and information on a select number of individual early kits are included to
assist in understanding the post-WWII days of rapid changes and the growing pains the
company experienced at the start. From 1947 to 1992, the Heath Company sold millions
of electronic kits. The factors responsible for this success and its decline are discussed.
Some of the key factors that led to its decline were beyond its control—for example, the
company was sold many times to owners with varying degrees of interest in supporting the company. As of December 2018, the Heath Company was located in Santa Cruz,
California, for design and manufacturing, and Ottsville, Pennsylvania, for operations.

Introduction
Edward Heath founded the E. B. Heath
Aerial Vehicle Company in Chicago,
Illinois, in 1909. Then in 1931, it was
moved to Niles, Michigan, and renamed
International Aircraft Corporation. In
1935, Howard Anthony purchased International Aircraft Corporation assets,
changed the name to Heath Aircraft
Company, and moved the operation
to Benton Harbor, Michigan. By 1947,
Howard Anthony had changed the name
to Heath Company. From 1947 to 1992,
the Heath Company sold many millions

of electronic kits under the Heathkit
trade name, and it became the world’s
largest provider of electronic products in
kit form. The Heath Company’s success
stems from a rich history of kit building extending back to before WWI. The
name, location changes, and other key
events in the life of the Heath companies
are summarized in Table 1.
The story of the Heath Company
has been noted before both in print
and online, but none has focused on
the larger picture of the forces at work
that resulted in such a long period of
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successes, the multiple reasons for these
successes, and the reasons for its decline.
Several excellent sources have emphasized specific Heathkit product lines
such as test equipment, amateur radio
products, and hi-fi and stereo products.
Three excellent documents by Chuck

Penson describe the individual characteristics of hundreds of specific models.1
The intent of this treatise is to review
the history of the Heath companies
and examine the factors that led to the
success and eventual decline of Heath
Company.

Table 1. Key events in the in the history of the Heath companies.
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To properly understand the history
of the Heath companies, one must consider the forces acting upon the origin
and organization of the company: the
early products that presaged the future,
the personalities of the decision makers,
and the key decisions that influenced
the direction of the companies. The
environmental and technological influences that made Heath Company and
Heathkits successful, and much later led
to its decline, must also be considered.
Certainly, all these factors are interrelated and came to play important roles
over time. A recent presentation on this
topic was given by the authors at the
2018 Antique Radio Club of Illinois
“Radiofest” event.2
An important part of the “Heathkit
experience” was assembling a quality
kit and a useful product with one’s own
hands—and saving money, getting satisfaction, and learning something useful
in the process. Many Heath customers went on to pursue a career in electronics that can be traced to an interest
sparked by building a Heathkit. Many
were radio amateurs who loved their
test instruments, receivers, and transmitters. For example, Steve Jobs, who
co-founded Apple Inc. in 1976 recalled,
“When I was a kid, both my dad and
the Heathkits made me believe I could
build anything.” 3
Personal Experiences with Heathkit
The first Heathkit I ordered was a Heathkit All-Wave, battery powered radio in
1948. Heath Company sent an AC version instead, which I had to return since
we had no electricity at the time on the

ranch in South Dakota where I grew up.
I blamed myself, thinking I had made an
error in the order, but I now believe that
the company never actually sold a battery
powered All-Wave radio. The reasons for
this conclusion will become evident later.
This unfortunate experience was quite
singular, and was probably caused by too
many demands on too few employees at
that time. Over time I have been quite
happy with virtually all my Heathkits.
Undaunted, the first Heathkit I actually assembled was an M-1 Handitester
in the fall of 1949 while a junior in high
school (see Fig. 1). I still recall the thrill
of opening the box, unpacking the parts,
assembling the tester, and finding that
the finished M-1 multimeter actually
worked! Without electricity, I heated a
small soldering iron with a blowtorch. I
have since collected and assembled scores
of Heathkits over the years, as has my
coauthor, Michael Mack.

Fig. 1. Erich Brueschke, currently KC9ACE, as he
appeared in 1949 holding his first Heathkit, an
M-1 Handitester. (Author’s photo)
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Heathkits and the technical skills I
learned helped me earn my first amateur
radio license with the call sign WØBPS.
I received help and encouragement from
the local light plant owner, Jerome Payne,
WØLMC. In 1940s South Dakota, each
town large and small had its own electrical generating plant, but no electricity
was available to farmers and ranchers
in the surrounding area. We never felt
disadvantaged, since almost everyone
else in rural farms in America was in
the same predicament. Later my dad
installed a 32-volt battery system, which
was a blessing. As an aside, the 32-volt
battery system was charged using a small
gasoline engine, which was needed only
one or two times each week. I used an
inverter to provide 110 volts AC for my
rig, a Hallicrafters S-38 communications receiver, and for my home-brew
transmitter.
Without doubt, Heathkits were a
major factor in my decision to leave the
family ranch and pursue engineering
as a career. With the encouragement of
Jerome Payne and my Heathkit experience, I went on to pursue a degree in electrical engineering in 1951 at the South
Dakota School of Mines and Technology
in Rapid City, South Dakota. My parents
did what they could to help me with college expenses, but it was the hands-on
technical experience from Heathkits that
prepared me for my dream, part-time,
college job of repairing radios at a local
radio and records store. I built several
Heathkits for the store to round out its
service capabilities—a C-3 Condenser
Checker, an SG-7 Signal Generator, a
V-6 Vacuum Tube Voltmeter (VTVM),
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and a TS-3 TV Alignment Generator.
It is likely that I would have also built a
Heathkit tube tester, such as the Heathkit TC-2, but the radio store already had
a commercial Hickok tube tester.
So, Heathkits also helped me to earn
the funds toward my degree, which I
received in May 1956. While I was a
senior in the electrical engineering curriculum, a senior project using magnetic
amplifiers helped me obtain my first
full-time job as an engineer at Hughes
Aircraft Company in Culver City, California. I believe that many others had the
same experience as I had with Heathkits,
which influenced them directly or indirectly to pursue technical career paths.
Edward Bayard Heath and the
First Heath Kit
When we think of the term “Heathkit”
as it relates to the myriad of kits that
Heath Company produced, which were
virtually all electronic in nature until the
1990s, the role of someone named Heath
rarely arises. In fact, the namesake of
Heath Company and the term Heathkit
are derived from a real person named
Edward Bayard Heath (see Fig. 2).4 However, while Heath sold airplanes in kit
form, they were characterized in their
ads as “Heath construction kits,” not as
Heathkits. The name Heathkit was not
used in trade until three months after
Heath Company filed a registration for
the trade name “Heathkit” on April 18,
1947.5
Edward Heath was born to Clark
and Ada Heath on November 17, 1888,
in Brooklyn, New York. Edward’s father,
who was employed as a machinist, died
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Fig. 2. Edward Bayard Heath, designer of the
first Heath airplane kits. (Peek, The Heath Story,
2003, p. 11)

when Edward was only three years old.6
His mother remarried to a salesman,
causing the family to travel a great deal.
Edward Heath is said to have attended
over thirty schools in his early years.
He was fortunate to attend Chicago’s
Lane Technical High School, one of the
premier technical institutes at the time.
Heath was an insatiable reader with an
unending interest in mechanical things.
He liked motorcycles and the new field
of aeronautics.7
In 1909 at the age of 21, Heath
designed and built his own airplanes
and earned money from stunt flying
and other appearances.8 Prior to WWI,
Edward Heath was well known and had a
very good reputation as a “barnstormer”
who used his airplane for sightseeing
flights with a passenger or for performing exhibition stunts. Certainly, he was
more than that. He was a great advocate of flying and felt that more people
should learn to fly in their own airplanes,

especially in rural areas. His enthusiasm
was such that he established his own
flying school and built airplanes. Chet
Peek recounts Heath’s extreme flying
experience in his book.9
Edward B. Heath’s E. B. Heath
Aerial Vehicle Company was organized
in 1909.10 Edward Heath’s company subsisted mainly by manufacturing aircraft
parts that were sold primarily to builders
of homemade airplanes. In 1912, Heath
bought the Bates Aeroworks, which was
founded in 1907 and owned by Carl S.
Bates. Heath then began manufacturing
complete aircraft for private and commercial use. He also designed and manufactured complete airplanes to custom
specifications. The E. B. Heath Aerial
Vehicle Company of Chicago was the
oldest airplane manufacturing firm in
Illinois.11
Edward Heath’s keen interest in flying continued, as did his desire to interest
others in flying. During World War I, his
business expanded. He taught flying and
designed and built an airplane he named
the “Feather,” a light biplane intended for
resale. But when the war ended in 1918,
the U.S. government sold many surplus
airplanes to the public, effectively ending
the market for Heath’s “Feather.”
After WWI, Heath continued in the
airplane business by selling war surplus
items related to aviation and instructing others to become pilots. In a 1919
Heath Company catalog, an ad using
the term “knockdown machines” reads:
“The parts are so made that anyone with
ordinary ability can readily put them
together, thereby gaining the gratification of creation, and at the same time
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saving money. With each set we send
complete blue prints and detailed constructional literature. All materials in
these sets are of the same high-quality
workmanship and finish that is used in
our assembled machines.” 12
Heath designed other airplanes as
well, and in 1926 he designed what was
to become his famous high-wing airplane, which he named the “Parasol.”
Heath converted Henderson motorcycle
engines for use in his designs. In keeping
with his interest in making flying more
readily available to all, he sold blueprints
to people so they could construct the
Parasol themselves. He also sold fully
assembled Parasols of several types, as
well as kits consisting of parts, directions,
and design blueprints, which became the
first airplane kit (see Fig. 3). Full sized
plans were $99, and he made a variety of
kit configurations up to a fully assembled
plane for less than $1000. The seaplane
version of the Parasol shown in Fig. 4

cost a little more. It was available with
wheels, skids, and floats. In December
1930, Heath published a series of “Howto-Build” articles in Popular Aviation.
These articles, which comprised 40 pages
of plans and instructions for building the
new Model V Parasol, ran for a number
of months. This was intended to increase
the mail order business for Heath airplane kits, supplies, and motors—and
it did. A “Lindbergh Boom” resulted
in a strong interest in aviation when on
May 27, 1927, a young Charles A. Lindbergh crossed the Atlantic and landed in
Paris after a solo flight.
Edward Heath died in February 1931
at the age of 43 when an aluminum wing
strut collapsed on a low wing plane he was
test flying, and he crashed on a farm near
Morton Grove, Illinois, close to what is
now O’Hare International Airport. Soon
after Heath’s death, his mother sold the
company to General John V. Clinnin, a
wealthy Chicago lawyer, and his brother,

Fig. 3. The first complete Heath construction kit was for a Heath Parasol airplane, Feb. 28, 1927.
(Peek, The Heath Story, 2003, pp. 47 and 98)
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Walter Clinnin, who took over on May 1,
1931. With the inducement of a rentfree building, the entire operation was
moved to Niles, Michigan. A reduced
workforce of about 12 people also made

the move. In 1934, the company was
reorganized as the International Aircraft
Corporation. Due to management and
other problems, it did not do well and
went bankrupt in 1934.

Fig. 4. Ad for a Heath Seaplane Parasol “ready to fly” for $1,175 or in a kit to “build it yourself”
for $228. (Author’s collection)
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Howard Anthony Purchases
Corporation went bankrupt in 1934.
the Heath Assets at an IRS
They married and managed the company
Auction in 1935
together. Howard Anthony changed the
By way of background, Howard E. name of the company to Heath Aircraft
Anthony, whose portrait appears in Fig. 5, Company, and in 1935 he moved to Benwas the modern originator of Heathkits ton Harbor, Michigan.
as we know them. He was born in DowaThe new company began to sell
giac, Michigan, on February 9, 1912, and aircraft radios designed and made by
at an early age, he became interested in Meissner Manufacturing Company
electronics and flying. At the age of 12, and others—but no kits. An example
he built and flew his own airplane.13 He of a transmitter and receiver made by
was attracted to the nearby International Meissner is shown in Fig. 6. Much of
Aircraft Corporation located in Niles, the Heath Company business during the
Michigan, which was engaged entirely years of World War II was based on U.S.
in the aircraft business—having built the Government contracts. The company did
famed Parasol airplane in kit form in the well during World War II but after the
mid-1920s. He graduated in engineer- war, government contracts dropped off,
ing from Hillsdale College in Hillsdale, and private flying was in a slump. HowMichigan, and he operated a radio sales, ever, there was a great deal of surplus
service, and custom design shop dur- aviation and electronic equipment, which
ing the period 1932–35. This practical presented another business opportunity.
experience gave him a great
appreciation for the radio
serviceman’s problems and
highly influenced his efforts
in later years.
Shortly after the bankruptcy in 1934, the IRS contacted Howard Anthony to
make an inventory of the
International Aircraft Corporation assets.14 After doing
so, he then purchased the
International Aircraft Corporation at auction for $300,
including all assets and rights
to the Heath name. About
this time, Howard Anthony
courted Helen Ballard, who
was John Clinnin’s secretary Fig. 5. Howard E. Anthony, known as “Mr. Heathkit.” (Heathkit
before International Aircraft Catalog for 1955, p. 2)
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Fig. 6. A Meissner-made Heath aircraft receiver and aircraft transmitter. (Jay Whipple Jr. collection)
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Howard Anthony Buys World
War II Surplus and Designs the
First Electronic Heathkit
Unlike the problem that Edward Heath
had in the aftermath of WWI, when war
surplus airplanes became a problem for
marketing his “Feather” airplane, the
aftermath of WWII became an opportunity for Howard Anthony. Not only were
there vast quantities of electronic surplus
equipment available at ridiculously low
prices, but the environment had changed.
There was tremendous pent-up consumer
demand for almost everything, fueled
by the shortage of many items during
WWII, including electronic products.
The economics of the postwar boom
included the GI Bill that provided a program for millions of returning veterans
to make available affordable mortgages,
cash payments for tuition in vocational
schools and colleges, and low interest
loans to start businesses.
These factors created an environment
ready to respond to Heath products to
meet the demand for technological products. Another factor was the removal
of the restrictions placed on amateur
radio operators during WWII, which
prohibited them from being active. This
restriction was removed after the war
ended in 1945. These factors, coupled
with the availability of surplus electronic
components, gave a tremendous boost to
the Heath company. Certainly, Howard
Anthony deserves credit for recognizing
what could be done with the serendipitous war surplus electronics. Howard
Anthony was eager to move forward and
the timing was right.
On the advice of a friend, Anthony
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began bidding on war surplus at U.S.
government auctions. Anthony used the
surplus items to build an entirely new
Heath company. He succeeded in filling several warehouses with millions of
pounds of aircraft parts and electronic
components. Anthony’s original idea
was to resell the components, receivers,
and transmitters, an idea that is reflected
by the absence of any references to kits
in ads and flyers. In 1946, with a vast
amount of surplus electronics, Howard
Anthony found himself in a position to
enter the electronic kit market, which
became Heathkits as we know them.
Anthony was undoubtedly influenced
in his decision to enter the kit market,
not only by the history of the Heath
company with airplane kits, but also
by the experience of other companies
that were successful in marketing electronic kits. The rich tradition of selling
electronic equipment in kit form dates
back to the pre-WWI years. Perhaps one
of the earliest companies to sell electronic equipment in kit form was Hugo
Gernsback, who began to sell wireless
transmitter and receiver sets through his
Electro Importing Company in kit form
in 1905.15 In the years that followed, the
number of kits offered in the E. I. Co.
catalogs grew in number and complexity.
Other companies such as Adams Morgan competed with E. I. Co. in the sale
of radio kits in the pre-WWI years. In
the post-WWI years of the 1920s, larger
companies, such as Montgomery Ward
and Sears Roebuck, published electrical
catalogs offering “knock down” radio
receiver kits to “listen in” on radio broadcasts. Atwater Kent Company provided
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numerous parts to build a radio on a
flat board referred to as “breadboards.”
Other companies specializing in electronic equipment joined in on the boom
in the sale of radio equipment in both
assembled and kit formats. For example,
the 1936 Allied Radio catalog had four
pages of radio kits including the KnightKit short wave radios and an 8-tube
radio kit. The 1939 Burstein-Applebee
Company radio catalog had 164 pages of
radios, test equipment, and parts, including four pages of Meissner receiver kits.
So, what was the catalyst that convinced Howard Anthony to depart from
his business plan focusing on reselling
war surplus parts, to a plan of developing
and selling knockdown kits? The question
was unexpectedly answered in a post on

July 28, 2018, in a technical forum on
QRZ.com by Dave Ellison, W7UUU,
who recently came into possession of a
number of Radio News magazines from
Howard Anthony’s personal collection.16
Incredibly, included in the group of magazines was an October 1946 issue of Radio
News with Anthony’s handwritten note
on a schematic of an oscilloscope that
appeared on page 41 of an article entitled “Build the 5" Cathode-Ray Oscilloscope.” 17 This article was written by
one Lyman E. Greenlee, who placed an
image of the oscilloscope he constructed
on the title page (see Fig. 7). This article
described how the amateur could build
a 5-inch oscilloscope for as little as $35, a
fraction of the cost of comparable factorybuilt models, by using mainly war surplus

Fig. 7. This article appearing in the Radio News provided the inspiration for Howard Anthony to
offer his first Heathkit oscilloscope in kit form using WWII surplus parts. (Radio News, Vol. 36,
Oct. 1946, pp. 40−42, 110, 112, 114)
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parts. Note the tagline on the title in
the figure: “Details for construction of
cathode-ray oscilloscope. Government
salvage tubes and parts are now available.” The oscilloscope panel pictured in
the article appears to be a factory-built
oscilloscope, but it does not look exactly
like the first Heathkit oscilloscope. An
explanation for the difference in appearance is provided by Author Greenlee in
the second sentence: “A metal front panel
salvaged from another oscilloscope was
used in building the instrument shown
in the photographs.”
When we compared the schematic in
the article by Greenlee with the Heathkit O-1 oscilloscope schematic in an
AWA Review paper by the author,18 they
appear to be nearly identical, except for
the power supply. Although Anthony had
indicated he wanted to build electronic

kits, as evidenced by his prewar discussions with Hickok Electrical Instruments
Company, the 1946 article by Greenlee
was apparently the catalyst for him to
offer an O-1 oscilloscope using World
War II surplus parts and many of Greenlee’s ideas, including the design.
The first ad for the Anthony’s Heath
oscilloscope, yet unnamed, appeared in
the July 1947 issue of Radio News at the
bottom of a one-third page ad on page
122 (see Fig. 8). No picture appeared in
this ad entitled “Heath Electronic Surplus Bargains,” but the price was $39.50,
about half the price of a comparable factory-built oscilloscope. Note the name of
the company in this July 1947 Heathkit
ad was now “Heath Company.” A small
ad in the September 1947 issue of Radio
News on page 89 entitled “The Best in
Surplus” showed the first picture of a

Fig. 8. First ad for the first Heath electronic kit, the O-1 oscilloscope. Note the two small images
of what appears to be two Parasol airplanes, which evoke the airplane heritage of the Heath
Company. (Radio News, July 1947, p. 122)
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Heathkit 5" oscilloscope that would later
be designated Model O-1 (see Fig. 9). The
orders came quickly.19 The tremendous
response to an initial trial of 100 oscilloscope kits encouraged him to pursue
this phase of operation—thus Heathkits
as we know them were born.
The first ads were followed by the ad
shown in Fig. 10, which appeared in the
November 1947 issue of Radio News on
page 102 showing a picture of the O-1
oscilloscope and the parts making up the

“complete kit.” The last ad for the O-1
oscilloscope was January 1948. Thus, the
O-1 was advertised for seven months,
and it was followed by the O-2 oscilloscope still at $39.50. A paper in the AWA
Review, Volume 23, 2010, described the
first ten years of Heathkit production
during the period 1947–1956. 20 The
entire series from the O-1 through the
O-12 oscilloscope is described in a paper
in a later AWA Review, which provides
details on individual sets.21

Fig. 9. The first ad showing the Heathkit 5” oscilloscope. (Radio News, Sept. 1947, p. 89)
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Fig. 10. Ad showing the Heathkit O-1 oscilloscope and parts. (Radio News, Nov. 1947, p. 102)

A photograph of the
author’s Heathkit O-1 oscilloscope appearing in Fig. 11
illustrates the excellent design
and symmetry of the O-1 oscilloscope and shows the location of its controls. Most of the
parts, including the binding
posts, are unique World War
II surplus items. An underside view of the interior of the
author’s O-1 oscilloscope is
shown in Fig. 12. The massive
war surplus transformer with
ceramic insulators accounts for
most of the 55 pound weight
of the O-1.
The first ad for the Model
V-1 V T V M, reproduced
in Fig. 13, appeared in the
December 1947 issue of Radio
News. The set pictured in the
ad is identical to the author’s
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Fig. 11. First electronic Heathkit, the O-1, a 5” oscilloscope
showing details of the front panel and controls, July 1947.
(Author’s collection)

Brueschke and Mack

Fig. 12. Underside of the O-1 chassis with the cabinet removed showing a view of components and a large and heavy war surplus power transformer. (Author’s collection)

Fig. 13. Ad showing the first Heathkit V-1 VTVM; this image is reversed from left to right—
not unusual for Heathkit ads. (Radio News, December 1947, p. 80)
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Fig. 14. The author’s V-1 VTVM, Type I with five
ranges. (Author’s collection)

VTVM shown in Fig. 14. There were
three different types of the V-1 VTVM—
this type, with the early brown handle
and the toggle switch, being Type I.22 The
first ad for the G-1 Signal Generator was
in the January 1948 issue of Radio News
on page 80 (see Fig. 15). This ad also
included the first high fidelity amplifier,
the A-1 priced at $14.95, and the first
transmitter priced at $19.50. There is no
evidence that the transmitter appearing
in this ad was ever produced.
Howard Anthony was responsible
for providing the management, production expertise, and marketing that
contributed to the success of O-1 oscilloscope and other Heathkits to follow.
He recognized that the most expensive
component of electronic equipment at
the time was the cost of assembly, and
by reducing or eliminating this cost, the
selling price could be cut in half. The
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Fig. 15. Ad showing the first Heathkit amplifier,
signal generator, and transmitter. (Radio News,
Jan. 1948, p. 80)

first airplane kit by Heath proved that
kits could be used to promote a desired
end—in the case of Edward Heath, it
was promoting the popularity of flying.
In the case of Howard Anthony, it was
electronic technologies that addressed
the interests of a broader class of consumer and industrial customers. For
an expanded discussion of the Heath
Company’s early days, including this
first Heathkit oscilloscope, an excellent
reference book is Heath Nostalgia by
Terry Perdue, 23 which recounts statements made by a number of the original
engineers and technicians who worked
at the company in the early days.
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Increases in Electronic Heathkit
Design and Production
Based on the popularity of the first oscilloscope, the O-1, and the V-1 VTVM,
Heath introduced a myriad of electronic
equipment, which resulted in more than
33 products by the end of 1948. It is
important to note that from the beginning, all AC powered Heathkits used
a power transformer. This made them
much safer than the typical electronic
devices of the day, which were directly
connected to one side of the AC power
line at a time when the plugs were not
polarized.
Howard Anthony’s first serious effort
to produce amateur radio equipment
was in 1947, when he manufactured an
amateur transmitter kit with 25 watts
output covering the 80–40–20–10 meter
amateur radio bands. The ad for this
transmitter kit is shown in Fig. 15. The
power supply was $10.00 extra, and the
base price was $19.50 for the complete
kit. The ads were in Radio News from
January through March of 1948 and
were rated “A Best Buy.” Even though
it was advertised for three months, the
transmitter kit was never sold. Due to
design problems, the Heath Company
was unable to transition from the prototype stage to production.
It was not long before Howard
Anthony and his small group needed
more help. There was a backlog of customer letters requiring responses, and
there was a need for a licensed amateur
radio operator with electronics service
experience. One such qualified individual was Gene Fiebich, who had met
Howard when he visited his radio service

shop in 1950. He was hired as employee
number 48, and it took him only two
weeks to clean up a backlog of 200 letters. Within two years, his talent was
such that he was acting as Chief Engineer
at Heath.
The first Heathkit radio, the 3-tube
All-Wave shown in Fig. 16, later known
as the K-1 in instruction sheets and
schematic drawings, was advertised in
Popular Mechanics in the April 1948
issue on page 297. We now recognize
that this image is a reversed photo of a
prototype that was never produced or
sold. It was priced at $5.95, but with
batteries, headphones, and speaker priced
separately. Note that a battery type was
advertised at $5.95 in this figure. This
version of the K-1 and the battery type
were never produced. The production
model of the K-1 All-Wave radio shown
in Fig. 17 appeared in a July 1948 ad in
Radio News on page 83. The speaker is
on the right and has a regular grille—not
holes that were present in the prototype.
A K-1 All-Wave radio from the author’s
collection is shown in Fig. 18. A K-2
model was offered later with an optional
vernier tuning condenser, a cabinet, and
two additional coils for short waves.
About this time (circa 1951), the
FCC authorized a new class for amateur radio—the novice class, which was
limited to CW transmissions. The test for
this class required five words-per-minute
in Morse code, and transmitters required
crystal controlled frequencies. Both voice
and code for the 145–147 MHz transmissions were allowed. These requirements changed over time. Gene Fiebich,
who had let his license lapse in 1934,
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Fig. 16. First ad for the first Heathkit radio, an All-Wave prototype version, for $5.95; note that
the photo in the ad is reversed. (Popular Mechanics, Apr. 1948, p. 297)

thought that amateur radio products
would be an important and profitable
area, so he looked for a licensed amateur
radio operator in 1952 with experience
and interest in amateur radio transmitters. Fiebich offered an applicant, Roger
Mace, the job. A number of companies
offered transmitters that required coil
changing, and the price varied from $100
to more than $140. These prices were too
high for most amateurs; in 1952, $50 was
nearly a month’s rent. Mace was aware
that a basic circuit for a small transmitter could be found in readily available
handbooks—and he had a warehouse
full of war surplus components that
Anthony had purchased earlier. As a
result, the AT-1 crystal controlled transmitter shown in Fig. 19 was made available from 1952–1956 at the low price
of $29.50. It was a 6-band transmitter
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with single knob band switching and a
built-in power supply. Provisions for adding a modulator and variable frequency
oscillator (VFO) made it attractive for
a later upgrade. Many other Heathkit

Fig. 17. Likely the first ad for a production K-1
All-Wave Heathkit showing a price increase to
$8.75. (Radio News, July 1948, p. 83)
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Fig. 18. Heathkit K-1 All-Wave radio, May 1948. (Author’s collection)

Fig. 19. First all-Heathkit amateur radio transmitter, the AT-1, a 6-band CW transmitter, produced
between 1952 and 1956 for $29.50. (Author’s collection)
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transmitters followed, including the
DX-100 AM transmitter.
The first two general coverage receivers were the AR-1 offered between 1949
and 1951 at $23.50, and the AR-2 offered
between 1952 and 1955 at $25.50. The
first Heathkit general coverage receiver,
the AR-1, was a barebones receiver since
it had no built-in speaker, no beat frequency oscillator (BFO) for CW reception, no phone jack, and no automatic
volume control (AVC). The second
Heathkit general coverage receiver,
the AR-2, had an expanded frequency
coverage from 535 kHz to 35 MHz, a
built-in speaker, a bandspread control,24
BFO, RF gain control with AVC, and a
headphone jack. The AR-2 was briefly
advertised as the perfect companion
for the AT-1 amateur radio transmitter, but it had poor selectivity and poor

stability, which made it a poor choice
to use with the AT-1 transmitter. The
AR-2 receiver shown in Fig. 20 was the
first true Heathkit amateur radio communications receiver.
Published Studies of Heathkits
There have been several published histories of the Heath Company, but they
are generally limited in duration and
limited to specific products such as test
equipment, amateur radio products, and
audio hi-fi equipment. The three books
on Heathkit products by Chuck Penson are excellent and well-researched,25
but they were not intended to provide a
broad-based study as to how and why
the company prevailed over generations.
Since the Heath Company was sold
a number of times, the information on
much of the early history of Heathkit

Fig. 20. The first Heathkit true amateur radio communications receiver, the AR-2, produced
between 1952 and 1955 for $25.50. (Author’s collection)
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instruments, such as when they were
introduced and sold, has been discarded
or otherwise lost. However, there is a
significant amount of information on
Heathkits available from ads in Radio
News and Heath Flyers, so information
from these publications was gathered
covering the period from 1947–1956.
Subsequently, an article was published
on this topic in the 2010 AWA Review.26
While most Heathkit employees, even in
the 1960s, had little understanding or
knowledge of the early days, one notable exception is Terry Perdue, K8TP,
who was employed by Heath in 1973.
The interviews that appear in his book,
Heathkit Nostalgia, have a great deal of
information about the company’s heritage and its people.27
A number of peculiarities in the literature review added to difficulties in
understanding the Heath Company’s history, especially in the early years. These
problems with early Heathkit sources,
which were identified previously in the
author’s 2010 AWA Review article,28 were
later reduced or eliminated. It is appropriate to reiterate those problems here:
1. Items sold but never advertised—for
example, the V-2A VTVM.
2. Items were advertised but it appears
they were never sold—for example,
the battery powered All-Wave, the
V-3 battery powered VTVM, and
the first amateur transmitter.
3. Major changes were made but the
panel remained unchanged—for
example the V-5 and V-5A VTVM.

The V5-A uses a different tube and
circuit than the V-5, and the assembly manual says V-5A, but the panel
still has the V-5 designation.
4. Prototypes used in advertisements—
for example the TC-1 Type 1 Tube
Checker that had a different roll chart
configuration in the early advertisements, and the All-Wave radio ads
in which a prototype appears that is
different from the model that was
sold.
5. A series of sets that may or may not
be the same type of instrument—
for example, the V-Series (V-1, V-2,
etc.) are all vacuum tube voltmeters,
whereas the G-Series are all different
types of instruments.
6. Heath Flyers were not identified by
month or year—for example, stating
only “Fall Flyer.”
7. Heath did not identify instrument
model numbers in their early ads.
8. Heath dated kit schematic drawings for the first year or so, and then
stopped.
9. Heath would use an old version of the
ad—for example, the January 1949
Heath Flyer has information on the
new V-2 VTVM, but shows a picture of the V-1 VTVM (which has 5
ranges), whereas the V-2 has 6 ranges.
10. Sometimes an ad showed a reversed
image (left to right) of the device.
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This caused problems in distinguishing early radios such as the K-1 AllWave from prototypes; the first
several All-Wave ads showed only
prototypes.
The Heath Company ran an amazing number of ads in Radio News (later
renamed Radio and Television News). For
example, beginning in the 1955, Heath
ran twelve full pages of advertising every
month for nearly a year. It was rumored
that Heath must have owned all or part
of Radio News. Despite the large number
of ads that appeared, one cannot rely on
advertising in magazines alone to reconstruct an accurate history of the Heath
Company. It is also necessary to consider
Heath flyers and catalogs, schematics,
assembly manuals, parts lists, sets in
collections, and personal recollections.
Heathkit Assembly Manuals
The development of assembly manuals
was an iterative process beginning with
the humble one-page instruction sheet
for the first Heathkit O-1 oscilloscope.
In the beginning, manuals were written
by the design engineer and consisted
of one or more mimeographed pages
of text without step-by-step instructions, but they were accompanied by
blueprints of the schematics and a pictorial of basic parts layout. Later manuals
included beautiful pictorials and stepby-step instructions with check-offs for
each step—and in some cases, large
foldout pictorials and schematics. Using
the V-7A vacuum tube voltmeter as an
example, Heathkit instructions entitled
“Assembling and Using Your Heathkit
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Vacuum Tube Voltmeter Model V-7A”
has virtually all the contents of an excellent assembly manual. This was one of
the most popular VTVMs, which was
made between 1954 and 1961 and sold
for $24.50. This manual has 34 pages
that provides component color code
information to help identify individual
parts, parameter values, schematics,
numerous beautiful illustrations such
as the VTVM circuit board shown in
Fig. 21, a check-off box to indicate if a
part should be soldered (S) or not soldered (NS), and a box to check only if
the step has been done.
After months of internal debates,
engineers persuaded Heath’s management on the merits of printed circuits, which were first used in the V-7
VTVM. 29 Heath claimed that the
printed circuit board cut construction
time by fifty percent. Engineers felt
that they had perfected the circuit, and
the design was used in all subsequent
VTVMs. The V-7A was released in early
1955 with the only difference being the
thickness of the printed circuit board,
which at 1/8 of an inch in the V-7, was
prone to breakage. So in the V-7A, it
was increased in thickness by fifty percent to 3/32 of an inch. The V-7A was
produced from 1955 to 1961 and was
priced at $24.50. Early on, management
was apparently concerned that a printed
circuit would reduce the kit building
experience, but this was not the case.
Various sections of the assembly
manuals covered specifications, theory
of operation, parts placement, wiring,
preliminary testing, calibration, in-caseof-difficulty techniques, replacement of
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Fig. 21. Pictorial drawing of V-7A VTVM circuit board installation from 1956. (Author’s collection)

parts, a complete parts list, a detailed
circuit description, and a how-to-use
section. Heath also provided excellent
service follow-up consistent with their
motto “we won’t let you fail.” Over the
years the company worked diligently to
improve the manuals and keep its high
standards. These manuals were part
of how Heath achieved unparalleled
customer loyalty. Profusely illustrated
instruction manuals and a strong commitment to customer service helped to

pave the way for success and gathered
a customer following of unshakeable
loyalty that competitors were not able
to achieve.
The Death of Howard Anthony and
the Sale of the Heath Company
An airplane crash on July 23, 1954,
tragically ended the life of Howard
Anthony. Anthony was, for all practical
purposes, the originator of Heathkits
as we know them. The first four pages
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of the Heathkit Catalog in 1955 were
essentially a tribute to the influence and
accomplishments of Anthony, whom
they described as “Mr. Heathkit.” 30 He
had taken the International Aircraft Corporation from bankruptcy and turned
it into the Heath Company, which had
warehouses and freight cars full of war
surplus CRTs and other electronic parts,
and made it highly successful by designing and manufacturing a multitude of
Heathkits.
Anthony’s wife Helen had been active
in the business, and she took over after
Howard’s death. Numb with grief, her
heart was not in it, and so she put the
Heath Company up for sale. She was
careful to interview only companies
who would retain the existing staff. She
accepted an offer from Daystrom, a holding company, for about $1.8 million, and
in 1955, Daystrom bought Heath. As
a holding company, Daystrom did not
manage companies they acquired. One of
Helen’s last duties was to promote Gene
Fiebich to Director of Engineering.31 He
took over with a soft touch, and held the
job for 19 years.32
Daystrom quickly drew up plans for a
very large new facility in St. Joseph, MI,
(a twin city of Benton Harbor, located
across the St. Joseph River). Construction
began in 1957 on a building located on
Hilltop Road, which was finished in early
1958, just before the company moved
there. A post office was established at
Benton Harbor. Daystrom established
Heath distribution centers in Canada,
Germany, and England. Heath’s sales
had increased many times over prior to
the sale to Daystrom, and it continued to
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expand after the sale. It took Daystrom
less than a year to recover the $1.8 million
they invested in purchasing the Heath
Company. Daystrom turned out to be
a good thing for the company.33 They
invested heavily in Heath to encourage
growth of new products. In late 1961,
new Heathkits by Daystrom were introduced that were sometimes essentially
the same as Heath counterparts but with
enhanced styling and manuals. These
kits were labeled with both the Daystrom
and Heath Company names.
Heath Company saved money by
reverse engineering products of other
competitors to determine how they
worked, then designed Heath products
with some improvements and additional
features. Apparently, Heath Company
reverse-engineered a Viking II transmitter to develop the Heathkit DX-100
AM transmitter. The Viking II sold for
$100 more than the Heath DX-100 at
$189.50. Extra effort was put into the
Heath instruction manuals. The DX-100
was wildly successful and enabled Heath/
Daystrom to buy five full-page ads in
QST each month and to hire graduate
engineers so that Heath could abandon
the reverse engineering of other manufacturer’s products and develop original
designs of its own.
Schlumberger Buys Daystrom
and Acquires the Heath Company
in the Bargain
In the early 1960s, Schlumberger Corporation became interested in acquiring an
electronic instrument company to help
them in the manufacture of advanced
electronic equipment used in their main
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business, which was exploration for oil.
The company was particularly interested
in highly sensitive and precise instruments. The Weston Electrical Instrument
Corporation, known for its high-quality
meters and related items, was one such
company that fit their needs. Weston
was owned at the time by Daystrom.
The history of Weston was colorful in
that it was founded by Edward Weston
in 1888 in Newark, New Jersey, and then
it was acquired by the Sargano Electric
Company, which in turn was purchased
by Daystrom in 1954. In 1962, Schlumberger bought Daystrom in order
to get Weston and got Heath as well.
Interestingly, the Daystrom name did
not disappear from Heath catalogs until
about 1964.
Schlumberger had no particular
interest in the Heath Company, but
supported Heath since it was highly
profitable. Schlumberger helped Heath
in expanding Heathkit test equipment,
amateur radio, and high-fidelity audio
amplifiers, which in turn helped Heath
compete with major manufacturers in
the radio amateur field, such as Collins
and Hallicrafters. This they did with
great success. After Schlumberger bought
Daystrom, it established retail stores for
Heathkits throughout the United States
and established Veritechnology Electronics Corporation (VEC) to operate
the centers. The 1960s and 1970s were
golden years for the Heath Company.
More complex products, integrated circuits, and the computer business were
emphasized with help from technical
people at Schlumberger.
Starting in 1963, Heath Company

developed a special series of fully assembled products referred to as the Heath/
Malmstadt-Enke Electronics, Education
and Research Instrumentation Series.
They were developed with Dr. Howard
Malmstadt of the University of Illinois
and Dr. Christie Enke of Princeton. In
1965, Heath advertised the Berkeley
Physics Laboratory, which was somewhat
similar to the Malmstadt-Enke series.
Berkeley Physics Lab was developed by
University of California Professor A.
M. Portis circa 1964 to teach the basic
concepts of physics by using modern
instrumentation and electronics. The
Berkeley Physics Laboratory provided
a basic laboratory course completely
independent of lecture sessions. Heathkit developed a complete set of factoryassembled instruments to be used with
the Berkeley Physics Lab course, which
was marketed to colleges and universities for student use. The Berkeley Physics Laboratory instruments disappeared
from the catalog in 1970. References to
the name Heath/Malmstadt-Enke disappeared from the series in 1974, and the
series was subsequently called Heath/
Schlumberger. In 1974, Heathkit Educational Systems, offering educational
materials for schools, and so forth, was
established.
Gene Fiebich had decided to retire
in 1973. One reason he gave for retiring
at that time was that offshore competition was increasing, and that it would
spell trouble for Heath in the future.
After 23 years at Heath, he decided it
was time to go. The quality foundation
was beginning to crumble. He passed
away 22 years later in 1995.
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Heath Company in the Computer Age
Amateur Radio Equipment Became too
Difficult to Assemble
By the early 1970’s it became apparent
that technology had advanced to the
point where electronic kits were becoming more difficult to assemble. One
example of the increasing difficulty in
building Heathkits was the SB-104 SSB/
CW Transceiver (sold between 1974 and
1977 for $699.95). It used 275 solid-state
devices including 31 ICs and hundreds
of capacitors, resistors, coils, crystals and
so on. Parts tolerances turned out to be
more critical than had been envisioned.
Random sampling of parts to see if they
met specifications was not good enough
for the SB-104, and quality assurance
required testing of all parts in advance.
Even that was not enough. It appeared
that the SB-104 would not function reliably because of parts variability. Many
were sent back to Heath several times
and still would not work right. Virtually none of the SB-104s could meet
specifications.34 Also, the customer did
not have sophisticated test or alignment
equipment that was becoming needed
for the complex systems. The Heath
prime directive had been that the customer has limited knowledge and does
not have sophisticated test or alignment
equipment.
Heath Company Develops the Personal
Computer

Heath began to develop the personal
computer at about the same time that
others did, such as Apple and Radio
Shack. This was early-on recognition of
the potential for the computer. Heath
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recognized that this was not just a passing fad but deserved a major effort. They
began work on a pair of computer products, the H8 and the H11. This effort
would unleash the very products that
would lead to Heath’s decline. These
two units were released in 1977. They
were not what we would expect today—
namely, a complete personal computer.
Despite being an incomplete unit, computer nerds were enthusiastic. The base
price for the Heathkit H8, which was
available in the fall of 1977, was $379,
but this included only the chassis and
the CPU card. To complete the H8,
a Heathkit H8-1 memory board with
4K of RAM was needed, in addition
to other Heath Company components.
The H8 used a 16-button keypad. The
CPU board came preassembled, but
everything else was available in kit
form. Sales of the H8 and peripheral
products infused considerable cash into
Heath Company. Heath’s gross sales were
approaching $100 million. Most of the
money came from televisions, stereo
amplifiers, test equipment and computers, but amateur radio products, which
once accounted for 40 percent of sales,
had dropped to 25 percent.
In the fall of 1978, Schlumberger,
which still owned Heath, became interested in acquiring Heath’s main source
of semiconductors, Fairchild Electric.
The Federal Trade Commission (FTC)
opposed this acquisition. If Schlumberger were to acquire Fairchild, it would
have control of both the semiconductor
sources and the devices in which they
were to be used. If Schlumberger wanted
to acquire Fairchild, the FTC required
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Schlumberger to sell Heath. Recall that
Schlumberger wanted Weston and got
Heath as part of the package. Even
though Schlumberger had invested
heavily in Heath’s expansion, they were
willing to sell Heath in order to purchase
Fairchild. By December 1978, Heath was
up for sale at what would be a nice profit
for Schlumberger. One can only imagine
how much this shocked the staff and
management of the Heath Company.
By January 1979, Heath computer
activities were doing well and expanding.
Their third computer, an H89 “complete” computer had a keyboard, display
screen, and a floppy disk drive, all built
into an attractive cabinet. However, it
was not completely a kit. The disk drive,
the terminal interface boards, the keyboard, and the CPU boards were preassembled and tested by Heath. The kit
builder was left with building the power
supply and putting together the various
subassemblies. The H89 was released
in Heath’s summer 1979 catalog with
a price of $2,000, depending on the
options selected. The H89 was popular
and very successful. A number of other
corporations began to realize they should
respond to this new computer market by
designing their own. Among the group
was the Zenith Corporation.
Zenith Acquires Heath Company
from Schlumberger for $64.5
Million in Late 1979
Zenith realized they could bypass the
computer development phase if they
could acquire a company that had a successful computer product line and it was
for sale. Heath Company management

was not in favor of the selling the company, but they were owned by Schlumberger, who had to divest itself from
Heath in order to get approval for acquiring Fairchild. Not surprisingly, the needs
of both Zenith and Schlumberger were
in alignment and had priority over the
wants and needs of Heath. Heath was
a victim of its owner. Zenith had no
particular interest in the non-computer
kit product line, to put it mildly, but to
make the deal it had to buy all of Heath,
and did so for $64.5 million. Zenith
then established Zenith Data Systems
in the fall of 1979, and was instantly in
the computer business—and Heath was
in trouble.
Only the Heath computer capability
was of interest to Zenith. Nothing else
at Heath mattered—nothing! The staff
of the Heath Company picked up on
this and felt they were regarded with
contempt by Zenith. Budget cuts and
layoffs of 15% every year began in 1980.
Zenith began drawing off large amounts
of cash and resources. The employees of
a great, successful company were fearful
of the ongoing reduction in support and
were facing an uncertain future. While
Schlumberger had a limited interest in
Heath, they had supported the company
with money and technology to build a
great future.
Things Were Changing Due to
Smaller Parts and Increased
Complexity
In early 1980, cheap mass-produced
electronics made Heath products less
competitive. During the 1980s, the
increasing competition from Japanese
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equipment makers, the wide use of automated manufacturing techniques, and
increasingly complex designs made it
much more difficult to produce kits that
were easy to construct, had numerous
features, and could be sold at competitive prices.
As an example, Heath was having
trouble with its SS-8000 transceiver due
to complexity and parts density. For the
average person, assembling the rig looked
almost impossible. Heath eventually
redesigned the kit form of SS-8000 and
replaced it with the fully assembled rig,
SS-9000, in 1982, which sold for $2,795.
Competing transceivers cost half as much.
Only about 2,000 SS-9000 rigs were
made. This, along with a series of layoffs
in 1982, contributed to the demise of the
amateur radio group. The HW-5400 was
to be the last major product. Heath made
it for one year from 1983–1984 and sold
it for $499.95.35 It took about 100 hours
to put together. It had 14 circuit boards,
and so demanding was the assembly that
near the end of production the units were
shipped preassembled.
The amateur radio group faded away
as budget cuts continued and employees
were laid off or transferred. Only a handful of the amateur radio group remained.
They worked on electronic Christmas tree
ornaments, light dimmers, and the like.
By 1985, all new product development
ceased. By 1986, the Heath Company
we knew and respected was gone. Some
efforts remained to manufacture components for former competitors such as Yaesu
and Telex. Heath began to produce models that were unavailable in kit form such
as the SS-9000 all solid-state transceiver.
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Other Causes for Heath Company’s
Decline besides Zenith
There were multiple causes for the decline
of Heath—not just Zenith’s purchase,
which has already been addressed:
1. The transistor and other solid-state
devices caused a revolution in electronics, which helped Heath provide innovative products but set the
stage for smaller components making kit assembly very difficult for
humans but easy and inexpensive
for machines. This factor eliminated
one key advantage of Heathkits—the
cost of assembly was shifted to the
customer.
2. Machine assembly almost eliminated
the cost of assembly, which reduced
the price of factory-assembled equipment, thus removing the price advantage of kits. Later machine assembly
made it possible to build devices
which were nearly impossible for
humans to build because of small,
densely packed parts.
3. Devices became so complex that the
ordinary customer did not have the
knowledge and equipment to align
and test the product.
4. There was international competition from countries with less expensive labor but also with a talented
technical staff working with ever
advancing automated manufacturing capabilities.
5. Kit design, including the instruction
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manual, became a complex and timeconsuming activity, which made
Heath less responsive to changing
technical advances and customer
preferences. Non-kit companies did
not have the cost and schedule impact
associated with designing assembly
manuals for use by the customer, and
they could respond rapidly to changing technology.
6. The customer base changed due to
aging and changing interests.
7. The repeated sale of the company
brought new owners with little interest in the Heathkit operation other
than computers.
8. Customer loyalty to a given company today is not as great as it was
for Heathkit customers, who bought
kits only from Heath year after year.
Later, as the market for these products dried up for a number of reasons,
the company sold other products, and
many were not in kit form. In 1982,
Heath introduced the Hero-1 Robot kit
assembled for $2495 or in kit form for
$999. This was intended to teach the
principles of industrial robotics.36
Around 1988, Heath management
decided it could reduce overhead by moving kit manufacturing to the Far East.
A small company called Heath Prokit
was formed in Hong Kong. They handled sourcing and packing of all Heath
products as well as limited design work.
Delays of up to a year were experienced
for less popular items.

Zenith Sells Major Components and
Heath Company to Groupe Bull of
France in 1989
A combination of planning and management problems at Zenith, still owner
of the Heath Company at the time,
spelled additional trouble for Zenith.
Such problems, combined with intense
competition in the personal computer
market, caused a significant sales decline,
which resulted in cash flow problems. In
response, Zenith Electronics Corporation split off a subsidiary named Zenith
Data Systems. As things got worse for
Zenith, they put up Zenith Data Systems
and Heath for sale. In late 1989, cash
strapped Zenith Electronics and Zenith
Data Systems sold Heath and Veritechnology to Paris-based Groupe Bull with
revenues of more than $1 billion.37 The
following Heath entities were part of the
purchase: the Heath Zenith lighting and
security business, Heathkit Educational
Systems, Veritechnology (which operated
Heath’s retail stores), and Prokit, based
in Hong Kong. Heath Company at this
time was phasing out the Heathkit business and Veritechnology. All Heathkit
production stopped in March 1992.38
The Heath Company Is Sold
Multiple Times
In 1995, Groupe Bull sold Heath to
H.I.G. Capital, LLC, a management
company headquartered in Miami,
Florida, which managed Lighting and
Security, Prokit, Heathkit Educational
Systems and various buildings in Benton
Harbor. Zenith Data Systems was not
part of the deal, but it was later sold to
Packard Bell. In February 1998, H.I.G.
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sold the Lighting and Security unit of
Heath as well as Prokit to DESA International of Bowling Green, Kentucky.
DESA filed for bankruptcy in December
2008. In 2008, Heathkit Educational
Systems sold a large portion of its collection of kit schematics and manuals to
Don Peterson of Data Professionals. As
the authors understand it, the remaining part of the business, the Educational
Group, continued to use the term Heathkit and the Heath Company name.
Meanwhile Heath management
decided to drop its remaining product
lines and focus on education and home
security. In February 1999, H.I.G sold
Heath/Zenith, a Division of its portfolio
company, DESA, LLC, to a private investment group. The Heathkit Educational
Group filed for bankruptcy in 2012.
Parts of the Heath Company
Still Exist
Over the next several years, the remains
of the Heath Company were again sold
multiple times. For years there was a paucity of information on the individuals or
groups who were willing or able to create
a new Heath Company from the remnants left over from its numerous previous
sales. Apparently, companies that had
bought pieces of the Heath Company sold
them to the new entities. The final owner
bought the Heathkit name, the Heathkit
logos, slogans such as “we will not let you
fail,” all manuals, and designs including every last bit of Heathkit intellectual
property. They merged several assets into
one Heath Company circa 2015.
There were numerous individuals who were ready to buy another
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Heathkit to rekindle the feelings they
had when they built Heathkits years ago.
A company has emerged with control
of much of the intellectual property of
Heath Company, which stopped making Heathkits in 1992 but continued as
a company in one form or another. The
Internet is replete with “Whatever happened to Heathkit?” We don’t know how
the present company came into being
after H.I.G. sold Heath in 1999.
In the December 2015 QST amateur
radio magazine, an ad for new Heathkit
products stated, “We missed you too”
and showed three items, one of which
was the Heathkit Explorer Jr. TRF AM
Radio Receiver Kit (see Fig. 22). The
magazine also stated, “it had been a
couple of decades since Heath ads had
been seen.” The current entity is located
in Santa Cruz, California and in Ottsville, Pennsylvania.39
Their flagship product is the Heathkit Explorer Jr. TRF radio. There are
two models for the Heathkit Explorer Jr.
One is Model GR-150, which is “solderless,” meaning that all components are
attached to the printed circuit board with
nuts, bolts, and lock washers. The other
is Model GR-152, which requires soldering. One can assume that the solder-less
GR-150 is designed for use in the educational environment such as schools
and colleges. With rare exception, connections in early kit radios used solder
to connect resistors and capacitors. The
early Atwater Kent TRF radios in the
1920s use a combination of binding posts
on breadboards and soldered connections
on the underside. All Heathkit amateur
radio, test equipment, and others used
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he felt that Heath could have done better.
Included were 78 posts and 55 individual
user feedback reviews. The response from
the reviews was uniformly negative. The
most consistent theme from the reviewers
was disappointment.
Problems noted by many of the
mainly amateur radio reviewers include:
1. The price of $150.00 seemed excessive
for what you get.
2. The main tuning dial had no markings of any kind to assist in tuning
the radio. It was felt that even a 0 to
100 calibration would be better than
nothing.

Fig. 22. Heathkit advertisement in the December 2015 QST magazine. (QST, Dec. 2015, p. 114)

soldered connections. It is apparent that
soldering requires some skill and that
nuts and bolts assembly was easier to
learn. There are some reviews online,
but they were all for the solderless, nutsand-bolts type—the GR-150. We do not
know how long they were sold.
Neil Shapiro, W2NLS, wrote a very
fine study covering his experience with
buying and building an Explorer Jr.
GR-150 TRF AM radio receiver.40 His
article was well illustrated, but aside from
the thrill of building a new Heathkit, he
felt that the price of $150.00 was excessive and that the parts kept in place with
screws, washers, and nuts was distracting.
He felt that the quality was good, but the
assembly manuals had several errors, and

3. Selectivity was poor as would be
expected from a single stage TRF
(tuned radio frequency) receiver. In
the past, three stages were typical in
the 1920s when TRF receivers were
popular. (Author’s note: We don’t
believe that the original Heath Company ever made a TRF radio.)
4. Poor sensitivity and weak output.
5. Nuts-and-bolts construction caused
frequent lead breaking.
6. The online reviewers were in an age
group that was familiar with soldering techniques and were put off by
nuts-and-bolts assembly. However,
the target group of younger individuals might not be put off.
7. There were errors in the assembly
manual.
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8. Plastic ties were used to secure the
battery pack to the circuit board.
Some online reviewers received plastic ties that were too large to pass
through the circuit board requiring
a search for a local replacement.
9. Missing parts not properly described
to foster non-Heath replacement such
as Zener diodes and the like.

a construction and educational function.
A section on “tools” on page 8 shows
nice drawings of assembly tools you
would need to make many steps easier.
It did come with five small hex wrenches
(a.k.a., Allen wrenches), which were the
only tools that came with the solder-less
GR-150 kit as well.

10. Additional tools were needed for
assembly such as such as a side cutter.
In light of the mainly negative
reviews for the Heathkit GR-150 from
radio amateurs as noted, we felt we
should obtain a GR-152 solder-type
Explorer. In October 2018, we ordered
one for $168.95 including shipping from
the Heathkit design and manufacturing
facility in Santa Cruz, California. It was
shipped from their operations facility
with the address P.O. Box 15, Ottsville,
Pennsylvania. Enclosed with the package was a letter signed by the President
“Andy” dated May 2016.
The package contained numerous
envelopes of parts (see Fig. 23). The outer
case of the radio has a small Heathkit
GR-152 “First Production” tag, which
is shown in Fig. 24. A detailed assembly
and operations manual with 64 pages
appears to have the usual high-quality
product. It had a nice eight-page introduction covering skills needed, soldering technique, inserting components,
a parts list with drawings of key parts
and quantities, with some actual parts
numbers for components. It looked like
a real attempt to have the manual serve
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Fig. 23. Packaging and parts for the Heathkit
Explorer GR-152 with 17 envelops, two boxes,
and a 64-page assembly manual; purchased in
2018 from Heath. (Author’s collection)

Fig. 24. Small tag on the case for solder-type
Heathkit Explorer Jr. GR-152, first production; purchased in 2018 from Heath. (Author’s
collection)
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The packing list on page 5 identifies the envelopes and general contents.
Resistor color codes are given on page 7
with explanations. Soldering techniques
are covered on pages 9 and 10. A nice
explanation of inserting components into
the printed circuit boards with practical educational suggestions appears on
page 11. The section on solder bridges
on page 12 seems somewhat unnecessary since the PCB used had the circuit
itself sandwiched in such a way as to not
be visible. There are good detailed parts
lists that would be helpful for inventory
and missing parts on pages 13–18. The
step-by-step assembly section on pages
18–32 is very detailed. Information on
winding and installing the tuning coil
is well described on pages 33–37. An

envelope with the magnet wire for the
tuning coil is included (Envelope 348–
3), yet it is nowhere to be found on the
parts listing. The mechanical assembly
section on pages 38–43 has high-quality
assembly drawings. Operations on pages
44–50 has very good educational content
as did the “Theory of Operation” pages
51–60, which included numerous circuit
diagrams. The final pages 61–64 include
care of the radio and a helpful “In Case
of Difficulty” section with a “Troubleshooting Chart.” Despite the quality of
the product and the real value of the
educational description of how radios
and circuits work, the price of $150.00
may not be competitive for younger or
inexperienced builders. The complete
GR-152 Explorer is shown in Fig. 25.

Fig. 25. Heathkit Explorer Jr. GR-152 TRF AM radio receiver kit (solder-type), purchased in 2018
from Heath. (Author’s collection)
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A notable recent development in
the electronic kit market was the introduction of the Murania AM Radio, a
broadcast band receiver kit by the Four
State QRP Group, which is somewhat
similar to the Heathkit GR-152. Like the
GR-152, it is battery operated, about the
same physical size, has a modest number
of parts, includes a schematic and parts
list, and uses surface mount soldering
technique. The Murania overcomes many
of the deficiencies in the GR-152 in that
it is more selective, more sensitive, and
has an internal speaker. It is also priced
significantly less at $35.00. However, the
Murania has only a 16-page downloadable instruction manual compared to
the 64-page detailed instruction manual
included with the GR-152. Importantly,
the Murania was favorably reviewed
in the January 2019 issue of QST, the
ARRL amateur radio magazine, by
the QST editor Steve Ford WB8IMY
on pages 59–60. More information
about the Murania may be obtained at
www.4sqrp.com.
Conclusion
It appears that recent efforts to revive
Heath are still ongoing, although the
actual status is unclear. The performance
of the present Heath Company certainly
does not match that of the legacy company with the illustrious history that
positively affected millions around the
world and is still to this day viewed with
amazement and affection.41
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Appendix:
Number of Heathkits Sold
What Heathkit builders remember about
the Heath Company depends to some
extent on personal interests, be it amateur radio, test equipment, or the special
Heathkit that was enjoyed the most. We
feel that the Heath Company was best
known for amateur radio products, especially for radio amateurs. The number of
amateur products manufactured is not
a good indicator of popularity overall,
since amateur radio products were not
introduced until about six years after
the first electronic Heathkit in 1947,
the O-1 oscilloscope. Although some
may debate this, the first amateur radio
products, per se, were the AR-2 general
coverage receiver (1952–1955) for $25.50
and the AT-1 6-Band CW Transmitter
(1952–1956) for $29.50. For the first six
years or so, the main products were test
equipment and hi-fi kits, starting with
the A-1 Audio Amplifier. The A-1 was
only introduced a few months after the
first Heathkit, the O-1 oscilloscope. The
three wonderful books by Chuck Penson
covered in the main body of the article
did not include the many important
items that were other than test equipment, radio amateur radio products,
and hi-fi products. Not included were
the DF-1 six-transistor radio direction
finder.42 Actually, only the first ten years
of Heathkits have been studied in detail,
with the results first published, in 2010;43
this reference provides information on
dates when products were introduced and
discontinued. Nevertheless, the invaluable effort by Penson gives us a good idea
of Heathkit production in most areas.44
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Fig. A-1. HW-101 5-Band Transceiver manufactured between 1970 and 1983, priced at $399.95.
(Penson, Heathkit: A Guide to the Amateur Radio Products, 2003, p. 171)

According to Penson,45 exact sales
figures for Heath are essentially nonexistent, since that data and much of
the history of the Heath Company was
destroyed when the company discontinued Heathkit production in 1992. Penson used information using the Fiebich
Papers from the estate of Gene Fiebich,
the former Director of Engineering. He
also used many obscure sources found
in catalogs, and estimates based on the
size of the giant automated warehouses
built in 1957–1958 after Heath was purchased by Daystrom. Also, he inferred
production numbers indirectly by the
numbers of pages of ads in Radio News,
which were routinely nine full pages, and
by 1957 the page numbers had grown to
16 full continuous pages.
Also according to Penson, Heath

developed and sold many hundreds of
kit products over the years, including
150 amateur radio kits, 400 different
test equipment products, and numerous amplifiers, televisions, and home
improvement kits.46 Heath sold more
than 40,000 HW-101 transceivers (see
Fig. A-1), more than 500,000 VTVM’s
in its first ten years, and possibly two
million VTVM’s by the early 1990s.
Heath designed more than 60 models
of oscilloscopes and sold hundreds of
thousands. In his book on hi-fi products, Penson estimated that nearly 200
hi-fi products were designed and sold
since the four-tube 25-watt A-1 amplifier
was first advertised in Radio News for
$14.95 in 1947.47 Starting with simple
amplifiers, the company progressed to
the legendary Williamson type amplifiers
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starting in 1951. Although many companies designed and sold Williamson
type and ultra-linear amplifiers, Heath
ran circles around its competition with
lower prices, the enjoyment of assembling
do-it-yourself kits, its legendary assembly
manuals, and its outstanding customer
support.
A pre-amp was offered in 1958 and
a stereo power amplifier in 1960. In
1962, many earlier units were updated
in design and appearance, and solid-state
products began to appear. Rapid expansion of the audio line took place until
the blockbuster product, the AR-15, was
produced in substantial numbers. For
example, the Heath Company listed over
ten pages of audio amplifiers in their
1960 catalog from pages 14 to 24.
After ten years of success, the end
came rapidly, which was caused by a
number of factors but especially the
sale of the Heath Company to Zenith
Corporation by the then-owner Schlumberger. As already noted, to the chagrin
of employees in other Heath divisions
such as Amateur Radio, Audio, and Test
Equipment, Zenith made it clear they
were mainly interested in the computer
area. They showed this by budget cuts
and layoffs in those other divisions. By
Christmas 1985, according to Penson,
it was all over in the hi-fi and stereo
products after 38 years. In a final effort,
the Heath Company made a last-ditch
agreement with Harmon-Kardon to produce some parts in semi-kit form for
certain of their products, which were
rebranded as Heathkits. These were not
really Heathkits, and therefore were not
listed in Penson’s books. By 1988, Heath
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could no longer manufacture or package
audio kits. In 1989, the last remaining
product, the AA-18 monophonic amplifier, which was introduced in 1968, was
retired.
As tribute to a company that survived so long and produced so many
excellent products, it should be noted
that there are 4,000 to 5,000 Heathkit
related items that are listed for sale on
eBay on any given day. This is amazing
for a company that stopped kit production in 1992, almost thirty years ago.
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Early Milestones in Space Communications
© 2019 David and Julia Bart
This article highlights several early milestones that laid a foundation for telecommunications in space. Applications of these new technologies enabled reliable operations in
the harsh environments of the Earth’s orbit. The development of Sputnik 1 (radio tubes),
Explorer 1 and Vanguard 1 (transistors), and Telstar 1 (traveling-wave tube applications)
ultimately led to successful methods of space communication that proved critical for
the Apollo missions and the first landing on the moon. The shrinkage of circuit size,
component mass, and both component and circuit volumes were critical to achieving
smaller package sizes that could be lifted into orbit. Development of more efficient,
larger capacity rockets also incorporated aspects of this new electrical technology to
achieve greater boost over longer periods, which enabled satellite packages to be propelled further away from earth or into more stable trajectories and orbits. This article
surveys several early milestones in space communications satellites to highlight this
overall change in basic technology by featuring the progress in telecommunications.

Introduction1
In 1945, inventor, science fiction writer,
and physicist Arthur C. Clarke first
proposed using active communications
satellites to relay long-distance, ultrahigh-frequency transmissions for both
radio and television transmissions and
programming.2 Considered the father of
satellite communications, he conceived a
system of satellite space stations operating
in geosynchronous orbit at 22,300 miles
above the Earth’s surface that worked
together with a network of ground stations.3 He assumed it would take fifty
years to develop the necessary technology. He did not anticipate the transistor
or other advances that made his ideas a
reality in less than two decades.
The initial technologies seemed
possible only ten years after Clarke

published his papers. Rockets could
launch payloads, but satellite designs
had not fully developed, and the means
of getting anything into an actual orbit
were still in question. The space age commenced in earnest beginning in 1957
with the Soviet Union’s launch of the
Sputnik 1 satellite. The United States
followed with the Explorer 1 and Vanguard 1 satellites in 1958. Four years
later, AT&T’s Bell Laboratories orbited
Telstar 1.
Sputnik 1 relied on radio tubes to
operate a radio beacon. Explorer 1 and
Vanguard 1 used transistors in the world’s
first solid-state scientific satellites. Telstar
1 relied upon developments in travelingwave tube technology drawn from radar
applications to enable global television.
Together, these milestones enabled
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reliable telecommunications in the harsh
environments of space, launching an
era when the drive for space applications prompted many leading innovations. Those advances later contributed
to the Apollo missions by enabling vital
radio and television signals, helping to

accomplish and to broadcast man’s first
landing on the moon.
This article is a survey of the early
milestones in space communications. It
is organized chronologically in four parts
corresponding to the four satellites mentioned above, beginning with Sputnik 1.

Part I. Sputnik 1
The International Geophysical Year
(IGY) and the Soviet Union
The International Geophysical Year of
1957–1958 traces its roots to the International Polar Years of 1882–1883 and
1932–1933. In April 1950, several top scientists suggested the time was ripe for an
International Geophysical Year instead of
a Polar Year, since the years 1957–1958
coincided with an approaching period
of maximum solar activity. In 1952,
the International Council of Scientific
Unions announced plans for an IGY, an
international scientific project involving
global initiatives in education, research,
and experimentation with opportunities
for coordinated international collaboration. Ultimately, 67 nations participated
in IGY projects encompassing eleven
Earth sciences.4
Satellite launches became a visible
component as countries sought to demonstrate their prowess and to signal policies emphasizing nonmilitary, scientific
space exploration. Soviet Premier Joseph
Stalin’s death in 1953 opened the way
for international collaboration with the
Soviet Union. In 1956, participants
negotiated a working group concept
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for the rockets and satellites projects
where the Soviet Union and the United
States would use mutually compatible
equipment for radio tracking and sharing data. The United States had already
issued a joint announcement made by
the National Academy of Sciences and
the National Science Foundation in July
1955 about its intention to launch an
IGY scientific satellite, but the Soviet
Union remained silent throughout and
then shocked the planning delegates in
October 1957 by announcing that it had
just launched Sputnik 1.5
Sputnik was actually a byproduct
of Soviet Premier Nikita Khrushchev’s
quest for an intercontinental missile
that happened to coincide with Soviet
scientists’ desires to design a vehicle for
manned space flight. Succeeding Stalin,
Khrushchev had little interest in a satellite as he consolidated power and focused
on military expansion. Between 1953
and 1957, the Soviet Union developed a
series of powerful rockets to carry nuclear
missiles. Mikhail Tikhonravov, a Soviet
rocketry pioneer known for his development of the Katyusha rocket launcher,
proposed an artificial satellite project.
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The same scientists working on the missile rocket designs became responsible for
solving questions regarding the satellites,
most notably Sergie Korolev, Mikhail
Riazanskii, and Mikhail Tikhonravov
(see Fig. 1). Sergie Korolev, considered the
father of the Soviet space program, oversaw the development of its rockets and
casually pursued satellite initiatives. An
interagency Commission for Interplanetary Communications, established in

April 1955, started developing a weather
forecasting satellite capable of photographing the Earth’s surface. After the
United States announced its intention
to launch an IGY satellite, Korolev persuaded Khrushchev to utilize the R-7
rocket that was under development, simply substituting a satellite for a nuclear
missile. Korolev knew the substitution
would accelerate the process and beat
the United States on the world stage. In

Fig. 1. Soviet scientists in 1957 prior to the launch of Sputnik 1 (L-R): Mikhail Riazanskii, Mikhail
Tikhonravov, and Sergie Korolev. (Courtesy Collection of Asif Siddiqi)
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August 1957, the Soviet Union successfully launched the R-7 rocket, and the
stage was set for placing Sputnik into
orbit two months later.6
Sputnik 1
Sputnik, or “traveling companion” in
Russian, was a sphere approximately 23
inches (58 cm) in diameter, with four
whip antennas extending from its spherical shell. Sputnik weighed 184 pounds
(83 kg). It included a radio beacon that
transmitted a beeping audio signal as
it orbited the Earth every 98 minutes.
By design, the transmitter’s signal could
be received by any of the world’s radio
stations, and the satellite could be seen
in the night sky as it passed overhead
due to reflective mirrors placed onto the
rocket body.7
Sputnik had to survive in the harsh
environment of space. Its systems would
experience severe shock and vibration
during launch, significant ambient temperature fluctuation, radiation, particle
impact, and zero gravity, plus changes in
humidity and pressure. Size constraints
were also a major issue. An American
study performed in 1967 concluded
that the fraction of total launch weight
assignable to technical and scientific
equipment could not exceed 10 percent,
depending on the payload. The total mission weight for electrical devices had to
include the weight of primary power,
power conditioning, a heat radiator, and
other auxiliaries necessary for vacuum
tube operation. Tube efficiency therefore
affected total available weight and size
designs. In addition, stabilized satellite rotation in the absence of gravity,
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plus changing surface tensions, affected
natural convection cooling of the electrical equipment. Since average tube life
decreased by 10 percent for each 5 degree
Celsius increase in ambient temperature, temperature control was critical.
Radiation also posed a risk; although
less of a problem for radio tubes, it did
raise major concerns for later solid-state
devices. Micrometeoroids presented a
very small risk for internal radio operations and antennas, but they did cause
surface erosion on later cameras and
other optical devices. Finally, changes
in the satellite’s center of gravity caused
by mechanical motions or by uneven
coolant flow within the satellite could
also have an impact on system stability.8
In November 1956, Tikhonravov
suggested building a lighter, simpler
satellite, with minimal scientific gear
and little dependency on subcontractors.9
After debate and internal negotiations,
the primary goals of Sputnik included:10
■■ testing the method of placing a satellite into orbit,
■■ providing information about the
atmosphere’s density,
■■ testing radio and optical methods
of tracking,
■■ determining the effects of radio propagation through the atmosphere, and
■■ c he c k i n g t he pr i nciple s of
pressurization.
Korolev and Tikhonravov asked
Mikhail Riazanskii, a leading Soviet
radio engineer at the Moscow Electronics Research Institute Novaya NII-885,
to provide the radio equipment, now
limited to two radio transmitters and a
power supply. Riazanskii assigned the job
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to the young engineer Viacheslav Lappo
at NII-885. Lappo tried to account for
the known environmental factors, and
surrounded the radio within the battery
system to protect it. Initial testing was
completed on May 5, 1957, just as the
R-7 rocket launch tests began.11
Radio Transmitter and Antennas12
Sputnik was formally designated as PS-1
(“prosteishy sputnik” or ”simple satellite”). It was made of two hemispheres
of aluminum 2 mm thick that were
covered with a highly polished 1 mm
thick heat shield made of aluminummagnesium-titanium AMG6T alloy (see
Fig. 2). The two halves bolted together
into an airtight enclosure (see Fig. 3).
Sputnik contained a radio transmitter;
power supply system of three silver-zinc
batteries, remote switch, thermal system fan, dual sequencer switch for the

thermal control system, thermal control
switch, and a barometric switch. Nearly
61 percent of Sputnik’s mass comprised
the power system, which took up much
of the interior space, as shown in Fig. 2.
Sputnik had two D-200 radio transmitter units, characterized as “vacuum
valve-type,” with a power of one watt (see
Fig. 4). One transmitter operated on a
frequency of 20.005 MHz, and the other
on 40.002 MHz. These frequencies, by
design, permitted reception by amateur
radio operators. They also enabled a
receiver set at exactly 20 or 40 MHz to
produce an audio tone plus or minus the
Doppler shift without ever going through
zero hertz. This ensured that Sputnik’s
telemetry was audible throughout an
entire pass without additional tuning
of the receiver.
Sputnik’s four whip antennas were
attached to the aluminum sphere

Fig. 2. Exploded view of Sputnik 1. (Courtesy Energia Museum, 2007-04 (C) Seiji Yoshimoto)
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Fig. 3. Still from a film showing a technician working on PS-1, known as Sputnik 1. (Courtesy The
Space Review/Don Mitchell; http://www.thespacereview.com/article/3341/2)

Fig. 4. D-200 radio transmitter located in the center of the equipment package of Sputnik 1. (Courtesy www.radiomuseum.org
/forum/sputnik_1_transmitter.html)
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through insulators that were spaced symmetrically around the circumference of
the spherical casing. During launch, the
antennas compressed against the side
of the rocket, and when in orbit they
extended at a 70 degree angle to each
other, giving the satellite its iconic shape.
They were matched pairs, one 2.4 meters
in length and the other 2.9 meters. Acting as a variation of a center-fed dipole,
the longer pair radiated the 20 MHz
signal and the shorter pair radiated the
40 MHz signal. Sputnik had no mechanism for spin-stabilization to maintain its
antennas’ orientation relative to receiving
stations on Earth. However, the antennas had an almost spherical radiation
pattern, so the satellite transmitted with
equal power in all directions regardless
of the satellite’s rotation.
Nitrogen filled the capsule at an
internal pressure of 1.3 atmospheres.
Thermal control was critical because of
the heat generated by the power supply
and transmitters. The power supply and
thermal control system were activated
by a remote switch that triggered when
the launch vehicle and the satellite separated. Each radio transmission lasted
0.2 to 0.6 seconds, issuing the famous
beep-beep signals. If the onboard temperature exceeded 50 °C or fell below 0
°C, or if the internal pressure fell below
5 lb/in 2 (0.35 kg/cm 2 or 34 kPa), thermal and barometric switches activated
to change the length of the radio signal
transmissions. A special fan maintained
normal temperature by activating when
the interior temperature exceeded 30 °C
and turning off when the temperature
fell below 20 °C.

Outcomes
Sputnik 1 was launched on October 4,
1957, and operated as planned. Soviet
radio operators monitored the satellite’s
progress across the country’s eleven time
zones (see Fig. 5). Both the Soviet and
American governments initially treated
Sputnik’s launch quietly. Sputnik was
not the lead story of the official Soviet
newspaper Pravda, and both President
Eisenhower and Soviet leaders denied
there was any “space race.” However,
international media soon made the
event into a global spectacle. The Soviet
Union immediately capitalized on the
propaganda opportunity, and Pravda
published the first detailed, front-page
accounts on October 9, 1958. The next
year, 1958 became a celebration of Sputnik, with regular news about the satellite and the subsequent successes of the
Soviet space program (see Fig. 6). Books
and other memorabilia celebrating the
event were soon prepared and distributed
(see Figs. 7–8). The Eisenhower administration conceded the “political defeat,”
which was evident from Khrushchev’s
picture on the cover of Time magazine
as Man of the Year (see Fig. 9), and the
administration took a longer view about
U.S. space efforts and progress.13
News reports stated that anyone with
a short-wave receiver could hear Sputnik
as it hurtled overhead. Worldwide amateur radio organizations like the Amateur Radio Relay League (ARRL) gave
instructions how to receive the broadcast
signal, and Popular Electronics, QST, and
other periodicals explained how to obtain
QSL cards confirming one-way reception
(see Figs. 10–11).14
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Sputnik 1 did provide scientific data
on the density of the upper atmosphere
based on the rate of decay for its orbit and
radio propagation data as it fell through

Fig. 5. Two views of Soviet radio
operators monitoring Sputnik 1
near the Moscow Observatory.
(Courtesy: (Above) SOVFOTO /
UIG, (Right) Science Photo Library,
Image C024/6658)
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the ionosphere. Nevertheless, Sputnik 1
is not considered a scientific satellite
because it did not carry any specific scientific equipment.15
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Fig. 6. (Left) Front page photo from
the USSR’s newspaper dated April 25,
1958, at the Brussels Universal and
International Exhibition showing the
Soviet display featuring Sputnik and
Lenin. (Authors’ collection)
Fig. 7. (Below) Soviet books describing the Sputnik space program dating from 1958. (Authors’ collection)
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Fig. 8. Soviet Sputnik 1 commemoratives from 1958: desk light (top left), desk model (top right),
and dominoes with Sputnik engraved into the backs (bottom). (Authors’ collection)
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Fig. 9. Soviet Premier Nikita Khrushchev, Time magazine’s Man of the Year for 1958. (Authors’
collection)
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Fig. 10. QST coverage of Sputnik 1 for amateur radio readers. (Authors’ collection)
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Fig. 11. Soviet QSL cards for amateur radio operators receiving Sputnik 1. (Authors’ collection)
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The Space Race16
On November 3, 1957, the Soviet Union
launched a second, heavier satellite, Sputnik 1, carrying a dog, Laika (“Barker” in
Russian, also spelled Layka).17 At the time,
Sputniks 1 and 2 gave the Soviet Union
tremendous political prestige, provoking
great anxiety in the United States and its
allies. Today, historians conclude that
Sputnik’s biggest impact was to inspire
a legacy of space exploration. Sputnik is
credited for instigating President John F.
Kennedy’s 1961 declaration that America

would put a man on the moon before the
end of the decade, and it stimulated an
international “space race” that generated
spectacular accomplishments.
Sputnik’s launch led the U.S. government to focus and consolidate its
space exploration programs. That summer, Congress and President Dwight
D. Eisenhower created the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration
(NASA), which came into being October 1, 1958. Sputnik went on to inspire
a generation of engineers and scientists.

Part II – Explorer 1 and Vanguard 1
Solid-State Enters Space
The next great leap in space communications occurred with the introduction
of solid-state technology. On January 31, 1958, the U.S. Army launched
Explorer 1, carrying a small scientific
payload that discovered the magnetic
radiation belts around the Earth, later
named after James Van Allen. Vanguard 1 followed on March 17, 1958.
Both Explorer 1 and Vanguard 1 used
new transistor technology.
The existing information on Sputnik 2, launched in November 1957, and
Sputnik 3, launched in May 1958, is
incomplete. These ever-larger spacecraft
carried more complex scientific payloads.
Soviet rocket designs were larger and
more powerful, enabling much bigger
payloads than U.S. rockets. For example,
Sputnik 1 weighed 183 pounds (83 kg)
versus Sputnik 2 at 1,118 pounds (508
kg) and Sputnik 3 at 2,919 pounds
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(1,327 kg). George Ludwig, a central
figure in the design of Explorer 1, concluded that the Soviets did not use transistors in Sputnik 1, but they did use a
few transistors in one of the instruments
in Sputnik 2. The much larger launch
capacity permitted the weight and volume of vacuum tubes and their required
batteries. In contrast, Explorer 1 was far
lighter and smaller, and was the first alltransistor satellite.18
Vanguard and Explorer
The early 1950s marked a period of
American interdepartmental competition for leadership in rocket design and
scientific research. The U.S. Army, Navy,
and Air Force issued proposals to the
U.S. Department of Defense (DoD) to
participate in the IGY. All three envisioned a military launch vehicle, or a
derivative thereof, that would carry a
nonmilitary satellite into orbit:19
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■■ The Army proposed using a modified
Redstone rocket as the launch vehicle,
developed under the leadership of
Wernher von Braun, with a satellite
payload developed by the California
Institute of Technology’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) under the
direction of William Pickering for
the satellite and James Van Allen for
the scientific instruments.
■■ The Navy proposed using a modified Viking rocket with a payload
developed under the direction of John
Hagen and the U.S. Naval Research
Laboratory (NRL), which would use
its Cape Canaveral facilities together
with plans for a worldwide tracking
system.
■■ The Air Force proposed an Atlas
rocket, which was years behind
schedule and which would have
diverted attention away from the Air
Force’s main priority of developing
missile technology. DoD rejected
this idea.
The Navy stressed the scientific
breadth and quality of its experiments
and the participation of various scientific
groups from across the country. It also
included a comprehensive satellite tracking system (see below). NRL emphasized
the peaceful purposes of the scientific
research and civilian collaboration, both
favored by President Eisenhower.20
The Navy received permission to proceed in August 1955 under the name
Project Vanguard. The DoD hoped that
by spring 1958, the Navy could successfully meet three goals: (1) place a satellite
into orbit during the IGY, (2) accomplish a scientific experiment in orbit,

and (3) track the satellite. These were
the same basic goals for American participation in the IGY as set by President
Eisenhower the prior month.21 Unfortunately, the Navy experienced delays in
developing its new launch vehicle, which
produced significant adverse publicity
following a dramatic, and very public,
rocket explosion of the Vanguard Test
Vehicle 3 (TV3).
The Soviet Union’s Sputnik 1 surprise caused the DoD and President
Eisenhower to change direction.22 The
course reversal was caused in part by
Senate majority leader (and future
president) Lyndon Johnson. Johnson
initially favored the Vanguard development efforts, but reacted strongly to
the Soviet Union’s leap forward in the
space race. Johnson began investigating
the Eisenhower administration’s space
program through the Senate Armed
Services Committee’s (SASC) Preparedness Investigating Subcommittee, which
Johnson chaired, and which was highly
critical of the program’s slow pace and
demonstrated lack of progress.23 Lyndon
Johnson can be seen inspecting a model
of the Vanguard 1 satellite in Fig. 12.
The DoD quickly authorized the U.S.
Army to restart and proceed with its
original proposal for the Explorer Program (Project Orbiter). President Eisenhower then permitted the Army to adapt
military rockets, an approach formerly
denied to the Vanguard Program in an
effort to keep the U.S. space effort free
from military overtones.24
The U.S. Army Ballistic Missile
Agency (ABMA) and Jet Propulsion
Laboratory (JPL) successfully orbited
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Fig. 12. Senator Lyndon Johnson inspects a
model of Vanguard 1. (Courtesy Naval Research
Laboratory)

Explorer 1, the first American satellite,
on January 31, 1958. It used an adapted
Juno-1 (renamed Jupiter-C) rocket,
which, in turn, was derived from the
Army’s Redstone missile rocket. The
Navy’s Vanguard 1, the second U.S.
satellite, orbited on March 17, 1958,
used a Vanguard rocket. In the end,
military rockets with minor modifications launched Sputnik 1 and Explorer 1,
in contrast to Vanguard 1, which was
launched by a specially designed research
rocket that was conceptually independent of military involvement. The Navy’s
global tracking system of fourteen interferometer stations, Minitrack, designed
by NRL as part of the Vanguard Program, successfully tracked all three of the
Sputnik, Explorer, and Vanguard satellites, and Minitrack became the major
tracking system for most U.S. scientific
satellites.25 A Minitrack satellite tracking
installation in Quito, Ecuador, is shown
in Fig. 13.
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Fig. 13. NRL’s Minitrack Network satellite tracking installation in Quito, Ecuador. (Courtesy
NASA)

The Designs
Explorer 1, depicted in Fig. 14, was much
smaller than Sputnik 1. It had a revolutionary, bullet-shaped design, 6.73 feet
(2.05 m) long and 6.0 inches (15.2 cm)
in diameter, which was intended to rotate
along its length.26 The key instrumentation and payload subsystems were as
follows:
■■ Four whip antennas each extended
from the cylinder’s midsection,
mounted symmetrically. The satellite was spin stabilized and intended
to rotate along its length.
■■ The forward section included an
instrumentation package, and several scientific instruments extended
through the length of the body.
■■ A single Geiger-Mueller tube detector, designed by George Ludwig,
detected cosmic rays.
■■ Micrometeorite detectors used a wire
grid that encompassed the aft section
of the satellite. An acoustic detector
had contact with the midsection.
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Fig. 14. Explorer 1 design. (Courtesy NASA)

■■ Four gauges measured internal and
external nose-cone temperature.
Explorer 1 had two transmitters, one
with an output of 1 mW and the other
with an output of 60 mW. Explorer 1’s
instrument data transmitted continuously; however, transmission for ground
reception and acquisition occurred at
only those times when the satellite
passed over the ground receiving stations. Unfortunately, the satellite’s spin
unexpectedly reoriented about its transverse axis, known as “precessing.” This
caused data assembly to proceed more
slowly, and caused a modulation in the
received signal, which produced periodic
signal fading.27
Vanguard 1, shown in Figs. 15 and 16,
was even smaller than Explorer 1. It was
an aluminum sphere 6.5 inches (16.5 cm)
in diameter weighing only 3.2 pounds
(1.46 kg). Khrushchev disparagingly

nicknamed it the “grapefruit.” 28 Key
features included: 29
■■ An internal cylinder lined with heat
shields that contained the instrument
payload: a mercury battery, a 10 mW,
108 MHz telemetry transmitter, and
a 5 mW, 108.03 MHz Minitrack beacon transmitter.
■■ A Mallory mercury battery that powered the telemetry transmitter. It had
a fixed charge at launch and operated
until depletion.
■■ Six 2 inch (5 cm) square windows
mounted along the satellite body that
enabled 34 solar cells to power the
Minitrack transmitter beacon. Each
silicon solar cell could produce 1 watt
with 10 percent efficiency at 28 °C,
making Vanguard 1 the world’s first
solar-cell powered spacecraft.
■■ Six spring-actuated aluminum alloy
antennas that protruded from the
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Fig. 15. Flight backup of the Vanguard 1 satellite built by the Naval Research
Laboratory. (Courtesy, Smithsonian Institution, Image A19761019000cp04)

Fig. 16. Vanguard 1 internal design. (Courtesy NASA, Life Magazine)
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sphere, each one 12 inches long (30
cm) and 3/8 inch (0.8 cm) in diameter. The mutually perpendicular
antennas passed through the center
of the sphere.
Vanguard 1 transmitted engineering
and tracking data, and broadcast the
total electron content (TEC) between
the satellite and ground stations.30 Two
thermistors measured the interior temperature to track the effectiveness of the
thermal protection. Vanguard 1 had no
propulsion system, no attitude and guidance control systems, and no onboard
computer. Similar to Sputnik, it simply
spun and rotated in its orbit.31
Transistor Technology
Transistor technology was only ten
years old when the space race began.
The poor reliability of vacuum tubes,
and the search for a means of reducing power consumption, had prompted
Bell Laboratories and AT&T to seek
alternative technologies since the early
1940s. John Bardeen, William Shockley,
and Walter Brattain first demonstrated
their new “transistor” device made of
germanium in December 1947. In 1954,
Morris Tanenbaum at Bell Laboratories
and Willis Adcock, who worked under
Gordon Teal at Texas Instruments, demonstrated a silicon transistor. The change
from germanium to silicon enabled the
transistor to become a fundamental
building block of integrated circuits.
Together, transistors and integrated circuits offered a major solution for compressing satellite designs.32
When Explorer 1 replaced Vanguard 1
as the priority in 1957, JPL assumed

the lead design role. Van Allen and his
graduate student George Ludwig, who is
shown in Fig. 17, became responsible for
the cosmic ray experiments and assumed
the lead role over most of the internal
satellite electronics.33
Ludwig’s earliest satellite designs
incorporated Raytheon vacuum tubes.
The need for high reliability and minimum risk of failure, plus the need to
design a simpler package that occupied
less space with less weight, led Ludwig to
combine operating beacons, micrometeorite detectors, and the cosmic ray experiments into one package. Ludwig taught
himself the fundamentals of transistor
technology based on articles and circuit

Fig. 17. George Ludwig with an early instrument
package for Vanguard 1. (Courtesy NASA, Life
Magazine)
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diagrams appearing in Electronics magazine. He constructed handmade circuit
testing boards based on intuition and
experimentation until the team achieved
the final design (see Fig. 18).34 The U.S.
Army Signal Corps at Fort Monmouth
collaborated on the project, and ultimately produced the power supplies and
component parts.35
Explorer 1’s instrumentation required
exceptionally low power, and it had to
be compact and rugged. Ludwig knew
that NRL had used single and dual layer
circuit boards, state of the art in 1956
for other projects. Ludwig obtained and
used fiberglass circuit boards with handdrilled holes and hand-pressed terminals,
with the component leads wound around

the heads of terminals and soldered.
Although inelegant, the circuits proved
rugged and reliable.36
Explorer 1 purposely included two
independent transmitters for redundancy to ensure that it could be tracked,
and that it was compatible with NRL’s
Minitrack and JPL’s Microlock ground
receiving and tracking systems.37 Subcarrier oscillators, the power supply, scalers, and the micrometeorite amplifier
incorporated transistors. In total, the
basic circuit included 29 transistors, in
addition to those in the micrometeorite
amplifier. Ludwig included both the new
silicon transistor types for their temperature stability, and older germanium
ones for their lower base-emitter junction

Fig. 18. Breadboard display of Vanguard 1 components. (Courtesy NASA)
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voltage. 38 Explorer 1’s final design
incorporated transistors from Western
Electric, Raytheon, Philco, and Texas
Instruments (see Fig. 19).39
■■ Bell Laboratories developed diffusedjunction transistors to produce
devices with good high-frequency
performance and high electrical
and mechanical reliability. Ludwig
included the Western Electric 53194
transistor in the low- and high-power
transmitter circuits, achieving nearly
25 percent more efficiency in the
circuit.40
■■ Raytheon was an early leader in transistor production during the mid1950s. The Raytheon 2N64 audio
transistor was one of the first types
developed by Raytheon to combine
hermetically sealed metal cases with
improved germanium technology.
Ludwig used the 2N64 in the subcarrier oscillator circuits.41

■■ In 1957 Raytheon developed its
2N327–330 series with lower operating voltages and double the maximum collector current for use in
high-gain settings for switching and
audio frequency. Ludwig included
Raytheon’s 2N328 in the subcarrier
oscillators.42
■■ Philco also developed silicon transistors, and its pilot production began
in late 1956. Ludwig incorporated
Philco’s 1957 2N496 transistor into
the high-voltage power supply of
the cosmic ray instrument.43 Later,
Raytheon replaced Philco as the supplier, with Raytheon’s 2N790 and
2N239 transistors providing more
stable performance.44
■■ Texas Instruments pioneered commercial silicon transistor production
beginning in 1954. Ludwig incorporated their 2N335 silicon transistors in the Geiger-Mueller counter

Fig. 19. Transistors used in Explorer 1. (Courtesy of Transistor History Museum, Ludwig interview,
Joe Knight and Philco advertising)
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and scaler circuit for their high-gain
performance across a much broader
temperature range as compared to
germanium transistors.45
Explorer 1’s low-power Microlock 10
mW radio beacon broadcast at 108.00
MHz and was fully transistorized.46
Philco supplied the high-frequency
surface-barrier transistor in its original
circuit designs.47 Bendix and Minneapolis Honeywell also supplied transistors.
In the end, a single Victoreen VXR700S
tube remained, operating as a regulator
tube necessary for the cosmic ray detector’s power supply.48
Outcomes
The successes of Sputnik 1 and Explorer 1
and the well-publicized earlier failure
of the TV3 launch overshadowed the
very real technical achievements of the
Vanguard 1 satellite. Both Explorer 1 and
Vanguard 1 became long-lived, tremendous successes, and both were highly
efficient scientific spacecraft.49 The need
for miniaturization had been evident
from the beginning,50 and the transistor
and other miniature components were
responsible for the essential reductions
in volume and mass that made the satellites possible. One analysis showed that
between 1947 and 1967, the weight and
bulk of electronics had been reduced
by a factor of 20,000:1.51 By the time
of Explorer 3 in March 1958, the total
number of transistors in the satellite
increased from 29 to 120.52 Industry
leaders quickly and proudly advertised
their contributions to the new solidstate world of space communications,
which was developing in partnership
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with leading university research centers.
For example, Allen Bradley advertised
it resistors as being highly reliable by
referring to their usage on the Explorer 1
satellite (see Fig. 20), and Dr. Whitney
Matthews, head of U.S. Satellite Development Program, and William Hall of
MIT, inspected the Explorer 1 telemetering device in a photo opportunity to
advertise university and government
cooperation (see Fig. 21).
Explorer 1 lasted twelve years in orbit,
much longer than the first two Sputniks.
It weighed 30.8 pounds (13.9 kg), with
scientific instruments comprising 60
percent of the total weight. Explorer 1
is credited with the greatest discovery of
the IGY, the “Great Radiation Belt,” later
named the “Van Allen Radiation Belt.” 53
Data from Explorer 3, Explorer 4, Army
Pioneer 1, and Soviet Luna 1 satellites
subsequently identified multiple layers of
charged particles surrounding the Earth.
The two main belts, separated by a gap,
extend from 400 miles to 36,000 miles
above the Earth’s surface. These radiation
belts trap high concentrations of highly
energized electrons and protons, shielding the Earth from particle radiation.54
After six years in orbit, Vanguard 1
was the only satellite launched before
1959 still transmitting in 1964. Amateur radio operators tracked both the
Vanguard 1 and the Explorer 1 satellites throughout their useful lives, and
they often exchanged QSL cards with
tracking station operators (see Fig. 22).
Vanguard 1’s solar power source, the
first among satellites, gave it a prolonged operational life. Vanguard 1’s
tracking data showed that Earth has a
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Fig. 20. Portion of print advertisement featuring Explorer 1 resistors used in telemetering system.
(Courtesy Allen-Bradley)
Fig. 21. Dr. Whitney Matthews (l), head of U.S. Satellite Development Program,
and William Hall (r), of MIT,
inspect the Explorer 1 telemetering device. (Courtesy
United Press International,
Image100802)
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Fig. 22. Amateur radio QSL cards circa 1958 for Vanguard 1 (above) and Explorer 1 (below). (Authors’
collection, JPL Amateur Radio Club)
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slight north-south asymmetry, and the
Earth is “pear-shaped,” with the stem
at the North Pole. Vanguard 1’s radio
signals determined the total electron content between the satellite and selected
ground-receiving stations. Its data also
determined upper atmosphere densities
as a function of altitude, latitude, season,
and solar activity.55
Incredibly, if the DoD had selected
the Army’s proposal rather than that
of the Navy, the United States could
have reached space nearly a year earlier,
far ahead of the Soviet Union.56 Politics
played a strong role in the shifting priorities, with Von Braun, Pickering and Van
Allen, who are shown together in Fig. 23,
ultimately prevailing and subsequently
retaining significant influence. The
internal politics, agency competition,

and confusion over priorities ultimately
forced a complete reorganization of
U.S. space programs. President Eisenhower signed the National Aeronautics
and Space Act, establishing NASA, on
July 29, 1958, and it began operations
on October 1, 1958. NASA absorbed the
earlier National Advisory Committee for
Aeronautics (NACA), which had promoted U.S. aeronautical activities since
1915, together with multiple research
laboratories and test facilities, as well as
significant elements of the U.S. Army,
Navy, and Air Force space research
programs, and JPL. NASA acted as an
independent agency with a purposefully
civilian orientation to pursue peaceful
applications in space.57
Despite the early setbacks and U.S.
embarrassment over Sputnik, both

Fig. 23. Dr. James Pickering, Dr. James Van Allen, and Dr. Werner Von Braun holding up an
Explorer 1 model at a 1958 news conference. (Courtesy NASA)
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Vanguard 1 and especially Explorer 1
demonstrated that the United States
could conduct significant scientific
research in space. They also demonstrated
that solid-state electronics had become a
permanent part of spacecraft and satellite

design. When combined with solar power
cells, and eventually rechargeable batteries, solid-state electronics provided the
means for making efficient power sources
that yielded longer duration times for
satellites and future spacecraft.

Part III – Telstar
Origins
NASA’s programs included developing
and supporting experimental communication satellites. On August 12, 1960,
NASA launched Echo 1, the world’s
first passive satellite that ref lected
real-time voice radio signals back to
Earth. Echo 1 involved AT&T’s John
R. Pierce and Rudolph Kompfner,
who had begun their work two years
earlier (see Fig. 24). Echo 1 was a 100

foot diameter aluminized-polyester balloon that inflated after reaching orbit
(see Fig. 25). It provided “good” quality two-way voice links between Bell
Laboratories in Holmdel, New Jersey,
and NASA’s JPL facility in Goldstone,
California.58 However, passive satellites
required high-power transmissions from
the earth in order to return detectable
signals, while active satellites that could
receive, amplify, and retransmit signals

Fig. 24. John R. Pierce (left) and Rudolph Kompfner (right) of Bell Laboratories. (Courtesy AT&T
Archives)
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Fig. 25. Echo 2 balloon made of aluminum-coated Mylar plastic. (Authors’ collection/NASA,
Image 68-H-761)

worked on much lower incoming signal
levels.
The U.S. military produced the
world’s first interactive satellite, Courier
1B, in October 1960. It contained repeaters capable of converting frequencies for
uplink and downlink signals; however,
it was little more than an experimental
device.59 Based on the success of Echo 1,
Pierce at AT&T envisioned a complete
network of 25 ground stations and 55
active satellites in orbits up to 7,000 miles,
with 40 satellites in a polar orbit and 15 in
equatorial orbits, a network that would be
able to connect any two points on almost
100 percent of the Earth’s surface.60
At John Pierce’s direction, Bell
Laboratories designed and built “Telstar,” AT&T’s experimental active

communications satellite, with its own
corporate funds. Many of the same people who worked on Echo 1 developed
Telstar.61 AT&T constructed six Telstars
as prototypes to test the satellite network
concept. Bell Laboratories manufactured
the first two, which had nearly identical
designs, and NASA launched them. The
remaining four were also constructed
and were flightworthy, but they were
never launched.62 NASA provided the
launch services for AT&T as well as some
tracking and telemetry. Although AT&T
reimbursed these costs, NASA claimed
Telstar as a joint government/industry
project with AT&T. NASA even published many of the results first issued
in various Bell Laboratory professional
publications. NASA also obtained patent
Volume 32, 2019
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rights to any inventions stemming from
the Telstar experiments.63
Goals of Telstar
Bell Laboratories had a successful history with long-distance radio transmission and reception. Its early long-wave
work and development of single-sideband
(SSB) techniques, along with research
into noise in the shortwave bands, provided the laboratories with significant
fundamental knowledge. Its work on
radar in World War II gave it expertise
in measurements and success establishing
the New York to Boston system in 1947
and the transcontinental TD-2 radio
relay system in 1951. Efforts in the early
1950s focused on developing scatter
propagation methods capable of operating over paths 200 to 300 miles long.
The Distant Early Warning Line (DEW
Line) radar system employed these systems. A similar commercial system went
into service between Florida City and
Havana in 1957 to handle telephone relay
channels. AT&T began considering the
use of artificial satellites as early as 1954,
but Sputnik 1 prompted an acceleration
of research efforts.64
Project Telstar sought to test: 65
■■ broadband satellite operations using
up to 60 channels of telephony, data
transmission, and single-channel
television,
■■ equipment reliability after launch and
in the harsh environment of space,
■■ measurements of radiation levels in
space,
■■ knowledge about ground tracking
methods, and
■■ ground stations.
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Telstar and the Traveling Wave
Tube (TWT) Amplifier
Telstar was carried inside the nose of
the launch vehicle (see Fig. 26). It was
34.5 inches (87.6 cm) in diameter and
weighed 170 pounds (77.3 kg). The
main subsystems of Telstar, including
the TWT amplifier, are shown in Fig. 27.
A more detail layout of key subsystems
is shown in the cutaway view of Fig. 28.
The satellite spun at 200 revolutions per
minute, and its power system had 3,600
solar cells charging nickel-cadmium
batteries. Telstar had a capacity of 600
one-way voice circuits or one television
channel plus 60 two-way voice circuits,
all relying on one 50 MHz bandwidth
double-conversion repeater. The transmitter circuit was entirely solid-state,
except for the TWT amplifier, which
is referred to simply as a TWT. The
receiver operated at 6.39 GHz and the
transmitter operated at 4.17 GHz. The
antenna system operated through 48
ports equally spaced around the sphere,
and Telstar received through 72 ports.66
Weight and other restrictions forced
decisions to use a single, one-way broadband amplifier rather than two, and a
simple omnidirectional antenna with a
circular polarization whose transmissions
would radiate from the spin-stabilized
satellite.67 Telstar used state-of-the-art
solid-state technology, employing 2,528
semiconductors: 1,064 transistors and
1,464 diodes.68
The TWT, an electronic vacuum-tube
microwave device that acts as a high-power
microwave amplifier, was the most critical
component. TWTs are used in advanced
radar and test equipment, and are more
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Fig. 26. Telstar vehicle launch delivery. (Courtesy Bell Laboratories)

Fig. 27. Telstar design drawing showing the location of the traveling-wave tube assembly.
(Courtesy Bell Laboratories)
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Fig. 28. Telstar 1 cutaway showing transmitter components. (Courtesy Bell Laboratories)
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reliable substitutes for high-power semiconductor devices. Today, TWTs are
employed in satellites, particle accelerators, and other high-power applications.
The main components of a TWT
focus an electron beam into a highenergy microwave signal with very high

efficiency using a periodic permanent
magnet structure. The main components
of the TWT on Telstar are shown on
the cover of the March 1964 issue of
Electronics World, which is reproduced
here as Fig. 29. The functions of these
components are described in the article

Fig. 29. Cover of Electronics World featuring the lead story on traveling-wave tubes and
Telstar. (Authors’ collection)
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and discussed in more detail below.69
They are as follows:
■■ an electron gun with heated cathode
and grids,
■■ a slow wave magnet and focusing
structure,
■■ radio frequency input/output couplers
or coils,
■■ a helix to delay and time the RF and
electron speeds,
■■ an attenuator to prevent reflection of
the electron wave back up the tube,
and
■■ an electron collector that absorbs the
beam.
TWTs originated during World War
II as part of research into radar. A. V.
Haeff and N. E. Lindenblad made some
initial observations about the interaction of electron beams and radio circuits,
and they produced initial tube designs
in 1933 and 1940 respectively. Rudolf
Kompfner designed the first viable TWT
in late 1942. After the war, several publications outlined the benefits of TWTs
and the ongoing research. Pierce at
AT&T conducted research for over a
decade, concluding that TWTs offered
promising applications in telecommunications. Kompfner joined Pierce at Bell
Laboratories in 1951.70
By 1954, NRL was exploring options
to communicate in space, and transmitted the first voice message in space on
July 24, 1954, by bouncing a transmission off the moon in its Communication
Moon Relay project. Pierce proposed
using orbital radio relays the following
year for transoceanic communication.71
AT&T’s successful work on Echo 1, a
passive relay satellite project, prompted
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Pierce and Kompfner to seek amplification and retransmission from a satellite.
Telstar was developed to demonstrate
satellite signal amplification, and TWTs
offered the optimal means.72
TWT Design
It fell to Dr. Max Bodmer (a benefactor
of the Antique Wireless Association),
working at Bell Laboratories, to design a
TWT for the satellite. Bodmer is shown
to the left in Fig. 30, where he and a
technician are testing the Telstar communication system. His team recognized
that TWTs offered “long life and high
reliability” for the conditions in space,
and “the broad bandwidth and high
gain is such that only a single tube was
necessary.” 73
Bodmer’s team spent more than two
years producing the M4041 TWT, which
was the only TWT in Telstar responsible for signal amplification. The M4041
relied upon prior research and known
applications of TWTs in radar applications, military radar fire-control systems,
transcontinental submarine cable repeaters, transcontinental radio relays, and
command-guidance systems for intercontinental ballistic missiles (ICBMs).
These applications and experiences at
Bell Laboratories led the team to implement techniques for building super-clean
tubes, design failure mechanisms, and
develop a tube that could survive the
rigors, shock, and vibration of a space
launch.74
The team went further by creating a
new circuit design (the single-reversal,
permanent magnetic circuit, or SRPM
circuit) that reduced TWT magnet
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weights from 25 pounds to 4 pounds,
a critical weight reduction for the satellite. They also pre-aged TWT components prior to applying radio frequencies.

Completed TWTs were further baked
and tested for over 1,000 hours. The
final TWT selected for Telstar, which
is shown in Fig. 31, was capable of

Fig. 30. Dr. Max Bodmer (left) and a technician (right) testing the Telstar 1 communications
system. (Courtesy Bell Laboratories)

Fig. 31. Traveling-wave tube assembly for Telstar. (Courtesy Bell Laboratories)
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transmitting at temperatures up to 1,100
°F. All of the satellite’s active circuit elements were solid-state devices except for
the 4 GHz helix TWT. The resulting
signals produced by the M4041 TWT
had so little electron beam leakage and
were so precise that only the satellite’s
telemetry circuits required special shielding from the TWT.75
Andover and Ground Reception
Telstar operated in low elliptical orbits
of 3,000 to 7,000 miles. It required a
global network of six tracking facilities
to receive the satellite’s signal, which was
generated by only 2.25 watts. Less than
one billionth of this signal reached the
ground.76
Bell Laboratories constructed its
own signal receiving facility at Andover, Maine. This facility, located on a
thousand-acre hilltop owned by AT&T,
housed a large horn antenna within a
flexible radome approximately 210 feet in
diameter, the world’s largest (see Fig. 32).

NASA later used Andover on a contract
basis for the Relay satellite system. Telstar also operated with international
agreements for the use of facilities in
Canada, Great Britain, France, Germany,
and Italy.77
The Andover horn was a larger version of Bell Laboratories’ horn antenna
in Holmdel, New Jersey, formerly used in
the Echo satellite experiments. Andover
transmitted and received signals from
Telstar. Bell Laboratories also modified and expanded Holmdel in order to
receive Telstar transmissions that were
forwarded to Andover via telephone network lines, but Andover remained the
central control point for Telstar.78
The Andover radome was attached
to a control building housing a precision
tracker, beacon tracker, and microwave
link to AT&T’s national microwave network (see Fig. 33). The radome weighed
20 tons, and the large horizontal horn
antenna weighed 380 tons and was 177
feet long and 94 feet high (see Fig. 34).

Fig. 32. Bell Laboratories satellite receiving facility in Andover, Maine. (Courtesy Bell Laboratories)
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Fig. 33. System schematic for Telstar 1. (Courtesy Bell Laboratories)

Fig. 34. Horn antenna under the radome at the Bell Labs facility in Andover, Maine. For purposes
of scale size, note the person standing on the framework in the middle of the photo. (Courtesy
Bell Laboratories)
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The antenna had a pointing accuracy of
1 minute of arc and rotated on two flat
tracks within 30 thousandths of an inch
precision.79 The French ground station
housed a similar horn antenna. Other
tracking stations used conventional
radio telescopes, but both the British and
French stations employed 2 kW TWTs
in their slow-wave structures.80
Success
AT&T invested in Telstar hoping to
demonstrate commercial use of microwave repeaters and American industry’s
commitment to peaceful uses of outer
space.81 Telstar 1’s telemetry system transmitted once each minute, signaling the
TWT’s heater voltage, current, accelerator

current, collector current, and tube temperature as measured at the output waveguide flange. Data received in the testing
area and control room at Andover, which
is pictured in Figs. 35 and 36, showed the
TWT performed perfectly.82
The Telstar launch was an internationally anticipated event, widely covered
in European media such as Science et
Vie magazine in France (see Fig. 37).
Telstar did not use a synchronous orbit,
and since its orbit was elliptical and
inclined up to 45 degrees, transatlantic
signals were limited to the twenty minutes in each two and one-half hour orbit
when the satellite was over the Atlantic
Ocean. Telstar relayed its first non-public
international television signals between

Fig. 35. Testing area for Telstar 1 in the Bell Labs facility in Andover, Maine. (Courtesy Bell
Laboratories)
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France and the United States on July 11,
1962, and its first public television signals
on July 23. Major networks transmitted
a broadcast that included a variety of
content: images of the Statue of Liberty
and the Eiffel Tower, remarks by President Kennedy, and a live transmission
from a Chicago Cubs baseball game in
Wrigley Field. Major television networks
carried the historic broadcast, including
NBC, CBS, ABC, CBC, and the BBC,
and other countries saw the signals via
Eurovision.83
Telstar broadcast live television in
black and white and in color (see Fig. 38.
It also relayed 400 transmission sessions
including multi-channel telephone,
telegraph, facsimile and television signals, and performed over 250 technical

tests.84 Telstar was the first real-time
active communications satellite, and it
was a huge international success. A U.S.
Information Agency (USIA) poll showed
Telstar was better known in Great Britain in 1962 than Sputnik was in 1957,
and President Kennedy hailed Telstar
as an “outstanding symbol of American space achievements.” 85 The Telstar
achievement was celebrated around the
world, and it symbolized Bell Laboratories’ and AT&T’s research leadership
in telecommunications. Telstar is still
the best-known satellite associated with
the beginning of live, satellite television communication.86 The existence
of many commemorative trophies, such
as those shown in Figs. 39–41, attests to
its enduring popularity.

Fig. 36. Bell Labs control room for Telstar 1 in Andover, Maine. (Authors’ collection)
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Fig. 37. (Above and opposite) French news coverage of Telstar 1. (Authors’ collection)
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Fig. 38. First television images from Telstar 1. (Courtesy Illustrated London
News, Authors collection)

Fig. 39. Scrippo brand commemorative cigarette lighters recognizing Telstar 1. (Authors’ collection)
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Fig. 40. Bell Laboratories commemorative desk
trophies for witnessing Telstar 1. (Authors’
collection)
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Fig. 41. Plastic bank commemorating Telstar 1. (Authors’ collection)
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Part IV – AFTERMATH
The Satellites
Three sections of Sputnik 1 actually
achieved Earth orbit. The large R-7
rocket core stage (7.5 tons and 85 feet
long) stayed in orbit after launch. It was
visible from the ground at night as a first
magnitude object that followed the satellite, since it had reflective panels used
for visual tracking. The satellite’s small,
highly polished sphere was barely visible
ahead of the R-7 at a sixth magnitude.
The payload fairing that protected the
satellite during launch also achieved
orbit. The R-7 core stage remained in
orbit for two months until December 2,
1957. Sputnik 1 stayed in orbit until January 4, 1958, when it burned up on reentry
into Earth’s atmosphere after completing
1,440 orbits.87 A single original duplicate
of Sputnik 1, constructed as a backup
unit including internal components,
resides near Moscow in the corporate
museum of Energia, the descendant of
Korolev’s design bureau, where it is on
display by appointment only.88
Explorer 1 was intended to rotate and
spin along its length. Instead, it started
precessing (rotating and wobbling) about
its second axis after launch.89 This unexpected rotation did affect operations.
Nevertheless, Explorer 1 performed well.
The satellite’s original expected lifetime
was three years.90 Its high-power transmitter operated for 31 days, and its lowpower transmitter functioned for 105
days. Explorer 1 stopped transmitting
May 23, 1958, when its batteries died.91
It remained in orbit for more than twelve

years, circling the Earth 12.5 times
each day. It reentered the atmosphere
on March 31, 1970, after completing
58,376 orbits.92
An increase in the Van Allen radiation belt caused by an American highaltitude nuclear test, Starfish Prime, on
July 9, 1962, the day before launch, and
three subsequent Soviet nuclear tests in
October and November 1962 fatally
damaged Telstar 1. Together, these highaltitude bursts energized the lower Van
Allen radiation belt where Telstar was
orbiting. The cumulative dose from
high-energy electrons damaged Telstar’s
transistors and solar cells. It went out
of service in November 1962, restarted
briefly in January 1963, and then shut
down permanently in February 1963.93
Telstar 2 launched in May 1963. It was
nearly identical to Telstar 1 but utilized
radiation-hardened transistors, and operated successfully for two years.94 Both
Telstar 1 and Telstar 2 remain in orbit.95
Vanguard 1 is the oldest man-made
object in space.96 It continues to orbit
the Earth every 132.7 minutes. Original
estimates predicted its orbit would last
for 2,000 years. Solar radiation pressure and atmospheric drag during high
levels of solar activity affected the height
of the satellite at perigee, and the current expected lifetime is now 240 years.
Vanguard 1’s battery-powered transmitter stopped operating in June 1958, and
its solar powered transmitter ceased
operation in May 1964. Since then, it
been tracked optically from Earth.97 A
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backup version of Vanguard 1 resides at
the Smithsonian National Air and Space
Museum, Steven F. Udvar-Hazy Center
in Chantilly, Virginia.98
Satellite Development
Telstar was not the only government
licensed industry effort to build satellites. NASA also contracted with Radio
Corporation of America for a separate
medium-orbit (4,000 miles high) communications satellite called Relay 1,
the first satellite to transmit programs
between the United States and Japan.99
Hughes Aircraft Company manufactured
Syncom, a satellite with a 20,000-milehigh orbit that circled the Earth in 24
hours. Syncom employed an even lighter
weight TWT than the one on Telstar. By
1964, two Telstars, two Relays, and two
Syncoms were successfully operating.
Comsat, the Communications Satellite
Corporation, which was formed under
the Satellite Communications Act in
1962, launched its own radio-relay satellite, Early Bird (also known as Intelsat 1),
in April 1965.100 The second series of
Intelsat satellites carried six TWTs that
could operate simultaneously to provide
multiple-access capability through much
more powerful amplifiers, each with
wider bandwidths.101
AT&T initially built numerous
ground receiving stations for Telstar
with its telephone and telegraph cable
partners. NASA expanded on these for
the Relay and Syncom satellites. By
the time of Early Bird, ground stations
existed in the United Kingdom, France,
Germany, Italy, Brazil, Japan, and the
United States. A global ownership and
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management system resulted in August
1964 with the creation of the International Telecommunications Satellite
Organization, Intelsat.102 Even today,
Telstar remains an iconic symbol of
international satellite cooperation (see
Fig. 42).
The economics of these satellites offered dramatic incentives for
their development, and their capacity
increased with each innovation. For
example, Early Bird provided nearly ten
times the capacity of submarine telephone and telegraph cables for one-tenth
the cost. Satellites also proved more reliable (although, unlike subsea cables, they
could not be repaired), and they could
be used for point-to-point communication or point-to-multipoint broadcasting.
These economics were not matched until
the first fiber-optic transatlantic telephone cable was laid in 1988, TAT-8.103
Today, 36 satellites and innumerable
ground stations provide services to just
the United States, and over 300 communications satellites are now in orbit worldwide. Cellular technology has brought
even newer options for managing entire
personal communications systems comprising voice and data. These satellites
operate in lower Earth orbits than Telstar,
only 500 miles above the Earth, far below
the Van Allen radiation belt.104
The TWT still dominates today, with
the majority of deep space exploration
missions equipped with TWT amplifiers.
Local Earth Global Positioning Systems
(GPS) and new Internet connectivity
satellites also rely upon TWTs. Consider
that today’s communication satellites
typically contain between 50 and 60
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Fig. 42. Telephone centennial commemorative plate celebrating Telstar 1. (Authors’ collection)

amplifiers each. The TWT is still the
most effective device to achieve highpower and high-efficiency in space.105
None of this would have been possible
without the early successes of Sputnik 1,
Explorer 1, Vanguard 1, and Telstar 1.
Apollo
The legacies of the communications
satellites for the U.S. manned space
program cannot be overstated. The
Sputnik program forced Americans
to realize that another country could

possess technological superiority over the
United States. The Soviet Union’s spectacular victories in 1957–1958 brought a
sense of value and urgency to America’s
space programs. The country responded
with its own spectacular development
of transistors, solid-state technology,
and integrated circuits. Successes in the
Explorer 1 and Vanguard 1 programs
demonstrated that putting objects into
space yielded tremendous scientific discoveries with limitless potential for other
applications.106
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In 1958, NASA realized that it
needed “a network of linked stations,
capable of receiving, processing, and
reacting to a variety of voice, radar
and telemetry data.” 107 NASA awarded
the contract for creating an integrated
spacecraft tracking and ground instrumentation system to Western Electric
Company on July 30, 1959, nearly three
years prior to Telstar. Bell Laboratories
became responsible for systems engineering and command and control functions. That knowledge would contribute
to development of Telstar’s systems and
later to the Mercury and Apollo manned
flight systems.108
Indeed, the manned flight program
fully depended upon the satellite networks for communication with the
Apollo moon missions, and the 400,000
people who made those missions possible. As one NASA historian explained,
“Before these satellites existed, the total
capability for transoceanic telephone
calls had been 500 circuits; in 1973 [just
over ten years after Telstar] the Intelsat
satellites alone offered more than 4,000
transoceanic circuits. [And,] real-time
TV Coverage of events anywhere in the
world…had become commonplace in
the world’s living rooms.” 109
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An Examination of Tesla’s Precedence
in Discovering Radio
© 2019 Eric Wenaas
Nikola Tesla’s precedence in the discovery of radio has been asserted for many decades
in numerous books of a biographical nature and more recently on a number of Internet
sites. These assertions will surely continue to abound for some time to come, partly
because Tesla failed to explain or document in any detail what he did or said he did,
partly because he did not understand or accept the implications of Maxwellian theory,
partly because Tesla morphed the description of his work over time, and partly because
adherents have succumbed to conspiracy theories that the “establishment” has successfully suppressed Tesla’s theories, technologies, and inventions for its own purposes. As a
result, Tesla adherents often accept Tesla’s unsupported theories, assertions, and distortions as fact, while mainstream science demands proof in the form of documentation
and contemporaneous publication. But when it comes to the precedence in discovering
radio, there should be no debate about Tesla’s lack of precedence because Tesla repeatedly denied that he used Hertzian waves, a.k.a. electromagnetic radiation, for purposes
of communicating intelligence (which is the definition of radio). Instead, Tesla made
claims for his system such as, “the principles of transmission are the direct opposite of
Hertzian wave transmission,” and “the Hertz waves are practically suppressed and the
entire energy of the current is transmitted through the ground exactly as though [it were]
a big wire.” The purpose of this paper is to explore and explain Tesla’s role in wireless
telegraphy and to separate fact from fiction about his precedence in discovering radio
by exposing the red herrings and canards generated by authors who have attempted
to secure for Tesla the title, “Father of Radio.”

Nikola Tesla’s precedence in discovering
radio has been debated for many years
in textbooks, history books, and bibliographies, and more recently in articles
and blog posts on the Internet. There are
two opposing camps—those who believe
Tesla’s precedence in radio is based on a
well-received lecture he gave at both the
Franklin Institute and National Electric
Light Association (NELA) in 1893,1 and
those who believe that Tesla’s approaches

to wireless communication did not utilize electromagnetic waves (a.k.a. Hertzian waves), which are fundamental to
radio. The latter position is supported by
Tesla’s own words, in which he denied
his approach used electromagnetic or
Hertzian waves, a mantra that appeared
in many of his writings. For example:
“Mr. Nikola Tesla has announced that
as a result of experiments conducted
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at Shoreham, Long Island, he has
perfected a new system of wireless
telegraphy and telephony in which the
principles of transmission are the direct
opposite of Hertzian wave transmission. In the latter, he says, the transmission is affected by rays akin to light,
which pass through the air and cannot
be transmitted through the ground,
while in the former the Hertz waves are
practically suppressed and the entire
energy of the current is transmitted
through the ground exactly as though
a big wire.” 2

This statement and others like it, all
attributed to Tesla himself, would appear
to be the final word on the subject. But
alas, those who seem to be obsessed with
making Tesla’s legacy include “father of
radio” have a different story to tell. So,
the purpose of this article is to separate
fact from fiction and documentary evidence from oral tradition by examining pertinent events that were reported
in contemporaneous documents and
literature.
It is impossible to address the issue of
who has precedence in discovering radio
without defining the term “radio.” When
making claims that Tesla is the “father
or radio,” many historians and overly
enthusiastic Tesla supporters, characterized herein as Teslaphiles, fail to make a
distinction between wireless telegraphy
and Hertzian telegraphy, which meant
then, and still means today, communicating intelligence by electromagnetic
radiation.
One Teslaphile wrote, “Who invented
radio and when largely depends on one’s
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definition of radio.” 3 There is some truth
to this statement, but only in the sense
that many historians and Teslaphiles are
obviously confused about the difference
between the terms “wireless” and “radio.”
This confusion is understandable because
the term “radio” was virtually nonexistent in the last decade of the 1890s,
the decade when wireless telegraphy
by Hertzian waves was discovered. We
now know that Hertzian waves are actually electromagnetic waves, and we also
know that the term radio was reserved
specifically for methods using Hertzian
waves. The distinction between radio
and wireless is important because there
were many different concepts of wireless
telegraphy that were proposed before
the discovery of telegraphy by Hertzian waves, and they all have one thing
in common—they were all limited to
relatively short distances as compared
to the method using Hertzian waves.
Tesla claimed that most, if not all
of his approaches were capable of longrange communication of intelligence,
but just because he claimed they were
capable of long-range transmission does
not mean that they utilized electromagnetic radiation—or that they actually
worked. Prior to the discovery of electromagnetic radiation by Hertz in 1887,
there were claims of both short- and longrange communication by means other
than electromagnetic radiation. Part I
of this paper contains a short review of
the early methods of electronic wireless
communication of intelligence, focusing on those that are similar to, or can
be mistaken for, using electromagnetic
radiation.
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Part I. Early Methods of Communication
by Wireless Telegraphy
In 1898, one year after Guglielmo Marconi’s achievements in communicating
intelligence by Hertzian waves had
been made public by William Preece
on April 1897,4 Sylvanus P. Thompson,
F.R.S., presented a paper to the Society
of Arts on April 1, 1898, in which he
described four distinctly different methods of wireless telegraphy: 1) conduction,
2) electric-field induction, 3) magneticfield induction and 4) electric waves.5 By
electric waves, Thompson was referring
to Hertzian waves, or electromagnetic
radiation. Most mainstream scientists
today also follow this classification. It
is interesting to note that Nikola Tesla
also recognized the same four methods
of communication in his automaton patent U.S. 613,809 for remote control of
boats,6 which he filed on July 1, 1898,
exactly three months after Thompson’s
lecture. While he allowed that there were
four possible methods of communicating
course corrections to the boat, he never
specified which of the four methods he
used in his 1898 demonstration to transmit correction signals to his boat.
Of the three methods of wireless communication that were known
before the discovery of electromagnetic
waves by Hertz, conduction and electricfield induction methods depended on
ground currents that flowed between
the receiver and transmitter. The third
method, using magnetic field induction,
consisted of two opposing loops of wire
that did not require any attachments to

the ground, although in some applications the ground was used as one leg of
the loop. Each of these four methods will
be described in turn.
Conduction Methods
Karl A. Steinheil of Munich Germany
was the first to discover that the earth
could be used as the return leg of a twowire telegraph system. In 1838 he proposed and demonstrated the concept of
wireless telegraphy by using the earth to
conduct electricity from a transmitter
to a receiver. He found that the resistance of the earth was vanishingly small
when compared to the resistance of the
wires used in his telegraph system, and
he then measured the ground current
as a function of distance from the centerline to quantify how rapidly the currents dropped off with distance from the
source (see Fig. 1). He determined that
the current decreased in proportion to
the square of the distance out to about
50 feet, the limit of the sensitivity of
his measuring equipment. This was the
first demonstration that signals could be
detected at a location distant from the
transmitter without connecting wires.
Here is what Steinheil wrote:
“Appliances can indeed be constructed in which the indicator, having no metallic connection with the
multiplier, generates currents in that
multiplier, through the excitation of
the ground alone, sufficient to cause
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Fig. 1. Karl A. Steinheil of Munich Germany was
the first to propose and demonstrate the concept of wireless telegraphy in 1838 by using the
earth to conduct electricity from a transmitting
wire to a remote receiver. He found that the
current decreased in proportion to the square
of the distance for distances out to about 50
feet, the limit of the sensitivity of his measuring equipment. (Image by W. J. White, Wireless
Telegraphy and Telephony, 1912, p. 66)

visible deflections of the bar. This is a
hitherto unobserved fact, and may be
classed among the most extraordinary
phenomena that science has revealed
to us. It only holds good, however, for
small distances, and we must leave it
to the future to decide whether it will
ever be possible to telegraph to great
distances entirely without metallic
connection [emphasis added].” 7

After Steinheil’s disclosure, many
different concepts for wireless communication were proposed using the method
of conduction through the earth and
water. The most notable examples were
demonstrated by Samuel Morse,8 James
Lindsay,9 and Nathan Stubblefield.10 The
conduction methods described by these
individuals were limited to a few miles
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or less, and they are not particularly relevant to the subject at hand. However,
a wireless method proposed by Mahlon
Loomis in 1866 using the atmosphere
for one half of a circuit and the earth as
the other half of a circuit for long distance communication of intelligence is
relevant.
Mahlon Loomis was the first to
propose an approach for using the
atmosphere as a source of electricity for
transmitting messages and obtaining
energy for industrial purposes.11 His
method of wireless telegraphy, depicted
in Fig. 2, is described in his U.S. patent
No. 129,971 dated July 30, 1872:
“As in dispensing with the double wire,
which was first used in telegraphing,
and making use of but one, substituting the earth instead of a wire to form
one-half the circuit, so I now dispense
with both wires, using the earth as
one-half the circuit and the continuous electrical element far above the
earth’s surface for the other part of the
circuit. I also dispense with all artificial
batteries, but use the free electricity of
the atmosphere, co-operating with that
of the earth, to supply the electrical
dynamic force or current for telegraphing and for other useful purposes, such
as light, heat, and motive power.”

Loomis’s proposal is of particular
interest because Tesla described a similar
method of transmitting energy to great
distances in his second lecture of 1892,
where he proposed to use the atmosphere
for one leg of the circuit and the ground
as the return circuit. It is clear from the
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Fig. 2. Mahlon Loomis was the first to propose using the atmosphere as both a source of electricity for industrial purposes and a conducting medium for transmitting messages by using the
atmosphere for one leg of a circuit and the ground as the return circuit. (Library of Congress)

similarity of Tesla’s wording in his 1892
lecture to Loomis’s wording in his earlier wireless proposal that Tesla had read
Loomis’s patent and perhaps his other
published documents.
Loomis never claimed that he used
electromagnetic radiation as the method
for transmitting intelligence, and indeed
the description of his experiment is inconsistent with the method of electromagnetic radiation. While Loomis claimed
that he had transmitted and received
signals at a distance of 20 miles, there is
no documentation or named witnesses to
support his claims, and no one has ever
been able to reproduce his results. There
is a sound theoretical basis, supported
by experiments, to prove that he could
not have transmitted intelligence to any
distance with his approach.12 Nevertheless, the following claims on behalf of
Loomis for the following firsts in the

history of electronic communication
appear to be valid:
■■ First to propose a technique for
wireless transmission through the
atmosphere,
■■ First to propose a vertical wire raised
to substantial heights for telegraphy,
■■ First to use kites and balloons for
holding vertical wires aloft,
■■ First to use a ground connection and
vertical wires at both the transmitter
and receiver,
■■ First to propose a technique for
extracting energy from the atmosphere for use in telegraphy (and
energy for “heat, light, and motive
power”), and
■■ First to propose the use of a conducting surface at the top of a vertical wire
in the form of a conducting patch
on a kite or a conducting surface of
a balloon.
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Quasistatic Electric-Field
Induction Methods
There were also a number of approaches
proposed in the 1880s using the method
of quasistatic electric-field induction.
The three most notable examples of
this approach were those of 1) W. W.
Smith, who filed a patent application
dated June 3, 1881, on electrostatic
means of establishing communication
on moving trains that was eventually
demonstrated on a train (U.S. patent
247,127); 2) Thomas Edison, who filed
a patent application dated May 23, 1885,
on an quasistatic electric-field induction method to transmit signals over the
horizon with raised conducting surfaces
(U.S. patent 465,971); and 3) Amos Dolbear, who proposed and demonstrated
a similar system to transmit telegraphic
signals up to one-half a mile using an
induction coil (U.S. patent 350,299).
All three of these approaches were documented and successfully tested, although
the reported distances of communication
for all three were quite limited.
Of the three concepts, the one most
relevant to the subject of this article is
the proposal by Edison, who applied for
a patent on a long-distance communication system dated May 23, 1885. In Edison’s patent No. 465,971, he described an
approach for communicating intelligence
between ships, between ships and shore
stations at over-the-horizon distances,
and between ground stations separated
by bodies of water where telegraph wires
were not practical (see Fig. 3). Edison
used a raised conducting surface at both
the receiver and transmitter to form a
capacitor through which displacement
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Fig. 3. Thomas Edison’s patent application
dated May 23, 1885, described a quasistatic
electric-field induction method for wireless
communication of intelligence between ships,
between ships and shore stations at over-thehorizon distances, and between two ground
stations separated by bodies of water where
telegraph wires were not practical. (Edison’s
U.S. patent 465,971)

would flow. Edison claimed he sent signals to a distance of two and one-half
miles with kites at a height of 580 feet,13
the longest distance reported for any
electric-field induction technique.
A widely publicized schematic diagram for Edison’s arrangement is shown
in Fig. 4. The AC voltage generated by
batteries in series with a current breaker
was amplified by an induction coil with
a secondary winding that was connected
between a raised conducting surface
and ground, which induced a voltage
on another raised conducting surface at
a distant receiving antenna by capacitive
coupling. The induced change in voltage
in the raised surface at the receiver was
made audible by a telephone receiver
connected between the raised surface
and ground. The circuit was completed
when the current flowing through the
telephone receiver returned to the source
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Fig. 4. The alternating voltage generated by the source at the transmitter in Edison’s U.S. patent
465,971 was amplified by an induction coil that was connected to a raised conducting surface,
which induced a voltage on another raised conducing surface at a distant receiving antenna
by capacitive coupling. (A. Prasch, Die Telegraphie ohne Draht, 1902, p. 54)

through the conductive earth. The displacement current I flowing through air
was proportional to the capacitance C
between the two raised conducting surfaces and the rate of change of voltage
dV/dt of the raised transmitting surface,
I = C × dV/dt, which means that sources
with high voltages and high frequencies
were most desirable.
Edison’s source configuration is of
particular interest because it is virtually identical to the source configuration
that Tesla proposed for an experiment in
his third lecture delivered in 1893, an
equivalence that will be made clear later.
Edison’s source consisted of a DC source
with a potential of 100 volts, which was
connected to an induction coil by means
of a motor-driven circuit breaker “with
great rapidity” to develop a source of

alternating current with a voltage that
was increased by the induction coil. The
motor-drive, make-and-break circuit that
Edison used, known as a rheotome, was
a method that produced a continuous
wave (CW) signal from a DC source,
albeit not a pure sine wave. (A square
wave is actually a sine wave with higher
order harmonics that decrease in amplitude as 1/n where n = 1,3,5….) The secondary of the induction coil was placed
between the antenna wire attached to
the large conducting surface and ground.
The frequency was not specified in the
patent, but the telephone Edison used,
an electro-motograph, had a frequency
response that allowed for reproduction
of music, so the frequency produced
by the breaker must have been somewhere between 500 Hz and 2 kHz, at
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a minimum. In 1891, Edison proposed
replacing the electro-motograph with one
of his newer telephone receivers using an
inductance coil.
Quasistatic Magnetic-Field
Induction Methods
William Preece was the champion of
the quasistatic magnetic-field induction method, in which large loops were
placed on opposite banks of a body of
water (see Fig. 5).14 The loops did not
require ground currents, although Preece did use the earth in lieu of a wire
for current flow in one side of the long
rectangular loops he used on opposing
banks. Wireless historian William White

states that it has always been difficult to
determine whether Preece’s technique
was due to magnetic field induction alone
or whether conduction also contributed.15 This subtlety is not particularly
relevant here; the key point is that this
method does not involve electromagnetic radiation. Preece’s method was not
used by either Tesla or Marconi, and it
has not been confused with any of the
methods that were proposed or used by
either Marconi or Tesla. This method is
mentioned primarily because it was the
method used to transmit messages to the
farthest distance of any wireless electrical
method reported before the Hertzian
method was demonstrated.

Fig. 5. This magnetic field induction technique was used by William Preece to transmit messages
to a record distance of 3.3 miles across the Bristol Channel in May of 1897. (W. J. White, Wireless
Telegraphy and Telephony, 1912, p. 76)
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Electromagnetic Methods
(A.K.A., Hertzian Waves or Radio)
During the decade of the 1890s and into
the early 1900s, the term “wireless telegraphy” was applied to all four methods
of communicating intelligence. The lines
between the different methods were often
blurred, and the primary word used to
distinguish the method of electromagnetic radiation from the other three
methods was “Hertzian,” as in Hertzian
telegraphy, Hertzian waves, or Hertzian radiation. Because of this confusion,
the term “radio” was introduced during
the first decade of the 1900s specifically
to distinguish the method of Hertzian
waves from all other wireless methods.
The term radio, with the root “radi” from
radiation, was first adopted in 1906 at the
International Radio-Telegraphic Conference of Berlin,16 and the U.S. Navy
adopted the term circa 1912.17 The term
radio was often subdivided into radiotelegraphy and radiotelephony, terms that
were used extensively by many authorities
of the day.
Definition of Radio

The terms “radio” and “wireless” coexisted from 1912 to 1921, particularly in
the UK. It was not until 1922, when the
broadcast era unfolded, that the word
“radio” became the favored term for
describing communication by electromagnetic radiation in the UK and most
other countries. The terms radiotelegraphy and radiotelephony have appeared
in many authoritative dictionaries and
encyclopedias such as Hawkins’ Electrical
Dictionary, published in 1910, and Sidney
Gernsback’s classic, G. Gernsback Radio

Encyclopedia, first published in 1927, in
which the following definition appears:
“The transmission of intelligence
by means of electromagnetic waves
through the ether. Radio falls under
two general classifications: radio telephony and radio telegraphy.” 18

This definition continued to appear
for many years in venerable dictionaries
such as Chambers’s Technical Dictionary published in 1948.19 The definition
of radio today is basically the same,
although the terms telegraphy and telephony have been dropped. The following
definition appears in the current issue of
the comprehensive Webster’s New World
Dictionary—advertised as “the preferred
reference of the Associated Press and
newsrooms nationwide:”
“The practice or science of communicating over a distance by converting
sounds or signals into electromagnetic
waves [i.e., modulation] and transmitting these directly through space, without connecting wires, to a receiving set,
which changes them back into sounds,
signals, etc. [i.e., demodulation].” 20

There are two important concepts
incorporated into the definition of
radio. The first is the communication
of intelligence or intelligible signals—as
opposed to merely signaling. The primary difference between communication
and signaling has to do with data rates.
Communicating intelligence by wireless telegraphy requires data rates that
allow communication of intelligence at
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a reasonable data rate. A well-known
example of signaling by electromagnetic
waves was the “communication” system
that the Navy developed to communicate with submarines, known as Project
ELF, which was implemented in 1986
and abandoned in 2004.21 The data rate
was so low that it could be used only to
distinguish among predetermined messages—as opposed to communicating
original orders. The data rate criterion
is subjective, but without such a caveat,
anyone who transmitted and detected
Hertzian waves by any means for any
purpose would be practicing radiotelegraphy—including both Heinrich Hertz
and Édouard Branly. The equipments
used by these two early pioneers were
not capable of transmitting and receiving
intelligence at any significant distance or
speed by either code or voice, and neither
claimed they conceived of or practiced
wireless telegraphy.
The second concept in this definition,
and the most important one, is the use
of electromagnetic radiation transmitted
through space—as opposed to non-radiating fields that are used in conduction
and induction forms of wireless telegraphy. Many Teslaphiles tend to blur the
distinction between non-radiating and
radiating methods by believing that all
of Tesla’s long-distance wireless concepts
of communicating intelligence are radio
methods, whether or not they use electromagnetic radiation.
The principal characteristics of propagating electromagnetic waves in free
space are as follows:
■■ Transverse electric and magnetic
fields that are in phase, orthogonal
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to each other, orthogonal to the
direction of propagation, and have a
constant ratio of 377 ohms (known
as free-space impedance),
■■ Electric and magnetic field intensities
that diminish as 1/r as they propagate
in free space, and
■■ Electric and magnetic fields that have
no DC component (the time integrals
of the electric and magnetic fields
are zero).
The method of communication using
electromagnetic radiation is so different
from all induction methods because electromagnetic radiation, with electromagnetic fields that diminish as 1/r in free
space, has a long-range communication
capability when compared to non-radiating, quasistatic fields, which diminish
as 1/r2 and 1/r3, and have only a shortrange capability. Conduction methods
of communicating intelligence clearly do
not use electromagnetic radiation. In the
remainder of this paper, it will become
clear how to distinguish between the
Hertzian (radio) method, the conduction
method, and the quasistatic electric- and
magnetic-field induction methods.
The “Radio Definition” Canard

In an article entitled “Priority in the
Invention of Radio, Tesla vs. Marconi”
published in March 1980, 22 Leland
Anderson began well enough when he
stated, “In the discussion of priority in
the invention of radio, one must be very
specific about definitions.” However,
the discussion quickly went awry when
Anderson claimed that a new definition
of radio had evolved out of the litigation
between Marconi Wireless Telegraph
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Company of America and United States
that ended up in the Supreme Court in
1942:23
“The following definition of radio
evolved out of the exhaustive depositions taken from the many technical
experts in the field of radio and the
physical sciences: A radio communication system requires two tuned circuits
each at the transmitter and the receiver,
all four tuned to the same frequency.” 24

Unfortunately, Anderson never provided the names of the experts, nor did
he quote from any of the depositions to
which he referred. Anderson may have
been influenced by Tesla’s statement
made to his attorney in 1915, which
appeared in the book Nikola Tesla on
His Work in Alternating Currents that
Anderson edited and first published in
1992. Tesla said:
“If you take these two contemporaneous diagrams [of Marconi’s equipment
appearing in his fundamental patent
of 1896] and examine the subsequent
developments, you will find that absolutely not a vestige, not a vestige of that
apparatus of Marconi remains, and that
in all the present systems [i.e., circa
1915] there is nothing but my four-tuned
circuits. Everybody is using them.” 25

There is no record of any mainstream
scientific organization or publication
making claims that a radio is defined
by a specific circuit or set of circuits—
as opposed to the method of communication, namely by electromagnetic

radiation. Nevertheless this canard continues to swirl about on the Internet and
in other publications.
This definition is incompatible with
the mainstream definition, which is
communication of intelligence by using
electromagnetic (Hertzian) waves. It is
incontestable that Marconi communicated messages (intelligence) at a rate
of 12 words per minute to a distance
of 9 miles in 1897 by Hertzian waves
using a single-circuit transmitter and
receiver, but by Anderson’s definition,
Marconi’s communications were not by
radio. On the other hand, Tesla’s first
wireless patent U.S. 645,576 filed on
September 2, 1897, would be defined as
radio because it used two tuned circuits
in the receiver and transmitter, all tuned
to the same frequency. However, Tesla’s
method described in this patent was
based on breaking down the air between
the transmitting and receiving station
with “excessively high” voltages, which
he believed would cause a conduction
current to flow from the transmitting
antenna to the receiving antenna and
return to the transmitter by conduction
currents through the ground. That is
clearly not a method using propagating electromagnetic waves. So Anderson
believes that a method of communication
using Hertzian waves is not radio, but
a method using conduction currents in
lieu of Hertzian waves is radio.
And there are other problems with
Anderson’s definition:
1. There were other methods of generating and radiating electromagnetic
waves that did not require two tuned
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circuits: a) arc sources; b) high-frequency alternators such as Alexanderson’s 50 and 100 kW alternators;
and c) vacuum tube oscillators that
generated almost pure sine waves.
2. There was never a requirement to have
single-circuit tuning in radio receivers. Both one-circuit and two-circuit
tuning were common throughout
the history of radio. A single-circuit
autotransformer served virtually the
same purpose as a two-circuit oscillation transformer for purposes of
tuning the receiver to the transmitter
frequency.

3. The most common radio circuit,
introduced to the public in the
1920s, is the superheterodyne, which
requires only one circuit tuned to the
transmitter frequency (see Fig. 6).
The other tunable circuit is the local
oscillator, which is tuned to the difference between the received signal
frequency and the fixed intermediate
frequency stages. By Anderson’s definition the superheterodyne receiver
is not a radio.
The truth is that many different
radio circuits were developed in the early
days of radio, and they became obsolete

Fig. 6. The most common radio circuit, introduced to the public in the 1920s, is the superheterodyne, which requires only one circuit tuned to the transmitter frequency. (Marcus & Levy,
Practical Radio Servicing, 1955, p. 472)
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almost as fast they were developed. There
were two basic circuits used in spark
sources: single-circuit tuning and twocircuit tuning (see Fig. 7). The singlecircuit transmitter that Marconi first
used became obsolete in 1912 as a result
of the Radio Act of 1912, which placed
a limit on how short a damped oscillation could be (with the laudable goal of
reducing interference in adjacent radio
channels). Two-circuit tuning replaced
single-circuit tuning in order to meet
requirements of the Radio Act. However,
eleven years later, the two-circuit tuners used in spark transmitters became
obsolete when most spark sources were
banned at the dawn of the broadcast
radio era circa 1923.26 The lifetime of
two-circuit tuning in spark transmitter
circuits was not significantly longer than
the lifetime of single-circuit tuning.

There is another fundamental problem with using the concept of two-circuit
tuning as the definition of radio. It turns
out that two-circuit tuning, per se, will
not significantly reduce the interference
produced by spark transmitters. Twocircuit tuning must be combined with
the separate concept of “loose coupling”
in order to produce a single radiated frequency with a sufficiently narrow bandwidth to produce sharper tuning than
that of a single-circuit transmitter. The
requirement for loose coupling in producing sharp tuning has been ignored
by most Teslaphiles, most likely because
Tesla did not embrace the concept of
loose coupling until 1900. The role of
loose coupling in producing sharp tuning
in spark transmitter circuits is described
next.

Fig. 7. There were two basic circuits used in spark sources: single circuit tuning (left) and twocircuit tuning (right). (C. Hayward, How to Become a Wireless Operator, 1918, pp.162–3)
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Sharp Tuning of Spark Transmitter
Circuits
Single-Circuit Tuning: Without a doubt,

the first circuit type to radiate electromagnetic pulses was the single-circuit
spark source used by Hertz in 1887, and
the first circuit to detect the electromagnetic pulse was a single “Hertz loop,”
which Hertz tuned to match the transmitter. However, Hertz did not use his
source or receiver for transmitting intelligence, and he did not connect one end
of his radiator to a raised antenna and
the other end to ground. And neither did
Oliver Lodge in either of his 1894 lectures. In fact, Marconi was the first to use
a single-circuit Hertz radiator as a source
for transmitting and receiving messages,
with one lead of his source attached to
a monopole antenna and the other to
ground, as shown in Fig. 7a. The single
tuned circuit is formed by the secondary
of the induction coil, the spark gap, and
the antenna. At some point Marconi
also used a large conducting surface in
his antenna circuit. Marconi tuned the
antenna circuits by adjusting the height
of the antennas or the areas of the large
surfaces. Marconi used this configuration circa 1895 in Italy, and beginning
in early 1896 he also demonstrated the
transmission and reception of messages
in England with this configuration in
the presence of independent observers.
Marconi’s single-circuit spark source
had a broad frequency spectrum, but
the energy actually radiated was concentrated around the antenna’s natural
resonant frequency, supplemented by
higher order harmonics. Marconi tuned
his transmitter to his receiver system by
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using a receiver antenna with the same
resonant frequency as the transmitter.
His single-circuit configuration was
a very efficient radiator such that the
radiated signals damped out after a few
oscillations (see Fig. 8).
This configuration had two shortcomings. First, the total energy radiated
by the antenna was determined by the
capacity of the monopole antenna and the
maximum allowable voltage. The voltage
used in spark radio antenna circuits was
limited to a maximum level of 50–100
kV to avoid lethal shocks and prevent
brush discharges from the antenna. The
antenna capacity was limited by the size
of the antenna, and was not large for a
simple monopole antenna consisting of a
single wire. The available energy could be
increased by using a two-circuit configuration, with or without tuning the two
circuits, as explained in the next section.
The capacity of the antenna could also be
increased by using more complex antenna
designs, such an inverted cone monopole
with a number of vertical wires, or top
loading the antenna with a number of
horizontal wires. So, the available energy
was not the main reason for replacing the
single circuit with two coupled circuits
in spark transmitters.

Fig. 8. The single-circuit configuration constitutes a very efficient radiator such that the
radiated signals damp out after a few oscillations. (Author)
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The second shortcoming was that
the radiation from a simple monopole
antenna with a single circuit fed by a
spark source had a relatively large bandwidth, which often produced significant
interference when two or more spark
transmitters were operating in proximity to each other or to a nearby receiver.
Reducing the interference produced by
spark transmitters required two-circuit
tuning with both circuits tuned to the
same frequency, but it also required the
primary and secondary circuits to be
loosely coupled. Two-circuit tuning
without loose coupling did not provide
the sharp tuning needed to reduce the
interference.
Two-Circuit Tuning: A representative
two-circuit configuration for a radiating monopole is shown in Fig. 7b. The
primary (non-radiating or closed) circuit
has a charging capacitor C, a spark gap,
and the primary winding of a second
high-voltage induction coil, while the
secondary (radiating or open) circuit has
the secondary of the high-voltage induction coil and the antenna. The purpose of
this improved circuit, as applied to spark
radiotelegraphy, was primarily to provide
sharper tuning by creating a radiated
waveform with a narrower bandwidth. It
also had the advantage of increasing the
energy available for radiation when the
capacitance of the charging capacitor C
was made large relative to the capacity of
the antenna. In this case, greater energy
was available with or without tuning the
primary circuit to the secondary circuit.
In order to reduce the bandwidth
of the radiated signal, which was often
approximated by a damped sinusoid, it

was necessary to reduce the damping factor (i.e., the decrement). The bandwidth
is essentially inversely proportional to the
pulse width. However, the reduction in
bandwidth was not the result of tuning
the primary and secondary circuits to the
same frequency, per se. It was a result of
decoupling the primary (non-radiating)
circuit from the secondary (radiating)
circuit so that a smaller fraction of the
total energy was transferred to the radiating circuit in each cycle. It follows
that if a smaller fraction of the energy
is transferred from the non-radiating
circuit to the radiating circuit during
each cycle, it will take more cycles to
radiate all the energy originally stored
in the capacitor C.
The primary circuit was decoupled
from the secondary circuit by reducing the flux from the primary windings that cross the secondary windings.
In technical terms, the oscillation coil
was designed to reduce the mutual
inductance between the primary and
secondary windings of the coil relative
to the self-inductance of the primary
and secondary windings. This could be
accomplished by spacing the two windings at a distance apart in either a fixed
or adjustable configuration.
If the coupling were not loose enough,
the current generated in the primary
circuit would couple into the secondary circuit until the spark extinguished
in the primary circuit. A portion of the
current in the secondary circuit would
radiate and the remainder would couple
back into the primary circuit, thereby
reigniting the spark. The process would
start all over again, resulting in the
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representative waveforms of the primary
and secondary circuits shown in Fig. 9.
While the resulting radiated pulses had
an extended pulse length, which was
desirable, two different frequencies were
produced as the energy transferred back
and forth between the two coupled circuits, thereby defeating the purpose of
using two coupled circuits in the transmitter for sharp tuning.
The situation changed dramatically
when the primary and secondary circuits
were tuned to the same frequency and
the two circuits were loosely coupled to
a “critical degree of coupling,” which
according to Zenneck, every spark circuit had.27 When the critical degree of
loose coupling was reached, the energy
coupled back to the primary circuit was
not quite enough to reignite the spark,
and the primary circuit was essentially
an open circuit after the primary current

decayed to zero at the end of the first
half cycle. The secondary circuit continued to oscillate at its resonant frequency
and radiated a signal with a much longer
pulse width (see Fig. 10), which resulted
in a significant reduction in bandwidth,
thus reducing the interference.
There is one disadvantage to the
loose coupling scheme. The coefficient
of coupling required to reach the point
where the spark in the primary circuit
was quenched at the end of the first cycle
was less than 0.1.28 The efficiency of a
quenched-spark was less than optimal
when using ordinary spherical spark
gaps. In 1905, the efficiency of twocircuit tuning was increased when Max
Wien demonstrated the efficacy of the
quenched spark gap, which still required
loose coupling, but not to the degree
required with the ordinary spherical
spark gap.29 By the time the Radio Act

Fig. 9. The current generated in the primary
circuit of a two-circuit tuned spark transmitter
coupled into the secondary circuit until the
spark extinguished in the primary circuit. If the
coupling was not sufficiently loose, a portion
of the current in the secondary would radiate
and the remainder would couple back into the
primary circuit, reigniting the spark to start
the process all over again. (Zenneck, Seeling,
Wireless Telegraphy, 1915, p. 94)

Fig. 10. When a critical degree of loose coupling was reached, the energy coupled back
to the primary circuit was not quite enough
to reignite the spark, and the primary circuit
was essentially an open circuit after the current decayed to zero at the end of the first
half cycle. The resulting radiated pulse from
the secondary circuit became sharply tuned,
thereby reducing the interference. (Zenneck,
Seeling, Wireless Telegraphy, 1915, p. 94)
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of 1912 was passed, most spark transmitters for wireless telegraphy used two
tuned circuits with a degree of loose
coupling, which was augmented by some
form of quenched spark gap for sharp
tuning and for better efficiency. This
combination made single-circuit tuning obsolete.
It should be noted when the coupling
was tight, the pulse would be very short,
and two distinctly different frequencies
would be radiated. In terms of producing interference, the two tightly coupled
circuits in the transmitter could actually
produce more interference than a single
circuit. Two circuits, with or without
tuning, were not used in spark radio
transmitters to achieve sharp tuning
without introducing the appropriate
amount of loose coupling to quench
the current in primary circuit after the
first pulse.
The advantage of tight coupling is
that less energy is wasted, and the peak
voltage produced in the secondary circuit
is greater. Tight coupling was ideal for
applications that did not require sharp
tuning—such as powering Tesla’s lighting circuits. In fact, Tesla never mentioned loose coupling with regard to
powering his lighting circuits, and it
turns out that Tesla did not mention
loose coupling in his wireless transmission patents until his application for U.S.
patent 787,412 filed on May 16, 1900. By
that time, John Stone Stone had worked
out the mathematics of loose coupling

in both transmitter and receiver circuits
and filed an application for his seminal
patent U.S. 714,756, dated February 8,
1900, on the subject of loose coupling
in radio circuits.30
The key takeaway points from this
section are as follows:
■■ Tuning two circuits to the same
frequency without loose coupling
is insufficient to produce sharp
coupling.
■■ Two-circuit tuning without loose coupling was not used in radiotelegraphy.
■■ John Stone Stone was the first to
document the advantage of loose
coupling in radio circuits for sharp
tuning.
■■ By the time the Radio Act of 1912
was enacted, which made single-circuit tuning obsolete in spark radio
transmitters, virtually all spark radio
transmitter circuits had two loosely
coupled tuned circuits with a degree
of loose coupling for sharp tuning,
augmented by some type of quenched
spark gap configuration for better
efficiency. Neither loose coupling
nor quenched spark gaps used in
spark radio transmitter circuits were
invented or discovered by Tesla or
Marconi.
■■ Anderson’s untenable definition of
radio, consisting in part of two-circuit tuning in the transmitter, does
not mention the requirement for loose
coupling in the transmitter circuit to
achieve the required sharp tuning.
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Part II. Window of Discovery:
The Accomplishments of Marconi
If Tesla has precedence for the invention
of radio, then it follows that he must
have invented it before any of the other
contenders—and in particular, before
Guglielmo Marconi, who perhaps has
the strongest credentials of all contenders. For purposes of this paper, Marconi
will be considered as the gold standard
for dates of discovery. Therefore, in order
to claim precedence on behalf of Tesla in
the discovery of radio, one must demonstrate that Tesla discovered radio before
Marconi. This is a necessary but not
sufficient condition to establish Tesla’s
precedence, since it is certainly possible
that a third inventor has precedence over
both Marconi and Tesla. This possibility
is not addressed here.
Marconi’s Accomplishments
Marconi is considered to be the gold
standard because his accomplishments
are so well documented. These accomplishments, which cover his descriptions
and demonstrations using Hertzian
waves (electromagnetic radiation) to
communicate intelligence, include the
following:
1. Marconi’s Documentation: Marconi
filed his application for UK patent
No. 12,039 on June 2, 1896, which
described a system of communicating intelligence by means of “electrical oscillations of high frequency.”
While the complete specification for
Marconi’s UK patent was not filed
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until March 2, 1897, his application for U.S. patent 586,193 filed
on December 7, 1896, did contain
the specification for a complete system
to communicate intelligence, which
specifically stated that his approach
used “Hertzian” waves.31 This is the
first known document claiming
communication of intelligence by
Hertzian waves (a.k.a. electromagnetic radiation), and the first known
document describing a complete system for communicating intelligence
by Hertzian waves. Claims that Tesla
described a system for communicating intelligence in his 1893 lectures
will be examined later in this paper.
2. Marconi’s Demonstrations: Marconi
demonstrated the transmission and
reception of messages to distances
of 1¾ to 4 miles on Salisbury Plain,
beginning in July 1896, and a range
of 7 miles by March 1897. These tests
were observed and documented by
representatives of the UK General
Post Office (GPO). During the
period May 10–13, 1897, Marconi
successfully demonstrated the transmission and reception of messages
across the Bristol Channel between
Lavernock Point and Brean Down
Fort in Somerset, with grounded
transmitting and receiving antennas
spaced at a distance of approximately
9 miles. These tests were observed
and documented by William Preece,
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Engineer-in-Chief of the UK GPO,32
the German professor Adolf Slaby,33
and others.

there persists continuing argument
asserting Marconi’s priority.” 34

The boldest attempt to move the window
of opportunity for Tesla’s precedence in
radio forward in time was the following
assertion by Leland Anderson made in
March 1980:

Anderson was referring to the litigation at the U.S. Supreme Court in
Marconi vs. the United States, (320
U.S. 1), where the Marconi Company
sued the U.S. government for infringing on Marconi patents during WWI.
The Marconi patent in question, which
was indeed invalidated by the Supreme
Court in 1943, was Marconi’s U.S. tuning patent 763,772 with a filing date of
November 10, 1900. This patent was an
improvement in Marconi’s fundamental
U.S. patent filed on December 7, 1896.
Surely, Leland Anderson did not believe
that Marconi’s tuning patent filed in
November of 1900 was his fundamental
patent for communicating intelligence by
Hertzian waves. Marconi’s fundamental
or basic U.S. patent for communicating
intelligence by Hertzian or radio waves
is U.S. patent 586,193, which was filed
on December 7, 1896, approximately
four years earlier than the patent cited
by Anderson. This patent was later reissued as No. 11,913 for a minor change
in wording, but it retained the priority
date of December 7, 1896.
Although the Supreme Court invalidated Marconi’s later U.S. tuning patent
763,772 in 1943, it stated that Marconi’s
reputation as the man who first achieved
successful radio transmission rests on his
original patent, which became reissue
patent No. 11,913:

“Despite the fact that a U.S. Supreme
Court decision in 1943 invalidated the
fundamental radio patent of Marconi

“Four years before [the application
date of the suit in question: 763,772],
Marconi had applied for his original

Canards and Red Herrings
Regarding Marconi’s Early
Accomplishments
There have been many attempts by Teslaphiles to marginalize or ignore Marconi’s
fundamental U.S. patent dated December 7, 1896, and the demonstration tests
he began on Salisbury Plain on July 7,
1896, which continued until May 13,
1897, the date he demonstrated sending and receiving messages to a distance
of 9 miles across the Bristol Channel.
The attempts to marginalize Marconi’s
early work are a thinly disguised ploy
to move the window of discovery to a
later date to justify using Tesla’s later
accomplishments after May 13, 1897, to
support arguments for his precedence.
The repeated canards (untrue claims)
and red herrings (claims intended to
divert attention from the real issue)
used to marginalize or ignore Marconi’s
accomplishments during this early period
require a response, which follows.
Canard Alert: The Supreme Court
Invalidated Marconi’s Fundamental
Patent
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and basic patent, which was granted
as No. 586,193, July 13, 1897 and
reissued June 4, 1901 as reissue No.
11,913. … “Marconi’s reputation as
the man who first achieved successful
radio transmission rests on his original patent, which became reissue No.
11,913, and which is not in question
here. That reputation, however welldeserved, does not entitle him to a patent for every later improvement which
he claims in the radio field.” 35

So, the Supreme Court stated that
Marconi’s original patent, which became
his reissue patent No. 11,913, was his
“original and basic patent” and that the
later Marconi patent 763,772 in the
suit was an “improvement.” 36 In short,
Marconi’s fundamental, original, basic
patent was not invalidated by the U.S.
Supreme Court, as Leland Anderson
misrepresented.
Canard Alert: The Supreme Court
Declared that Tesla Invented Radio

Many Teslaphiles and certain historians maintain that the Supreme Court
declared that Tesla discovered radio. The
issue of who discovered or invented radio
was never before any U.S. court, and
in particular, not before the Court of
Claims or the U.S. Supreme Court in
the case cited. Article III, Para. 1-2 of the
U.S. Constitution, known as the “Cases
and Controversies Clause,” specifically
limits the authority of U.S. courts to
cases and controversies before the court,
and it prohibits both rulings and opinions
on controversies not before the court.
Since the issue of who invented radio was
234
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never before the Court of Claims or the
Supreme Court, the constitution specifically prohibited the courts from issuing
an opinion on who invented radio.
Does the Supreme Court itself agree with
the interpretation that the U.S. Constitution prohibits both rulings and opinions
on controversies not before the court?
Citing the “Cases and Controversies
Clause” of the U.S. Constitution, the
Supreme Court made this ruling in 1793,
and the court has abided by it ever since.
Anyone who contemplates repeating this
canard should read the 1793 Supreme
Court ruling, in which the justices themselves ruled that federal courts may not
render advisory opinions on cases in
question not before them. Perhaps the
best article on this topic was written by
William R. Casto, an Allison Professor
of Law at Texas Tech University.37 Casto
concludes his article with the following
statement: “Following this textual analysis, Article III forbids the Court to use
its judicial power to render an advisory
opinion unless a request for an advisory
opinion is a constitutional case or controversy.” 38 The issue of who invented
radio was clearly not before the Court
of Claims and the Supreme Court in the
case of Marconi vs. the United States,
and they never rendered such an opinion.
Teslaphiles who make this claim have
never cited the language in the findings
of this case to support this claim.
Canard Alert: The Supreme Court used
Tesla’s Patents to Invalidate Marconi’s
Tuning Patent

Teslaphiles have also asserted that the
U.S. Supreme Court relied on a Tesla
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patent to invalidate the Marconi patent. Nothing could be further from the
truth. In its deliberations, the Supreme
Court considered five patents that may
have anticipated Marconi’s tuning patent
763,772 for “improvements in apparatus
for wireless telegraphy”: Lodge U.S. patent 609,154, Stone U.S. patent 714,756,
Tesla U.S. patent 645,576, Pupin U.S.
patent 640,516, and Fessenden U.S. patent 706,735. The Supreme Court concluded that all of Marconi’s claims were
anticipated by Lodge and Stone, except
for Claim 13. The Supreme Court found
that Claim 13 was not anticipated by
Lodge, Stone or Tesla:
“A feature of the Marconi combination not shown by Tesla was the use
of a variable inductance as a means of
adjusting the tuning of the antenna
circuit of transmitter and receiver.” 39

However, the Government (defendant) contended that Claim 16 was anticipated by both the Pupin and Fessenden
patents. The Supreme Court agreed with
the defendant’s position and vacated
the finding of the Court of Claims that
Claim 13 of the Marconi patent was
valid. The Supreme Court found that
Marconi’s Claim 16 was anticipated by
the patents of Pupin and Fessenden—not
Tesla. Claim 16 was remanded to the
Court of the Claims so that they could
reconsider its decision in the light of the
Supreme Court’s finding.
The findings of the Supreme Court,
which were numbered 1 through 13 in
the Syllabus,40 identifies the patents of
Lodge, Stone, Pupin, and Fessenden as

anticipating Marconi’s claims (see Findings 1 and 7 reproduced below). Tesla
was not named in the findings of the
U.S. Supreme Court as being used for
invalidating the Marconi tuning patent:
“1. The broad claims of the Marconi
Patent No. 763,772, for improvements
in apparatus for wireless telegraphy—
briefly, for a structure and arrangement
of four high-frequency circuits with
means of independently adjusting each
so that all four may be brought into
electrical resonance with each other—
held invalidated and anticipated. Marconi showed no invention over Stone
(714,756) by making the tuning of his
antenna circuit adjustable, or by using
Lodge’s (Patent No. 609,145) variable
inductance for that purpose. Whether
Stone’s patent involved invention is not
here determined. P. 38.” 41
“7. The judgment of the Court of
Claims holding valid and infringed
Claim 16 of Marconi Patent No.
763,772 is vacated and remanded in
order that that court may determine
whether to reconsider its decision in
the light of the Government’s present
contention that Claim 16, as construed
by the Court of Claims, was anticipated by the patents to Pupin, No.
640,516, and Fessenden, No. 706,735.
P. 48.” 42

Teslaphile claims that the Supreme
Court relied on the Tesla patent to invalidate the Marconi tuning patent, or that
any of Tesla’s so-called “radio” patents
predated Marconi’s fundamental radio
patent, are nothing but canards.
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Canard Alert: Marconi Did Not Invent
Anything New, and If He Did It Was Not
Significant

In an article entitled “Reading the
Supreme Court: Tesla’s Invention of
Radio,” 43 author Wallace Brand took the
view that Marconi did not discover anything new, a view that is held by many
Teslaphiles. Citing only the findings of
the Court of Claims and the Supreme
Court, he concluded: “The evidence
available from historical documents simply does not support Marconi’s claim of
invention.” Wallace Brand qualified this
conclusion by stating that even if Marconi’s fundamental patent represented
invention, it “would be significant only
if Marconi’s combination of elements
invented by others played an important
role in the progress of radio. It did not,
because the two-circuit system could
transmit only a few miles.”
Brand’s conclusion is quite astonishing, and certainly contrary to the findings
of the Court of Claims and the Supreme
Court. Attorneys for the United States
(defendant) argued before the Court of
Claims that there was nothing new in
Marconi’s fundamental patent and that
it should be invalidated because it did
not constitute invention. On this issue,
the Court of Claims found in favor of
Marconi and validated his fundamental
patent. Consequently, this issue was not
in contention and was never before the
Supreme Court. However, it was before
the Court of Claims, and here is what
the Court of Claims wrote about the
Marconi fundamental patent filed in
1896. The bold letters in these citations
are added for emphasis:
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“Marconi applied for his first patent in
1896 and it was reissued under date of
June 4, 1901. The reissue patent #11913
relates to a ‘complete system or mechanism capable of artificially producing
Hertz oscillations and forming the
same into and propagating them as
definite signals and capable of receiving and reproducing, telegraphically,
such definite signals; * * *.’ The subject-matter of the reissue patent was
extensively used until displaced by
later improvements.” 44
“When we consider the evidence it
shows that there was nothing new in
any of the individual elements of the
apparatus described in claim 3 and
while counsel for plaintiff in argument endeavor to show an infringement based on some one or more of
these features we are clear that the
combination alone was patentable
and think a reading of the claim shows
that nothing more was intended.” 45
“As stated above, plaintiff’s patent is on the combination. In Loom
Company v. Higgins, 105 U.S. 580,
it is said: ‘If a new combination and
arrangement of known elements
produce a new and beneficial result,
never attained before, it is evidence
of invention.’ This quotation may
sustain plaintiff’s claim that the
combination was patentable but it
also shows that the patent thereon was
not infringed.” 46
“XXVI. No prior patent or publication discloses the combination
of the claim in suit. The invention
of the Marconi reissue patent made
possible new results by permitting
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the use of the Morse code for signalling with Hertz waves, and permitted signalling with Hertz waves to
greater distances than was previously possible.” 47

Note that the Court of Claims found
“the Marconi reissue patent made possible new results by permitting the use
of the Morse code for signalling with
Hertz waves, and permitted signalling
with Hertz waves to greater distances
than was previously possible.” To quantify this distance, the record shows that
Marconi was able to transmit messages
with Hertzian waves on May 13, 1897,
across the Bristol Channel to a distance
of approximately 9 miles with a 150 foot
(46 meters) monopole antenna using the
system described in his patent. This distance was three times the maximum distance achieved by the best non-Hertzian
electronic system of wireless telegraphy
reported up to May 13, 1897, which was
the 3.3 miles reported by William Preece
in May 1897 using his magnetic-field
induction method.
The record also shows that by May
1897, Marconi had determined that the
range of his system, as defined in his
fundamental patent, was proportional to
the square of the height of his antenna,
which meant that his early system could
have achieved a range of 36 miles for an
antenna height of 300 feet. In fact, Marconi was able to communicate between
England and France a year later without
using two tuned circuits in either the
transmitter or receiver. This was the first
international communication of intelligence and attracted much attention

in both the popular and technical press.
There was nothing in Marconi’s original patent that limited the height of the
antenna or the power level, and with
an antenna held aloft at 400 feet and
a larger power source than Marconi
used at the Bristol Channel, Marconi’s
original system could have easily reached
1000 miles.
Mr. Brand was ill-advised to use the
distance that Marconi actually demonstrated transmitting and receiving
messages with his early system (9 to 36
miles) as a criterion for relevance. After
all, there is no evidence whatsoever that
Tesla transmitted any messages to any
distance in his entire lifetime—much
less to 9 miles by May of 1897, the date
when Marconi clearly did so. If the criterion “demonstrated distance of message
transmission” determines relevance of
the system, then all of Tesla’s proposed
systems are irrelevant.
Many historians believe that Marconi achieved long distance communications only because he began to use two
tuned circuits in both his transmitter and
receiver beginning in 1900. In fact, he
achieved long distances after 1900 in spite
of using two tuned circuits. The coherer
he used in his original system is an
extremely sensitive device and is triggered
by the peak voltage at the coherer, not the
energy in the pulse. The peak amplitude
of the radiated signal during the first
full oscillation emitted from a monopole radiator, as described in his original
patent, is generally larger than the largest pulse produced by a loosely-coupled,
two-circuit antenna configuration that
has the capability of transmitting a single
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frequency. The coherer responds within
a nanosecond after the applied voltage
exceeds the coherer’s trigger voltage, so
the range can actually be diminished
when a two-circuit transmitting antenna
is used with a coherer in lieu of the plain
open aerial described in Marconi’s patent.
Wireless expert R. D. Bangay confirms
that Marconi’s original aerial circuit,
which he illustrates in his text book
Elementary Principles of Wireless Telegraphy, is an efficient long-range transmitter:
“An aerial directly excited in this manner
is usually called a “plain aerial,” and is
extremely efficient for obtaining a comparatively long range with the use of a
small power.” 48
The real relevance of Marconi’s
achievements is twofold. First, transmission of wireless messages was a dream of
inventors since Karl Steinheil first proposed a wireless concept using conduction current in the earth circa 1836. In
the intervening period between 1836 and
May 1897, a conduction method and
electric- and magnetic-field induction
methods had been developed, but the
longest recorded distance for transmitting wireless messages in the intervening 50 years was 3.3 miles by William
Preece’s quasi-magnetostatic approach.49
Second, electromagnetic waves and the
means for generating them were discovered by Hertz in 1887, but no one had
defined and documented a system for
transmitting and receiving messages
by electromagnetic (Hertzian) waves
in the intervening years until Marconi
did on December 7, 1896—ten years
later. And no one had demonstrated
and documented transmitting and
238
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receiving messages by electromagnetic
waves to any distance until Marconi
did so beginning in April 1896, which
resulted in a documented demonstration
of transmitting signals to a distance of
approximately nine miles across the Bristol Channel on May 13, 1897. Marconi’s
accomplishments by mid-May of 1897
using his early system are chronicled in
a number of well-known and often-referenced documents.50 The more important
accomplishments can be summarized
as follows:
■■ He defined a system for communicating intelligence using Hertzian
waves, now known as electromagnetic
radiation, which he demonstrated was
capable of transmitting messages
to longer distances than had been
achieved by any other electronic wireless communication method.
■■ He demonstrated that he could transmit messages at 12 words per minute
to a minimum distance of nine miles
with very modest and inexpensive
equipment.
■■ Based on data he collected, he found
that range was proportional to the
square of the antenna height (which
became known as Marconi’s law).51
■■ He found that a line of sight between
the transmit and receive antennas was
not required to transmit and receive
messages.
■■ He predicted the range of his system
could be much longer using a combination of higher monopole antennas,
antennas with more capacitance, and
larger power sources (e.g., more batteries, rotating machinery).
■■ He found he could radiate energy
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directionally with the aid of a curved
reflector; these experiments would
become the basis for directional beam
transmission technology in the 1920s.
Red Herring Alert: Tesla’s Four-Circuit
System Made Marconi’s Fundamental
Patent Obsolete

As mentioned previously, Mr. Brand
qualified his statement about Marconi’s
fundamental system by saying: “Furthermore, even if the two-circuit system [of
Marconi] were found to be a viable system
of radio communication, the four-circuit
system made it obsolete.” According to
the Court of Claims and the Supreme
Court, Marconi’s two-circuit system was
a viable system, and at some point it did
became obsolete. The Court of Claims
found: “The subject-matter of the reissue
patent [Marconi’s fundamental patent]
was extensively used until displaced by
later improvements.” 52 That two-circuit
tuning was required in the transmitter antenna circuit is ironic, because it
was mandated specifically because of
the success of Marconi’s system with
single-circuit transmitter, which was replicated by others and became the cause
of the interference that required twocircuit tuners (with loose coupling) in
the transmitter.
So, where is the red herring in all of
this? The red herring is in stating that
the original Marconi system became
obsolete, as if that fact were somehow
relevant. It is axiomatic that most technologies covered by relevant patents
become obsolete by subsequent technological developments, but that does not
diminish the relevance of the seminal

patent or the precedence set by the invention described therein. In this regard,
two-circuit tuners for spark transmitters described in the patents cited in the
Supreme Court case became obsolete in
mid-1922, when all amateur and most
commercial spark transmitters were
banned in favor of true continuous-wave
systems. If one chooses to marginalize
Marconi’s fundamental spark transmitter
patent with single-circuit tuning simply
because it became obsolete in 1912, then
one must equally marginalize the concept of two-circuit tuning used in spark
transmitters, which became obsolete in
the early 1920s, when most spark systems
were banned. The fact that later discoveries by others improved the performance
of the Hertzian telegraphy systems has no
bearing on who has priority in discovery
of Hertzian telegraphy.
Canard Alert: Tesla’s Patent 645,576
Cited in the Supreme Court Case Was
a “Radio” Patent

Many Teslaphiles and Tesla biographers
refer to Tesla’s patent 645,576 (see Fig. 11)
as his first “radio patent.” In fact, this is
not a radio patent because the method
of transferring energy is by breaking
down the earth’s atmosphere between a
transmitter and receiver spaced at large
distances, which presumably produces
a highly conducting plasma that conducts the energy; consequently, Tesla’s
method did not transfer energy (or intelligence) by means of Hertzian waves.
Tesla did use Hertzian frequencies, but
only to generate the high voltages needed
to break down the atmosphere at high
altitudes—not for purposes of radiating
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Fig. 11. Tesla’s first wireless transmission patent was not a radio patent because the method of
transferring energy was by breaking down the earth’s atmosphere between a transmitter and
receiver spaced at large distances, which was intended to produce a highly conducting plasma
that conducted either energy or intelligence; the current retuned to the source through the
ground. (Tesla U.S. patent 645,576)
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electromagnetic energy. Here is Tesla’s
first claim in this patent:
“What I now claim is—1.“The method
herein before described of transmitting
electrical energy through the natural
media, which consists in producing at a
generating-station a very high electrical
pressure, causing thereby a propagation or flow of electrical energy, by
conduction, through the earth and air
strata, and collecting or receiving at a
distant point the electrical energy so
propagated or caused to flow.”

The Supreme Court recognized that
radio constituted wireless telegraphy by
Hertzian waves:
“In wireless telegraphy, signals given
by means of controlled electrical
pulsations are transmitted through
the ether by means of the so-called
Hertzian or radio waves. Hertzian
waves are electrical oscillations which
travel with the speed of light and have
varying wave lengths and consequent
frequencies intermediate between the
frequency ranges of light and sound
waves.” 53

Here is what the Supreme Court
noted about Tesla’s approach, which it
never described as being radio. In fact,
it specifically stated that Tesla did not
use Hertzian waves, which by the mainstream definition of radio, which means
Tesla’s approach was not radio:
“Tesla in fact did not use Hertzian
waves. His idea was to make the ether

a conductor for long distances by using
extremely high voltage, 20,000,000 to
30,000,000 volts, and extremely high
altitudes, 30,000 to 40,000 feet [5.7
to 7.6 miles] or more, to secure transmission from aerial to aerial. Balloons,
with wires attached reaching to the
ground, were his suggested aerials. His
system was really one for transmitting
power for motors, lighting, etc., to ‘any
terrestrial distance,’ though he incidentally mentions ‘intelligible messages.’
As he did not use Hertzian waves, he
had no such problem of selectivity as
Marconi, Lodge, Stone and others were
working on later.” 54

Does anyone really believe that radio
communication was—or ever could
be—accomplished by breaking down
the atmosphere to form a conducting
path between two antennas 5.7 to 7.6
miles high spaced at “any terrestrial
distance” (hundreds if not thousands
of miles)? This method was described
as a Jules Verne concept during this
trial, and Tesla’s patent was mocked by
electrical journals of the day for several
years after it was published in the Electrical Review on October 26, 1898. My
favorite mock is the following snippet
that appeared in the Electrical World on
November 3, 1898, entitled “Boundless
Space Busbar,” which began with: “One
of the American electrical journals has
recently taken some of Mr. Tesla’s patents undoubtedly more seriously than
the inventor himself intended them.”
The editor went on to make the following comment on Tesla’s new system of
power transmission:
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Snippet from the Electrical World on November 3, 1898

This derision is well deserved because
this patent is such nonsense on so many
levels. First, Tesla’s patent states:
“I conclude that with electromotive
impulses not greatly exceeding fifteen
or twenty million volts the energy of
many thousands of horse-power may
be transmitted over vast distances,
measured by many hundreds and even
thousands of miles, with terminals not
more than thirty to thirty-five thousand feet the apparatus above the level
of the sea.”

Thirty-five thousand feet is 6.6 miles
or 10.6 km. He claims that “terminals
can be safely maintained, as by the aid
of captive balloons supplied continuously with gas from reservoirs and held in
position securely by steel wires or by any
other means, devices, or expedients, such
as may be contrived and perfected by
ingenious and skilled engineers.” There
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is no way to have a tethered balloon at
an altitude of 6 miles with a pipe for gas
and the weight of tethers to maintain
the balloon at altitude to withstand jetstream winds of a hundred miles an hour
or more—not to mention the problems
of a light-weight, thin-wire feed (small
radius) with 15–20 million volts applied
that would discharge into the air along
the entire length.
Second, even if Tesla’s ingenious
and skilled engineers could manage
that feat, the isolated spherical surface
will produce brush discharges that will
extend out to some distance until the
electric field drops to levels below the
breakdown threshold of air at the balloon
altitude. Tesla said he has observed brush
discharges on his Tesla coil at sea level
extend out to 60 feet, which he claimed
covered a cylindrical or spherical area
of hundreds if not thousands of square
feet. However, there is no experimental
or theoretical indication that these brush
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discharges will propagate out to terrestrial distances of thousands of miles, as
Tesla suggests. No one has reported a
discharge emanating from a Tesla coil
extending out to a mile, much less several
thousand miles.
Last but not least, even if a brush
discharge should turn into an arc discharge, the discharge will seek the nearest
ground—which will not be an intended
tower located at terrestrial distances.
More likely the discharge will be the steel
tether wire for the balloon, or perhaps a
tall building with a lightning rod, or a
structure atop a mountain somewhere—
or most likely, the ground around the
base of the Tesla transmit antenna where
the image charge from the charge located
in the transmitting tower resides. It turns
out that most of the image charge in this
configuration lies within a radius equal

to approximately two antenna heights
of the base. Tesla confirmed that later
at Colorado Springs, where he was able
to transmit a “bolt of lightning” from a
small sphere of 30 inches atop his 142
foot antenna to a distance of about 120
feet—a radius equal to slightly less than
one antenna height.
In the end, whether or not anyone
believes this is a radio patent is not particularly relevant in determining Tesla’s precedence in discovering radio because this
patent was filed after the time frame that
Marconi documented and demonstrated
transmission and reception of radio by
electromagnetic waves. This discussion
is more relevant to make the point that
the definition of radio is important, and
that Tesla’s method described in the patent cited by the U.S. Supreme Court in
1942 does not fit that definition.

Part III. An Examination of Tesla’s Accomplishments
Study Scope and Organization
Scope
The scope of this multiyear study was
a comprehensive survey of virtually
all pertinent documents that bear on
the subject of Tesla’s contributions to
the communication of intelligence and
transmission of energy by wireless. The
study included a review of both primary and secondary source documents,
with a focus on primary source documents describing discoveries and events
that occurred between 1891 and 1897.
Examples of these documents include
the following:

■■ Articles by and about Tesla’s contributions published in electrical journals and other periodicals, many of
which are listed in the comprehensive
“Tesla Collection,” 55
■■ Tesla’s patents on the development
and application of disruptive discharge oscillators,
■■ Tesla’s patents on wireless transmission of energy and intelligence,
■■ Court documents reporting on decisions in litigation over Marconi’s
fundamental patent in U.S. District
Courts,
■■ Court documents reporting on decisions in litigation over Marconi’s
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tuning patent in the U.S. Court of
Claims and the U.S. Supreme Court.
Secondary documents reviewed
include books, articles, and blogs by historians and Teslaphiles with arguments
that support or oppose the proposition
that Tesla has precedence in the discovery of radio.56 There are two common
themes espoused by those who believed
Tesla has priority. The first is that Tesla’s
discovery of radio dates to one or more
of the three lectures Tesla gave on high
frequencies and high voltages in the years
1891, 1892 and 1893:
■■ Tesla’s lecture to the AIEE at Columbia College (1891),
■■ Tesla’s lecture to the Royal Institution
of London (1892),
■■ Tesla’s lecture to the Franklin Institute and the National Electric Light
Association (1893).
The second common theme is that
documents prepared by Tesla, or on
behalf of Tesla, after Marconi’s documented dates of discovery have been used
to support Tesla’s claim of precedence in
the discovery of radio. A clear standard
has been developed by the courts that
dated documents cannot be used to support a priority date for invention when
the date of the document is after the
claimed priority date. A clear standard
has also been developed that undated
documents may not be used to establish
priority date unless the author is available
to testify under oath as to the date and
circumstances of document preparation
and is also available for cross examination under oath, subject to the court of
jurisdiction. A similar standard of documented proof has also been used by the
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scientific and engineering communities,
although there is a distinction between
the findings of the courts and the judgments of the scientific and engineering
communities. The findings of priority
by the courts are limited to the specific
legal jurisdictions in which the dispute
is adjudicated, whereas the judgments
of the scientific and engineering communities transcend legal and political
boundaries.
In this study, examples of such “afterthe-fact” documents often cited by Tesla
enthusiasts to support his precedence in
discovering radio are the following, all
of which were prepared and dated after
Marconi’s documented dates of discovery
identified above:
■■ One or more of a series of so-called
Tesla “radio patents,” and in particular U.S. patent 645,576, which
has the earliest filing date of all the
patents in Tesla’s series of wireless
patents (September 2, 1897),
■■ Tesla U.S. patent 613,809 filed on
July 1, 1898, for remote control of a
boat’s course,
■■ The book Nikola Tesla on His Work
with Alternating Currents edited and
first published by Leland Anderson
in 1992,57 which was based on conversations that Tesla had in private
with his attorney circa 1915 during
the course of a failed lawsuit against
Marconi for patent infringement,
■■ Nikola Tesla Colorado Springs Notes:
1899-1900, (Nolit, Beograd, Yugoslavia, 1978). This book is a representation of Nikola Tesla’s notes that was
prepared for publication in 1978 by
the Nikola Tesla Museum, Beograd,
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Serbia with scientific commentaries
by Aleksandar Marincic, and
■■ Tesla’s publications and press releases
to periodicals and newspapers after
May 17, 1897, the date of Marconi’s
successful transmission and reception of messages across the Bristol
Channel.
Organization

The only documents found with a date
prior to May 13, 1897, that could possibly support a case for Tesla’s precedence
in discovering radio are Tesla’s three
demonstration lectures using alternating currents of high potential and high
frequency in 1891, 1892, and 1893, and
Tesla’s nine patents covering descriptions of the high-frequency, disruptive
discharge oscillators that Tesla filed prior
to June 1897. Tesla did not mention the
subject of transmitting intelligence or
energy to any distance in his first lecture in 1891. He did demonstrate that he
could excite light bulbs without wires at
short distances, but he said this was possible only by using electrostatic effects,
which he pointed out fell off as the cube
of the distance. In Tesla’s 1892 lecture, he
disclosed, in passing, a general approach
for transmitting energy to long distances,
but without any detail.
In Tesla’s 1893 lecture, he disclosed
a different approach for transmitting
energy or intelligence to long distances,
which involved using the earth as a
conductor and a source of excitation
with a frequency to match the earth’s
resonant frequency. Tesla believed that
by matching the source frequency to
the resonant frequency of the earth,

the excitation would be amplified and
propagated around the world through
the earth. After his 1893 lecture, Tesla
did not describe any new or different
approaches for wireless transmission of
energy or intelligence prior to his application for U.S. patent 645,576 dated
September 2, 1897.
The remaining documents of potential interest are the Tesla oscillator patents, which were examined in detail
because they play a central role in the
claims made by many Teslaphiles who
support the proposition that Tesla discovered radio. The Tesla oscillator patents
are remarkable in that there is no mention of wireless transmission of energy
or intelligence to any distance in any of
these patents. This will be demonstrated,
in part, by comparing and contrasting
the Tesla oscillator patents prior to 1897
with a series of wireless transmission patent patents filed by Tesla, the first of
which was filed on September 2, 1897.
Tesla’s Lecture at the AIEE at
Columbia College (1891)
Nikola Tesla’s lecture to the American
Institute of Electrical Engineers on May
20, 1891, entitled “Experiments with
Alternate [sic] Currents of Very High
Frequency and their Application to
Methods of Artificial Illumination,” was
the first of three lectures given to various
institutions in as many years.58 These lectures thrilled audiences with spectacular
electrical effects produced by high-frequency, high-voltage electrical currents.
While many of these effects had been
observed in scientific circles previously,59
the higher frequencies and voltages that
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Tesla used produced much more intense
effects, which captured the imagination
of scientists and laymen alike.
Source of Excitation for Experiments

Tesla used his high-frequency dynamo
(also referred to as an alternator), shown
here in Fig. 12, as his electrical source for
demonstrations at this lecture.60 However, he was not forthcoming about the
electrical characteristics of this source in
this lecture. Tesla’s dynamo used in this
lecture was later described in a Scientific
American article as operating at 3,000
revolutions per minute and producing
a frequency of ninety-six hundred periods per second (approximately 10 kHz),
which under full excitation “may reach
200 volts.” 61 This description is consistent with a later description by Tesla, who
claimed, “I operated only at about “3,000

Fig. 12. Tesla’s alternating current dynamo was
described in a Scientific American article as
operating at 3,000 revolutions per minute,
producing a frequency of 9,600 hundred periods per second (approximately 10 kHz), which
under full excitation might reach 200 volts.
(Trans. AIEE, Vol. VIII, 1891, p. 275)
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or 3,600 revolutions [per minute] and
then I could get out of it approximately
4 kilowatts.” 62 Tesla also mentioned that
he operated it at “5,000 cycles.” At that
time, it was customary to refer to each
excursion from the zero baseline (positive or negative) as one cycle, and since
there are two excursions per period, his
source apparently had a frequency of
approximately 10 kHz.
Tesla stepped up the voltage of his
alternator by connecting its output to
an ordinary induction coil in series with
a capacitor (see Fig. 13). The purpose
of the capacitor was to neutralize the
reactive impedance of the inductance
in the circuit, thereby minimizing the
total reactive impedance of the circuit.
He did not document the voltages he
obtained from this configuration, but
he did make several statements in the
next two lectures that the voltage was at
least 50 kV. In his 1892 lecture he said:
“It is easy, for instance, to construct a
transformer [induction coil] capable of

Fig. 13. Tesla connected the output of his alternating current dynamo to the primary winding
of an ordinary oscillation coil that raised the
voltage on the secondary winding, the output
of which he attached to two parallel plates
spaced about 3 meters apart; he performed
his lighting demonstrations between these
plates in his 1891 lecture to the AIEE. (Trans.
AIEE, Vol. 8, 1891, p. 310)
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giving, when operated from an ordinary
alternate-current machine of low tension,
say 50,000 volts.” 63
Overview of Experiments

Tesla’s demonstration experiments can
be conveniently divided into three categories. The first category consisted of
five different types of discharges in air,
all of which were produced at the terminals of an ordinary induction coil.
One of these was a brush discharge,
shown in Fig. 14, which was produced
at small isolated electrodes when the
applied potential produced an electric
field at the surface of the electrode that
exceeded the breakdown threshold of
air. Brush discharges were reported as
early as 1854,64 but the high voltages and
frequencies used by Tesla produced more
spectacular discharges. Unfortunately,
Tesla’s experiments did not have much

Fig. 14. Brush discharges were produced at
small isolated electrodes when the applied
potential produced an electric field at the
surface of the electrode that exceeded the
breakdown threshold of air. (Trans. AIEE, Vol.
VIII, 1891, p. 287)

scientific value—in part because Tesla
provided virtually no quantitative data
on the effects he observed.65 This type
of discharge is relevant to his “rotating
brush” vacuum tube that he introduced
in his second lecture in 1892.
The second category of experiment
consisted of lighting electric bulbs of
various types (e.g., incandescent lamps,
evacuated tubes, and phosphorescent
bulbs) by attaching only a single conducting wire from one terminal of his
induction coil to one terminal of the light
bulb (see Fig. 15). This was in stark contrast to the common practice at that time
of using two wires to deliver line voltages
on the order of 100 volts with low frequencies (25 to 60 Hz) to both terminals
of a light bulb. Without the wire and
metal plate shown on the right of this
figure, Tesla was able to light bulbs only
rather dimly, but by attaching the wire
and plate to the second terminal of the
bulb, he was able to greatly increase the
intensity of the light—clearly indicating
that the circuit impedance was reduced
by increasing the capacitive coupling
between the plate and ground. These

Fig. 15. Tesla was able to light both incandescent and phosphorescent bulbs by attaching
a single conducting wire from the output of
the induction coil to the tube; the circuit was
actually completed by capacitive coupling,
which was very effective when using high voltages and high frequencies. (Trans. AIEE, Vol.
VIII, 1891, p. 306)
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experiments were very interesting to the
audience, although they were not particularly relevant to the subject of wireless
transmission of intelligence or energy to
great distances.
The third category of experiments
consisted of lighting bulbs without any
connecting wires. Tesla contemplated
using wireless configurations as a method
of wireless transmission of energy to very
short distances for purposes of illuminating halls and rooms, but not for long
distance transmission:
“The ideal way of lighting a hall or
room would, however, be to produce
such a condition in it that an illuminating device could be moved and put

anywhere and that it is lighted, no
matter where it is put and without
being electrically connected to anything. I have been able to produce
such a condition by creating in the
room a powerful, rapidly alternating
electrostatic field. For this purpose I
suspend a sheet of metal a distance
from the ceiling on insulating cords
and connect it to one terminal of the
induction coil, the other terminal
being preferably connected to the
ground. Or else I suspend two sheets
as illustrated in Fig. [16], each sheet
being connected with one of the terminals of the coil, and their size being
carefully determined. An exhausted
tube may then be carried in the hand

Fig. 16. Tesla illuminates phosphorescent bulbs by holding them between two parallel plates
attached to the output of an ordinary oscillation coil attached to his alternating current dynamo.
(Electrical World, Vol. 18, May 20, 1891, p. 19)
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[emphasis added] anywhere between
the sheets or placed anywhere, even
a certain distance beyond them; it
remains always luminous. In such
an electrostatic field interesting phenomena may be observed, especially if
the alternations are kept low and the
potentials excessively high.” 66

By all accounts the approximate distance between the two sheets was specified to be about 15 feet or approximately
5 meters. For a 5 meter spacing and an
applied voltage of 50 kV, the electrostatic field strength between the plates
would have been approximately 10 kV/m.
Tesla said that the distance at which the
light bulbs could be placed outside of the
two sheets is actually very short because
“the electrostatic effects diminish nearly
with the cube of the distance from the
coil, whereas the electromagnetic inductive effects diminish simply with the
distance.”
Electrostatic Effects

Tesla went to great lengths in his lecture to point out that all of the effects
he demonstrated were produced by electrostatic fields (quasistatic electric fields
to be exact)—as opposed to true electromagnetic radiation. He claimed that,
“powerful electrostatic effects are the sine
qua non [essential condition] of light
productions.” He said that incandescent
bulbs with filaments were heated by
capacitive coupling, and Geissler tubes
with no attached wires were excited by
electrostatic fields created by parallel
conducting sheets. In the later case, he
explains:

“Electromagnetic effects are primarily
unavailable…. We could not affect
by means of such waves, the static
molecular or atomic charges of a gas,
cause them to vibrate and to emit
light. Long transverse waves (electromagnetic waves) cannot, apparently,
produce such effects, since excessively
small electromagnetic disturbances
may pass readily through miles of air.
Such dark waves, unless they are of the
length of true light waves, cannot, it
would seem, excite luminous radiation
in a Geissler tube, and the luminous
effect, which are producible by induction in a tube devoid of electrodes, I
am inclined to consider as being of an
electrostatic nature. To produce such
luminous effects, straight electrostatic
thrusts are required; these, whatever
be their frequency, may disturb the
molecular charges and produce light.
Since current impulses of the required
frequency cannot pass through a conductor of measurable dimensions,
we must work with a gas and then
the production of powerful electrostatic effects becomes an imperative
necessity.” 67

Tesla gives a number of specific
arguments to support his position, and
then concludes by stating, “In all the
cases, then, when we excite luminosity
in exhausted tubes by means of such
a coil [induction coil] the effect is due
to the rapidly alternating electrostatic
potential.” 68
Tesla concludes his remarks on
electrostatic effects with these very
important words:
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“From these considerations, it would
seem that if this ideal way of lighting is to be rendered practicable, it
will be only by the use of electrostatic
effects. In such a case, the most powerful electrostatic inductive effects are
needed; the apparatus employed must,
therefore, be capable of producing
high electrostatic potentials changing
in value with extreme rapidity. High
frequencies are especially wanted,
for practical considerations make it
desirable to keep down the potential.
By the employment of machines or,
generally speaking, of any mechanical
apparatus, but [i.e., only] low frequencies can be reached; recourse must,
therefore, be had to some other means.
The discharge of a condenser affords us
a means of obtaining frequencies far
higher than are obtainable mechanically, and I have accordingly employed
condensers in the experiments to the
above end.” 69

Indeed, even before this lecture,
where he used only a dynamo machine
as a source, Tesla had already developed
a disruptive discharge oscillator source
for lighting purposes. Tesla described
his oscillator source at his next lecture
before the Royal Institution of London
in 1892, where he used it for many of his
demonstrations.
Key Takeaway from Tesla’s 1891 Lecture

The main takeaway from Tesla’s 1891
lecture is that Tesla explored the application of high-voltage, high-frequency
currents to electrical lighting, and there
was no mention of wireless transmission
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of intelligence to any distance. The
only mention of wireless transmission of energy was to short distances
of a few meters from the terminals of
his high-voltage oscillator coils. He
despaired of sending energy to long
distances by wireless means because he
believed lighting of bulbs and running
“no-wire motors” was accomplished by
electrostatic effects, which he realized
decreased as the cube of the distance
from the source. There is nothing in this
lecture that would constitute or support
Tesla’s precedence in the discovery of
wireless communication of intelligence.
Tesla’s lecture was well received by both
the public and the scientific community,
and it secured a place for him in the
history of high-voltage, high-frequency
electricity.
Tesla’s Lecture at the Royal
Institution of London (1892)
Tesla’s 1892 lecture entitled “Experiments with Alternate Currents with
High Potential and High Frequency”
was very similar to his lecture at Columbia the year before, but with several new
concepts: 1) the introduction of a new
disruptive discharge oscillator (Tesla
oscillator) that produced higher voltages
and frequencies than the low-frequency
dynamo he used in the first demonstration lecture, 2) the presentation of a
new concept for wireless transmission
of energy to long distances by conduction through the rarefied portion of the
atmosphere, and 3) the description of
a new “rotating brush” bulb that Tesla
thought might be useful as a detector for
long-distance wireless telegraphy.
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Tesla’s Disruptive Discharge HighFrequency Oscillator

While Tesla filed two patents on his
Tesla oscillator in early 1891, he did not
use it in his 1891 lecture demonstration.
It was not until his lecture to the Royal
Institution in London in 1892 that he
introduced it to the public, described
it in some detail, and used it to produce even more spectacular lighting
demonstrations than he did with the
dynamo source. Tesla’s oscillator produced a number of short damped sinewave-like discharges with a nominal
frequency of 250 kHz. In this lecture
he stated: “By way of contrast [to the
10 kHz source used in the first lecture],
here is a form of discharge of a coil the
primary current of which is vibrating
several hundred thousand times per second.” 70 In his 1893 lecture, Tesla made
this statement about the peak voltages
and frequencies that could be produced
by his new oscillator: “The streams of
light, which you have observed issuing
from my hand, are due to a potential
of about 200,000 volts, alternating in
rather irregular intervals, something like
1,000,000 times a second.” 71
A schematic diagram of the Tesla
oscillator appearing in his 1892 lecture is
reproduced in Fig. 17.72 The prime power
source was a low-frequency alternator.
Tesla later said that primary source he
used to excite his Tesla coil was “a Siemens alternator whose frequency did not
exceed 50 periods per second.” 73 Tesla
also claimed that the source he used for
generating disruptive discharges in the
mid-1890s was a 60 Hz source with an
output of 60 horsepower.

Fig. 17. In this schematic diagram of Tesla’s
oscillator, which appeared in his 1892 lecture,
he has replaced a simple spherical spark gap
with an improved discharge controller; note
there are no adjustable inductances in either
the primary or secondary circuits of this Tesla
oscillator. (J. IEE, Vol. 21, 1892, p. 66)

The output of a low-voltage, lowfrequency alternator was connected to
an oscillation coil that transformed the
voltage to perhaps 50 kV. The transformer charged a collection of Leyden
jars to a voltage capable of producing a
large spark. The spark was initiated at a
spark gap or by his improved discharge
controller, which produced a discharge
at a preset voltage, usually just below the
maximum voltage produced on the secondary of the low-voltage oscillation coil.
The capacitor then discharged through
the primary of the high-voltage “disruptive discharge coil,” which consisted of a
relatively few turns of a heavy wire. The
secondary of the high-voltage oscillation
coil has a relatively large number of turns
that raised the voltage to even higher
values—on the order of 200 kV.
Note the only adjustable component
appearing in this circuit diagram is the
charging capacitor, whose capacitance
could be varied by adding or subtracting Leyden jars. Neither the primary
nor the secondary windings of the disruptive discharge coil were adjustable.
This can be confirmed by examining
the design of the disruptive discharge
coil Tesla described in his lecture (see
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Fig. 18). There are several important features that should be noted. The primary
and secondary windings of the coil are
housed in a hardwood box, which is
covered on the outside with a zinc sheet
that is “soldered all around.” Before sealing, the box is filled with “boiled-out”
oil. The secondary is wound over the

primary in a coaxial configuration in
two parts, which are connected in series
to separate low voltages from high voltages. Note that there is no way to vary
or adjust the inductances of either the
primary or secondary coils, and no way
to adjust the mutual coupling. Also, this
coaxial configuration produces very close

Fig. 18. The primary and secondary windings of Tesla’s 1892 disruptive discharge coil, which
was sealed in a box filled with oil, were tightly coupled and there was no means of adjusting the spacing between the two windings (i.e., the mutual inductance); also there was no
means of adjusting the inductances of either winding. (J. IEE, Vol. 21, 1892, p. 62)
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coupling between primary and secondary—unlike the loose coupling used later
in radio circuits.
In fact, Tesla does not mention anywhere in his lecture that he intends to
tune the primary and secondary circuits
to each other. To tune the two circuits
to the same frequency, it is necessary to
have the product of the capacitance and
inductance of the primary circuit equal
to the capacity and inductance of the
secondary circuit L PCP = L SC S . For a
given Tesla oscillator, the inductance of
the primary coil is fixed, so the frequency
of the primary circuit is set by only the
charging capacitor CP. The frequency of
the secondary circuit is set by the fixed
inductance and capacitance of the secondary winding plus the capacitance
and inductance of the load, which for
Tesla’s myriad of experiments was highly
variable. Since he did many experiments
with this coil, the resonant frequency
of the secondary circuit would have
been different for each experiment. In
some experiments involving tubes that
Tesla held between the parallel plates,
the capacitance would have varied during the course of the experiment as he
moved about.
It is clear that Tesla did not attempt
to tune the Tesla oscillator to achieve
resonance during the course of his lighting demonstrations. It also follows that
Tesla did not try to change the frequency
of his oscillator during the course of his
experiments. Tesla confirms this by saying what had to be done to reach higher
frequencies: “To reach this result [high
frequencies] very small coils and jars of
small capacity should be used.” 74 That

means using a different oscillator coil, not
adjusting the one he used in his lecture.
Tesla’s Concept for Transmission
of Energy to Long Distances

Like his first lecture in 1891, this lecture focused entirely on artificial lighting
effects, and there is no need to review
the experiments he performed in the
first lecture using the alternator as a
source. In this lecture, Tesla introduced
his first idea for transmitting energy to
large distances. He pointed out that “nowire” motors were possible by situating
an insulated plate or body within the
vicinity of an alternating electrostatic
field and connecting the other end to
ground, but he said that it would not
be practical to transmit energy to large
distances by this means. Instead, he suggested “no-wire” motors could be operated by conduction through the rarefied
air at considerable distances. He goes on
to say that “luminous discharges” might
be used to transmit energy:
“Alternate [alternating] currents, especially of high frequencies, pass with
astonishing freedom through even
slightly rarefied gases. The upper strata
of the air are rarefied. To reach a number of miles out into space requires the
overcoming of difficulties of a merely
mechanical nature. There is no doubt
that with the enormous potentials
obtainable by the use of high frequencies and oil insulation, luminous
discharges might be passed through
many miles of rarefied air, and that,
by thus directing the energy of many
hundreds or thousands of horsepower,
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motors or lamps might be operated at
considerable distances from stationary
sources. But such schemes are mentioned merely as possibilities.” 75

The concept of transmitting energy
by conduction through the rarefied
atmosphere would become Tesla’s first
patent for wireless transmission of energy
much later in September 1897—patent
U.S. 645,576 for which he filed the patent application on September 2, 1897.
(This is the patent that was mentioned in
the Supreme Court opinion.) Tesla also
stated in this lecture that there would
soon be no reason to transmit power
at all: “Ere many generations pass, our
machinery will be driven by a power
obtainable at any point in the universe. …
It is a mere question of time when men
will succeed in attaching their machinery
to the very wheelwork of nature [emphasis
added].” 76 Tesla’s words “wheelwork of
nature” are significant because Mahlon
Loomis had made a similar suggestion
about harvesting energy from the atmosphere in 1864 using the same unusual
word in a similar phrase:
“So this great electrical ocean slumbering with giant power, untold wealth
and willing aid, waits but the proper
sluiceways or conducting channels to
illuminate and to drive the wheelwork
of the world [emphasis added].” 77

Loomis also used the phrase “to disturb the electrical equilibrium,” a concept that appears repeatedly in Tesla’s
writings. In an article dated January 7,
1872, Loomis wrote:
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“Upon these mountaintops I erect suitable towers and apparatus to attract the
electricity, or, in other words, to disturb the electrical equilibrium [emphasis added], and thus obtain a current
of electricity, or shocks or pulsations,
which traverse or disturb the positive
electrical body of the atmosphere above
and between two given points by communicating it to the negative electrical
body in the earth below, to form the
electrical circuit.” 78

Compare that to the phrase that
appears at the end of Tesla’s 1892 lecture:
“The wonder is that, with the present state of knowledge and the experiences gained, no attempt is being
made to disturb the electrostatic or magnetic condition of the earth [emphasis
added], and transmit, if nothing else,
intelligence.” 79

Loomis filed a patent on a technique
to extract energy from the atmosphere
for purposes of communicating of intelligence and for industrial uses of power.
Loomis’s U.S. patent 129,971 for wireless
telegraphy dated July 30, 1872, contains
the following words:
“I now dispense with both wires, using
the earth as one-half the circuit and
the continuous electrical element far
above the earth’s surface for the other
part of the circuit. I also dispense with
all artificial batteries, but use the free
electricity of the atmosphere, co-operating with that of the earth, to supply
the electrical dynamic force or current
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for telegraphing and for other useful
purposes, such as light, heat, and motive
power [emphasis added].”

In Tesla’s 1892 lecture, he went on to
say that soon intelligence would soon be
transmitted without wires through the
earth, but he did not say how:
“But such cables will not be constructed, for ere long intelligence—
transmitted without wires—will throb
through the earth like a pulse through
a living organism. The wonder is that,
with the present state of knowledge
and the experiences gained, no attempt
is being made to disturb the electrostatic or magnetic condition of the
earth, and transmit, if nothing else,
intelligence.” 80

It is all but certain that Tesla read
Loomis’s work and then become interested in the problem of transmitting
intelligence without wires. He suggested
the possibility that “luminous discharges
might be passed through many miles of
rarefied air” and that intelligence might
be transmitted through the earth by “disturbing the electrostatic or magnetic condition of the earth.” In this lecture Tesla
gave no concrete ideas on how to transmit
energy or intelligence to large distances.
He said, “such schemes are mentioned
merely as possibilities.” 81 There is nothing in this lecture that would support a
claim on behalf of Tesla for precedence
in discovering radio, or even wireless
communication of intelligence. Tesla’s
claims were not specific, and they were
not really much different than the claims

that Loomis made decades earlier about
using both the atmosphere and the earth
for transmitting energy and intelligence.
Tesla’s Rotating Brush Bulb

In his 1892 lecture, Tesla described an
evacuated bulb he had developed that
presented a rotating brush discharge,
which he claimed was a very sensitive
detector of electric fields. This brush merits attention here because Tesla claimed
that it might have some practical application as a detector in wireless telegraphy.
Brush discharges in air (as opposed to
within evacuated bulbs) were observed
as early as 1853 by Faraday,82 and they
were given this name because they have
the appearance of a brush (see Fig. 19).83
This type of discharge occurs when the
charge on a smooth curved surface produces an electric field above the surface
that exceeds the breakdown threshold
of air and there is no nearby conducting
surface that would produce a spark or
corona discharge. Electrons emitted from
the surface ionize the air, which produces
the visible glow, and the electron currents in the air eventually find their way
back to ground or the negative side of the
high-voltage source.
Fig. 19. Brush discharges produced
by isolated highvoltage electrodes
in air (as opposed
to within evacuated
bulbs) had been
observed as early
as 1853 by Faraday
(W. S. Harris, Rudimentary Electricity,
1854 p. 150)
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Tesla introduced the brush bulb in
his 1892 lecture by stating that it was
more interesting than anything he was
going to present during the lecture:
“I think it is best at this juncture
to bring before you a phenomenon,
observed by me some time ago, which
to the pure scientific investigation may
appear more interesting than any of the
results which I have the privilege to
present to you this evening. It may be
quite properly ranked among the brush
phenomena—in fact, it is a brush,
formed at, or near, a single terminal
in high vacuum.” 84

Tesla said, albeit indirectly, that he
did not actually demonstrate the rotating brush during his 1892 lecture. He
stated that he had observed rotating
brushes in bulbs with and without an
internal conductor, but that rotating
brushes were stable only in bulbs devoid
of internal conductors. The rotating
brush that Tesla described in his lecture
was contained in the evacuated space
between the two concentric spherical
bulbs labeled L and s in Fig. 20, which
was devoid of internal conductors.85 To
excite the bulb, Tesla said he connected a
wire from the output of his high-voltage,
high-frequency source to a thin sheet
of aluminum foil fastened around the
cylindrical base of the glass, and the
bulb was suspended upside down by the
wire (see Fig. 21):
“When the bulb is in use, the neck n is
provided with a tin foil coating, which
is connected to the generator [oscillator
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coil terminal], and acts inductively on
the moderately rarefied gas enclosed
in the neck. From there the current
passes through the tube b into the
small sphere s, to act by induction upon
the gas in the globe L.” 86

Tesla described the difficulty in exciting a rotating brush bulb as follows:
“To excite it, it is usually sufficient to
grasp the globe L with the hand. An
intense phosphorescence then spreads
at first over the globe, but soon gives
place to a white, misty light. Shortly
afterwards one may notice that the
luminosity is unevenly distributed in
the globe, and after passing the current
for some time the bulb appears as in
Fig. 15 [not shown here]. From this
stage the phenomenon will gradually
pass to that indicated in Fig. 16 [globe
is reproduced here in Fig. 21], after
some minutes, hours, days, or weeks,
according to how the bulb is worked.” 87

It becomes obvious why Tesla could
not demonstrate the rotating brush bulb
at his lecture. He said that it would reach
its most sensitive state after “some minutes, hours, days, or weeks, according
to how the bulb was worked.” Tesla also
said that he could not create the brush
with a disruptive discharge—that is to
say by his Tesla coil or by any electric
field produced by a spark source:
“I have been unable to produce the
phenomenon [the rotating brush] with
the disruptive discharge coil, although
every other of these phenomena [pre-
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Fig. 20. The rotating brush that
Tesla described in his lecture
was contained in the evacuated
space between the two concentric spherical bulbs labeled
L and s. (J. IEE, Vol. 21, 1892, p.
84, Fig. 13)

Fig. 21. To excite the rotating brush bulb, Tesla said he connected a wire from the output of his high-voltage, highfrequency source to a thin sheet of aluminum foil fastened
around the cylindrical base of the glass, and the bulb was
suspended upside down by the wire. (Composite of figures
from J. IEE, Vol. 21, 1892)

sented in his demonstration lecture]
can be well produced by it—many,
in fact, much better than with coils
operated from the alternator.” 88

Tesla said he was only able to create
the brush with a continuous wave signal
from his alternator, but that as frequency
or amplitude of the alternator changed,
the bulb lost sensitivity: “When it is in
the state of highest sensitivity, and the
potential or frequency be varied, the sensitiveness is rapidly diminished. Changing either of these but little will generally
stop the rotation.” 89 That does not bode

well for an application to wireless telegraphy, where it would have been necessary
to change the amplitude of a pure sine
wave to encode intelligence (other forms
of modulation had not been invented).
Tesla also claimed that the brush was
extremely sensitive: “For example, when
the experimenter may…approach the
hand at a certain considerable distance to
the bulb, and he may cause the brush to
pass off by merely stiffening the muscle
of his arm.” 90 What Tesla didn’t say was
that the brush was caused by an electric
field within the bulb near the breakdown
threshold of the rarefied air within the
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bulb, which was on the order of thousands of volts per meter—electric fields
that are much higher than anything that
was produced by a radio transmitter in
the vicinity of a radio receiver. While the
brush may have been sensitive to small
changes in large electric fields caused by
flexing a muscle near the signal source, it
does not mean that it is sensitive to small
electric fields characteristic of radio waves
in the vicinity of a receiver located at a
great distance from the signal source.
Tesla concluded his discussion of the
rotating brush bulb with the following
statement:
“I am firmly convinced that such a
brush, when we learn how to produce
it properly, will prove a valuable aid in
the investigation of the nature of the
forces acting in an electrostatic or magnetic field. If there is any motion which
is measurable going on in the space,
such a brush ought to reveal it. It is, so
to speak, a beam of light, frictionless,
devoid of inertia. I think that it may
find practical applications in telegraphy.
With such a brush it would be possible
to send dispatches across the Atlantic,
for instance, with any speed, since its
sensitiveness may be so great that the
slightest changes will affect it. If it were
possible to make the stream more intense
and very narrow, its deflections could
be easily photographed.” 91

The large number of qualifications
and conjectures that Tesla made here are
italicized for emphasis. Indeed, Tesla did
not quantify the sensitivity of the brush,
nor did he state how he would use the
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brush in a telegraphic system, nor did he
indicate how intelligible signals could be
detected or extracted from the brush at
a distant receiving station. Clearly, he
did not know how to produce a workable bulb at the time of his lecture, and
despite his claim to the contrary made
in his rambling paper, “The True Wireless” published in the Electrical Experimenter in 1919, there is no evidence in
the literature that he ever improved it or
used it.92 Since a rotating brush cannot
amplify a signal, rectify alternating current, or produce electrical oscillations, to
say the rotating brush was a precursor
to the radio tube—as some historians
assert—is a stretch of epic proportion.
The two are completely unrelated. And
no one—including Tesla—has ever demonstrated that messages could be detected
and received by a rotating brush bulb.
The Takeaways From Tesla’s 1892
Lecture

■■ Tesla made no claims that the primary and secondary circuits of his
high-voltage oscillator coil were tuned
to each other or that the primary and
secondary windings of the coil were
loosely coupled.
■■ Tesla proposed a new approach to
transmitting energy and intelligence
to long distances, but it followed a
plan that Loomis had set out in a
patent decades before to transmit
intelligence and energy to terrestrial
distances by conduction of currents
through both the air and the earth.
And Tesla stated, “such schemes are
mentioned merely as possibilities.”
■■ Tesla suggested his rotating brush
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bulb might be used as a sensitive
detector in wireless telegraphy—but
only “when we learn how to produce
it properly.” There is no evidence that
Tesla ever learned how to produce it
properly or that it could detect weak
electric fields characteristic of radio
waves at a receiver. More to the point,
it has never been used for anything.
Tesla’s Disruptive Discharge
Oscillator Patents
Purpose and Applications (1891–1896)
Tesla filed nine patents covering his
disruptive discharge oscillator circuits

(utilizing spark gaps or circuit discharge
controllers) for generating high-voltage,
high-frequency currents between February 4, 1891, the date of his first disruptive
discharge patent, and October 19, 1896,
the date of his last oscillator circuit patent.93 These nine patents are listed in
Table 1. The first of these nine patents,
U.S. 462,418, filed on February 2, 1891,
is the seminal patent for the Tesla disruptive discharge oscillator, but it uses
only one ordinary induction coil. The
more familiar form of the Tesla oscillator
with an additional high-voltage oscillator
coil is described in his application for

Table 1. Tesla patents for Tesla’s disruptive discharge oscillator
circuits for generating high-frequency, high-voltage currents, which
were filed between February 4, 1891, and October 19, 1897.
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patent 454,622 dated April 25, 1891 (see
Fig. 22). This version of his oscillator is
identical to the version appearing in his
1892 lecture, with the exception that it
uses a spark gap rather than the discharge
controller that appeared in the lecture.
A number of historians and Teslaphiles assert that Tesla developed this
disruptive discharge oscillator specifically
for wireless transmission of energy or
intelligence, but there is absolutely no
evidence to support this contention. Not
only does the figure in this patent show
the application of the Tesla oscillator to
lighting, but the patent specifically states:
“I have made the discovery that an
electrical current of an excessively small
period and very high potential may be
utilized economically and practically

Fig. 22. The oscillator schematic that appeared
in Tesla’s patent for electric lighting (as applied
to the interior of a room with four conducting
walls) was identical to the one that appeared
in his 1892 lecture, except that this schematic
shows the original spherical spark gap, which
he replaced with an improved spark discharger
in his lecture. (Tesla patent U.S. 454,622)
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to great advantage for the production
of light.”
“The improvement in the art of
electric lighting herein described,
which consists in [sic] generating or
producing for the operation of lighting
devices[,] currents of enormous frequency and excessively high potential
substantially as herein described.”

There is not a single patent in this
table that mentions wireless transmission of either energy or intelligence as
an application, nor is there the slightest hint of wireless transmission even to
laboratory distances. All these patents
show lighting devices as loads (characterized by Tesla as “translation devices”),
and there is no mention of an antenna,
a raised conducting surface, or any type
of transmitting device or circuit. The
words describing Tesla’s loads, characterized as either some type of artificial
light or a “translating devices” for each of
these patents is shown in the right-hand
column of this table. In only one case—
the earliest case—is a motor mentioned.
All bulbs or translating devices are
directly connected to the oscillator output terminals, such as the circuit of U.S.
patent 609,251 filed as late as April 3,
1897. This circuit shows two types of
bulbs or translating devices attached to
the output of the coil—a “vacuum-tube”
bulb denoted by “X” with two connecting wires, and a “suitable lamp” denoted
by “Y” with a single connecting wire (see
Fig. 23). As in all of these patents, there
is no bulb or other translating device
excited by the oscillator without at least
one direct wire connection.
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Fig. 23. The loads that appear in all of Tesla’s oscillator patents, such as this one, show either one
or two wire connections of bulbs to the oscillator output; not one shows wireless transmission of
energy. In this patent, “X” (with two connecting wires) denotes a “vacuum-tube,” and “Y” (with
a single connecting wire) denotes a “suitable lamp.” (Tesla patent U.S. 609,251)
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Evolution of the Tesla Oscillator Design
Tesla’s Early Oscillator design: Many

people believe that the Tesla coil was
designed from the outset with the primary and secondary circuits of the oscillation transformer tuned to the same
frequency, but that is not the case.
Nowhere in Tesla’s first three lectures
or in his patents prior to 1896 did Tesla
refer to tuning the primary or secondary circuits—and he never mentioned
loose coupling between the two circuits
in any of these oscillator patents. Tesla’s
oscillation coil without tuning or loose
coupled worked well for applications
to lighting, where the key parameters
were high voltage and high frequency.
Larger capacitors in the primary circuit
increased the energy available for each
pulse, and tight coupling between the
two circuits assured the maximum transfer of power and energy to the secondary
circuit. Tuning the two circuits for resonance would have increased the voltage
output of the secondary circuit, but not
the energy or power transfer from the
primary to the secondary circuit. And
there was no need for sharp tuning in
Tesla’s lighting applications.
It is painfully obvious that Tesla did
not tune his high-frequency oscillator in
any of his lecture demonstration experiments dating to 1891–1893. First, his
Tesla oscillator was enclosed in an oil
tank and had no tunable elements. Second, the inductance and capacitance of
his loads were variable and differed from
experiment to experiment. Many of his
experiments required him to hold bulbs,
which depended on his body capacity to
establish current flow through the bulbs.
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Thus, the capacity was often highly variable, even during the course of a single
experiment. There is no evidence in the
description of his lecture experiments
that he attempted to tune the primary
and secondary circuits of his oscillator.
Tuning of Primary and Secondary Circuits Dates to 1896: The first document in

which Tesla mentions tuning the primary
and secondary circuits of his disruptive
discharge oscillator is his application for
U.S. patent No. 568,178 filed on June
20, 1896. Here is what Tesla wrote in
this patent:
“When the conditions are such that
the general law of harmonic vibrations
is followed, the circuits are said to be
in resonance or in electromagnetic synchronism, and this condition I have
found in my system to be highly advantageous. Hence in practice I adjust the
electrical constants of the circuits so that
in normal operation this condition of
resonance is approximately attained. To
accomplish this, the number of impulses
of current directed into the chargingcircuit per unit time is made equal to the
period of the charging circuit itself, or,
generally, to a harmonic thereof, and the
same relations are maintained between
the charging and discharge circuit.”

While the patent filed on June 20,
1896, disclosed the efficacy of tuning
the primary and secondary circuits of
the oscillation coil to the same frequency,
these is no reference in this patent to the
use of his oscillator for wireless transmission of energy or intelligence. The
application focused on lighting circuits.
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The first time Tesla mentioned tuning
his oscillator in conjunction with transmission of energy or intelligence was in
his U.S. patent 645,576 filed on September 2, 1897, which was cited in the
case of Marconi vs. the United States.
The Supreme Court affirmed that Tesla’s
priority in using tuned circuits for transmission of energy or intelligence was
the filing date of this patent, namely
September 2, 1897, long after his 1893
lecture. Also, this date is later than May
13, 1897, the date by which Marconi had
documented and demonstrated transmission and reception of intelligence to nine
miles by Hertzian telegraphy.
Loose Coupling Dates to 1900: While
Tesla’s patent filed on June 20, 1896, disclosed the efficacy of tuning in producing
higher voltages, it was silent on the subject
of loose coupling, which was not relevant
for lighting applications. In fact, loose
coupling would have actually reduced
the energy delivered to the load of Tesla’s
oscillator coil described in Tesla’s 1896
patent. However, loose coupling was critical for wireless communication, since it
was required to obtain the sharp tuning
needed to reduce interference. Not only
was Tesla’s 1896 patent silent on loose
coupling, so was Tesla’s first wireless patent filed on September 2, 1897. In fact, the
first publication in which Tesla referred
to the subject of loose coupling was his
U.S. patent 787,412 filed on May 16, 1900,
with the title “Art of Transmitting Energy
Through the Natural Mediums.” Here is
what Tesla wrote in this patent:

To the extent Tesla believed that
loose coupling increased the energy or
average power delivered to the secondary
circuit, he was in error. Loose coupling
can do nothing but decrease the energy
and average power coupled from the
primary to the secondary of an oscillation coil.
The U.S. Supreme Court actually
focused on the issue of who discovered
loose coupling as it applied to wireless
communication. It is clear that they
believed John S. Stone was the first one
to introduce loose coupling into radio
transmitter circuits. The U.S. Supreme
Court found that Stone had described
the advantages of loose coupling in his
U.S. patent 714,756 filed on February
8, 1900, which was three months earlier
than Tesla’s patent filing date of May 16,
1900:

“In order to magnify the electrical
movement in the secondary as much as

“That the closed circuit was intended
to be a ‘persistent oscillator’ is also

possible, it is essential that its inductive
connection with the primary A should
not be very intimate, as in ordinary
transformers, but loose, so as to permit free oscillation that is to say, their
mutual induction should be small.”
(Emphasis added)
“I have found it practicable to produce in this manner an electrical movement thousands of times greater than
the initial—that is, the one impressed
upon the secondary by the primary
A—and I have thus reached activities
or rates of flow of electrical energy in
the system E’ C E measured by many
tens of thousands of horsepower.”
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brought out by Stone’s emphasis on
‘loose coupling.’ Stone’s application [for
patent 714,756] explained in detail the
fact that when two circuits are inductively coupled together there normally
result ‘two degrees of freedom,’ that
is to say, the superposition of two frequencies in the same circuit because of
the effect on each of the magnetic lines
of force set up by the other. He discussed in detail methods of eliminating
this superposition, which interfered
with accurate selectivity of tuning, by
so constructing his circuits as to be
‘loosely coupled.’ 94
“…. the testimony at the trial was
in substantial agreement that the looser
the coupling the slower is the transfer
of energy from the closed charging
circuit to the open antenna circuit.
Hence the use of loose coupling presupposes a charging circuit that will
store its energy for a considerable
period, i.e., that will maintain persistent oscillations.” 95

The Supreme Court also noted that
Stone had documented his loose coupling approach in two letters to his young
friend, Joseph B. Baker, dated June 30,
1899, and July 18, 1899—more than six
months prior to the date of Stone’s patent
application. Baker and Stone had worked
together in the mechanical department
of the American Bell Telephone Company in Boston. The Court wrote:
“On July 18, 1899, Stone again wrote to
Baker, mathematically demonstrating
how to achieve the single frequency
by means of forced vibrations. He
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expressed as a trigonometric function
the form taken by the forced wave ‘if
the period of the impressed force be
the same as that of the fundamental
of the vertical wire.’ He also pointed
out that the transmitting circuit which
he had disclosed in his earlier letter
to Baker, ‘is practically the same as
that employed by Tesla,’ except that
Stone added an inductance coil in the
closed circuit ‘to give additional means
of tuning’ and to ‘swamp’ the reactions
from the coil of the oscillation transformer and thus loosen the coupling
between the open and closed circuit of
the transmitter.” 96

The Supreme Court here stated that
the tuning circuit was the same as Tesla’s
but that Stone added something that
Tesla did not have—an inductance coil
in the closed circuit to loosen the coupling between the open and closed circuit
of the transmitter. The Supreme Court
made no mention of Tesla using—or
even referring to—loose coupling of the
two circuits. A rather complete explanation of what was in these letters and how
the U. S. Supreme Court interpreted the
letters as well as Stone’s patent is found
in the book entitled The Life of John Stone
Stone by historian George Clark.97
Tesla Wireless Patent Applications
Began in September 1897

Contrast the language in the Tesla’s oscillator patents filed before September 2,
1897, with the language that appeared
in Tesla’s patents applications beginning
with his September 2, 1897 patent application. Gone are all the words relating
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to lighting applications. The words that
appear beginning in September relate
to the wireless transmission of signals,
energy, or intelligible messages, as shown
in the right-hand column of Table 2.
These patents are often characterized,
quite incorrectly, as “radio” patents;
most if not all are wireless patents, but
since they do not utilize electromagnetic
energy, they are not radio patents.
Because all these patent applications
were filed after the time frame of Marconi’s discoveries of communicating intelligence by Hertzian waves, none is relevant
to the subject of Tesla’s precedence in the
discovery of radio. By September 2, 1897,
that ship had already sailed.

Key Takeaways from Tesla’s Disruptive
Discharge Oscillator Patents

The key takeaway is that Tesla’s disruptive oscillator was not tuned or loosely
coupled at the time of his 1893 lecture,
and his oscillator design from the period
1891 to 1896 could not provide sharp
tuning and was never used in radio.
■■ The first time Tesla ever disclosed
an oscillator design with two tuned
circuits was on June 6, 1896, when
he filed an application for U.S. patent 568,178 for purposes of lighting.
However, he did not mention the use
of the two-tuned-circuit oscillator in
any configuration for wireless transmission of intelligence or energy in

Table 2. Tesla patents for transmission of energy or intelligence to great distances.
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this patent (or at any time prior to
this date).
■■ The first time Tesla ever specified tuning his disruptive discharge oscillator
for application to wireless transmission of energy or intelligence was on
September 2, 1897, when he filed an
application for U.S. patent 645,576
with the purpose of wireless transmitting electrical energy. However, he
never mentioned in this patent (or
in any document prior to this date)
using his Tesla oscillator for any
purpose with the two tuned circuits
being loosely coupled.
■■ The first time Tesla ever disclosed
a Tesla oscillator with two loosely
coupled, tuned circuits, was on May
16, 1900, when he filed an application
for U.S. patent 787,412 with the purpose of transmitting energy through
the natural media.
Tesla’s Lectures before
the Franklin Institute and
the National Electric Light
Association (1893)
Much of the content of Tesla’s lecture to
the Franklin Institute and the National
Electric Light Association was the same
as his 1892 lecture, but there is one
major exception. Tesla paused the demonstration portion of his 1893 lecture to
introduce his thoughts on the transmission of intelligible signals and power to
long distances without the use of wires.
Tesla documented these thoughts in
three paragraphs on pages 267–271 of
the lecture he published in the Journal of
the Franklin Institute dated July 1893—
paragraphs which are almost universally
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cited by those who contend that Tesla
has precedence in the discovery of radio.
These three paragraphs are important
because they constitute the only description of a method of wireless transmission of energy or intelligence that Tesla
documented before December 2, 1896,
the date when Marconi filed his complete
U.S. patent on using Hertzian waves for
transmitting and receiving intelligence.
Citing these three paragraphs from his
1893 lecture document as a source,
many Teslaphiles and historians make
one or more of the following claims on
his behalf:
■■ Tesla described a complete system to
transmit and receive radio signals.
■■ Tesla’s description forms the basis for
radio engineering.
■■ Tesla was the first to describe a radio
system using grounded antennas in
both the transmitter and receiver
circuit.
■■ Tesla used a high-frequency source
in the system he described.
■■ Tesla introduced the concept of
capacitively loaded antennas.
■■ Tesla described the concept of twocircuit tuning.
■■ Tesla described the principle of
adjusting for resonance to get the
maximum sensitivity and selectivity
in reception.
In the following paragraphs it will be
shown none of these claims are supported
by Tesla’s description of his 1893 lecture.
The relevant words from Tesla’s 1893 lecture, which he published in the Journal
of the Franklin Institute, are reproduced
in italics below. Bold letters have been
added for purposes of emphasis.
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Tesla’s Basic Approach to Transmission
of Intelligible Signals

Tesla introduced his thoughts on the
transmission of intelligible signals and
power to any distance without wires by
referring to resonance effects:
“In connection with resonance effects
and the problem of transmission of energy
over a single conductor which was previously considered, I would say a few words
on a subject which constantly fills my
thoughts and which concerns the welfare
of all. I mean the transmission of intelligible signals or perhaps even power to
any distance without the use of wires….
“We now know that electric vibration
may be transmitted through a single conductor. Why then not try to avail ourselves
of the earth for this purpose? We need not
be frightened by the idea of distance.”
——Tesla’s lecture (1893), p. 267–8.

Tesla’s idea of transmitting intelligence or power to long distances was not
new. As discussed previously, Mahlon
Loomis filed a patent for transmitting
intelligence to distant points, even to
other continents, by using electric currents in the atmosphere as one path and
the earth as a return path. However, Tesla
added a new twist to the method, namely
to use the resonant frequency of the
earth to transmit signals more efficiently
through the earth. The idea of using
resonance was based on his observation
that he could transmit signals more efficiently in his “one-wire” demonstration
experiments when he adjusted the source
frequency of his dynamo to match the
resonant frequency of the RLC circuit

of the wire attached to his light bulbs.
Tesla said that he did not believe that
“telephony to any distance” is possible
with induction methods through the
air. Indeed, Tesla described a method by
which he believed intelligence and energy
could be “transmitted through a single
conductor”—specifically, the earth.
Tesla Proposes to Measure the Resonant
Frequency of the Earth

Tesla had a problem. He did not know
the resonant frequency of the earth,
and he could not describe a specific
approach to a communication system
until he knew the resonant frequency of
the earth. So, he proposed an experiment
to measure the earth’s resonant period
(i.e., frequency):
“If ever we can ascertain at what period
the earth’s charge, when disturbed,
oscillates with respect to an oppositely
electrified system or known circuit, we
shall know a fact possibly of the greatest
importance to the welfare of the human
race…
“I propose to seek for the period
by means of an electrical oscillator,
or a source of alternating electric current.
One of the terminals of the source would
be connected to earth, as, for instance,
to the city water mains, the other to an
insulated body of large surface. It is possible that…the period of vibration may
be very low and an alternating dynamo
machine might serve for the purpose of
the experiment. I would then transform
the current to a potential as high as it
would be found possible and connect the
ends of the high tension secondary to the
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ground and to the insulated body. By
varying the frequency of the currents
and carefully observing the potential
of the insulated body and watching for
the disturbance at various neighboring
points of the earth’s surface resonance
might be detected.” ——Tesla’s lecture
(1893), p. 269.

Tesla Proposes a Dynamo Source
for His Experiment

Tesla had developed two electrical oscillators for his lighting experiments—his
low-frequency dynamo in conjunction
with an ordinary oscillation coil and his
high-frequency, disruptive-discharge
oscillator using a spark source and a highvoltage oscillation coil. He proposed to
use one of these oscillators in his experiment, but he did not know which one
because he did not know the resonant
frequency of the earth. Rather than
guessing, he described how he would
use each one in turn, beginning with his
low-frequency dynamo, which was applicable in the event the resonant frequency
was low. Because the earth’s resonant
frequency turned out to be very low,
the experiment with the low-frequency
source is most relevant to his proposed
approach to communicating intelligence
by conducting currents through the
earth at the earth’s resonant frequency.
In the context of describing his
experiment, Tesla proposed to use his
alternating dynamo and induction coil
configuration in which the two primary
windings of the oscillation coil were connected to the low-frequency dynamo, and
the two terminals of the oscillation coil
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secondary winding were connected to
the raised conducing surface and ground
electrode (see Fig. 24).98 Tesla planned to
vary the frequency of the dynamo source
until it matched the resonant frequency
of the earth, at which point the response
of the earth at some unspecified distance
from the source would presumably
increase considerably. Note that he never
mentioned tuning the secondary circuit
with the raised surface and ground to
match the variable source frequency. At
the time of his lecture in 1893, Tesla
was not aware that the frequency of the
primary resonance mode that encircled
the earth was 7.8 Hz, which is in a range
known as the Extremely Low Frequency
(ELF) band. The primary circumferential
resonant modes of the earth are known as
Schumann resonances, and the primary

Fig. 24. If the earth’s resonant frequency was
low (it was), Tesla proposed to use this configuration with his alternating current dynamo
attached to an induction coil for the experiment he proposed to determine the resonant
frequency of the earth; Tesla said nothing
about tuning the secondary circuit (antenna)
to match the CW source frequency. (Adapted
from Fig. 8, Tesla, Electrical Experimenter, Vol. 7,
May 1919, p. 29)
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resonance is at approximately 7.8 Hz,
with measurable harmonics at 13.9, 20,
26, and 32 Hz.99
It should be pointed out that there are
also transverse earth resonances associated with the dimensions between the
earth’s surface and the sensible ionosphere. The primary transverse resonance
is approximately 2 KHz, and there are a
few measurable higher order harmonics
as well. However, the transverse modes
are highly localized and do not propagate around the earth like the Schumann
resonances because the waves trapped
between the earth the ionosphere are
heavily attenuated with each reflection
off the ionosphere.100
Tesla reported that he had measured
the wavelengths of earth resonances on
July 3, 1899, when he was performing
experiments in Colorado Springs.101
While he did not reveal the wavelengths
in that announcement, he did reveal the
wavelengths a year later:
“From data obtained in a large number of observations of the maxima and
minima of these waves I found their
length to vary approximately from
twenty-five to seventy-five kilometers,
and these results and theoretical deductions led me to the conclusion that
waves of this kind may be propagated
in all directions over the globe, and
that they may be of still more widely
differing lengths, the extreme limits
being imposed by the physical dimensions and properties of the earth.” 102

The only known earth resonances
in this range (75–25 km or 4–12 kHz),

are harmonics of the primary transverse
mode at 2 kHz. These transverse modes
do not travel far from the lightning
strokes that produce them, so they would
not be useful for communicating intelligence to a significant distance. They
are generally observed in the vicinity
of a lightning storm and at night when
the ionosphere becomes more reflective.
Communication of Intelligence is
Impractical at the Earth’s Resonant
Frequency

Communication of intelligence requires
a channel bandwidth sufficient to carry
the intelligence encoded on the carrier signal. The bandwidth required to
reproduce voice and music is between
3 to 5 kHz, depending on the fidelity
desired, and the bandwidth required
for Morse code for bi-level signals (on
and off ) is on the order of 50–70 Hz
for speeds that were commercially competitive with other methods in the day.
The measured resonant frequency of the
earth is 7.8 Hz, and the measured Q is
approximately 5,103 so the bandwidth of
the earth’s fundamental resonant frequency, ∆f, is approximately equal to
f/Q = 1.6 Hz. According to the Nyquist
formula for a noise-free channel,104 the
upper bound to the bit rate (in bits per
second) is 2B × log2(M), where B is the
bandwidth in Hz (1.6 Hz), and M is
the number of signal levels, in this case
2 (on and off). The result for this case
is 2B × log2(2) = 2B = 3.2 bps. At 3.2
bits per second, voice and music cannot
be transmitted, and the upper bound to
the word rate in Morse code would be
about 4 words per minute in a noiseless
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environment. A word rate of 4 words a
minute would hardly be competitive with
commercial telegraph wires and undersea
cables, which could achieve word rates of
20 to 30 wpm. It should also be noted
that since a communication system based
on circumferential resonances would produce signals worldwide, only one system
could operate worldwide at the resonant
frequency of the earth without interfering with other systems. But more to the
point, the electrical environment of the
earth at the resonant frequency is anything but noiseless.
The upper bound to the word rate of
four words per minute is predicated on
a communication channel without any
noise, and there is actually a great deal
of noise from the earth’s natural electrical environment in the ELF band, noise
which is also amplified by the earthionosphere cavity at its resonant frequencies. Tesla believed that the earth would
amplify the signals he generated at the
earth’s primary resonant frequency, but it
apparently did not occur to him that the
earth also amplified the natural electrical
environment of the earth at its resonant
frequencies. In fact, he never considered
the noise at all in his communication
scheme, and that turns out to be the
limiting factor.
The two major sources of electrical
noise at the resonant frequency of the
earth are 1) the natural electric field at the
earth’s surface produced by a fluctuating current of positive charge from the
ionosphere to the surface of the earth,
and 2) lightning strokes, which occur
worldwide at a rate of about 15–50 per
second.105 The natural electric field of the
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earth has a magnitude of 100–200 V/m
with a random rate of variation between
zero and a few hundred mV/m/sec, which
constitutes a relatively strong AC electric
field in the ELF band.106
Lightning strokes at the rate of 15 to
50 per second worldwide produce a background noise level in the ELF band such
that individual strokes meld together
so they are not distinguishable from
each other. That does not bode well for
a communication system in which each
successive pulse must be distinguished,
one from another, at a rate of more than
a few pulses per second. The AC electric
field background produced by multiple
lightning strokes is on the order of a
millivolt per meter.107 In addition to
the background electric field produced
by multiple strokes, there are unusually large strokes, known as “sprites,”
that produce Q-bursts that do not meld
together. The Q-bursts occur at rate one
every 10 seconds to a few minutes,108 so
they can actually be measured individually because they rise out of the noise
background formed by the more common strokes. They have been reported to
have peak electric fields on the order of
20–30 mV/m and pulse widths of 0.3–1.5
seconds.109 Even these more occasional
Q-bursts would be a significant source of
noise for an ELF communication system.
In all cases of natural background
noise in the environment, the actual
noise reaching the detector in a communications receiver depends on the
bandwidth of the bandpass filter used
to reduce the noise. Theoretically, if the
transmitted signal were a pure sine wave,
and an infinitesimally narrow band-pass
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filter were used at the receiver, noise from
sources external to the receiver would
not be a problem. However, intelligence cannot be communicated by a
pure sine wave. A pure sine wave must
be modulated to encode intelligence,
and modulation causes the bandwidth of
the transmitted signal to increase—and
increase well beyond the 1.6 Hz bandwidth of the earth’s primary resonant
frequency. The bandwidth requirement
for Morse code is about 50 to 75 Hz,
and the minimum bandwidth requirements for voice and music are about 3–5
kHz, depending on fidelity required. For
example, the bandwidth required today
by AM radio is 10kHz.
There is no way Tesla’s approach
could support the transmission of
voice or music, and telegraphy could
be accomplished only by slowing down
the data rate considerably. The actual
data rate that could have been achieved
with Morse code telegraphy depends on
the signal to-noise-ratio at the detector,
a calculation that is beyond the scope
of this paper, particularly since Tesla
did not describe a receiver. It should be
noted in passing that the modulation
bandwidth of the transmitted signals,
the signal-to-noise ratio, and their use
in designing bandpass filters are fundamental radio engineering principles for
receivers, which Tesla never mentioned
in his 1893 lecture.
So, an alternative way of looking at
this problem is to review the U.S. Navy
experience in Project ELF, 110 which
involved constructing a system to signal
submarines from long distances using
ELF signals centered at 76 Hz. It will be

shown that Project ELF also used ELF
wavelengths, but with distinctly different
system design parameters that greatly
enhanced the radiated and received signals as compared to Tesla’s concept. Nevertheless, the Navy system could signal
only a few letters in a matter of many
minutes, which allowed the submarine
to select among predetermined message
options, but not to transmit and receive
intelligence in the form of new messages,
because the maximum possible data rates
were far too low. Tesla’s proposed concept
could not possibly have performed nearly
as well as Project ELF.
U.S. Navy Experience with Project ELF

Project ELF was the third of three
sequential Navy programs with the
objective of implementing a system to
communicate with submarines using an
ELF carrier signal centered around 76
Hz.111 This frequency was chosen because
it was well above that of the noise produced by AC power lines and the earth’s
resonant frequencies (where the noise
produced by natural electrical sources
such as lightning was amplified by the
earth’s resonances). At the same time,
it was also below 100 Hz, where there
are no significant propagation losses due
to atmospheric attenuation.112 Project
ELF immediately rejected the concept of
using monopole antennas because of the
inefficiency of transmitting ELF signals
with antennas of any practical height at
76 Hz (much less at Tesla’s choice of 7.8
Hz). Instead, Project ELF used several
horizontal antennas 14 to 21 miles in
length, one separated by over a hundred
miles, with the antennas grounded at
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either end (see Fig. 25).113 The antennas
were located in Wisconsin over a soil
with an extremely low conductivity to
increase the radiation from the horizontal antenna. The problem of broadening
the transmitted frequency by amplitude
modulation was eliminated by using frequency modulation in which the signal at
74 Hz represented one state and the signal at 78 Hz represented a second state.
CW sources with a power of approximately 1 MW centered at 76 Hz were
connected at the midsections of these
antennas, as shown in the figure, resulting in approximately 1 watt of radiated
power. These design features considerably
increased the radiated power over Tesla’s
approach, and yet the resulting data rates
were still so low that it was possible to
identify only among prearranged messages—but not to communicate new
messages. The advertised (unclassified)
message rate was on the order of 4 minutes to transmit three letters of code.114

Tesla’s configuration for communicating intelligence in the ELF band was
much worse than that for Project ELF
in several respects. Tesla proposed to
use 7.8 Hz as the source frequency in
conjunction with a practical monopole
antenna, a combination that is less efficient by many orders of magnitude in
transmitting 7.8 Hz than Project ELF,
which used 76 Hz and horizontal antennas 14 km long. And Project ELF used
frequency modulation to avoid spreading the transmitted frequency spectrum
that would have resulted from amplitude
modulation by gating a CW signal on
and off. Frequency modulation of the
carrier allowed Project ELF to use narrower band-pass filters at the receiver.
Tesla, on the other hand, never even
considered a method of modulation.
Tesla’s approach of using the resonant
frequency of the earth as a method or
transmitting messages using a monopole
antenna was a nonstarter based on bandwidth limitations, the inefficiency
of transmitting signals through
the air or ground with monopole
antennas of any practical size, and
the high level of noise at the earth’s
resonant frequency. The obvious
conclusion is that Tesla’s approach
would have performed far worse
than that of Project ELF. Tesla
never attempted to demonstrate
his approach using the resonant
frequency of the earth.

Fig. 25. Project ELF for signaling U.S. submarines at 76
Hz used several horizontal antennas 14 and 21 miles in
length that were grounded at either end; monopole
antennas were found to be completely impractical at
ELF frequencies. (“Project Sanguine Revisited,” p. 8)
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Analysis of Low-Frequency Conduction Through the Earth: Tesla

believed that the charge driven
into the earth by his monopole
antenna went to the far regions of
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the earth, thereby exciting the primary
resonant frequency of the earth. The
purpose of this section is to show that
most of the charge conducted into the
earth by his dynamo source remained
within a short distance from the base
of the monopole antenna, which was
equal to or less than a radius equal to
several antenna heights. The exact solution for radiation and conduction of current from an electrically short monopole
over a conducting ground plane is well
known. The electrostatic and electromagnetic fields are equal at a distance of
one wavelength divided by 2p or about
1⁄6 of a wavelength. Conduction currents in the earth produced by exciting a
monopole antenna are quasistatic out to
a distance of approximately 1⁄6 of a wavelength. The wavelength corresponding
to 7.8 Hz is 38,000 km, and 1⁄6 of that
distance is about 6000 km. Thus, the
quasistatic electric fields from a monopole antenna over a highly conducting
earth can be computed to that distance
by using image theory, where the actual
monopole antenna is in the upper half
quadrant and the image of the monopole
in the lower half quadrant is produced by
the conductive earth (see Fig. 26). The
electric field E and surface charge density
s versus the distance r for this quasistatic
dipole configuration is given by:

where q is the charge on the raised sur-

Fig. 26. The quasistatic electric fields from a
monopole antenna over a perfectly conducting earth can be computed by using image theory, in which the physical monopole antenna
is in the upper half quadrant and the image
of the monopole in the lower half quadrant is
the earth. (Author)

face when the electric field is maximum,
h is the height of the raised surface, and
r is the distance from the base of the
monopole antenna.115 The electric field
and charge density normalized to the values at the base of the monopole antenna
(r = 0) is shown in Table 3. It is clear
that the electric fields falls off as 1/r3 at
large distances, and more to the point,
the charge density at a distance of three
antenna heights from the base (r = 3h)
is about 3% of the value at r = 0, which
means that most of the image charge to
the charge on the raised surface resides
within a distance of two or three antenna
heights as measured from the base of
the antenna.
The charge in the earth is attracted
by the image charge of opposite sign in
the raised surface, so the disturbance
does not travel far from the base of the
monopole antenna—and certainly not
to terrestrial distances, as Tesla believed.
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Table 3. Electric field and charge density
versus r/h produced by a quasi-static
dipole relative to levels at r = 0.

Beyond a distance of three antenna
heights, the magnitude of the electric
field and charge density fall off as 1/r3 out
to a distance where the electromagnetic
fields dominate, which is on the order of
6000 km. This simple calculation shows
why Tesla was able to throw “lightning
bolts” (discharges from his Tesla coil) to
a distance of only 120 feet in Colorado
Springs, where his antenna had a small
sphere that was raised to a height no
greater than 142 feet.116
If one assumes the maximum height
h of a practical monopole antenna is on
the order of 1 km,117 the electric field E
at 6000 km, (the maximum distance for
which this approximation is still valid)
is E = E0 × (r/h)-3 = E0 × 5 × 10 -12 , where
E0 is the electric field at the surface of
the earth directly under the antenna.
Assume the raised surface is a sphere
with a radius R of 0.1 km that is located
atop a 1 km antenna, and it is raised
to a voltage that produces an electric
field ER at the surface of the sphere near
the breakdown threshold of air, say 10 6
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V/m. The maximum electric field on the
earth at the base of the antenna E0 would
be 10 5 V/m,118 so the quasistatic electric
field at the earth’s surface at a distance
of 6000 km would be 0.5 µV/m.
This is an incredibly small electric
field as compared to natural electric fields
of the earth in the frequency range of 7.8
Hz. It is beyond the scope of this paper
to go into the effects of signal to noise
ratio. Suffice it to say that that background noise from all natural electrical
environments in the ELF range is at least
several orders of magnitude greater than
0.5 µV/m.
Low-Frequency Fields Radiated from a
Monopole Antenna Using a Dynamo Source:

Some Teslaphiles claim that Tesla’s 1893
wireless configuration was capable of
radiating electromagnetic energy, albeit
at ELF frequencies. Not likely. At the
primary resonant frequency, there is virtually no measurable electromagnetic
energy radiated into the earth-ionosphere
cavity by a monopole of any practical
height, and the response of the earth is
restricted to conduction currents flowing
in the ground—just as Tesla originally
envisioned. It is well known that the
radiation efficiency of an ideal monopole
antenna is maximum when the wavelength of the excitation source l equals
four times the height of the antenna h,
and the radiation efficiency falls off as
(4h/l)2 for longer wavelengths (lower
frequencies). Many historians seem
to believe the resonant frequency of a
monopole antenna can be lowered by
adding an inductance at the base of the
antenna without losing radiation efficiency, but this not true. The resonant
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frequency of an antenna can be lowered
by adding inductance at the base, but the
loss in radiation efficiency will still be
proportional to (4h/l)2. In Tesla’s case,
the earth’s primary resonant frequency
of 7.8 Hz has a wavelength of 3.8 × 104
km. If the maximum practical height of
a monopole antenna were on the order
of 1 km, the radiation efficiency (power
radiated divided by power applied) would
be 2.7 × 10-9. That means it would take
an electrical source of almost one gigawatt operating at 7.8 Hz to radiate about
1 watt of electromagnetic energy from a
1 km high monopole antenna.
Tesla’s CW Transmitter is Identical to
That of Thomas Edison

A high-power CW dynamo operating at
the earth’s resonant frequency is something that Tesla did not have and that
did not exist at that time. The maximum
power output of Tesla’s low-frequency
dynamo was approximately 5 to 10 kW
when operated at its maximum frequency, which was about 20 kHz. The
output voltage and frequency of Tesla’s
dynamo was proportional to the rotational frequency of the dynamo, so the
output at 7.8 Hz would have been negligible. The only way Tesla could have
generated significant power centered
around 7.8 Hz was with a high-voltage
DC generator and a low-frequency circuit breaker, or rheotome—as Edison
described in his application for U.S. patent 465,971 for wireless communication
by an electrostatic induction method
on May 23, 1885. In fact, the source
Edison described using his rheotome
source was exactly like the source Tesla

proposed—except the dynamo frequency
of Tesla’s source would have been even
lower that that of Edison’s source (see
Fig. 27). Compare this figure with Tesla’s
source shown in Fig. 24. Clearly, the
source configuration Tesla described
in his lecture was the same quasistatic
induction method that Edison had
already disclosed.
Edison’s method has been accepted
by historians for decades as being the
quintessential example of a quasistatic
electric-field induction method. If Edison’s method was electric-field induction,
which it surely was, then Tesla’s approach
using a lower source frequency must

Fig. 27. The source and raised surface configuration for Edison’s quasistatic electric-field
induction technique shown here is virtually
identical to that of Tesla’s source and raised
conducting surface configuration described
in his 1893 lecture, which is shown in Fig 24.
(Adapted from A. Prasch, Die Telegraphie ohne
Draht, 1902, p. 54)
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also have been an electric-field induction method—not an electromagnetic
method. But no matter how one classifies Tesla’s approach, the CW source
configuration that Tesla described in
his 1893 lecture is virtually identical to
that described by Edison, and was by
no means new.
Tesla Proposes a High-Frequency Tesla
Oscillator Source for His Experiment

Tesla continued by saying that if the
period of vibration should be extremely
small, then a dynamo machine would
not do and a proper electrical oscillator
would have to be produced:
“Should…the period be extremely small,
then a dynamo machine would not do
and a proper electrical oscillator
would have to be produced and perhaps it might not be possible to obtain
such rapid vibrations. But whether this
be possible or not, and whether the earth
contains a charge or not, and whatever
may be its period of vibration, it certainly is possible—for of this we have
daily evidence—to produce some electrical disturbance sufficiently powerful to be
perceptible by suitable instruments at any
point of the earth’s surface.” ——Tesla’s
lecture, 1893, p. 269.

Tesla wrote, “If the resonant frequency of the earth is high, a proper
oscillator would have to be produced.”
There are two notable equivocations here
that have been conveniently ignored by
most Teslaphiles. The first equivocation
is: “if the resonant frequency is high.”
However, the resonant frequency was
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not high; it was 7.8 Hz—about as low
as it could get. The second equivocation
is that a proper oscillator “would have
to be produced.” Tesla does not say the
oscillator he had in hand at the time of
his 1893 lecture would be appropriate
or that he intended to use it. He said he
would have to produce a “proper oscillator.” Yet Teslaphiles still claim that
Tesla proposed a communication system
to radiate high-frequency signals using
his then existing Tesla coil. To repeat
for emphasis, Tesla did not propose a
communication system with a high frequency source. He proposed to use his
high-frequency oscillator—but only for
purposes of the experiment to determine
the earth’s resonant frequency, and only
in the event that the resonant frequency
was high. But it was not.
In any event, the circumferential
resonant frequency of the earth was
very low, and the high-frequency Tesla
oscillator, which generates very little
energy at 7.8 Hz, was singularly unsuitable for exciting resonant frequencies of
the earth. Not only does any practical
monopole antenna radiate little energy
at 7.8 Hz, but a spark source generates
very little energy within the very narrow
bandwidth of a 7.8 Hz earth resonance
(the earth’s resonance at 7.8 Hz with a Q
of 5 has a bandwidth of f/Q, or less than
2 Hz). Consequently, the inefficiencies of
both factors must be multiplied together
to arrive at the actual efficiency of radiating electromagnetic energy. For a given
source power, the power radiated at or
around 7.8 Hz by Tesla’s high-frequency
oscillator is far lower than that radiated
by a dynamo source tuned to 7.8 Hz.
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Canard Alert: Tesla’s Oscillator
Described in His 1893 Lecture Was
Used in Radio Telegraphy

Teslaphiles claim that Tesla described an
inductively coupled, two-circuit, highfrequency antenna configuration in his
1893 lecture that was the same as those
used later in radiotelegraphy. However,
the two coupled circuits in Tesla’s 1893
oscillator configuration were not tuned
to the same frequency, nor were the two
circuits loosely coupled. As discussed
previously, Tesla did not specify tuning
the primary and secondary circuit of his
oscillator until 1896, long after his 1893
lecture. Even then, he did not describe
it for the application of wireless transmission of energy or intelligence until
September 2, 1897. It was even later, in
1890, that Tesla mentioned the concept
of loose coupling in conjunction with
wireless transmissions. Since the only
two-circuit transmitter configuration
used in spark-source radio transmitters
had two loosely-coupled circuits that
were tuned to the same frequency, and
since Tesla’s oscillators dating from 1891
to 1896 had neither feature, the type
of high-frequency oscillator design that
Tesla had in hand at the time of his 1893
lecture was never used in radio.
Tesla Describes His Experimental
Configuration

The two paragraphs in which Tesla
described the experimental configuration
he proposed to use to measure the resonant frequency of the earth are perhaps
the most important two paragraphs in
the entire lecture. The description of his
experiment was accompanied by the only

diagram that appeared in this portion of
the lecture describing wireless telegraphy,
which was labeled Fig. 21 in his lecture
and is reproduced here as Fig. 28. Referring to this figure, Tesla’s description is
quite clear and concise:
“Assume that a source of alternating
currents S be connected, as in Fig. 21,
with one of its terminals to earth (conveniently to the water mains) and with
the other to a body of large surface P.
When the electric oscillation is set up
there will be a movement of electricity
in and out of P, and alternating currents will pass through the earth, converging to, or diverging from the point
C where the ground connection is made.
In this manner neighboring points on the
earth’s surface within a certain radius
will be disturbed. But the disturbance
will diminish with the distance, and the
distance at which the effect will still be
perceptible will depend on the quantity
of electricity set in motion.
“Now it is quite certain that at any
point within a certain radius of the source
S a properly adjusted self-induction and
capacity device can be set in action by resonance. But not only can this be done, but
another source S1, Fig. 21, similar to S, or
any number of such sources can be set to
work in synchronism with the latter, and
the vibration thus intensified and spread
over a large area, or a flow of electricity
produced to or from the source S1 if the
same be of opposite phase to the source
S.” ——Tesla’s lecture (1893), p. 270.

It is very clear from Tesla’s language
that both S and S1 in this sketch are
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Fig. 28. Tesla’s sketch of the experiment he
proposed to measure the resonant frequency
of the earth in his 1893 lecture contained two
sources, S and S1, and no receivers; he stated
“…another source S1, Fig. 21, similar to S or any
number of sources can be set to work in synchronism with the latter…” (J. Franklin Institute,
Vol. 136, No. 1, July 1893, p. 270)

sources of excitation. The second source S1
(or any number of such sources) similar
to S is intended to work in synchronism
with S. Note that there is no description
of a receiver or receive antenna in this
sketch, and in fact there is no mention of
a receiver, a receive antenna, or a detection device in Tesla’s 1893 lecture, much
less a description of one. This should be
no surprise because Tesla was describing
an experiment to measure the earth’s
resonant frequency—not a complete system of wireless telegraphy. So, how is it
that many Teslaphiles claim that Tesla
described a complete system of wireless
telegraphy in this lecture? Most likely
it is because Tesla actually morphed
the description of his lecture in various
publications over a period of time to
make it appear that he had described a
complete system in 1893, when in fact
he had not.
Tesla Morphs His 1893 Lecture
Configuration

Tesla morphed the description of the
experiment he described in his 1893 lecture by claiming that the source S1 was
a receiver. Many Teslaphiles, following
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Tesla’s lead, have made the same claim.
Tesla began his morph in a paper entitled
“The problems of Increasing Human
Energy,” 119 dated June 1900, in which
the figure reproduced here as Fig. 29
appeared. This figure is virtually identical to the one in his 1893 lecture, but
the description in the text is markedly
different. In his 1900 paper, Tesla begins
by stating this figure appeared in his
“scientific lectures in February and
March 1893”—which it did. But then
Tesla claims that the component S 1 in
the circuit ES1P1 to the right of the figure
represents a receiver, not a second source.
In 1900 Tesla wrote:
“In the latter wire or circuit is included
a sensitive device or receiver S 1,
which is thus set in action and made
to operate a relay or other appliance.
Each station is, of course, provided
both with a source of electrical oscillations S and a sensitive receiver S1, and
a simple provision is made for using
each of the two wires alternatively to
send and receive messages.” 120

Incredibly, the source S 1 in his 1893
lecture is now a receiver S 1 in his 1900

Fig. 29. Tesla morphed the description of his
1893 experimental configuration shown in Fig.
27 by claiming in 1900 that S1 in circuit ES1 P1 to
the right of this figure represents a receiver, not
a second source. (Century Magazine, Vol. 60,
June 1900, p. 206)
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article. Tesla followed this statement
with one that is even more incredible.
He wrote, “Since I described these simple
principles of telegraphy without wires I
have had frequent occasion to note that
the identical features and elements have
been used, in the evident belief that the
signals are being transmitted to considerable distances by “Hertzian” radiations.” 121 What chutzpah! Tesla never
described a receiver in his 1893 lecture,
much less “a sensitive receiver S1, which
is thus set in action and made to operate
a relay or other appliance”—an obvious
allusion to Marconi’s coherer receiver
dating to 1895–6.
Tesla completed the metamorphosis in May 1919 when he published his
article, “The True Wireless,” where he

asserted that the image shown in Fig. 30
was from his 1893 lecture. Tesla explicitly
wrote the following statement in the caption accompanying this figure: “Tesla’s
System of Wireless Transmission Thru
the Earth as Actually Exposed in His
Lectures Before the Franklin Institute
and Electrical Light Association in February and March 1893.” The circuit on
the right, which was a second source
S1 in his 1893 lecture, is now labeled
“Resonant adjustable receiving circuit.”
And the circuit on the left, which in the
1893 lecture was a “source of alternating
currents S, is now described as a “transmitter” with “a high potential adjustable
resonant secondary circuit.” There was
no mention of an adjustable resonant
secondary source in the 1893 lecture.

Fig. 30. Tesla completed the metamorphosis of his 1893 experimental configuration (shown in
Fig. 27) by stating in a 1919 article that this figure was the configuration he described in his 1893
lectures. (Tesla, Electrical Experimenter, Vol. 7, May 1919, p. 29)
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It has been noted before that the first
time Tesla ever mentioned a resonant secondary circuit was in 1896. It should also
be noted that the source he represents
here is not his high-frequency oscillator—it is his low-frequency dynamo.
This reinforces the statement made earlier that Tesla never proposed to use a
high-frequency source for transmitting
intelligence—he actually proposed to
use a source that matched the resonant
frequency of the earth.
Canard Alert: Tesla’s Description is
Often Taken to Be the Foundation of
Radio Engineering

There is not one relevant radio principle
that Tesla introduced in his 1893 lecture. The most basic principle of radio
communication is that a communication system has both a transmitter and a
receiver. Tesla did not describe a receiver,
a detector, or even a receive antenna.
Therefore, Tesla was missing all of the
basic principles associated with receivers—receiver antenna size, impact of
external noise and signal-to-noise, bandwidth filters to reduce external noise,
receiver gain and noise, etc. Perhaps the
most important receiver principle in the
early days of radio was that some form of
sensitive non-linear detector was required
to demodulate intelligence impressed
on transmitted signals with frequencies
above the audio range. The suggestion
that Tesla invented radio because he proposed to transmit high frequencies in
1893 is a nonstarter, since he provided no
information on how to receive and detect
signals of any frequency, much less, how
to demodulate a high-frequency carrier
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wave. Thus, he did not actually describe
a system of transmitting and receiving
intelligence by any means.
As for the transmitter, perhaps the
most fundamental principle of radio
engineering is that the natural resonant frequency of the transmit antenna
should match the source frequency. In
this lecture, Tesla states that the source
frequency should match the earth’s resonant frequency. And he gives no guidance
on the size of the transmit antenna in
relation to the desired source frequency.
He also provides no guidance on how
to change the resonant frequency of an
antenna. Yet another important principle
that Tesla did not mention is that the
carrier frequency must be modulated to
encode intelligence on the carrier. A CW
signal or a repetitive pulse that does not
vary from pulse-to-pulse or in spacing
cannot convey intelligence. The sources
that Tesla proposed to measure the resonant frequency of the earth were not
modulated, and Tesla did not address
modulation methods or bandwidth
requirements for transmission (or reception) of signals with intelligence encoded.
Tesla’s approach to communicating
intelligence using a CW source was not
new. Tesla’s CW source configuration
was identical to the source configuration
that Thomas Edison used years earlier—
including a raised conducting surface at
the top of a vertical wire that consisted of
a capacitive load. Both were using such
low frequencies that they were quasistatic
electric-field induction methods—not
radio.
Finally, Tesla did not mention anything about tuning the transmitter and
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receiver circuits to the same frequency,
nor did he mention tuning the primary
circuit of the transmitter to the secondary circuit in the transmitter. In fact,
Tesla’s did not tune the primary circuit
and secondary circuit of his Tesla oscillator until 1896, and he did not apply that
concept to transmitting energy or intelligence until September of 1897—well
after the dates of Marconi’s documented
achievements.
Key Takeaways From Tesla’s 1893
Lecture

There are eight important takeaways
from Tesla’s 1893 lecture:
1. Tesla proposed a concept of communicating intelligence using the
resonant frequency of the earth to
transmit intelligence through the
earth to terrestrial distances.
2. Tesla did not know the resonant frequency of the earth, so he proposed
an experiment to measure it.
3. Tesla never described a complete
system of radiotelegraphy in his
1893 lecture—only an experiment
to measure the resonant frequency
of the earth; specifically, Tesla never
mentioned or described a receive
antenna, a receiver, or a detector, and
certainly not a nonlinear detector,
which was required to demodulate
high-frequency signals.

4. Tesla did not propose to use a highfrequency source for communicating
intelligence; he proposed to develop
an appropriate high-frequency source
for the experiment—but only if the
resonant frequency of the earth was
high. It was not.
5. Tesla’s high-frequency oscillator
source as it existed in 1893 was not
suitable for radiotelegraphy because
his two circuits were neither tuned
nor loosely coupled; his 1893–1896
design of the Tesla coil was never
used in radiotelegraphy.
6. Tesla did not introduce the concept
of two-circuit tuning in either the
transmitter circuit or receiver circuit
in his 1893 lecture; he did so for the
first time in his wireless transmission
patent application dated September
2, 1897, more than four years later.
7. Tesla attempted to assert his precedence in the discovery of radio by
morphing his 1893 lecture to make it
appear that he had described a compete system of wireless communication in 1893, when in fact he did not.
8. One cannot claim precedence in the
invention of a communication system
without specifying both the transmitter and receiver.
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Part IV. The Case Against Tesla’s Precedence
in Discovering Radio
Summary
Methodology: To make the case for

Tesla’s precedence in the discovery of
radio requires evidence in the form of
documentation that proves Tesla discovered radio before any of the other
leading contenders—and in particular,
Guglielmo Marconi, whose accomplishments are well documented and dated.
It has been said that who has precedence
in the discovery of radio depends on the
definition of radio. That may be true,
but the standard definition for radio
that has been accepted by the scientific
community and those who have created and published dictionaries for over
a century has two basic components—
“communication of intelligence” and “by
means of electromagnetic waves,” originally known as Hertzian waves. Teslaphiles who have suggested significantly
different definitions of radio have never
provided any substantive evidence to
support the validity of those definitions.
The basic criterion used to determine if
Tesla has precedence in the discovery of
radio is that his documented accomplishments in discovering communication of
intelligence by electromagnetic waves
preceded those of Marconi.
Marconi’s Dates of Discovery: There
are two events that unequivocally mark
Marconi’s documented contribution to
the discovery of radio. The first is Marconi’s application for U.S. patent 586,193
filed on December 2, 1896 (reissued as
U.S. 11,913 with the same priority date),
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which contains a complete description
of his wireless system that specifically
states he was using Hertzian waves to
communicate intelligence. This is the first
patent ever describing a system of wireless
communication using Hertzian waves,
now known as electromagnetic radiation.
The second event date is May 13,
1897, when Marconi demonstrated
that the system described in his patent was able to communicate messages
to a distance of nine miles across the
Bristol Channel. This distance exceeded
the distance of the longest documented
distance of any non-Hertzian method
of electronic communication by a factor of almost three. The range of the
longest documented communication of
intelligence by non-Hertzian electronic
means was achieved by William Preece in 1897 when he used a magnetic
induction method to transmit messages
to a distance of 3.3 miles, also across the
Bristol Channel.
Attempts to Marginalize Marconi’s
Accomplishments: There have been many

attempts to marginalize Marconi’s contributions to the development of radio
by asserting that he did not invent anything new, that his single-circuit tuning approach could not communicate
intelligence to long distances, and that
his single-circuit approach soon became
obsolete when it was replaced by two
coupled circuits tuned to the same frequency, which provided the sharper tuning needed to reduce interference. The
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most egregious assertions are that the
U.S. Supreme Court invalidated Marconi’s fundamental patent and ruled
Tesla invented radio.
In fact, the patent that the U.S.
Supreme Court invalidated was Marconi’s tuning patent U.S 763,772 with
a filing date of November 10, 1900—not
Marconi’s fundamental patent for discovering Hertzian telegraphy. Marconi’s
fundamental patent for communicating
intelligence by Hertzian waves was never
invalidated. The U.S. Supreme Court
found that Marconi’s original and fundamental U.S. patent was 586,193, which
was filed on December 2, 1896:
“Four years before [filing his tuning
patent in question], Marconi had
applied for his original and basic patent
[filing on December 2, 1896], which
was granted as No. 586,193, July 13,
1897 and reissued June 4, 1901 as reissue
No. 11,913.” 122
Marconi’s reputation as the man who
first achieved successful radio transmission rests on his original patent, which
became reissue No. 11,913, and which is
not here in question.” 123

Marconi’s fundamental patent was
not at issue before the Supreme Court
because the U.S. Court of Claims,
from which the case was appealed to
the Supreme Court, had declared Marconi’s fundamental patent to be valid.
Specifically, the Court of Claims found:
“No prior patent of publication discloses the combination of the claim
in suit. The invention of the Marconi

reissue patent made possible new
results by permitting the use of the
Morse code for signalling with Hertz
waves, and permitted signalling with
Hertz waves to greater distances than
was previously possible.”124

This statement by the U.S. Court of
Claims dispels Teslaphile claims that
Marconi’s patent did not describe anything new and that it did not transmit
signals to significant distances. Indeed,
Marconi was able to transmit to a distance of nine miles in 1897 with an
antenna height of only 150 feet, while
William Preece, who held the distance
record for the longest non-Hertzian wireless method of communication, transmitted messages to a distance of only 3.3
miles—and with very long wires. Using
his original equipment, Marconi had
established Marconi’s law, an empirical
prediction that the distance transmitted
was proportional to the square of the
antenna height, which meant that Marconi could reach a distance of 36 miles
with the same equipment using a 250 foot
antenna. That distance would have been
sufficient to bridge the English Channel,
as well as most of the islands around England—and sufficient to make Hertzian
telegraphy a commercial enterprise.
Many Teslaphiles also maintain that
the Supreme Court declared Tesla discovered radio. The issue of who discovered or invented radio was never before
any U.S. court, and in particular, not
before the Court of Claims or the U.S.
Supreme Court in the case cited. Article
III, Para. 1-2 of the U.S. Constitution,
known as the “Cases and Controversies
Volume 32, 2019
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Clause,” specifically limits the authority
of U.S. courts to cases and controversies
before the court, and it prohibits both
rulings and opinions on controversies
not before the court. Since the issue of
who invented radio was never before the
Court of Claims or the Supreme Court,
the U.S. Constitution specifically prohibited them from issuing an opinion
on who invented radio.
Not only did the Supreme Court not
claim that Tesla invented radio, they also
did not cite any Tesla patents as the basis
for invalidating Marconi’s tuning patent, U.S. 763,772. In its findings, which
were numbered 1 through 13 in the Syllabus, the Supreme Court invalidated
Marconi’s tuning patent on the basis
that Marconi’s claims had been anticipated by one or more the following four
patents: Lodge’s U.S. patent 609,154,
Stone’s U.S. patent 714,756, Pupin’s U.S.
patent 640,516, and Fessenden’s U.S.
patent 706,735. Neither Tesla nor any
of his patents were mentioned in any of
the findings, all of which were listed in
the Syllabus.
The final Teslaphile objection to
Marconi’s patent was that it soon became
obsolete. Indeed, the Court of Claims
found: “The subject-matter of the reissue
patent [Marconi’s fundamental patent]
was extensively used until displaced by
later improvements.” Ironically, it was
because Marconi’s single-circuit design
was so successful that it caused interference to the point that the sharper
tuning was required by the Radio Act
of 1912. The truth is that the inventive
ideas described in most valuable patents are displaced or replaced by later
284
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improvements, but that does not invalidate or diminish the original invention
or patent. Even the two-circuit designs
in transmitters that replaced Marconi’s
single-circuit design soon became obsolete themselves when spark transmitters were banned in the early 1920s and
vacuum tube oscillators replaced spark
dischargers.
It is clear that both the U.S. Court
of Claims and the U.S. Supreme Court
found that Marconi’s contributions to
radio between mid-1896 and mid-1897
were original and valuable. Teslaphile
attempts to marginalize them are nothing more than canards that have no
merit.
Tesla’s Wireless Accomplishments prior
to May 13, 1897: Documents that can be

used to support claims on behalf of Tesla
for discovering radio have been limited
in time using the same rules that were
adopted in patent infringement and interference cases by the courts—namely, to
those documents that were published
before the fact (e.g., date of alleged discoveries). Undated documents that were
prepared but not published before the
fact, such as laboratory notes, were also
allowed into evidence for consideration,
but only when the author was available to
attest to the date of preparation and validity of the documents—and under oath,
subject to cross-examination. Documents
that were prepared after the fact, as a rule,
were never allowed. Thus, the focus of
this study has been on Tesla documents
published before May 13, 1897, the date
that Marconi demonstrated to a wide
audience that he could communicate
intelligence to a distance of nine miles
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with the Hertzian telegraphy system he
defined in his 1896 patent.
After searching through all relevant
documents for Tesla’s contributions to
wireless telegraphy prior to May 13,
1896, it turns out that the only document published before that date in which
Tesla described an approach to wireless
communication of intelligence was in his
1893 lecture to the Franklin Institute and
the National Electric Light Association,
which was chronicled in the Journal of the
Franklin Institute published in July 1893.
Tesla’s Did Not Describe a Complete
Wireless System in His 1893 Lecture: Vir-

tually all claims of precedence made on
behalf of Tesla begin with the assertion
that Tesla described a complete wireless
system in his 1893 lecture at the Franklin
Institute and the National Electric Light
Association. Many Teslaphiles add the
dictum that this lecture should be considered the basis of radio engineering. In
this lecture, Tesla described a concept
for transmitting intelligence or energy
to terrestrial distances (worldwide) by
disturbing the “electrostatic equilibrium
of the earth.” He proposed sending currents through (within) the earth at the
resonant frequency of the earth, thereby
amplifying the signals much as he did
in the lighting circuits he demonstrated
in his lectures.
Tesla admitted he did not know the
resonant frequency of the earth, and
without that knowledge, he could not
design a proper source. So instead of
describing a system for transmitting
intelligence, he described an experiment
to measure the resonant frequency of the
earth using one or more sources to excite

the resonant frequency of the earth. Tesla
drew a sketch of the two sources he proposed to use to excite the earth in this
experiment. The sketch, which appears
as Fig. 21 in Tesla’s lecture, is reproduced
here as Fig. 31. The primary source S,
(which appears on the left this figure) was
to be supplemented by a second source S1
(which appears on the right of this figure)
in the event it was needed to obtain a
measurable response. Tesla, referring to
Fig. 21 from his 1893 lecture, describes
these two sources in Fig. 31 as follows:
“Now it is quite certain that at any
point within a certain radius of the
source S a properly adjusted self-induction and capacity device can be set in
action by resonance. But not only can
this be done, but another source S1,
Fig. 21, similar to S, or any number
of such sources can be set to work in
synchronism with the latter, and the
vibration thus intensified and spread
over a large area, or a flow of electricity produced to or from the source S1
if the same be of opposite phase to the
source S.”

Many Teslaphiles now claim that
the source S 1 was actually a receiver,
and therefore this sketch constitutes a
complete system. In fact, Tesla never
described a receiver, receiving antenna,
or a detector in his entire 1893 lecture.
So what is the basis for this claim by
Teslaphiles? The truth is that Tesla himself morphed this figure over time, most
notably by transforming the source S 1
on the right into a receiver in several
steps. The first step occurred in Tesla’s
Volume 32, 2019
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Fig. 31. Tesla described these two sources, S on the left and S1 on the right, in his 1893 configuration for transmitting signals to excite the earth’s resonant frequency. Compare this figure with
the morphed figure he published in 1919 (see Fig. 32), in which he claimed he had described a
complete system of wireless telegraphy in his 1893 lecture with a transmitter on the left and a
receiver on the right. (J. Franklin Institute, Vol. 136, No. 1, July 1893, p. 270)

publication “Increasing Human Energy,”
published in 1890, when he first referred
to the structure P 1 S 1 E as a receiver (see
previous Fig. 29). Apparently Tesla did
not get any pushback on this substitution, so he continued with his morphing
until 1919 when he completed the metamorphosis by producing his Fig. 8 (reproduced here as Fig. 32), which appeared
in “The True Wireless,” an article he
published in the May 1919 issue of Electrical Experimenter. Tesla states in his
caption that this very figure appeared
in his 1893 lecture: “Tesla’s System of
Wireless Telegraphy through the earth as
Actually Exposed in His Lectures Before
the Franklin Institute and the National
286
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Electric Light Association in February
and March, 1893.”
Tesla unabashedly claimed the
antenna on the right is a receiver—but
not just any receiver—a receiver with a
“resonant adjustable receiving circuit.”
This figure clearly conflicts with the
image and language of his 1893 lecture.
The figure in Tesla’s “True Wireless”
is a total fabrication, but Teslaphiles
ignore this fact and continue to cite this
figure as evidence that Tesla described
a complete system in his 1893 lecture.
It should be noted that his “receiver”
does not even have detector, or receiving
device. In Tesla’s 1919 “True Wireless”
article, Tesla admitted that he did not
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Fig. 32. Tesla published this morphed figure in 1919, claiming it was the one he “actually exposed”
in his 1893 lecture, when in fact the figure he “actually exposed” in 1893 was the one reproduced
in Fig. 31. (Tesla, Electrical Experimenter, Vol. 7, May 1919, p. 29)

mention a receiving device in his 1893
lecture:
“A specific form of receiving device was
not mentioned, but I had in mind to
transform the received currents and
thus make their volume and tension
suitable for any purpose.”

This is no small omission because
Tesla would have required a nonlinear
detector of some sort to receive and
demodulate high-frequency emissions
generated by his disruptive discharge
oscillator if it were to be used for transmitting intelligence. Tesla’s description of a receiving device in 1919 is so

general as to be useless. This description
covers every receiver that was invented
or ever will be invented—and for any
application. Without describing the
basic elements of a receiver for a wireless communication system in his 1893
lecture—including the receiving antenna
and receiving device, Tesla does not
and cannot have precedence for inventing radio based on that lecture. Tesla’s
deception in claiming that he described a
receiver in his 1893 lecture is the “smoking gun” in the canard that Tesla has
precedence in discovering radio.
One can only speculate as to why
Tesla chose to morph his 1893 lecture.
It is clear that as time passed following
Volume 32, 2019
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his highly successful 1893 lectures, Tesla
fell behind in the race for wireless telegraphy, and he chose to morph his 1893
lecture, beginning in 1900, in an attempt
to establish precedence in the discovery
of wireless telegraphy. Teslaphiles have
picked up Tesla’s gauntlet by asserting
that he did have a receiver in his 1893
lecture, which made it appear that he
had, in fact, described a complete system of wireless telegraphy as early as
1893—when in fact he did not. Tesla
cannot claim precedence in the discovery of radio without describing both a
transmitter and a receiver.
More Canards
The only description of a wireless telegraphy system that Tesla documented prior
to May 13, 1897, was in his 1893 lecture.
It is clear that Tesla did not describe a
complete system of telegraphy in his 1893
lecture, and that finding alone is sufficient to make the case that Tesla does
not have precedence in the discovery of
radio. However, there are false claims still
circulating today that the source Tesla
described in his 1893 lectures was later
used in radio—which, of course, is not
sufficient to accord Tesla precedence in
the discovery of radio, but it does suggest
or imply that Tesla discovered the transmitter circuit or circuits used in Hertzian
telegraphy before Marconi. This claim is
a canard as well.
Canard: Tesla’s High-Frequency Source
Described in His 1893 Lecture Was Later
Used in Radio

The Tesla oscillator as it was constituted
and described at the time of Tesla’s lecture
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in 1893 was totally unsuitable for Hertzian
telegraphy and was never used for communicating intelligence by radio. In 1893,
the two circuits in Tesla’s high-frequency
oscillator were not tuned to the same frequency, nor were they loosely coupled.
Without two-circuit tuning and loose
coupling, Tesla’s untuned high-frequency
oscillator would have radiated two separate frequencies—the resonant frequency
of the antenna circuit and the resonant
frequency of the primary circuit with the
spark source. Without loose coupling,
Tesla’s secondary circuit would have radiated two short (i.e., broadband) signals
centered around two different resonant
frequencies. While Marconi’s source also
radiated a broadband signal, it was centered around only one frequency—the
natural resonant frequency of his antenna.
Tesla’s disruptive discharge source as constituted in 1893 could have produced more
interference than Marconi’s single-circuit
source—not less. Tesla’s oscillator was
suitable for generating high voltages and
high frequencies for lighting purposes—
but it was not suitable for producing the
sharp tuning that was required by the
1912 Radio Act to minimize interference
between multiple transmitters.
The time evolution of Tesla’s disruptive discharge oscillator development is
summarized in Table 4. Tesla did not
recognize the value of tuning circuits
until 1896, and even then, he applied
his oscillator with two-circuit tuning
only to lighting circuits. It was not until
September 2, 1897, that he proposed to
use his oscillator with two-circuit tuning for wireless applications, but even
then, he did not recognize the principle
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Table 4. Tesla’s High-Frequency Oscillator Evolution and Application

of loose coupling. Loose coupling was
not needed for the conduction method of
wireless transmission that he described in
the application for his first wireless transmission patent, U.S. 645,576, dated September 2, 1897. The first time he described
the principle of loose coupling was in his
wireless patent application dated May 16,
1900. By that time, John S. Stone had
already described the requirement for
loose coupling to achieve sharp tuning
needed in radiotelegraphy in his application for U.S. patent 714,756 dated February 8, 1900, and he had also documented
the loose coupling principle in two letters
to Joseph B. Baker dated June 30, 1899,
and July 18, 1899—almost a year before
Tesla’s disclosure in his patent application.
To summarize, Tesla’s 1893–1899
versions of his high-frequency disruptive discharge oscillator source were
never used in radiotelegraphy. Sharp
tuning in spark telegraphy sources was
obtained only with two tuned circuits
in conjunction with loose coupling. Tesla
did not disclose the concept of loose
coupling for wireless telegraphy until
he filed his patent application dated
May 16, 1900—well after John S. Stone

made his disclosures of the importance
of loose coupling for sharp tuning in
radiotelegraphy.
Canard: Tesla’s Continuous Wave Source
was Later Used in Radio

Many Teslaphiles claim that Tesla was
the first one to propose using a continuous wave source for wireless telegraphy
in his 1893 lecture. Tesla said that if the
resonant frequency of the earth was low,
“an alternating dynamo machine might
serve for the purpose of the experiment. I
would then transform current to a potential as high as it would be found possible
and connect the ends of the high tension
secondary to the ground and to the insulated body.” Since the earth’s resonant
frequency was 7.8 Hz, which is indeed
low, Tesla proposed to use a dynamo
machine for the wireless system he had
in mind in 1893. For short monopole
antennas, electrostatic fields dominate
the electromagnetic fields out to a distance of l/2p, which for 7.8 Hz amounts
to a distance of 6120 km. The radiation
efficiency of a monopole antenna (power
radiated divided by power applied) with
a height on the order of, say a kilometer,
Volume 32, 2019
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and a source frequency of 7.8 Hz is vanishingly small: 2.7 × 10 -9.
It is clear that Tesla’s configuration
using a source frequency of 7.8 Hz and a
monopole antenna of any practical height
was not capable of radiating measurable
electromagnetic energy. Tesla’s method
is actually a quasistatic electrical-field
induction method, just like Edison’s
electric-field induction method proposed
in his application for U.S. patent 465,971
dated May 3, 1885. In fact, Tesla’s source
configuration is virtually identical to
Edison’s source configuration (compare
Figs. 24 and 27). The main difference
was that Edison had a telegraph key that
he used to modulate the power applied
to the raised surface, whereas Tesla did
not consider a means of modulation.
Also, Edison used a DC source with a
breaker operating at a frequency on the
order of 1–5 kHz, whereas Tesla proposed
a dynamo/alternator operating at the
earth’s resonant frequency of 7.8 Hz.
Do not be fooled into thinking that
Tesla’s CW source was any different than
Edison’s breaker circuit. In order to transmit intelligence, Tesla would have had to
modulate the sine wave using some type
of breaker, thereby introducing higher frequencies comparable to Edison’s approach.
Also, since Tesla’s alternator output and
frequency are both proportional to the
rotation speed of the dynamo, the power
output of Tesla’s dynamo at 7.8 Hz would
have been nil, and the only high power
source available to Tesla in 1893 would
have been a DC source in conjunction
with a current breaker similar to the rheotome used by Edison. The takeaway here is
that Tesla’s approach was not new. It was
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no different from Edison’s approach—and
both were a method of electric-field induction, not Hertzian radiation.
The second problem with Tesla’s
approach using the resonant frequency
of the earth is that bandwidth of the
resonance is too narrow for carrying
Morse code, which required about 50–70
Hz bandwidth, and far too narrow for
transmitting voice and music, which
requires at least 3–5 kHz bandwidth.
The bandwidth of the earth’s primary
resonance is equal to the resonant frequency (7.8 Hz) divided by the Q of
the resonance (~5), or about 1.6 Hz. In
Project ELF, the U.S. Navy found that it
was not possible to communicate intelligence or even select among prerecorded
messages using a monopole antenna and
ELF frequencies. The Navy did find that
using a frequency of 76 Hz and several
very long horizontal antennas grounded
at either end, they could select among
prerecorded messages, but because of
the low data rates, they could not convey
intelligence in the form of new messages.
Tesla’s approach using 7.8 Hz and a
monopole antenna would have required
orders of magnitude more source energy
than Project ELF, which required multiple sources of a few megawatts. Also
the earth’s resonant frequency is one of
the worst possible frequencies because of
the noise produced by lightning, which
excites the earth’s resonances. In fact, it
would have been impossible for Tesla to
detect any signals from his CW source at
7.8 Hz, much less an amplitude modulated signal, which would have introduced higher frequencies outside the
bandwidth of the earth’s resonance.
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Concluding Remarks
Throughout Tesla’s entire life, he believed
that communication of intelligence to
long distances was accomplished by currents flowing through the earth, and that
Hertzian radiation into the earth-ionosphere cavity was a waste of energy. To
that end, he proposed wireless methods
that used monopole antennas in conjunction with low-frequency sources (just
above the audio frequency range), which
in fact did minimize Hertzian radiation.
This is just opposite of the fundamental
principle of radio engineering, which is
to use frequencies at or near the natural resonant frequency of the antenna
wherever possible to maximize Hertzian
radiation efficiency.
As wireless communication systems
using the method of Hertzian radiation
became successful, Tesla’s theories were
increasingly rejected by radio engineers.
Nevertheless, Tesla maintained that the
underlying theory of Hertzian telegraphy
was incorrect. He maintained that the
method of communicating intelligence
using Hertzian waves did not actually use
Hertzian waves; instead, Tesla claimed
that the “Hertzian method” actually
communicated by using earth currents
as a means of conveying intelligence
from transmitter to receiver, and radiated Hertzian waves were just a waste
of energy. Here is what Tesla said in his
1919 paper, “The True Wireless”:
“The Hertz wave theory of wireless transmission may be kept up for a while, but I
do not hesitate to say that in a short time
it will be recognized as one of the most
remarkable and inexplicable aberrations

of the scientific mind which has ever been
recorded in history.” —— Nikola Tesla,
Electrical Experimenter, May 1919, p. 87.

One only has to look around the
world today to see that earth currents
do not convey information by flowing
from the transmitter to the receiver. The
following types of radio receivers do not
require a ground connection of any kind:
cell phones, hand-held, two-way radios,
battery operated AM-FM radios, car
radios, radios on airplanes, radios on
spacecraft, etc. While they do not require
grounds, they all require antennas. The
only role of ground currents in radio
transmission and reception is to increase
the efficiency of monopole antennas by
extending the effective height. This is
accomplished by ground currents that
flow only in the vicinity of the antenna
itself—not to great distances. Ground
currents are not needed at all when using
dipole antennas.
It should be noted that Tesla never
built and successfully tested any of the
wireless communication systems that he
described in his lectures or patents, and
there are no documents that confirm or
prove that he sent and received a wireless
message using Hertzian waves to any
distance in his entire life, much less in
the time frame prior to Marconi’s demonstrations that culminated in transmitting and receiving messages at a distance
of nine miles across the Bristol Channel
on May 13, 1897. It truly can be said that
Tesla did not believe in communicating
intelligence with Hertzian radiation, that
is to say radio, and he does not have precedence in discovering radio.
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Endnotes
The following documents are referenced
often, and the following abbreviated
notation in bold print below will be used
for each respective reference:
Tesla lecture (1891): Nikola Tesla,
“Experiments with Alternate Currents
of Very High Frequency and Their Application to Methods of Artificial Illumination,” Trans. AIEE, Vol. 8, May 20,
1891. Lecture delivered before the AIAA
at Columbia College, New York City on
May 20, 1891.
Tesla lecture (1892): Nikola Tesla,
“Experiments with Alternate Currents
of High Potential and High Frequency,”
J. of the IEE, Vol. 21, No. 97, 1892. Lecture delivered to the IEE at the Royal
Institution on Feb. 3, 1892.
Tesla lecture (1893): Nikola Tesla, “On
Light and Other High Frequency Phenomena,” J. Franklin Institute, Vol. 136,
No. 1, July 1893. Lecture delivered before
the Franklin Institute at Philadelphia on
Feb. 24, 1893, and the National Electric Light Association at St. Louis on
March 1, 1893.
Supreme Court Opinion: United States
Reports Vol. 320, “Cases Adjudged in
the Supreme Court of the United
States at October Term, 1944, Marconi Wireless Telegraphy Company
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